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“Anyone unacquainted with Wendell Berry—man of letters, farmer, recipient 
of numerous awards, modern-day Jeremiah, and iconoclast of contemporary 
culture—will fi nd no better overview of his life and ideas than this collection 
of reminiscences, literary criticism, and tributes. Th is is a book to be read with 
a pencil so that passages can be savored and pondered.”—Library Journal

“Th e wonderful thing about this collection of essays is that it demonstrates just 
how varied and far-reaching Berry’s infl uence has been and how meaningful 
his work is to his readers in so many diff erent ways.”—Resurgence

Wendell Berry’s  essays, novels, and poems have long given voice to 
a provocative but consistent philosophy, one that extends far beyond its 
agrarian core to include elements of sociology, the natural sciences, politics, 
religion, and philosophy. Wendell Berry: Life and Work examines this wise and 
original thinker, appraising his written work and exploring his infl uence as 
an activist and artist. Jason Peters has assembled a broad variety of writers to 
examine aspects of Berry’s diverse yet cohesive body of work. Also included 
are highly personal glimpses of Wendell Berry: his career, academic infl uence, 
and unconventional lifestyle. As one of America’s most profound and honest 
thinkers, Berry embraces a life that sustains him not by easy purchase and 
haste but by physical labor and patience, not by mindless acquiescence to 
a centralized economy but by careful attention to local ways and wisdom. 
Together, the contributors illuminate Berry as a complex man of place and 
community with an astonishing depth of domestic, intellectual, fi lial, and 
fraternal attributes. 

Jason Peters is associate professor of English at Augustana College in 
Rock Island, Illinois.
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Praise for Wendell Berry: Life and Work

“Trying to keep up with the prolifi c writings of farmer-poet-essayist Wendell 
Berry leaves one both grateful and breathless. Th is rich and varied assembly 
is the next-best thing to Berry’s own work and will send the reader eagerly 
back to the original poems, stories, and essays. Here many skilled voices di-
agnose, extend, celebrate, and affi  rm a whole range of his art and ideas—and 
illuminate the striking example of his life as well. Berry’s moral and agrarian 
vision is taking an ever deeper hold in America, and this book will help it 
happen.”
—Ronald Jager, author of Eighty Acres: Elegy for a Family Farm

“Th is volume is of great value and importance. What emerges from these 
various writings (which include telling personal memories) is the greatness 
of this man, good and wise at the same time. His talents as a writer and poet 
include those of a historian and a prophet. More and more Americans—en-
tire generations—ought to hear his voice and read him.”
—John Lukacs, author of At the End of an Age

“Th ough the ‘characters’ herein are real people, there is magic in this book 
that rivals the best of Wendell Berry’s writings. Over and over we see solitary 
readers grappling with Berry’s art and thought amid struggles and in places 
unknown to the author.”
—David James Duncan, author of God Laughs and Plays: Churchless 
Sermons in Response to the Preachments of the Fundamentalist Right

“Th is book welcomes into community all who read Wendell Berry’s work 
habitually and with mounting desire for a sane culture. It is good to have 
neighbors who share the gratitude and even aff ection we feel for a man 
whom most of us have not met. Th ese writers confi rm our sense that reading 
Berry is one of the most important things we do.”
—Ellen F. Davis, author of Wondrous Depth: Preaching the Old Testament

“Th is is a superb collection. Berry is one of America’s greatest social critics, 
essayists, and poets, and the grand simplicity and unity of his life and 
thoughts emerge from the fascinating details of his personal history, cap-
tured beautifully in the words of his friends.”
—David Ehrenfeld, author of Swimming Lessons: Keeping Afl oat in the Age of 
Technology



Praise for Wendell Berry: Life and Work, continued

“What a joy to read Wendell Berry: Life and Work, a rich collection of per-
sonal stories, literary critiques, and thoughtful refl ections about Wendell 
Berry’s life and work—all essays written by friends who know him best. It is 
all here in this wonderful collection of essays.”
—Frederick Kirschenmann, Distinguished Fellow, Leopold Center, Iowa State 
University

“Wendell Berry has revitalized American agrarianism with his uncompro-
mising good sense, quiet urgency, and graceful style. Th is generous collec-
tion of reminiscences, insights, and storytelling from the who’s who of 
American agrarianism ably demonstrates the power of one person to infl u-
ence an entire generation. Wendell Berry: Life and Work is worthy of the man 
it honors.
—William Vitek, coeditor of Rooted in the Land: Essays on Community and 
Place
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Culture of the Land: A Series in the New Agrarianism

Th is series is devoted to the exploration and articulation of a new agrarian-
ism that considers the health of habitats and human communities together. 
It demonstrates how agrarian insights and responsibilities can be worked 
out in diverse fi elds of learning and living: history, science, art, politics, 
economics, literature, philosophy, religion, urban planning, education, 
and public policy. Agrarianism is a comprehensive worldview that appre- 
ciates the intimate and practical connections that exist between humans 
and the earth. It stands as our most promising alternative to the unsus-
tainable and destructive ways of current global, industrial, and 
consumer culture. 
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IN THE PRESENCE OF THE PAST Sheldon Wolin has a wonderful essay titled 
“Tending and Intending a Constitution: Bicentennial Misgivings,” which pro-
vides categories that make clear the signifi cance of Wendell Berry’s work as 
well as these essays in this book. Wolin suggests that “tending” and “intend-
ing” characterize two persistent modes of thinking about politics that con-
fronted one another during the ratifi cation of the American Constitution. A 
politics of “intending” Wolin describes as one shaped by the language of con-
tract in which a system of power seeks to ensure a future by bringing all life 
under a single rational order. A politics of intending comes fully to fruition in 
our time by the development of the “science” of administration that legiti-
mates the expert as the power behind the throne of those who rule us.

In contrast, a politics of “tending” is best identifi ed with what we do when 
we look aft er another, as in tending the sick or a garden. Tending requires “ac-
tive care of things close at hand.” To “tend” is to care for objects whose very 
being requires that they be treated as historical and biographical beings. Such a 
politics requires the existence of a political culture comprised of shared beliefs, 
habits, practices, and memories that defi ne the particularity of a place and de-
termine how the future will be negotiated. Wolin suggests that in such a setting 
politics is best understood, not as something practiced separate from the ordi-
nary, but rather as a form of cultivation analogous to tending fi elds or fl ocks.

Wendell Berry obviously exemplifi es a politics of “tending.” Th at he does so, 
moreover, helps us understand why his life as a farmer, husband, father, and 
friend, and why his poems, novels, and essays, are of a piece. Berry farms as he 
writes and he writes as he farms. Each word is cultivated just as each row is care-
fully plowed. As many of these essays witness, he cares for friends the way he 
writes, and he writes with the care demanded by the love of friends. Yet each 
friend, just as each fi eld of his farm, requires diff erent “tending.” Moreover, as is 
clear from these essays, Berry depends on being befriended by friend and land 
because he recognizes he can give only because of what he has fi rst received.

I call attention to Wolin’s account of intending and tending in order to an-
ticipate an oft -made criticism that Berry’s agrarianism is utopian. But if Wolin 
is right about the politics of tending, and if the essays in this book rightly de-
scribe Berry, then it is clear Berry’s life and work are not utopian but as real as 
the dirt he farms. Th at Berry’s work has ever been considered “unrealistic” is 
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surely because of the unhappy dominance of the politics of intending in our 
time. Berry’s politics is as real as the next poem he writes, the meal Berry and 
Tanya share with friends, and the crop soon to be harvested. Indeed, this book 
itself is testimony that Berry and his friends cannot be dismissed as “idealist,” if 
for no other reason than their determined “earthiness,” which is prominently 
displayed by the sense of humor that pervades these essays.

I suspect that Berry will at once be a bit embarrassed by this book but also 
be grateful to learn the joy his work has given his friends. Th ese are celebra-
tory essays that make the reader happy. Th at a book of essays can do that in 
our day testifi es to the extraordinary power of Berry’s life and work. I oft en 
think that Berry’s novels do what is next to impossible in our time, and that is 
make goodness compelling. I usually hate sweetness because it always threat-
ens to become sentimentality, and sentimentality is, I think, the enemy of the 
good. But Jayber Crow, for example, like so much of Berry’s work, is a sweet 
story about goodness wrought from the hardness of life. What a remarkable 
achievement rightly celebrated by almost every essay in this book.

When a book of this sort is published, the subject of the book—I speak 
from personal experience—cannot help but think, “Th ey must think I’ve 
come to the end of the row. I have nothing else to say. I may even be dead.” But 
everyone who writes in this book does so with the knowledge that Wendell 
Berry is anything but dead. Berry’s unrelenting attack on the abstractions that 
underwrite the current war in Iraq are a sure sign that he has not come to the 
end of the line. Indeed, these essays help us know better how alive Berry is.

Th ose who have written these essays have tended to Wendell Berry’s 
“tending.” Th erefore these essays will help inscribe on our hearts the habits of 
tending. Read this book slowly. Read this book joyfully. Read this book again. 
In doing so you will discover the essays do what they were meant to do; that 
is, aft er having read these wonderful, joyful essays you will discover you can-
not wait to read more Wendell Berry. I take this to be a tribute to the tending 
to Berry these essays so richly exhibit. We live in a world dominated by the 
“intending,” which means we need not only Berry’s work but the work that 
Berry’s work makes possible. What a hopeful book this is.

Stanley Hauerwas
Gilbert T. Rowe Professor of Th eological Ethics

Duke Divinity School, Duke University
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“You are a hero among those who have been wounded and off ended by industrial 
living and yearn for a simpler and more natural and more feeling relation to the 
natural world. I should add that you wouldn’t be as good a man as you are if you 
were not a member of Tanya, and she of you.”—Wallace Stegner, “A Letter to 
Wendell Berry”
Photograph by Guy Mendes from Light at Hand, reprinted by permission of 
Gnomon Press
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Introduction

Jason Peters

I desire to speak somewhere without bounds; like a man in a waking 
moment, to men in their waking moments; for I am convinced that I 
cannot exaggerate enough even to lay the foundation of a true expression. 
—Henry David Th oreau, Walden (1854)

Th ough I have had many of these ideas consciously in mind for several years, 
I have found them extraordinarily diffi  cult to write about. . . . But they are 
ideas of great usefulness, and I am eager to have a hand in their revival.
—Wendell Berry, Th e Long-Legged House (1969) 

IN 1862 EMERSON said that “no truer American existed than Th oreau.” In 
context the remark was instructive, for it followed fast upon the punning ob-
servation that Th oreau “had no talent for wealth” and that “he knew how to be 
poor without the least hint of squalor or inelegance.”1

But out of context—next Friday at happy hour, for example—the remark 
is inscrutable. We Americans apparently have talent for little else. We seldom 
depart from the script written for us by the Magic Hand of the “free” market. 
We don’t excel at any form of consumer restraint, to say nothing of dissent. If 
advertising were a virus, most of us would be dead, taking to our graves the 
suspicion that Th oreau was seditious and unpatriotic—a true crackbrain but 
not a true American. For Th oreau, also punning, admonished us to “cultivate 
poverty like a garden herb, like sage.” He warned us “of enterprises that re-
quire new clothes, and not rather a new wearer of clothes.” He said, “A man is 
rich in proportion to the number of things which he can aff ord to let alone.”2

Th at such advice portends disaster for the unassailable gross domestic 
product hasn’t inhibited one of Th oreau’s worthiest heirs from repeating it. 
Wendell Berry says plainly that we “must achieve the character and acquire 
the skills to live much poorer than we do.” He says that “virtually all of our 
consumption now is extravagant, and virtually all of it consumes the world.” 
He reminds us that “to have everything but money is to have much.”3

Th is is more seditious and unpatriotic talk; it off ends against the unim-

�



2  Jason Peters

peachable moral code known as the American Way. And yet one contributor 
here says in Emersonian fashion that Berry is “perhaps our greatest patriot”; 
several others see in Berry a reinvented Th oreau.

Neither Th oreau nor Berry suff ers damage by the comparison. One went 
to the woods to live deliberately; the other went home to live defensibly. Both 
built small domiciles out of reused lumber, one on the ground beside a pond 
and the other on stilts alongside a river. As writers both are keen to etymo-
logical impertinence: “Of a life of luxury the fruit is luxury,” Th oreau says, 
“whether in agriculture, or commerce, or literature, or art”; “we are acting out 
the plot of a murderous paradox,” Berry says, “an ‘economy’ that leads to ex-
travagance.”4 Both require mindfulness with respect to food: Th oreau says, “It 
is hard to provide and cook so simple and clean a diet as will not off end the 
imagination”; Berry says, “I dislike the thought that some animal has been 
made miserable in order to feed me.”5 Both attend to food in its many cul-
tural, imaginative, and intellectual associations: so Th oreau, in pursuit of 
higher laws, says that “the gross feeder is a man in the larva state; and there 
are whole nations in that condition, nations without fancy or imagination, 
whose vast abdomens betray them”; and Berry, in pursuit of higher sense, 
says, “Th ere is nothing more absurd . . . than the millions who wish to live in 
luxury and idleness and yet be slender and good-looking.”6

But, although neither man believes that we live by bread alone, both reject 
the cheap grace that religion oft en grants itself. Th oreau: “What avails it that 
you are Christian, if you are not purer than the heathen, if you deny yourself 
no more?” Berry: Christianity as it is currently practiced is a “comforter of 
profi table iniquities”; it has made its “peace with ‘the economy’ by divorcing 
itself from economic issues.”7

Th ere are of course diff erences between the one who said “simplify” and 
the one who says “complexify.” Th ese contrarians are oft en stylistically and 
rhetorically as distant as Massachusetts is from Kentucky. Th oreau: “Th e 
greater part of what my neighbors call good I believe in my soul to be bad”; 
Berry: “I suff er very comfortably the lack of colas, TV dinners, and other 
counterfeit foods and beverages.”8 But then not always so distant. Th oreau: 
“To be awake is to be alive. I have never yet met a man who was quite awake. 
How could I have looked him in the face?” Berry: “I knew a man who, in the 
age of chainsaws, went right on cutting his wood with a handsaw and an axe. 
He was a healthier and saner man than I am. I shall let his memory trouble my 
thoughts.”9

And you don’t necessarily have to begin with Walden in particular to sus-
tain the comparison, for Berry participates in the enduring strain of 
Th oreauvian civil disobedience: arguments against a standing army “deserve 
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to prevail,” says the one; “Ceaseless preparation for war / is not peace,” says the 
other.10 Politicians fare poorly in the judgment of both: “For eighteen hun-
dred years,” says Th oreau, “the New Testament has been written; yet where is 
the legislator who has wisdom and practical talent enough to avail himself of 
the light which it sheds on the science of legislation?” “It is now . . . merely 
typical,” says Berry, “that a political leader can speak of ‘the preciousness of all 
life’ while armed for the annihilation of all life.”11 Berry’s indefatigable judg-
ment of an economy predicated on competition—that it not only facilitates 
but also encourages the accumulation of wealth and power into fewer and 
fewer hands—accords with that sentiment in Th oreau that unites his natural-
ism and his political grumpiness: “Th ey who assert the purest right, and con-
sequently are most dangerous to a corrupt State, commonly have not spent 
much time in accumulating property.”12 And if Berry affi  rms that the lost dis-
ciplines of domesticity—the husbandry and wifery of making do—have the 
possibility of enriching our lives and making us glad, he has Th oreau’s prece-
dent, also from Civil Disobedience: “Th e opportunities of living are dimin-
ished in proportion as what are called the ‘means’ are increased. Th e best 
thing a man can do for his culture when he is rich is to endeavor to carry out 
those schemes which he entertained when he was poor.”13

For back of everything, these great dissenters behold similar maladies: 
one, looking out upon his pond, wonders why we should “be in such desper-
ate haste to succeed, and in such desperate enterprises”; the other, looking out 
upon his river, wonders at the boaters

speeding by as if late
for the world’s end, their engine
shaking the air, breaking
the water’s mirrors.

Perhaps the only diff erence that matters is contextual: in Th oreau’s time the mass 
of men led lives of quiet—in Berry’s they lead lives of noisy—desperation.14

I don’t intend to exaggerate a comparison that I am by no means the fi rst to 
make, nor by hyperbole to make more of Emerson’s “no truer American” than 
the remark warrants. But it is not irrelevant at this moment in American let-
ters when, as Berry says, the story line is the breaking of faith,15 that Berry 
himself, so like that true American of whom Emerson wrote, answers vari-
ously to his many and disparate forebears in the literary tradition: to John 
Cotton, who required that every man “live in some warrantable calling”; to 
Benjamin Franklin, who observed that “he that by the Plough would thrive, / 
Himself must either hold or drive”; to Th omas Jeff erson, who held that “small 
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landholders are the most precious part of a state”; to John Wannuaucon 
Quinney, who lamented a Mohican land that had “never been purchased or 
rightly obtained”; to William Apess, who complained that the colonists 
thought “it no crime to go upon Indian lands and cut and carry off  their most 
valuable timber, or anything else they chose”; to Melville, who said no writer 
can “soar to such a rapt height, as to receive the irradiation of the upper skies” 
if he does not also possess “a great, deep, intellect, which drops down into the 
universe like a plummet”; and to Hawthorne, who said there is “folly [in] 
tumbling down an avalanche of ill-gotten gold.” In noting that nature “does 
not tolerate or excuse our abuses,” Berry reminds us of Emerson himself, who 
said “she pardons no mistakes.”16 In speaking of “economic nonentity”—“a 
condition that people grow extremely tired of, and when tired of it become 
extremely dangerous”—he reminds us of Langston Hughes, who gave us the 
festering, stinking, and at last exploding “dream deferred.” 17 In wondering 
long ago whether Port Royal, Kentucky, could produce the kind of poet he 
hoped to become, he reminds us (as he reminded himself) of the precedent in 
Paterson, New Jersey, where William Carlos Williams engaged the “unceasing 
labor of keeping responsibly conscious of where he was,” speaking in his po-
ems not “as a poet but as a man.”18 And when, recalling Saint Paul, Berry says 
that “a healthy community is like a body, for its members mutually support 
and serve one another,” he returns us—shorn of the embarrassing social and 
economic disparities—to John Winthrop’s call aboard the Arbella, nearly four 
hundred years ago, for a community of members held together by love, which 
is that “bond of perfection.”19

True enough: “true American” is not a category. But if Berry’s voice seems 
an anamnesis of the oracle of Walden, it also resounds within a richly varied 
tradition, and his critique reaches further and sustains an urgency greater 
than anything Th oreau ever attempted: for above all this, Berry, more than 
any living writer, certainly more than any commander in chief, has defended 
—without a standing army—actual American soil. Having understood the 
necessity of “food production that pays its debt to the soil,” to use Steven Stoll’s 
useful phrase, he has seen agriculture—again in Stoll’s words—as “a delicate 
system of return, powered by the sun and managed by cultivators who [see] 
soil as the totality of matter passing through their hands.”20 If your average 
American is voracious in appetite and profl igate in spending, consuming 
what he does not own and mortgaging a future that cannot be his, he is any-
thing but true—whether in the Emersonian sense or not—for he keeps no 
troth. But fi delity, the keeping of faith, has been Berry’s enduring theme, our 
dominant and countervailing storyline notwithstanding.
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All of which is to say that the question J. Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur 
once posed in Letters from an American Farmer—“What is an American?”—is 
endlessly interesting, and its answer endlessly relevant. Is an American a man 
who cultivates poverty or debt? Is she wary of enterprises that require new 
clothes, or does she build more closets to placate that fi ckle tyrant Fashion? 
Can he resist sales talk, or does he leave nothing alone that’s for sale—espe-
cially if it obviates the need for any bodily exertion not specifi cally copulative? 
Th e answer to “what is an American?” goes some distance in explaining why 
the Joneses and those who keep up with them live not as Th oreau did, nor as 
Berry does, but as bundles of unacknowledged contradictions: they have tread-
mills in their basements and riding lawnmowers in their garages; they drive to 
gyms across town (and over rivers) to ride stationary bikes (and use rowing 
machines). Th ese exemplary citizens have been “educated” to be self-reliant and 
resourceful in schools funded by state lotteries and casinos.

Berry has aimed his sharpened pencil at dumb game of this kind exactly—
nature lovers (he calls them “nature consumers”21) who want pristine places 
through which to run their recreational vehicles, students who want a good 
“education” so long as it is easy and fun, parents who want good neighbor-
hoods but not the burden of being good neighbors, citizens who expect hon-
esty from their political leaders but not from the advertisers and corporations 
that fl atter them, politicians who talk of “homeland security” but secure no 
actual land, legislators who support the powerful but expect gratitude from 
the weak, health-conscious consumers who want chemical-free food but not 
the responsibility of growing or preparing it, environmentalists who expect 
moral behavior from industries that thrive in an economy predicated on mor-
al turpitude, and above all the economy’s cheerleaders—those most supersti-
tious and credulous of creatures, shortsighted if not short-skirted—who as-
sure us that infi nite appetites can be infi nitely satisfi ed in a fi nite place and 
who, as Herman Daly says, treat “depletion and pollution as ‘surprising’ exter-
nal costs.”22

For such fools was satire invented; around them a whole fraternity of 
splenetic writers might rightfully gather. But however much we may need a 
Swift  or a Mencken now, Berry, though capable of ridicule, has never been the 
sort of essayist merely to vent his spleen upon the incorrigible and unsuspect-
ing. Beneath the severity and sometime anger of his most polemical work 
there abides a love for this great house long since turned into a den of thieves. 
It is this love—and a tender but not sentimental aff ection—that even in this 
dark world and wide stirs Berry at the start of his eighth decade to say, “Th e 
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work that I feel best about I have done as an amateur: for love. But in my es-
says especially I have been motivated also by fear of our violence to one an-
other and to the world, and by hope that we might do better.”23

And it is to this cause, to this wheel of love, that the writers here assem-
bled have put their shoulders. We intend, all of us, either to commence an 
accurate biography or to inaugurate a careful consideration of Berry’s place in 
American life and letters. Several essays here take up Berry the man, oft en 
mistaken as dour by readers who have either ignored his fi ction or, like so 
many trained critics, have read it with their eyes shut. Th ese essays paint a 
man with a prodigious capacity for laughter and conviviality, and they come 
from the pens of those who have had the great honor to know Berry’s friend-
ship. Other essays consider Berry’s expansive practical, imaginative, and in-
tellectual labor: his work on a hillside farm, his work in three genres, his 
knowledge of or interest in economics, politics, theology, education, technol-
ogy, peace. We endeavor, that is, to treat him as he is: a complex man of place 
and membership, of domestic, of intellectual, of fi lial and fraternal talents. If 
for a few hundred pages we divert attention from Berry’s own work, we may 
yet help readers by indirections fi nd directions out.

So this collection considers Berry as a writer of many parts (as one contributor 
calls him) and, in a manner of speaking, a farmer of one: a novelist, poet, and 
essayist, Berry has given his life to tending a small hillside in his native Kentucky 
county, writing there by hand and farming by hand- and horse-labor.

In eight novels and far more short stories, Berry tells with humor and af-
fection the story of a small farming community, Port William, as it struggles 
to preserve its traditional ways against predation from without and disaff ec-
tion from within. In more than ten volumes of poetry, he likewise celebrates 
(among other things) “the world of nature despite its mortal / dangers” in a 
“language that can pay just thanks / and honor for those gift s.” In more than 
twenty collections of essays, and in an idiom clear and uncompromising, he 
diagnoses our besetting ills, chief among them a blind faith in science (self-
mitred, self-crowned), addiction to labor-saving devices (“We would use a 
steam shovel to pick up a dime”), and dependence upon an extractive econo-
my (it “takes, makes, uses, and discards” and moves therefore “from exhaus-
tion to pollution”).24

Born in 1934 to John and Virginia Berry, Wendell Erdman Berry con-
fessed some delight in pretending, as the son of a prominent lawyer, to aspire 
to a career as a bootlegger. (John Sr. was in fact one of the principal architects 
of the Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative, a program formed in 1921 to 
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help tobacco growers in fi ve states deal with volatile markets.) In high school 
Berry attended Millersburg Military Institute—or rather “waged four years 
there in sustained rebellion against everything the place stood for, paying the 
cost both necessarily and willingly”25—the main consequence of which seems 
to have been the making of a confi rmed and talented contrarian. Aft er earn-
ing AB and MA degrees from the University of Kentucky (1956, 1957), Berry 
went as a Wallace Stegner fellow to Stanford University, where he met, among 
others, Ken Kesey, Ken Babbs, Ernest Gaines, Larry McMurtry, and Nancy 
Huddleston Packer. He spent a year in Italy on a Guggenheim Fellowship 
(1961–62) and then, from 1962 to 1964, taught English at New York University 
before deciding to return to Kentucky. “At a time when originality is more 
emphasized in the arts, maybe, than ever before,” he says, “I undertook some-
thing truly original—I returned to my origins.”26 Berry then taught at the 
University of Kentucky (1964–77, 1987–93), all the while improving the farm 
on which he and his wife, Tanya, still live and work.

But it is a mistake, Berry says, to characterize this story as a return to the 
simple life. It is a story of return, to be sure, and it is one of the oldest and most 
instructive in the Western tradition, but there is nothing simple about it. 
Berry returned, he says, to a far more complex life, a life that he sustains and 
that in turn sustains him—not by easy purchase and haste but by diffi  cult 
work and patience, not by mindless acquiescence to a centralized economy 
but by careful attention to local ways and wisdom.27

Th is commitment to local ways signals a salient theme in Berry’s work; 
that our lives must be built, and our problems reduced, to the scale of human 
competence. Cities must not be so large that local agriculture cannot sustain 
them. Th e economy must consist of smaller, local economies that attend to 
local needs and capacities. Citizens must act according to what they can know 
not in the abstract but in concrete particulars. If they cannot act in a manner 
commensurate with their capacity to know and to do, if they give themselves 
over to abstractions—which, Berry says, always conduce to abuse—they will 
necessarily abuse the sources they live from: water, soil, and air.

For Berry, there are no better examples of this abuse than strip-mining 
and large-scale farming. In both cases, distant but powerful corporations—
whether in mining or agribusiness (the diff erence is negligible, for the meth-
ods are indistinguishable)—impose their “advice,” their whims, and fi nally 
their will on vulnerable regions from which they extract profi ts, in which they 
destroy fertility, and to which they return waste. Berry has criticized these 
government-sanctioned practices in, among other works, Th e Long-Legged 
House (1969) and Th e Unsettling of America (1977)—both in a sense wartime 
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books inasmuch as they uncover from the temporal vicinity of Vietnam the 
similarities between military and economic aggression: in the former book he 
says that “the idea of controlled destruction [in strip-mining] may be as much 
a rationalization, as potentially a delusion, as the idea of limited war”; in the 
latter he says that “the people who make wars do not fi ght them. Th e people 
responsible for strip-mining, clear-cutting of forests, and other ruinations do 
not live where their senses will be off ended or their homes or livelihoods or 
lives immediately threatened by the consequences. Th e people responsible for 
the various depredations of ‘agribusiness’ do not live on farms.”28 Th e ongoing 
systematic destruction of hillsides, farms, and farmland—the destruction, 
that is, of the soil and the cultural institutions that attend it—is a failure of 
knowledge, of character, of moral strength, of intellect, of policy, of many 
things, which Berry is careful at each turn to clarify and by example and in-
struction to correct.

Among the many correctives Berry has proff ered, two recur frequently: 
the acquisition of skills, not money, and the practice of restraint, not extrava-
gance. But he believes that neither of these is possible apart from “culture-
borne” instructions. Nor does he believe our ecological crisis is a crisis of 
knowledge only: “Rats and roaches live by competition under the law of sup-
ply and demand,” he says; “it is the privilege of human beings to live under the 
laws of justice and mercy.”29 Berry adumbrates the complexity of this moral 
vision and the diffi  cult demands of his own code when, in Th e Unsettling of 
America, he makes bold to say that we will certainly use clean energy poorly, 
could we ever adopt it, because we are not good enough to know how to use 
energy well and not smart enough to know what it is for.30 To the quantifying 
utilitarian mind, to the mind rendered impervious and invincible by uncon-
scious, systemic errors, this claim can only increase the inveterate confusion. 
And yet this is precisely the kind of gospel that the current mind, so incapable 
by now of turning suspicion on itself—and in ways perhaps unprecedented—
needs. 

Berry’s politics, closely tied to his economic critique and his distrust of 
organizations, are complicated by the fact that America’s two major political 
parties increasingly resemble each other. He calls himself a Jeff ersonian and a 
Democrat. He is a Jeff ersonian inasmuch as he supports decentralization and 
the proliferation of as many small landholders as are possible, and he is a 
Democrat inasmuch as he was born into, and comes out of, the New Deal. He 
holds that a responsible government will protect small businesses and craft s-
men against the ravages of the “free” market, which, far from being free, gives 
the wealthy and powerful easy permission to become richer and stronger. He 
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does not believe democracy can survive apart from a well-informed citizenry 
that heeds the available moral instruction. But he has been clear on many oc-
casions that he speaks for neither the liberals nor the conservatives as they 
currently understand—if they understand—themselves. Both are beholden to 
an economy intent on destroying whatever it can in its eff ort to support a 
standard of living that destroys whatever is.

As for his religious sympathies, Berry admits that Christianity, “for better 
or worse,” is the religious tradition he is heir to, but he also confesses a debt to 
other religions—Buddhism, for example—that provide useful correctives to 
our most grievous faults.31 He seems less and less likely to countenance claims 
of religious singularity, given the pattern of warfare that follows from such 
claims. Nevertheless, Berry has consistently declared fealty to the literary and 
religious tradition to which Dante, Spenser, Shakespeare, and Donne—among 
others—belong.

All of these concerns—agrarianism, politics, religion, economics, litera-
ture—and many others are the objects of inquiry here, and the essays that 
treat them range from the scholarly to the personal. If I depart from the for-
malities of an introduction and forgo the tiresome task of summarizing each 
essay (and I do), I do so because each of these splendid pieces speaks clearly 
and elegantly enough to its topic. Th is collection testifi es to the breadth and 
depth of Berry’s work, and it recommends his exemplary and diffi  cult life as 
an alternative to the desperation, whether quiet or noisy, of our own.

Whitman, in a moment of characteristic exuberance, said that “the proof of a 
poet is that his country absorbs him as aff ectionately as he has absorbed it.” 
Th oreau we have aff ectionately absorbed, I think, though we’ve hardly heeded 
him. Th ese essays suggest in what manner the country may absorb Wendell 
Berry, a man whose life and work have been an aff ectionate defense of land 
not only worth defending but much in need of aff ection—aff ection for local, 
knowable, defensible places—apart from which “national defense” reduces to 
abstraction, and topsoil continues to roll toward the Gulf of Mexico, there to 
rest in the hypoxic zone.

Berry has rightly stated that “Emerson’s spiritual heroism can sometimes 
be questionable or tiresome, but [that] he can also write splendidly accurate, 
exacting sentences.” A few of them occur in that same piece on Th oreau from 
1862: “He chose to be rich by making his wants few, and supplying them him-
self ”; “I have repeatedly known young men of sensibility converted in a mo-
ment to the belief that this was the man they were in search of, the man of 
men, who could tell them all they should do.”32
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Ain’t They the Berries!

Ed McClanahan

WENDELL AND TANYA BERRY have been my friends for over fi ft y years. 
Wendell and I got to know each other in graduate English classes at the 
University of Kentucky in Lexington in the fall of 1956; Tanya Amyx, his fi an-
cée, was a senior English major. I had made a false start at graduate school at 
Stanford the previous year and had come home to Kentucky in the spring of 
’56, chastened for my hubris, and, in a last-ditch attempt to avoid the military 
draft , had enrolled in a couple of graduate-level summer-school classes at UK. 
To my draft  board’s amazement (not to mention my own), I aced them both, 
and was suddenly a bona fi de candidate for an MA.

“I had gone west” (I would write many years later, in my book Famous Peo-
ple I Have Known) “the blandest perambulatory tapioca pudding ever poured 
into a charcoal-gray suit, and I came home six months later in Levi’s and cycle 
boots and twenty-four-hour-a-day shades and an armpit of a goatee and a hair-
do that wasn’t so much a duck’s-ass as it was, say, a sort of cocker spaniel’s-ass.
. . . I’d been Californicated to a fare-thee-well, and I’d loved every minute of it.”

Such was the sorry-looking article that Wendell was confronted with in 
the fi rst meeting of old Dr. Brady’s grad-school class in bibliography in the fall 
of 1956. Wendell, on the other hand, was—oh, my—formidably straight. 
Treetop tall and as sober as an undertaker, he scared the pee-waddin’ outta me 
at fi rst; it was like the young Abe Lincoln had just walked in and caught me 
pretending to be the young Tony Curtis. And young Tony was three years 
older than young Abe!

Still, however warily, Wendell and I liked each other right away, and it 
wasn’t long till I discovered the gleeful, goofy Wendellian grin that lurked 
behind all that exterior gravitas.

We’ve had some grand times together over a lot of years.
Like the 1958 Kentucky Derby party where, during a walk in the country 

aft er what could have been his fourth (my sixth) mint julep, the coltish young 
Wendell undertook a six-foot broad jump over an eight-foot creek and landed 
up to his argyles in backwater.

Or our glorious four-day canoe trip down the Kentucky River a few weeks 

�
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later that same spring, and the night we spent along the way in the old fi shing 
camp that, a few years later, would provide Wendell with the title of his land-
mark book of essays, Th e Long-Legged House. Or another four-day boat ride 
we took up the Ohio in 1961 on my father’s towboat, the City of Maysville. 
(We put in a great deal of time in the wheelhouse, where the pilot, a burly, 
whiskey-voiced old scapegrace named Cap’n Bill, regaled us with highly im-
probable tales of his sexual prowess. “You know how much I get?” he’d growl, 
with a piratical squint. “All I can stand!”)

Or the time in San Francisco when, aft er an uproarious martini-enhanced 
dinner at a big Fisherman’s Wharf restaurant, we were crossing the Golden 
Gate Bridge and Wendell said to the guy in the tollbooth, as he forked over the 
toll, “Th ank you, sir! Th is certainly is a mighty fi ne bridge!”

Back in 1956, when Wendell and I fi rst met, I was under the spell of a 
thick, purple-covered paperback titled Mysticism, by Evelyn Underhill, which 
I carried everywhere and ostentatiously peered into with great frequency, in 
the hope that anyone who noticed my choice of reading material might also 
get a glimpse of the sensitive youth who peeked out from behind my thuggish 
imported-from-California outer brute. But try as I might to get my mind 
around the whole Dark Night of the Soul thing, I couldn’t quite manage it—
which is probably why I was always squinting like old Cap’n Bill when I actu-
ally attempted to read the book. My new friend Wendell, amused by the strug-
gle I was having with all that endless goddamn purple claptrap, suggested that 
it should’ve been titled “Misty-cism.”

Dr. Brady was an endearingly punctilious, excruciatingly boring old gent 
who was said never to have surrendered a single A in his bibliography class, 
abiding as he did by the principle that none of us is perfect, nor ever shall be, 
Amen, B+. His class was a real grind, one of those grad-school boot-camp 
courses designed to weed out the unworthy. We were remanded weekly to 
card-catalogue hell to solve the research problems he assigned us, such as, 
“How much was Byron paid for the initial publication of ‘Beppo’?” (Answer: 
2,600 quid, cash on the barrelhead.) And we were obliged to produce, in lieu 
of a term paper, an immense bibliography, typed to infl exible perfection, map-
ping some remote, arid, uninhabitable area of literary scholarship.

(I submitted a forty-fi ve-page behemoth lyrically titled “Th e New Critics 
vs. Robert Browning: 1945–1950,” chronicling fi ve years of assaults carried 
out by my then literary heroes, those intrepid New Critics, upon the reputa-
tion of the Great Poet, who, being thoroughly deceased, was in no position to 
defend himself. Unhappily, I exceeded the one-inch-margins rule by a couple 
of letters here and there, and therefore garnered, for all my colossal labors, the 
inevitable B+.)
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And fi nally we had to survive a ruthlessly exacting fi nal exam, rife with 
bolt-from-the-blue surprise questions, among them one requiring us to list all 
the works in English literature of which concordances have been compiled. 
(For the uninitiated, a concordance is an alphabetical index of all the words—
every single goddamn word!—in a given text or body of texts. In the days 
before computers, putting together one of these bibliolatrous enormities was 
virtually a life’s work, so there weren’t all that many of them.) Anyhow, on the 
fi nal, everybody in the class came up with Shakespeare, of course, and then 
Chaucer, and then Milton, but aft er that it grew murkier. Donne? Dr. Johnson? 
Matthew Arnold? Trollope, with his forty-seven novels, fer crissake? Who 
knew?

Wendell did. He listed the King James Bible, by God. (Th at’s an attribu-
tion, not an expletive.) Th e answer tickled Dr. Brady’s hitherto undetected 
funny bone, and he gave Wendell what was reputed to be his (Dr. Brady’s, not 
Wendell’s) maiden A.

Years fl ew by. Wendell (lucky dog!) won a Stegner Fellowship in Creative 
Writing to Stanford in 1958, and went west—as did I, that same autumn, not 
to Stanford but to what I like to call Backwater State College in Backwater, 
Oregon, where I was to teach four gigantic sections of freshman composition. 
Over the next few years, while I languished in the wilds of Oregon, teaching 
prescriptive grammar to wave aft er wave of invading ignorant freshmen 
armies, Wendell landed himself a Guggenheim, took Tanya abroad for a luxu-
rious year in the fl eshpots of Europe, and then scored a cushy teaching gig at 
New York University and sublet Denise Levertov’s apartment in the very heart 
of wicked Greenwich Village! If I was ever going to hate the rascal, that 
would’ve been the time to start.

But Wendell returned to Kentucky aft er only a couple of years in New 
York, fi rst to work on the family farm in Henry County (and to continue writ-
ing, of course); he subsequently became for many years a valued member of 
the English department faculty at the University of Kentucky in Lexington, 
and published more or less as many books as Anthony Trollope, as everybody 
knows. Along the way, he bought an exhausted, overgrown little hillside farm 
in the Henry County community of Port Royal, on the banks of the Kentucky 
River, and resolutely set about restoring it to respectability and productivity.

Meanwhile, I snagged my own Stegner Fellowship in 1962 and then stayed 
on to teach at Stanford, clinging by my fi ngernails to a visiting lectureship 
until 1972. I fi lled in for Wendell at UK when he went on sabbatical in 1972/73, 
then took my visiting lecturer act to the University of Montana, in Missoula, 
where I hung on till 1976, when I found myself out of work, out of luck, and 
out of money. My second wife, Cia, and I, aft er a feckless cross-country ad-
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venture pursuing a book about, of all the elusive subjects we could’ve chosen, 
honkytonks, had decided that the pluperfect best spot we ’d parked ourselves 
in, briefl y, during our rambles was a little tumbledown abandoned tenant 
house on the farm of Jim Perry, Wendell’s uncle, on the banks of the Kentucky 
River, just down the road from Wendell and Tanya’s own house. So when all 
else had failed, we bounced, like a couple of bad pennies, right back to Port 
Royal and presented ourselves on their doorstep.

Omigod, it’s the McSquatleys again!
During the fi ve years my burgeoning second family and I lived next door 

to Wendell and Tanya in Uncle Jimmy’s sweet little house, Wendell and I 
logged countless hours of working side by side—housing tobacco, bucking 
hay, fencing, killing hogs, forking manure, and even (the juxtaposition is in-
tentional) teaching college English. Best of all, though, were the wintry days 
we worked with Wendell’s team of Belgian draft  horses, cutting fi rewood in 
the woods up Cane Run lane.

Th e winter of ’77 was especially bitter and protracted; we had snow upon 
snow upon snow, weeks and weeks of relentless cold. First the ponds froze, 
then the creeks, then the Kentucky River, and before the siege had ended there 
were ice-skaters on the broad Ohio for the fi rst time in almost sixty years.

Th ree or four aft ernoons a week, Wendell and I would take our chain saws 
and the Belgians and Wendell’s little border collie, Zip, into the woods, where 
we ’d fell the trees we wanted and limb them, and then use the horses to drag 
the logs into the clear to be worked up into fi rewood. Following those great 
gorgeous Belgians as, snorting and farting and straining at the traces, they 
tramped through the picture-perfect snowy woods, the little black-and-white 
dog nipping at their heels, their breath coming in puff s of white vapor as 
though they had steam engines inside them. . . . Well, it was better than taking 
an aft ernoon stroll through a Currier and Ives print—unless you persuade 
Messrs. Ives and Currier to put Wendell Berry in the picture with you.

Not even counting all I’ve learned from him about writing and literature, 
Wendell has been my mentor in a thousand ways. (I daresay I’ve taught him a 
thing or two as well, but we needn’t go into that.) Almost daily, as we worked 
together, he showed me or told me all manner of stuff  I desperately needed to 
know about trees and plants and farm animals, about the ways of weather and 
the seasons, about handling tools, about stringing fence and building rock 
wall—and along the way he generously clued me in on the history and the 
mores of the community he’d lived in all his life, into which I was striving to 
insinuate myself.

(Here’s the very best story he ever told me: Th ere once was an irascible old 
Henry County doctor whose patient was a lady not recently conversant with 
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the amenities of soap and water. Th e doctor agreed to examine her, on the 
condition that she fi rst step into the ladies’ washroom and freshen herself up 
a bit. When she came back, the doctor asked, “Well, did you wash?” “Why yes, 
Doctor,” she said, “I washed as far as possible.” “Goddamn it,” cried the doctor, 
“ ‘possible’ was what I wanted you to wash!”)

Under Wendell’s tutelage, I became that prized commodity in farming 
communities, a Pretty Good Hand. (“Y’know, Wendell,” I told him one blis-
tering August day while we were hanging tobacco in a ninety-eight-degree 
barn, “my dad always wanted me to learn to do this kind of work, but I don’t 
think he meant for me to start when I was forty-fi ve years old!”) Th e knowl-
edge he imparted sustained me and my family for years, and I’m eternally 
grateful for his enduring—some would say persevering—friendship.

As for Tanya, everybody knows what a beautiful, gracious, warm, caring 
person she is, so here’s a fl ashback that reveals a side of her that her countless 
more circumspect admirers will never mention:

Once, during our long-ago days at the university in Lexington, Tanya and 
I and a grad-school pal of mine named Charlie Mahan (now long since gath-
ered unto his fathers) were having lunch together at the Paddock, a student 
hangout just off  the UK campus. Tanya had to eat and run in order to make it 
to her one-o’clock class. As she was hurrying off , Charlie turned to me and 
murmured, almost wistfully, “Damn, she’s sexy!”
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Wendell Berry on 
War and Peace; 
Or, Port William versus 
the Empire

Bill Kauff man

I think the fi rst thing that made me dislike imperialism was the statement 
that the sun never sets on the British Empire. What good is a country with 
no sunset?
—G. K. Chesterton

THE FIRST CASUALTY OF war is not truth—that expires during diplomacy—
but the country.

Wendell Berry, the exemplary countryman, a man of place in a world run 
by the placeless, has chronicled the ways in which war and the preparation 
therefor drain the countryside and feed the hypermobility that is the great 
undiagnosed sickness of our age.

War devastates the home front as surely as it does the killing fi elds. 
Soldiers are conscripted, sent hither and yon to kill and maim or to be killed 
or maimed; their families relocate, following the jobs created by artifi cial war-
time booms. War is the great scatterer, the merciless disperser. How you gon-
na keep ’em down on the farm when Mom and Pop and Sis have found Elysium 
in Detroit?

Nothing of nobility, perhaps even nothing of necessity, dignifi es foreign 
wars in Berry’s world. When, in A Place on Earth, Ernest Finley returns a 
cripple from the Great War in 1919, he fi nds his parents dead, their home 
sold. He is staggered by “the implausibility of the fact that something so vast 
as a war had picked out and defeated so small a thing as one man, himself.”1 

Th e sun also rises, but this doughboy does not.
Th e First World War, that maiden voyage of the U.S. military across the 

oceans to “make the world safe for democracy,” in President Wilson’s ringing 
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phrase, is but an adumbration of the Second in Berry’s fi ction: “It was 1916 
and a new kind of world was in the making on the battlefi elds of France, but 
you could not have told it, standing on Cotman Ridge with that dazzling cloud 
lying over Goforth in the valley, and the woods and the ridgetops looking as 
clear and clean as Resurrection Morning,” we read in the story “Watch with 
Me.”2 A clan of eccentrics is Port William’s fi rst war casualty:

Th ere had been a time when a Proudfoot almost never worked alone. 
Th e Proudfoots were a big family of big people whose farms were scat-
tered about in the Katy’s Branch valley and on Cotman Ridge. Th ey liked 
to work together and to be together. Oft en, even when a Proudfoot was 
at work on a job he could not be helped with, another Proudfoot would 
be sitting nearby to watch and talk. Th e First World War killed some of 
them and scattered others.3

Th e childless Tol Proudfoot, last of his era, dies, appositely, in 1941. His world 
soon follows.

In Berry’s fi ction, the Second World War is the great climacteric. By 1942, 
says Hannah Coulter,

A great sorrow and a great fear had come into all the world, and the world 
was changing. I grew up, it seems to me, in the small old local world of 
places like Shagbark and Hargrave and Port William in their daily work 
and dreaming of themselves. . . . But then, against the fi res and smokes of 
the war, the new war of the whole world, that old world looked small and 
lost. We were in the new world made by the new war.4

Hannah marries her fi rst husband, Virgil Feltner, “as war spread across the 
world.”5 A Place on Earth (I quote from the 1983 revised edition) opens in that 
bleak fi rst winter of the war, as fathers and uncles, including Mat Feltner, 
Virgil’s father, play cards in Frank Lathrop’s empty store, minifi ed by “their 
sense of helplessness before an immeasurable fact.”6 For what is there to do at 
home during war but wait and work, tormented by absence?

According to Croesus, “In peace the sons bury their fathers, but in war the 
fathers bury their sons.” Mat is deprived of even the meager solace of such an 
interment. Virgil is reported missing in action at the Battle of the Bulge; he is 
never to return. As his wife explains in Hannah Coulter, Virgil would “disap-
pear, just disappear, into a storm of hate and fl ying metal and fi re. . . . Virgil was 
missing, and nobody ever found him or learned what happened to him.”7

Tom Coulter, whose grim job it is to bulldoze the anonymous dead into 
mass graves, precedes Virgil in death. As Hannah says, “One day we knew 
that Tom Coulter was dead somewhere in Italy. Nothing changed. Th ere was 
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no funeral, no place to send fl owers or gather with the neighbors to off er your 
useless comfort.”8

Tom’s brother Nathan, who will marry Hannah aft er the war, fi ghts in but 
rarely speaks of the Battle of Okinawa, in which, his wife surmises, the soldier 
“lived inescapably hour aft er hour, day aft er day, killing as you were bidden to 
do, suff ering as you were bidden to do, dying as you were bidden to do.”9 It is 
no life for a man, as the author makes clear in “Manifesto: Th e Mad Farmer 
Liberation Front,” wherein he counsels, “As soon as the generals and the po-
liticos / can predict the motions of your mind, / lose it.”10

War, kens Hannah, “is the outer darkness beyond the reach of love, where 
people who do not know one another kill one another and there is weeping 
and gnashing of teeth, where nothing is allowed to be real enough to be 
spared.”11 Th e reach of love, a frequent Berryan trope, might extend to eastern 
Kentucky on a good day but never, ever, to Europe. Or even Washington.

Th e deaths overseas are not explicable; they are as senseless as the drown-
ing of little Annie Crop in A Place on Earth. Nathan Coulter pithily describes 
the Battle of Okinawa as “ignorant boys, killing each other.”12 (Th is is not to 
say that Port William boils with antiwar anger. Old Jack Beechum carries 
around a newspaper picture of FDR, exhorting the president: “Go to it. By 
God, we’re for you, sir.”13 Th ese are yellow-dog Democrats, even as their com-
munity is riven by a Democratic president’s war.)

According to Hannah Coulter, “I think this is what Nathan learned from 
his time in the army and the war. He saw a lot of places, and he came home. I 
think he gave up the idea that there is a better place somewhere else. Th ere is 
no ‘better place’ than this, not in this world.”14

It was a conviction never again shared by U.S. policymakers.
Th e instruments of American displacement have been various, but Berry 

quite rightly—and courageously—locates many of them in what has come to 
be known, at least among those who did not fi ght in it, as the “Good War.”

Conscription is the least of these deracinating forces: aft er all, the draft ee, 
if he is lucky enough to survive, may come home. But to what does he return? 
To a land denuded by the great exodus of rural southerners, black and white, 
to the industrial cities. More than 15 million Americans, or 12 percent of the 
civilian population, resided in a diff erent county in March 1945 from the one 
they resided in on December 7, 1941—and this doesn’t even count the more 
than 12 million who were wearing Uncle Sam’s khaki.

Th e border states were especially hard-hit: as an anti-hillbilly joke of the 
1940s went, America lost three states during the war: “Kentucky and Tennessee 
had gone to Indiana, and Indiana had gone to hell.”15
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Th e diaspora of rural southern blacks was no less tragic. Uprooted and 
urbanized blacks found otiose those skills that had been necessary to country 
life. Some were consumed by the vast industrial armies that, for a time, prom-
ised steady and remunerative employment; others fell into welfare. Th e ver-
dant countryside of black farmers that might have been was eclipsed by urban 
moonscapes of sullen slum-dwellers. (In my home county of Genesee in New 
York, the Good War swept able-bodied farming men into the army or the fac-
tory, creating an absence in the fi elds that was fi lled by migrant workers: peo-
ple from away, people who had no stake in the land, in the region.)

In Berry’s fi ction, the Second World War is a watershed in so many ways: 
it rends, it depopulates, it mechanizes, it destroys. So do its off shoots.

Hannah Coulter refers to “Th e interstate highway that transformed ev-
erything within its reach.”16 Th e people-scattering National Interstate and 
Defense (my italics) Highway System was conceived during World War II by 
top-down planner extraordinaire Rexford G. Tugwell and made concrete by 
an itinerant general named Dwight D. Eisenhower, who had admired Hitler’s 
autobahn and got one of his own.

Tugwell, chief ideologist of the New Deal, had defi ned the American farm 
as “an area of vicious, ill-tempered soil with a not very good house, inadequate 
barns, makeshift  machinery, happenstance stock, tired, overworked men and 
women—and all the pests and bucolic plagues that nature has evolved . . . a 
place where ugly, brooding monotony, that haunts by day and night, unseats 
the mind.”17 To Tugwell and the highwaymen, the interstate over which the 
benighted peasantry might relocate to a Cincinnati suburb was no mere rib-
bon of road: it was a lifeline.

Since those who write books and make movies and TV shows are distin-
guished as a class by their mobility, we seldom get an honest reckoning of the 
cost of modern nomadism. If anything it is celebrated as the fl owering of the 
human spirit.

Nor do we oft en assess the domestic eff ects of militarism, or should I say 
militarism’s eff ect on domesticity? Th e cost of war might be measured not 
only in body bags, in returning boys without legs, arms, eyes, faces, but also 
in divorce, dislocation, novels never written, children not fathered. During 
World War II, the divorce rate more than doubled, normal patterns of court-
ship were disrupted, daylight saving time was imposed nationwide over the 
objections of rural America, and the subsidized day-care industry was born 
via the Lanham Act, which sponsored three-thousand day-care centers to in-
carcerate the neglected children of Rosie the Riveter. (To be fair, the war did 
prove a boon to the moving and storage industry.)18

Th e Second World War, says Hannah Coulter, changed the ideal “descent 
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of parcels,” which is “for every farm to be inherited by a child who grew up on 
it, and who then would live on it and farm it and care well for it in preparation 
for the next inheritor.”19 Hannah’s three children would leave home, forfeit 
their membership; we are told this in some of the most heartbreaking prose 
Berry has written.

Th is was by no means a generational fracture limited to the rural South; 
John P. Marquand, in his novel of the World War II home front, So Little Time 
(1943), calculated a similar domestic cost in the Northeast: “Th ere was no use 
thinking any longer that someone who belonged to you might live in your 
house aft er you were through with it.”20

Burley Coulter, in the story “Th e Wild Birds,” expresses it this way: “I 
thought things would go on here always the way they had been. Th e old ones 
would die when their time came, and the young ones would learn and come 
on. . . . And then, about the end of the last war, I reckon, I seen it go wayward. 
Probably it had been wayward all along. But it got more wayward then, and I 
seen it then. Th ey began to go and not come back . . . the young ones dead in 
wars or killed in damned automobiles, or gone off  to college and made too 
smart ever to come back.”21

To be fair, Burley, the place to which they did not return was not the place 
they had left . “Th e days before the war were ‘the old days,’ sure enough,” ad-
mits Hannah Coulter. “Th e war changed the world. Th e days when Nathan 
and I were little, before we had electricity and plumbing and tractors and 
blacktopped roads and nuclear bombs”22—all the conveniences of the mod-
ern world—were perhaps beyond reclamation.

“Th ere was no TV then,”23 she recalls, which is to say that vital regional 
cultures might exist. But then almost every healthy manifestation of local cul-
ture was smothered—terminated—strangled—by U.S. entry into the Second 
World War. Th e Iowa poetry renaissance. Th e effl  orescence of upstate New 
York fi ction. Th e regional theater movement. Hell, even North Dakota corn-
husking contests. (Don’t believe me? See Gordon L. Iseminger, “North Dakota’s 
Cornhusking Contests, 1939–1941,” Agricultural History, winter 1997.)

War nationalizes culture; it exerts a centripetal force that shreds what it 
does not suck in. A cold war would follow, logically, the abandonment of tra-
ditional American neutrality in the two world wars; its policy fruits, besides 
the aforementioned interstate, included the acceleration of school consolida-
tion, a profoundly anticommunity movement conceived by progressives of 
the Big Is Beautiful stripe that was given wings by the militarism of those al-
legedly halcyon 1950s, when the chimera of well-drilled little Ivan Sputnik 
was used to regiment the comparatively anarchic American educational sys-
tem. Schools were centralized, which eliminated local idiosyncrasy, local ac-
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cents, removed parents from the daily life of the schools, and fi nally led, in 
this age of Bush II, to the virtual nationalization of the curriculum. Consoli-
dation made war upon the school as a repository of shared memory, as a 
physical manifestation of community culture. No Coulter girl will ever again 
be graduated as valedictorian from Port William High School. For there was 
no place for Port William High in the “changed world.”

Yet a homeplace remains central to any possibility of a good life. In “Making 
it Home,” a story from Fidelity, Berry describes one of the lucky ones—a reve-
nant: a soldier who has his place to which he can return.

Aft er three years as an expendable cog in a military machine, Art Rowan-
berry, a member of Port William, returns—alive. Art travels homeward by bus 
as far as Jeff erson—a town name pregnant with meaning. He hoofs it the rest 
of the way, as the fetters of the myrmidon fall off , for “whatever was military in 
his walk was an overlay, like the uniform.”24

Over there, Art was unmoored, “trusting somebody else to know where 
he was,” marching without aim or knowledge of his surroundings. Walking 
home, he is now separated from his place, his anchorage, by “only a few creeks 
that he knew by name” (83).

Art Rowanberry “had been a man long before he had been a soldier, and 
a farmer long before he had been a man” (84). Th e armed services had no use 
for farmers and little more for men. “From a man used to doing and thinking 
for himself, he became a man who did what he was told” (92). Appraising the 
“fi ne brick farmhouses” by the roadside, Art muses that the illusion of their 
permanence had been shattered by the army: “We wouldn’t let one of them 
stand long in our way” (84). “Farms, houses, whole towns—things that people 
had made well and cared for a long time—you made nothing of.” Coming 
home from killing, from “the unending, unrelenting great noise and tumult” 
of death and the slaughter of strangers, from “little deaths that belonged to 
people one by one” (86), Art is once more made whole by his gradual reab-
sorption into his Kentucky ground.

“Making it Home” is rich in the language of incompleteness: “We blew 
them apart and scattered the pieces so they couldn’t be put back together again” 
(86–87). Art sees his war as “the great tearing apart,” aft er which “nothing was 
whole” (88), and of course the same is true, in its way, of the home front the 
men left  behind. War blows communities apart, scatters the pieces, and even 
Port William would not be put together again, not really.

Taking his leave of Uncle Sam, Art is the cussed independent, the “insub-
ordinate American” in which Robert Frost placed his trust: “Th e government 
don’t owe me, and I don’t owe it. Except, I reckon, when I have something 
again that it wants, then I reckon I will owe it.”
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Th at due bill would come a generation later, when the government draft -
ed the sons of Art Rowanberry’s generation for a war that no one in power 
even bothered to declare.

Of Art, Berry writes, “It pleased him to think that the government owed 
him nothing, and that he needed nothing from it, and he was on his own. But 
the government seemed to think that it owed him praise. It wanted to speak of 
what he and the others had done as heroic and glorious. Now that the war was 
coming to an end, the government wanted to speak of their glorious victories.”

Art Rowanberry, it appears, would never fall for any of the Greatest 
Generation hokum of a half century later. One doubts his acquaintance with 
the Collected Works of Tom Brokaw’s ghostwriter. “Th ey talk about victory as 
if they know all them dead boys was glad to die. Th e dead boys ain’t never 
been asked how glad they was” (91), muses the veteran. Nor were the dead 
boys consulted beforehand. Th e Department of War (which would be euphe-
mized to the Department of Defense in the infancy of the Cold War) request-
ed their presence; they complied.

Having been separated from home, Art, like so many of his coevals, might 
well have been cut adrift  forever, dying slowly of inanition brought on by 
residence in the WildeWood Lanes of suburbia or on the nineteenth hole of 
Myrtle Beach. For a melancholy moment he is struck listless with “aimless-
ness, as if, all his ties cut, he might go right on past his home river and on and 
on, anywhere at all in the world” (94). But he presses homeward, taking refuge 
and nourishment in an empty church, and in the bright morning “he was in 
his own country now, and he did not see anything around him that he did not 
know” (99).

He will come upon his father and brother and nephew plowing, and if a 
fatted calf is not repast at the reunion, nonetheless his father rejoices, prodi-
gally, telling Art’s nephew, “Honey, run yonder to the house. Tell your granny 
to set on another plate. For we have our own that was gone and has come 
again” (105).

Sounding like the old Populists, Art Rowanberry notices that “the govern-
ment was made up of people who thought about fi ghting, not of those who 
did it” (91). Th e former, who except for that rara avis bred in Washington are 
a rootless bunch, send the rooted to die. But it was not until the next genera-
tion of young men marched off  to war that the people who did the fi ghting 
would, in any appreciable numbers, stand up and say no.

Since the Spanish-American War, the South, despite its status as a con-
quered province, has been much the most hawkish region of the country. Th e 
Georgia populist senator Tom Watson might ask of the Spanish-American 
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War, “What do the people get out of this war? Th e fi ghting and the taxes.”25 

But southerners fought for the Union in 1898 with all the dash and bellicosity 
with which their grandfathers had fought to sunder it in 1862.

Th ey were, in the main, every bit as hawkish in the twentieth century’s 
two world wars. Diplomatic historian Wayne S. Cole notes that “in no section 
of the nation did the America First Committee encounter such uninterrupted, 
vehement, and eff ective opposition as it met in the South.”26 Th e subsequent 
war might decimate their country, but southerners as a whole supported it 
with a fervor rivaled only in New York City.

Th e pattern of southern (and border-state) enthusiasm for war held dur-
ing Vietnam, cooked up by the graduate-degree-stamped products of the 
northeastern ruling class but fought in disproportionate number by denizens 
of hollows and hamlets never dreamt of by McGeorge Bundy.

When Wendell Berry delivered “A Statement Against the War in Vietnam” 
on February 10, 1968, to the Kentucky Conference on the War and Draft , he 
adverted to the ambient martial mood: “I am a Kentuckian by birth, by predi-
lection, and by choice. Th ere are a good many people in this state whom I love 
deeply. And of all those perhaps only four believe that I should be speaking 
here today—and one of them is me.”27 Berry speaks only briefl y to the par-
ticular case of Vietnam, fi nding it an Orwellian entanglement:

We seek to preserve peace by fi ghting a war, or to advance freedom by 
subsidizing dictatorships, or to “win the hearts and minds of the people” 
by poisoning their crops and burning their villages and confi ning them 
in concentration camps; we seek to uphold the “truth” of our cause with 
lies, or to answer conscientious dissent with threats and slurs and in-
timidations (68).

He asks where in the Gospels, the Declaration of Independence, or the 
Constitution the leaders of our ostensibly Christian and democratic nation 
fi nd authorization for such actions.

But Vietnam, while perhaps an especially unlovely canker on the body 
politic, is only a symptom of “a deadly illness of mankind” (66): that unholy 
mélange of selfi shness, violence, placelessness, and greed against which Berry 
has tilted his lance these forty years.

In this speech, Berry reveals himself to be a pacifi st, or very nearly so. “I 
have come to the realization that I can no longer imagine a war that I would 
believe to be either useful or necessary” (65), he says. Due in part to the tech-
nological enhancement of the weaponry of war, its unimaginably vast poten-
tial for slaughter, “I would be against any war” (69). (Except, one suspects, a 
war to repel an armed invasion of Kentucky.)
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He recognizes war’s collateral damage: the curtailed civil liberties, the de-
spoiling of the land and its bounty, the hypertrophied bureaucracy, the ero-
sion of national character that is inevitable as we “become a militarist society” 
with “a vested interest in war” (72). He denies “absolutely the notion that a 
man may best serve his country by serving in the army”: the uniform that Art 
Rowanberry wore a generation earlier connotes, in 1968 and maybe 1945 as 
well, servility, not service.

But Berry’s preponderant reason for opposing war—any war, not just 
Vietnam—is located in the innermost of those concentric rings of citizenship: 
his family.

As a father, I must look at my son, and I must ask if there is anything I 
possess—any right, any piece of property, any comfort, any joy—that I 
would ask him to die to permit me to keep. I must ask if I believe that it 
would be meaningful—aft er his mother and I have loved each other and 
begotten him and loved him—for him to die in a lump with a number 
hanging around his neck. I must ask if his life would have come to mean-
ing or nobility or any usefulness if he should sit—with his human hands 
and head and eyes—in the cockpit of a bomber, dealing out pain and 
grief and death to people unknown to him. And my answer to all these 
questions is one that I must attempt to live by: No (75).

Berry says much the same thing in his Cold-War-era poem “To a Siberian 
Woodsman”:

Th ere is no government so worthy as your son who fi shes with
 you in silence beside the forest pool.
Th ere is no national glory so comely as your daughter whose
 hands have learned a music and go their own way on the keys.
Th ere is no national glory so comely as my daughter who
 dances and sings and is the brightness of my house.
Th ere is no government so worthy as my son who laughs, as he
 comes up the path from the river in the evening, for joy.28

Berry descants on this theme in “Some Th oughts on Citizenship and 
Conscience in Honor of Don Pratt,” an essay inspired by a University of 
Kentucky student who would spend two years in federal prison for refusing 
induction into the U.S. Army—or, in the invidious phrase of the day, dodging 
the draft . (Berry would elsewhere propose raising the draft  age from eighteen 
to forty, a deadly serious piece of whimsy earlier suggested by William 
Jennings Bryan, among other antiwar populists.)

“My devotion thins as it widens,” explains Berry. “I care more for my 
household than for the town of Port Royal, more for the town of Port Royal 
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than for the County of Henry, more for the County of Henry than for the State 
of Kentucky, more for the State of Kentucky than for the United States of 
America. But I do not care more for the United States of America than for the 
world.”29

Th is last sentence divides Berry from the antiwar isolationists, with whom 
he otherwise has much in common on matters of foreign policy. Like them, 
he abhors militarism and foreign wars; unlike them, he sees peaceable poten-
tial in cooperative international agreements.

Wendell Berry is no nationalist:

I sit in the shade of the trees of the land I was born in.
As they are native I am native, and I hold to this place as
 carefully as they hold to it.
I do not see the national fl ag fl ying from the staff  of the
 sycamore,
or any decree of the government written on the leaves of the
 walnut,
nor has the elm bowed before monuments or sworn the oath of
 allegiance.
Th ey have not declared to whom they stand in welcome.30

Berry shares the spirit of the great literary anarchists of the American 
tradition: Th oreau, Edward Abbey, William Saroyan, even Edmund Wilson. 
He sounds Concordian notes in his Pratt essay, lamenting that “the state is 
deifi ed, and men are its worshippers, obeying as compulsively and blindly as 
ants.”31

He desires neither alms nor arms from the state, averring that “the gov-
ernment cannot serve freedom except negatively—‘by the alacrity,’  in 
Th oreau’s phrase, ‘with which it [gets] out of the way.’ ”32

Still in the Th oreauvian vein, he asserts: “I wish to testify that in my best 
moments I am not aware of the existence of the government. Th ough I respect 
and feel myself dignifi ed by the principles of the Declaration and the 
Constitution, I do not remember a day when the thought of the government 
made me happy, and I never think of it without the wish that it might become 
wiser and truer and smaller than it is.”33

Th is is Wendell Berry the rural anarchist, the reactionary radical, the lov-
er of his country and contemner of its government. As he adjures in “Manifesto: 
Th e Mad Farmer Liberation Front”:

Denounce the government and embrace
the fl ag. Hope to live in that free
republic for which it stands.34
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If he is usually assigned to the left  pen of our hopelessly inadequate and 
painfully constrictive political corral, that is because by the 1960s conserva-
tives had largely renounced peace and stewardship—once cornerstones of a 
broad movement capacious enough to include Senator Robert Taft  and the 
authors of the southern agrarian manifesto I’ll Take My Stand—and embraced 
fi nance capitalism, development über alles, and a promiscuously interven-
tionist foreign policy.

“Th e great moral tasks of honesty and peace and neighborliness and broth-
erhood and the care of the earth have been left  to be taken up on the streets by 
the ‘alienated’ youth of the 1960s and 1970s,”35 writes Berry in Th e Hidden 
Wound (1970). If he aligned himself—provisionally, with many stated reserva-
tions—with the Left , it was because the Right objurgated peacemakers as un-
patriotic. Yet Berry understood the New Left , or at least the spirit thereof, as an 
essentially “conservative” movement, as we were told at the time by sources 
ranging from Paul Goodman to SDS president Carl Oglesby to Easy Rider.

Wendell Berry in the 1960s marched under no banner, stood for nothing 
larger (or smaller) than what he stood on. His touchstone was not Karl Marx 
or Herbert Marcuse but Th omas Jeff erson, the political fi gure most oft en 
quoted by Berry in essays and poems. Like Jeff erson, the polymathic planter 
“with his aristocratic head set on a plebeian frame,”36 in Vernon Parrington’s 
phrase, he insisted that “the small landholders are the most precious part of a 
state.”37 Like Jeff erson, who opined that “our General Government may be 
reduced to a very simple organization and a very inexpensive one, a few plain 
duties to be performed by a few servants,”38 Berry scorned the massive state. 
And like Jeff erson, he is an anachronism in postrepublic America. Among the 
tragedies of contemporary politics is that Wendell Berry, as a man of place, 
has no place in a national political discussion that is framed by Gannett and 
Clear Channel.

Apropos Don Pratt, Berry wonders whether he ought to feel “great shame 
in going free while good men are in jail because of their goodness.”39 Th oreau, 
aft er all, did his time, hard as it wasn’t. But Henry David was a bachelor, de-
pendentless as he was independent, while Berry is a husband, a father, a farm-
er, and these blessings entail obligations that a political prisoner cannot fulfi ll. 
Again, Berry’s boy trumps politics, the state, the outer—the more distant—
world.

Th ese remote and impersonal institutions are undeserving of loyalty any-
way. It is simply not possible to pledge allegiance in any meaningful way to an 
entity as large and abstract as the nation-state.

“My country ’tis of the drying pools along Camp Branch I sing,”40 Berry 
hymns in the poem “Independence Day.” His country is that which is within 
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the range of his love, his understanding: not a bloodless (if bloodthirsty) ab-
straction at the other end of a TV tube but rather the dirt of his backyard.

In the acronymical argot of our day this praiseworthy sentiment, this love 
and active cherishing of home, is derided as selfi shness, as NIMBY—not in 
my backyard—by those who have no backyards.

Yet it is only in defense of one’s backyard that a “cause” achieves justness. 
Without “land under us / to steady us when we stood,”41 a political movement, 
even one so putatively well-intentioned as the anti–Vietnam War coalition, is 
doomed to a formless rage that is as ugly, in its way, as the McNamara-
Rumsfeld cold calculus of death. As Berry writes in “A Standing Ground,” 
“uprooted, I have been furious without an aim.”42

Behold the anger of the deracinated, who know what they hate but not 
what they love, whose motivation is hatred, never love. Berry warns that the 
peace movement must not “become merely negative, an instrument of protest 
rather than hope.” He cautions, prophetically as it turns out, against “self-
righteousness and disillusionment and anger.”43

Th e life of the professional protester, the chronic placard-carrier and 
slogan-shouter, is desiccated and desolate. “Th e political activist sacrifi ces 
himself to politics,” Berry writes in “Some Th oughts on Citizenship and 
Conscience in Honor of Don Pratt”; “though he has a cause, he has no life. . . . 
Unsubstantiated in his own living, his motives grow hollow, puff ed out with 
the blatant air of oratory.”44

Th e itinerant activist of the ’60s was every bit as placeless as Richard M. 
Nixon. Credit-card-carrying members of the “nation of transients”45 could 
not credibly protest the war because they rested their case upon the defense of 
. . . nothing. To combat nomadism, one must make a home; to combat vio-
lence, one must embrace peace, and that peace is more, much more, than the 
mere absence of war.

Berry was never one of those inveterate petition-signers and microphone-
hoggers, the frenetic engaged intellectual ever attaching himself to Worthy 
Causes Th at No Person of Intelligence and Goodwill Can Gainsay.

I am not bound for any public place,
but for ground of my own.46

Like charity, dissent begins at home—with a home. 
Homeways lies renewal. Berry ends his essay on Don Pratt and war by 

proposing, not a change in administrations, not a get-out-the-vote drive or a 
march on Washington, but rather the reclamation of rural places, a restora-
tion of the class of “independent small landowners,” à la Jeff erson. Such a 
move would, he envisages, “restore neglected and impoverished lands, and at 
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the same time reduce the crowdedness of the cities. Th ey would not live in 
abject dependence on institutions and corporations, hence could function as 
a corrective to the subservient and dependent mentality developing among 
government people and in the mass life of the cities.”47

Th ough the etiology of the maladies be remote, the cure is at hand. As 
Berry poetizes in “February 2, 1968”:

In the dark of the moon, in fl ying snow, in the dead of winter,
war spreading, families dying, the world in danger,
I walk the rocky hillside, sowing clover.48

It sure beats napalm. 
Th ere was about Vietnam a whiff  of missionary liberalism, at least at fi rst, 

as John Kennedy’s best and brightest sought to reproduce the Great Society 
in Southeast Asia, in Hubert Humphrey’s hubristic threat. Th e idealistic 
among the war hawks were consumed by the “gleeful imperialism of self-
righteousness,”49 to use a Berry term, not unlike those church missions that 
always travel to remote and allegedly benighted climes, so much more exotic 
than the shantytown down the road. Th e Lord seems to call an awful lot of 
Christian missionaries to Kazakhstan and Bolivia but precious few to the 
trailer park on the edge of town.

A kindred Marine-borne uplift  virus is detectable in President George W. 
Bush’s campaign to “rid the world of evil,” starting in Mesopotamia. For rea-
sons both quintessentially American and unmistakably his own, Berry is out 
of sympathy with Bush’s neo-Wilsonian plan to rescue the world for demo-
cratic global capitalism—whether the world wants rescue or not.

In “A Citizen’s Response to ‘Th e National Security Strategy of the United 
States of America,’ ” Berry fi nds in the Bush strategy, with its assertion of the 
right to preemptive attacks, “a radical revision of the political character of our 
nation.” Th e executive is now the supereminent branch of a national state that 
grows more secretive and expensive, for the “war on terrorism” is “endlessly 
costly and endlessly supportive of a thriving bureaucracy.”50

In his essay “Th e Failure of War” Berry wonders “to what extent the cost 
even of a successful war of national defense—in life, money, material goods, 
health, and (inevitably) freedom—may amount to a national defeat.” Randolph 
Bourne’s aphorism has become an unassailable truism: War is the health of 
the state. As Berry writes, “Militarization in defense of freedom reduces the 
freedom of the defenders. Th ere is a fundamental inconsistency between war 
and freedom.”51

Once more, Berry, as a patriot of his place, assays the domestic conse-
quences of a foreign confl ict. How will this war change life as it is lived in one’s 
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home place? (Not “homeland,” an un-American locution foreign to our ver-
nacular and which, prior to the ascendancy of George W. Bush’s speechwrit-
ers, was redolent of Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia.)

Because—unlike the makers of policy and manufacturers of punditry—
Berry has a home, he is trenchant and refreshing on the “homeland security” 
con:

Increasingly, Americans—including, notoriously, their politicians—are 
not from anywhere. And so they have in this “homeland,” which their 
government now seeks to make secure on their behalf, no home place 
that they are strongly moved to know or love or use well or protect.52

Th e root cause of the new U.S. imperialism is the lack of roots.
Wendell Berry is no world-saver. He admonishes “you easy lovers and 

forgivers of mankind,” those lovers of disembodied Men but despisers of par-
ticular specimens of the race,

My love must be discriminate
or fail to bear its weight.53

Loving all equally, the humanitarian universalist loves none especially. He will 
raze a village in order to save it, jail the opposition in order to preserve free-
dom, and order boys from Port William into combat and death to prove with 
what value he endows all human life.

Th e architects and archons of Empire, of the subordination of Port 
William to the needs of what Clinton’s secretary of state Madeleine Albright 
so memorably called “the indispensable nation,” fi t Berry’s description of the 
“ ‘upwardly mobile’ transients” who wage war upon our places: “Th ey must 
have no local allegiances; they must not have a local point of view. In order to 
be able to desecrate, endanger, or destroy a place, aft er all, one must be able to 
leave it and to forget it. One must never think of any place as one’s home; 
one must never think of any place as anyone else’s home. One must believe 
that no place is as valuable as what it might be changed into or as what might 
be taken out of it. Unlike a life at home, which makes ever more particular and 
precious the places and creatures of this world, the careerist’s life generalizes 
the world, reducing its abundant and comely diversity to ‘raw material.’ ”54

Th e arsenal of epithets that the publicists of the War Party use against 
their opponents is revealing: provincial, parochial, isolationist. For the most 
honest and compelling antiwar impulse comes from the love of the particular. 
In cherishing Port William—or Port Royal—one disdains to bomb Baghdad.

If Wendell Berry is not quite pacifi st enough to suit the precisian—one 
has little doubt that he would use force to deter the mad rapist-killer of so 
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many philosophical challenges hurled at the pacifi c—he will not countenance 
acts of war by the nation-state. He asks in “Th e Failure of War”: “How many 
deaths of other people’s children by bombing or starvation are we willing to 
accept in order that we may be free, affl  uent, and (supposedly) at peace? To 
that question I answer pretty quickly: None. And I know that I am not the 
only one who would give that answer: Please. No children. Don’t kill any chil-
dren for my benefi t.”55

Once more we espy the Siberian woodsman. Th e “enemy”—who has nev-
er done or even contemplated doing the least bit of harm to Port William—
has a face. His children live in Novosibirsk, Baghdad, Hiroshima, Hanoi, 
Teheran, Atlanta. “Th ou shalt not kill” means us, too.

So where do we go from here?
Home, perhaps? Once there was a way to get back home. Art Rowanberry 

found it. We can, too. For as Hannah Coulter says, “We all know what that 
beautiful shore is. It is Port William with all its loved ones come home 
alive.”56
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�
Words Addressed to 
Our Condition Exactly

Scott Russell Sanders

IN THE FALL OF 1971, seeing that I was fl oundering, a veteran teacher who’d 
fl oundered himself when he was twenty-fi ve gave me a book by a writer he 
knew down in Kentucky. “You might fi nd some guidance here,” he said, hand-
ing me Th e Long-Legged House.

It was a paperback edition, small enough to fi t in a coat pocket, printed on 
cheap paper, unassuming, not the sort of book one would expect to confi rm 
or change the course of a life. Th e cover illustration showed a cabin perched 
on a steep riverbank, with a view across the stream toward green ridges fading 
away into the distance; a curving fl ight of stone steps led to the uphill side of 
the cabin, which rested on the ground, while the downhill side rested on poles, 
evoking the long legs of the title.

Th e author’s name, Wendell Berry, was unknown to me, but his photo-
graph on the back recalled men I’d known while growing up in rural Tennessee 
and Ohio. He wore a work shirt unbuttoned at the throat, with a T-shirt un-
derneath and striped coveralls on top; beneath a billed cap, his face lay in 
shadow, the mouth slightly open and jaw set as if he were catching his breath 
in the midst of sawing or plowing. In the faint background of the photograph, 
instead of the usual desk littered with papers or shelves of books, there were 
blossoms, as of hollyhocks or fruit trees in fl ower. Th e biographical note iden-
tifi ed him as a teacher and farmer, as well as the author of three collections of 
poetry, two novels, and the slender book of essays I held in my hand.

I was fl oundering that fall of 1971 because I had just returned to the United 
States aft er four years in England, where I had earned my doctorate at 
Cambridge, where I had helped organize protests against the war in Vietnam, 
and where I had begun to write stories. I knew my writing was clumsy and 
shallow, but that knowledge only made me determined to go deeper and write 
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better. When my wife and I chose to decline the off er of a teaching position in 
England and sail home to America, our friends told us we were fools. Why 
give up a career in the motherland of English and return to a land bitterly di-
vided over a war, smoldering with race riots, rife with political corruption and 
corporate greed? I was all the more a fool, our friends assured me, for choos-
ing to settle in the godforsaken Midwest and for imagining I could fi nd any-
thing worth writing about in the hills of southern Indiana, where I had ac-
cepted a job.

Didn’t I know that for generations the most talented writers born and 
reared in the Midwest had moved away as soon as they found their traveling 
legs? Mark Twain, Th eodore Dreiser, Sinclair Lewis, T. S. Eliot, F. Scott Fitz-
gerald, Willa Cather, Hart Crane, Sherwood Anderson, Ernest Hemingway, 
Langston Hughes, Kenneth Rexroth, Wright Morris, Th eodore Roethke, 
Wallace Stegner, Kurt Vonnegut Jr., and sundry others had left . What writers 
of note had stayed? Saul Bellow, I suggested. Sure, my friends conceded, but 
he lived in Chicago, a cosmopolitan city immune to the deadening eff ects of 
the provinces. Whereas I would be lost in the boondocks, my friends warned 
me, and if I did manage to write books, nobody would care to read them.

My wife and I shared our friends’ dire view of what America had become 
during the Vietnam War, but that seemed all the more reason to return from 
exile and lend our hands to mending what was so grievously broken. I felt my 
own misgivings about settling in the Midwest. I had been reared on the back 
roads of Ohio, where I’d met little encouragement for the life of the mind. A 
scholarship carried me to an Ivy League college, where the Midwest, if men-
tioned at all, was spoken of as a vast expanse of corn and beans and hogs, a 
region topographically and intellectually fl at. Another scholarship carried me 
from New England to graduate school in old England, where the Midwest 
hardly fi gured in anyone’s imagination, except as another one of those forbid-
ding hinterlands, like the frozen wastes of Siberia, the Australian outback, or 
the South African veldt.

For my wife, a biochemist, the move was less troubling. Given adequate 
laboratories, one could do good science anywhere. She had been reared in 
Indiana; her parents, grandparents, and most of her aunts, uncles, and cousins 
lived there still. As teenagers, she and I had met at a science camp in the very 
town where I was going to teach. We both felt at home among the forested 
hills and limestone creeks; we knew the birdsongs, the burly clouds, the teeth-
rattling thunderstorms and sudden snows, the fl ash of fi refl ies and rasp of 
cicadas; we knew the habits of speech, the shapes of churches and barns; we 
knew the smells of thawing soil in the spring and hard frost in the fall; and 
those were all good reasons for moving there.
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But moving to Indiana was a far milder step than deciding to settle there, 
to rear a family and make a life and ground my writing in this unfashionable 
place. I gained the courage to put down roots largely from reading books by 
writers who had chosen to settle in other seemingly out-of-the-way places. 
And for me, the most encouraging of these writers turned out to be the man 
whose publicity photo showed him wearing coveralls and a feed-store cap. 
Unlike Th oreau, Faulkner, Eudora Welty, Flannery O’Connor, William Carlos 
Williams, Gary Snyder, and other deeply rooted souls, Wendell Berry lived in 
my home region; the water that rolled off  his hillside farm in northern Ken-
tucky, like the rain that drummed on my roof in southern Indiana, fl owed 
into the Ohio River. His home state came in for as much scorn from literary 
potentates as did Indiana, yet he had defi ed those opinions to gaze at the world 
from the banks of the Kentucky River and to publish, so far, six books about 
what he had seen. His example inspired me to imagine that I might become a 
writer and a useful citizen in the hills of southern Indiana as well as anywhere 
else. And that imagining began with my reading of Th e Long-Legged House.

I don’t need to recollect the look and feel of Th e Long-Legged House in its pa-
perback edition, for I am leafi ng through the book now, thirty-four years aft er 
it was given to me. From my several readings, passage aft er passage has been 
underlined, and the margins have been riddled with comments, all in ink, for 
the paper is too soft  to record the marks of pencils. Tape holds together the 
cracked spine. Th e pages have turned yellow and brittle. I can’t help sensing 
an affi  nity between this battered book and my own body, now on the verge of 
sixty. I can’t help reading Th e Long-Legged House with a dual perspective—
part of me my present age, author of some twenty books, fi rmly committed to 
my midwestern home ground; part of me still the young man wondering how 
and where and if to become a writer.

What struck me most vividly when I fi rst read Th e Long-Legged House in 
1971 were the confi dence, clarity, high aspirations, and moral passion of the 
voice on the page. Th e aspirations had to do not with making a name or a 
fortune but with leading a meaningful life: “My aim is to imagine and live out 
a decent and preserving relationship to the earth.”1 Th e moral passion showed 
in the narrator’s willingness to condemn behavior he saw as destructive—strip 
mining, aimless mobility, war—but even more so in his eff orts to clarify and 
act on his own values: “If one disagrees with the nomadism and violence of 
our society, then one is under an obligation to take up some permanent dwell-
ing place and cultivate the possibility of peace and harmlessness in it” (89). 
While admitting that a perfectly harmless and peaceful relation to place might 
be impossible, the narrator stood by his ideal: “It is a spiritual ambition, like 
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goodness. Th e wild creatures belong to the place by nature, but as a man I 
can belong to it only by understanding and by virtue. It is an ambition I can-
not hope to succeed in wholly, but I have come to believe that it is the most 
worthy of all” (151). I could have imagined such words coming out of 
Emerson, Th oreau, Whitman, or some other nineteenth-century American 
sage, but I was surprised and thrilled to hear them coming from one of my 
contemporaries.

Berry had written most of these essays when he was in his early thirties, 
only about half a dozen years older than I was on fi rst reading them, and yet 
he spoke with the authority of an elder. Th us he could say about a strip mine 
in eastern Kentucky: “Standing and looking down on that mangled land, one 
feels aching in one’s bones the sense that it will be in a place such as this—a 
place of titanic disorder and violence, which the rhetoric of political fantasy 
has obstructed from offi  cial eyesight—that the balance will fi nally be overcast 
and the world tilted irrevocably toward its death” (28). He could respond to 
the roar of motorboats on the Kentucky River by pronouncing judgment on 
our industrial way of life: “Man cannot be independent of nature. In one way 
or another he must live in relation to it, and there are only two alternatives: 
the way of the frontiersman, whose response to nature was to dominate it, to 
assert his presence in it by destroying it; or the way of Th oreau, who went to 
the natural places to become quiet in them, to learn from them, to be restored 
by them” (42).

Even back in my twenties, eager for a clear diagnosis of the world’s ail-
ments, I realized there were more than two ways of relating to nature; yet I 
relished such decisive proclamations. I welcomed a narrator who could blunt-
ly denounce the Vietnam War: “We say that America is a Christian and a 
democratic country. But I fi nd nothing in the Gospels or in the Declaration of 
Independence or in the Constitution to justify our support of puppet tyrants, 
or our slaughter of women and children, or our destruction of crops and vil-
lages and forests, or our herding of civilians into concentration camps in 
Vietnam. We do these things because we have forsaken our principles and 
abandoned ourselves to the inertia of power” (70). In an age of cynicism, here 
was an Ohio Valley neighbor who spoke with utmost seriousness about prin-
ciples, virtues, and spiritual ambition. In an age of irony, here was a man who 
spoke with the solemn indignation of the Hebrew prophets.

Indeed, biblical cadences and allusions ran through the book: “Th e most 
exemplary nature is that of the topsoil. It is very Christ-like in its passivity and 
benefi cence, and in the penetrating energy that issues out of its peaceable-
ness” (204). Such prose rhythms and sentiments were utterly out of keeping 
with the most celebrated nonfi ction of the day, which I read carefully in my 
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search for literary models. Norman Mailer’s Th e Armies of the Night (1968), 
Tom Wolfe’s Th e Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test (1968), and Hunter S. Th ompson’s 
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas (1971)—to choose three distinctive exam-
ples—featured brash, hip, slangy, irreverent narrators preoccupied with 
drugs and deals and politics. One could not imagine them brooding on the 
fate of the biosphere, let alone the fate of hillside farms, nor could one imag-
ine them citing the Bible to illustrate their points or speaking forthrightly, as 
Wendell Berry did, of our need for reverence: “We must abandon arrogance 
and stand in awe. We must recover the sense of the majesty of creation, and 
the ability to be worshipful in its presence” (196). Th e narrators created by 
Mailer, Wolfe, and Th ompson were urban and secular, not so much hostile to 
rural communities and religion as oblivious to them. Speaking in a swagger-
ing fi rst-person singular, each of these narrators seemed to strive for an idio-
syncrasy of voice that would make him stand out in the crowded literary 
marketplace.

By contrast, the narrator of Th e Long-Legged House was formal, dignifi ed, 
and reserved. He showed no inclination to display his personality, or to reveal 
more about his private life than was necessary to explain his principles. What 
little he had to say about cities was mostly a lament over the estrangement of 
urban people from nature. Instead, his points of reference and his sympathies 
lay in the countryside, among people who worked with their hands, among 
plants and animals both wild and domestic. His framing vision was ecological 
and moral, rather than political or technological: “I must attempt to care as 
much for the world as for my household. Th ose are the poles between which 
a competent morality would balance and mediate: the doorstep and the plan-
et. Th e most meaningful dependence of my house is not on the U.S. govern-
ment, but on the world, the earth” (79). He showed no interest in the culture 
broadcast on television, on radio, or in cinemas, but he cared deeply about the 
culture embodied in the skills and lore of farming communities.

When this narrator employed the fi rst-person singular, he did so in a 
spare, measured, almost impersonal way: “I had been a native; now I was be-
ginning to belong. Th ere is no word—certainly not native or citizen—to sug-
gest the state I mean, that of belonging willingly and gladly and with some 
fullness of knowledge to a place” (167). He also defl ected attention from him-
self by using the indefi nite pronoun: “Knowing this valley, once one has start-
ed to know it, is clearly no casual matter. . . . Its wonders are commonplace 
and shy. Knowing them is an endless labor and, if one can willingly expend 
the labor, an endless pleasure” (33). And oft en he used the fi rst-person plural, 
as a way of speaking not just about himself but about all of us:
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We have lived by the assumption that what was good for us would be 
good for the world. And this has been based on the even fl imsier as-
sumption that we could know with any certainty what was good even for 
us. We have fulfi lled the danger of this by making our personal pride and 
greed the standard of our behavior toward the world—to the incalculable 
disadvantage of the world and every living thing in it. And now, perhaps 
very close to too late, our great error has become clear. It is not only our 
own creativity—our own capacity for life—that is stifl ed by our arrogant 
assumption; the creation itself is stifl ed (196).

On fi rst reading such passages back in 1971, I admired the boldness and reach 
of this narrator, who was always gesturing beyond himself, toward our collec-
tive fate and our shared planet. I was smitten by his voice. Th e elegant balance 
of his periodic sentences, the gravity of his diction, the reticence about private 
matters, and the prophetic tone set him apart from his fl ashy contemporaries 
and linked him to such predecessors as Jeff erson, Lincoln, and Th oreau. Amid 
so much writing that seemed petulant and perishable, Wendell Berry sounded 
like a grown-up, like someone whose words would last.

Although I still value the clarity, confi dence, and fervor of this voice, what I 
perceive more clearly now, as I look back on Th e Long-Legged House from the 
neighborhood of sixty, is the narrator’s uncertainty, his emotional and intel-
lectual struggle, and his search for literary ancestors. I notice the young man’s 
eff ort to persuade himself, along with the reader, that what he has chosen to 
do with his life is honorable and sensible. I hear him acknowledging his 
doubts, as when he confesses “the suspicion that pursued me for most of my 
life, no matter where I was, that there was perhaps another place I should be, 
or would be happier or better in” (199). I see how wary he is of appearing to 
be “something of an anachronism” (173), as when he concedes that the ideas 
he is advocating have been “allowed to grow old-fashioned, so that in talking 
about them now one is always on the verge of sounding merely wishful or 
nostalgic or absurd” (91). I sense the grief that weighs on him constantly: 
“Th e pristine America that the fi rst white man saw is a lost continent, sunk 
like Atlantis in the sea. Th e thought of what was here once and is gone for-
ever will not leave me as long as I live. It is as though I walk knee-deep in its 
absence” (190).

Having become a father—and recently a grandfather—I read the few ref-
erences to Berry’s own children with a piquancy I could not have felt in my 
childless twenties: “I am the father of two young children whose lives are hos-
tages given to the future. Because of them and because of events in the world, 
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life seems more fearful and diffi  cult to me now than ever before. But it is also 
more inviting, and I am constantly aware of its nearness to joy” (198). And I 
see more clearly now the scars left  by passages in Berry’s own childhood, such 
as his having been sent away from home at the age of fourteen to attend a 
military boarding school: “Th e highest aim of the school was to produce a 
perfectly obedient, militarist, puritanical moron who could play football. Th at 
aim, of course, inspired a regime that was wonderfully vindictive against any-
thing that threatened to be exceptional. And having a lively and independent 
mind, I became a natural enemy of the regime” (126).

Having made my break with the metaphysical claims, as opposed to the 
ethical instructions, of Christianity, I now see Berry himself wrestling with 
the shadow side of the religious tradition he invokes. While he acknowledges 
that his thinking and rhetoric have been shaped by the Bible, he also chal-
lenges much of what passes for “religious”: “I am uneasy with the term, for 
such religion as has been openly practiced in this part of the world has pro-
moted and fed upon a destructive schism between body and soul, heaven and 
earth. It has encouraged people to believe that the world is of no importance, 
and that their only obligation in it is to submit to certain churchly formulas in 
order to get to heaven” (199).

And having sought for more than three decades to make sense of things 
from a home base in southern Indiana, a place that many people consider a 
backwater, I now see the narrator of Th e Long-Legged House striving to justify 
his decision not merely to live and farm beside the Kentucky River but to re-
fl ect on America, indeed on the earth and the universe, from that vantage 
point: “Against a long-standing fashion of antipathy, I will venture to suggest 
that the best model we have of a community is still the small country town of 
our agricultural past” (63). Here and elsewhere, in words such as venture and 
suggest, behind the voice of authority I now hear a defensive note.

In one of the book’s most eloquent passages, Berry describes the impact 
of watching, on a slough near his cabin, a pair of blue geese stopping over on 
their way south from Hudson’s Bay:

Th ey made me realize that the geography of this patch of riverbank takes 
in much of the geography of the world. It is under the infl uence of the 
Arctic, where the winter birds go in summer, and of the tropics, where 
the summer birds go in winter. It is under the infl uence of forests and of 
croplands and of strip mines in the Appalachians and it feels the pull of 
the Gulf of Mexico. How many nights have the migrants loosened from 
their guide stars and descended here to rest or to stay for a season or to 
die and enter this earth? Th e geography of this place is airy and starry as 
well as earthy and watery. It has been arrived at from a thousand other 
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places, some as far away as the poles. I have come here from great dis-
tances myself, and am resigned to the knowledge that I cannot go with-
out leaving it better or worse. Here as well as any place I can look out my 
window and see the world. Th ere are lights that arrive here from deep in 
the universe. A man can be provincial only by being blind and deaf to his 
province” (164).

Th at is beautifully said; but no young writer who lived in New York, say, or 
Chicago, San Francisco, London, or Rome would have felt the need to say it.

Before settling on his hillside farm, Berry had tried out some of the certi-
fi ed literary places. He had studied for two years as a Stegner fellow at Stanford, 
lived for a year in Italy, and taught for two years at New York University. When 
he decided to give up his job at NYU and return to Kentucky, his friends and 
academic mentors greeted the decision with incredulity, refl ecting

the belief, long honored among American intellectuals and artists and 
writers, that a place such as I came from could be returned to only at the 
price of intellectual death; cut off  from the cultural springs of the me-
tropolis, the American countryside is Circe and Mammon. Finally, there 
was the assumption that the life of the metropolis is the experience, the 
modern experience, and that the life of the rural towns, the farms, the 
wilderness places is not only irrelevant to our time, but archaic as well 
because unknown or unconsidered by the people who really matter—
that is, the urban intellectuals (176).

During his time away from Kentucky, he admitted, “I had been enough infl u-
enced by the cultural fashion to have become compulsively suspicious both of 
my origins and of myself for being unwilling to divide myself from them” 
(177). Only a writer who has made a home in the provinces—which means 
anywhere outside the great cities and beyond the ken of travel brochures—
needs to defend himself against the charge of being provincial. Only such a 
writer would assert the relevance of his home place by appealing to the migra-
tory patterns of birds and the wheeling of stars.

Th e narrator of Th e Long-Legged House knows that if he is to avoid “intel-
lectual death” in the provinces he must face what is most shameful and para-
lyzing in the history of his province: “I am forever being crept up on and 
newly startled by the realization that my people established themselves here 
by killing or driving out the original possessors, by the awareness that people 
were once bought and sold here by my people, by the sense of the violence 
they have done to their own kind and to each other and to the earth, by the 
evidence of their persistent failure to serve either the place or their own com-
munity in it” (179). Indeed, this brutal history goes a long way toward ex-
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plaining the “long-standing fashion of antipathy” that questions whether “the 
small country town of our agricultural past” can be a worthy model for com-
munity.

To make matters worse, the few predecessors who had written about any 
portion of Kentucky had either ignored or sentimentalized this legacy of 
slaughter, slavery, selfi shness, and waste: “My problem as a writer, though I 
didn’t clearly know it yet, was that I had inherited a region that had as a literary 
tradition only the corrupt and crippling local colorism of the ‘Kentucky’ writ-
ers. Th is was both a mythologizing chauvinism and a sort of literary imperial-
ism, tirelessly exploiting the clichés of rural landscape, picking and singing and 
drinking and fi ghting lazy hillbillies, and Bluegrass Colonels. Th at is a blinding 
and tongue-tying inheritance for a young writer” (140).

About his own portion of Kentucky, no one had written at all, a blankness 
that posed challenges of its own:

And this place I am related to not only shared the state’s noxious literary 
inheritance, but had, itself, never had a writer of any kind. It was, from a 
writer’s point of view, undiscovered country. I have found this to be both 
an opportunity and a disadvantage. Th e opportunity is obvious. Th e dis-
advantage is that of solitude. Everything is to be done. No beginnings are 
ready-made. One has no proof that the place can be written about, no 
confi dence that it can produce such a poet as one suspects one might be, 
and there is a hesitance about local names and places and histories be-
cause they are so naked of associations and assigned values—none of 
which diffi  culties would bother a poet beginning in Concord, say, or the 
Lake District (142).

Bereft  of local models, he drew encouragement from American writers who 
proved that an unheralded place could be written about, as William Carlos 
Williams did in Paterson: “I saw how his poems had grown out of his life in 
his native city in New Jersey, and his books set me free in my own life and my 
own place as no other books could have. . . . Reading them, I felt I had a pre-
decessor, if not in Kentucky then in New Jersey, who confi rmed and contem-
porized for me the experience of Th oreau in Concord” (143).

More clearly now than on my fi rst reading of Th e Long-Legged House, I 
see that Th oreau is the pervasive infl uence behind the book, not merely as 
someone who chose to make his native place the lens through which he 
viewed the world but as a prose stylist and contrarian thinker. Many of the 
sentences might have been written by Th oreau: “It was fi shing that paid well, 
though not always in fi sh” (136). “Does the hope of peace lie in waiting for 
peace, or in being peaceable? If I see what is right, should I wait for the world 
to see it, or should I make myself right immediately, and thus be an example 
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to the world?” ( 74). “It is certain, I think, that the best government is the one 
that governs least. But there is a much-neglected corollary: the best citizen is 
the one who least needs governing. Th e answer to big government is not pri-
vate freedom, but private responsibility” (58). As Th oreau apologizes on the 
opening page of Walden for speaking in the fi rst person, so Berry defends his 
own right to off er a personal vision: “I am writing with the assumption that 
this is only one of several possibilities, and that I am obligated to elaborate 
this particular one because it is the one that I know about and the one that is 
attractive to me” (90).

In tracing these resemblances, I don’t mean to suggest that the writer 
from Kentucky merely imitated the writer from Massachusetts, but that Berry 
found in him an essential predecessor. Th oreau was the prime example for 
Berry, as Emerson was for Th oreau, of someone thinking and writing about 
fundamental questions in a place with no literary history. In subsequent 
books, Berry would have his quarrels with the philosopher of Walden Pond, 
and would go beyond him in signifi cant ways, but in Th e Long-Legged House 
Th oreau is still his tutelary spirit, one who blesses a chancy endeavor.

Any writer could be proud of having written Th e Long-Legged House as a culmi-
nating book, let alone as a fi rst collection. Knowing what Wendell Berry has 
accomplished in the four decades since writing those earliest essays, one might 
be tempted to imagine, as I did when I fi rst read them, that his triumph was 
inevitable. But of course it was not; he might have failed, might have sunk into 
silence, as many aspiring artists have done, defeated by geography or lack of tal-
ent or loss of hope. Instead, he has gone on to write many more essays, poems, 
novels, and stories, gradually building up a comprehensive vision of what is 
wrong with our present way of life and what a fi ner, fairer, more reverent, and 
more enduring way of life might be. By way of some forty books, his hill farm, 
the nearby town of Port Royal, and the lower Kentucky River now fi nd their 
place on the American literary map, along with Concord, Paterson, Mark 
Twain’s Mississippi River and William Faulkner’s Mississippi, Flannery O’Con-
nor’s Georgia, Willa Cather’s Nebraska, and John Steinbeck’s California.

Even as Berry’s thought has grown more complex over the years and his 
style more assured, his work has shown remarkable consistency. Open any of 
his dozen or so books of essays, and you will recognize a distinctive voice 
pondering a distinctive set of concerns, and you might conclude that neither 
voice nor vision has changed much between the earliest published essays from 
the 1960s and those appearing in the fi rst decade of the twenty-fi rst century. 
And yet, a close reading of Th e Long-Legged House reveals that there is more 
searching, more testing, more trying out of ideas—in short, more essaying—
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in the early essays than in the later ones. Th ere is a freshness here, a sense of 
discovery, as he glimpses possibilities that would later harden into certainties; 
and there is a disarming candor, as he questions the adequacy of his cultural 
inheritance and of his own powers for the great task he has set himself, that of 
challenging the industrial worldview and rethinking our whole way of life.

I still read everything Berry publishes, because I never tire of watching 
this fi ne mind grapple with the central questions of our time—as in the mag-
isterial Citizenship Papers (2003), in which he confronts terrorism, biotech-
nology, the latest American wars, and the decay of democracy. But I’m stirred 
more deeply by the early essays, where the young man was still trying to fi nd 
his way. His marriage was new; his two children were young; he had only re-
cently convinced himself to settle down for good in his native place, and the 
possibility of making signifi cant art there was still unproved, as was the rele-
vance of his agrarian worldview. His ideal of achieving “a more indigenous 
life” (206) was still an aspiration and not yet an accomplishment. Th is fi rst 
gathering of essays tells more poignantly than any of the later ones the story 
of his wandering and his settling down—what he calls “the myth of my search 
and my return” (213)—and this overarching myth is as crucial to Berry’s self-
understanding as the tale of escape from Egypt and wandering in the desert 
and return to the Promised Land was for the Israelites.

Wendell Berry’s story, in turn, helped me begin to understand my own. 
Th e Long-Legged House, this gift  from a wise older teacher, came into my 
hands precisely when I needed it. Distraught over what had become of my 
country during the Vietnam War, wary of settling in the Midwest, uneasy 
about my rural and religious upbringing, uncertain how to lead my life, I 
found in this book a clarifying intelligence. It confi rmed my anguish and my 
hope, calling to mind the promise Th oreau off ered in Walden: “Th ere are 
probably words addressed to our condition exactly, which, if we could really 
hear and understand, would be more salutary than the morning or the spring 
to our lives, and possibly put a new aspect on the face of things for us. How 
many a man has dated a new era in his life from the reading of a book.”2 
Walden has been such a book for many readers, as I suspect Th oreau devoutly 
hoped it would be. Th e Long-Legged House has been such a book for me.

Notes
1. Wendell Berry, Th e Long-Legged House (New York: Ballantine, 1971), 83, here-

aft er cited in text.
2. Henry David Th oreau, Walden, ed. J. Lyndon Shanley (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 1973), 107.
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The Best Noise in 
the World

Donald Hall

THE FIRST TIME I met Wendell Berry, it was 1963 at a literary cocktail party 
on Riverside Drive in Manhattan. He was young, skinny, wore a dark suit and 
a necktie—and never smiled. It was during his brief time teaching at an up-
town campus of New York University, and I found him intimidating. With his 
sober stern face, I felt that he was judging us all, and we weren’t coming off  
well. Maybe I was right, but it is more likely that he was wishing not to be 
wearing a dark suit with a necktie in a fl at over the Hudson but wearing over-
alls and feeding a draft  horse in Kentucky. A year later I read Th e Broken 
Ground, his fi rst book of poems, and bought copies to mail to friends. I had 
found the writer, the poet. Later I found the man, thank goodness—the farm-
er who wrote books that I loved—novels, poems, stories, essays—and whose 
smile and laugh were incomparable. Jane Kenyon said that Wendell’s laugh 
was the best noise in the world.

By the time I gave up teaching and moved back to the family farm in New 
Hampshire in 1975, Wendell and I were beginning to know each other, writ-
ing letters. Wendell taught at the University of Kentucky and commuted hours 
to Port Royal, to farm as much as he could. He had read a prose book I wrote, 
String Too Short to Be Saved, about my childhood summers haying with my 
grandfather in New Hampshire. When he heard I was leaving the academy to 
move back, he wrote me from Kentucky advising me “not to put in too many 
acres at once.” I could answer Wendell quickly and fi rmly: “Don’t worry about 
a thing.” I would raise cats and one dog, not sheep, with maybe some beans 
and carrots and corn across the road. (Th e vegetable garden lapsed when a 
local farmer opened a produce stand and grew better tomatoes and parsnips 
than I did.) Once somebody in a book referred to Wendell and me as two 
farmer-poets. He was half right.

We were not farmers together, but we became fast friends. We are two 
people left  in the world who love to write letters, and our correspondence is 
vast. Early on, we started to exchange manuscripts and help each other out 
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with our poems. Wendell sent me his “Sabbaths,” the Sunday poems that make 
up some of his best work. I also read his stories and novels in manuscript. Th e 
quality and quantity of his work dazzles me, essays and fi ction and verse, as 
multiple and fruitful as D. H. Lawrence—as passionate too, and as candid. In 
letters, Wendell let me know that the university weighed on him. As I remem-
ber, he told me that at faculty meetings the professors kept agreeing with ev-
erything he proposed, and then voted down his recommendations. He stopped 
commuting to Lexington and concentrated instead on land and language.

My letters to Wendell were dictated, a practice that is relaxed and natural 
for me, and which I have practiced for forty years. Wendell’s letters for the 
most part arrive in his clear fi rm hand, nothing ever scratched out. (In recent 
years, he has taken to dictation sometimes, and these letters sound a little 
more formal.) We also visit each other’s places. Here, Wendell can muse over 
the pitchforks and scythes that Wesley Wells and I employed back in the 
1940s. Th ere, one time, I read my poems at the University of Kentucky, and 
Wendell drove me aft erward to Lanes Landing Farm, the next day all the way 
to the Cincinnati airport—giving us much opportunity for extending our-
selves in car talk.

Another thing we had in common was good, solid, loving, and compan-
ionate marriages. On one of our car trips, I complained over the useless, triv-
ial hyperactivity of my eyes gazing at women. At any conference, or in an 
airport on the way, I fi nd myself continually checking out the beauty of young 
women, dwelling on fi gures and faces. It disturbed me that I wasted time and 
energy evaluating quarries I would never mine. Wendell agreed explosively, as 
if he had been waiting for someone to bring up the subject. He suff ered from 
this idle habit himself, and found himself in lecture halls doing inventories of 
the female audience. One day, he told me, he saw one face that was absolutely 
perfect and irresistible to him. It was a few seconds before he realized that his 
eyes had lighted on his wife, Tanya.

Jane and I visited the Berrys together, driving out from Louisville, staying 
at Lanes Landing Farm. I accompanied Wendell as he did his chores, which is 
exhausting companionship. Wendell tends to horses, cattle, and sheep not 
only with dexterity but faster than the speed of light.

Early on, there was a memorable occasion when Jane and I met Wendell 
elsewhere. Our friend Bert Hornback, who taught at the University of 
Michigan, arranged a reading for four friends of his: Galway Kinnell, Seamus 
Heaney, Wendell, and me. (It was a private poetry reading using Michigan 
buildings, on a January Saturday night just before the Super Bowl, and Bert 
sold out Michigan’s largest amphitheater, which he had rented. People scalped 
tickets outside, at zero.) Aft er the reading, we recovered in Bert’s house, recit-
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ing Th omas Hardy to each other, as Jane and Bert listened. Aft er a while Bert 
asked Jane to say a poem. She had not yet published her second volume, and 
Wendell has written that he had not yet read her because he liked her and 
didn’t want to be disappointed. Jane said “Twilight: Aft er Haying,” and Wendell 
realized what he had been missing.

In December of 1993, a month before Jane was diagnosed with leukemia, 
Wendell and Tanya fl ew to the farm so that the four of us could visit here. 
Since Wendell hates to fl y, Jane and I understood the tribute they paid us by 
fl ying from Kentucky to New Hampshire. As at Lanes Landing Farm, we talked 
late into the night, drinking not Jack Daniel’s (even in Kentucky) but single-
malt Scotch. We laughed loud enough to wake the dead cows in the barn. 
Many months later, when they were in New England for a lecture, Wendell 
and Tanya drove to see Jane at the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Hospital, but she 
was very sick. Since then, when we visit we entertain an absence.



“In his strongest work, he has told us as much about our life and our minds 
as any of his contemporaries and much more than most.”—Robert Hass, 
“Wendell Berry: Finding the Land”
Photograph by Guy Mendes, courtesy of Ann Tower Gallery
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Wendell Berry’s
Political Vision

Kimberly K. Smith

FOR MILLIONS OF Americans, the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, 
ushered in a new world—a world in which security, power, and control must 
necessarily take precedence over our other civic ideals. To me, however, the 
events of that day were not transformational. I had just fi nished my book on 
Wendell Berry when I heard about the attack on the Twin Towers, and I wit-
nessed with the rest of the country the tragic results. But Berry’s vision af-
fected my interpretation of these events: they did not change the world, I 
thought, so much as force us to confront the world we were already living in. 
As Berry would later put it, the terrorist attacks destroyed the illusion that “we 
were living in a ‘new world order’ and a ‘new economy’ ”1 of unending pros-
perity. Th e lesson of September 11 was for Berry an ancient one, and one that 
permeates all his writings: the world is not and never will be a safe place. We 
must learn how to live a fully human life in a dangerous and unpredictable 
environment—not by seeking godlike control over the conditions of our exis-
tence but by cultivating those virtues (moderation, prudence, propriety, fi del-
ity) that allow us to live gracefully in the presence of fear.

Th is is, I believe, a particularly relevant lesson for those of us interested in 
the state of American politics. Indeed, seeing the attack on the World Trade 
Center from Berry’s point of view brought home to me how deeply he is con-
cerned with man’s political condition: not our ultimate, transcendent destiny 
but how we humans (who are neither beasts nor gods) make a home for our-
selves in the mutable, transitory, secular world. Granted, that political con-
cern isn’t always apparent on the surface of his writings. Berry is notoriously 
disdainful of the major political parties and generally avoids too close an as-
sociation with any organized political movement or policy agenda. In fact, it’s 
tempting to interpret his writings as discouraging public engagement in favor 
of a solipsistic retreat into private domesticity.2 For more than three decades 
Wendell Berry has been debating and critiquing the fundamental values of 
American society, and a careful reading of his essays confi rms what his career 
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of critical engagement suggests: Berry has never been apolitical. He has sim-
ply pursued a vision of citizenship deeply at odds with conventional American 
politics. His writings off er a consistent and coherent picture of what citizen-
ship would consist of in his ideal republic—a picture made even more relevant 
by the events of September 11.

Wendell Berry’s political values resemble in many respects Th omas Jeff erson’s. 
Both men envision their ideal America as an agrarian republic: a community 
of honest laborers pursuing a modest life of virtue, seeking peace, commerce, 
and honest friendship with other nations. Political power in this republic is 
decentralized, economic policies favor farmers and small-scale enterprises 
over large corporations, and freedom is guaranteed by a watchful and active 
citizenry. But Berry’s vision is shaped also by the intellectual currents inform-
ing the twentieth-century environmental, sustainable-agriculture, and peace 
movements. He is, for example, a more thoroughgoing pacifi st than was 
Jeff erson (who famously declared that “the tree of liberty must be refreshed, 
from time to time, with the blood of patriots and tyrants”3). And Berry’s 
agrarianism (unlike Jeff erson’s) is shaped by his concern for sustainability and 
environmental integrity. Jeff erson hoped a republic of yeomen farmers could 
avoid the political corruption stemming from concentration of wealth. Berry 
hopes that a republic of good farmers (and other responsible citizens) will 
sustain the environmental conditions necessary for a fully human life.4

And that, for Berry, is the fundamental business of any political commu-
nity: to preserve the land and culture on which it depends. “A viable commu-
nity,” he argues, “is made up of neighbors who cherish and protect what they 
have in common”; it “protects its own production capacities.” Politics under 
this view is an act of stewardship: it is part of the work of making a home for 
ourselves in a world not entirely hospitable to human purposes. Patriotism, in 
turn, is “a knowing, intelligent, sustaining, and protective love”—not for “the 
nation” as an abstract concept but for the land as the physical foundation of 
our lives. To be patriotic is, fi rst and foremost, to protect the land’s beauty, 
health, and productivity. It is an act of fi delity to place.5

Industrial capitalism poses many threats to the land and to this fi delity, 
and most of Berry’s writings about agriculture, economics, and nature aim at 
identifying those threats. Like Jeff erson, however, he is also concerned about 
threats to liberty—particularly the threat posed by the concentration of pow-
er in the executive branch of federal government. Political freedom for Berry 
is essential to community and responsible stewardship, and the chief danger 
to political freedom lies in the power of the president and his modern 
ministers—the federal bureaucracy.
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Berry’s suspicion of bureaucracy has been a persistent theme in his writ-
ings since his earliest essays criticizing the eff ect of federal welfare programs 
on Appalachian communities. He worries in part that welfare fosters depen-
dence, but his deeper concern is that bureaucrats do not properly value the 
people they are trying to help. Bureaucrats may be well-intentioned, he con-
cedes, but they necessarily treat people impersonally, as members of a class 
rather than as individuals. “An agency or bureau or institution cannot exercise 
taste and judgment, cannot be motivated by love or compassion, cannot value 
a man for his industry or his art or his pride,” he warns. “Th ey are abstractions 
themselves and must deal with people as abstractions.”6 But “it is not just or 
merciful or decent to treat people as abstractions.” Indeed, “if one is going to 
destroy a creature, the job is made easier if the creature is fi rst reduced to an 
idea and a price. Reduction, that is, facilitates manipulation or use without 
aff ection, and use without aff ection is abuse.” He applies his point more gener-
ally: the land, too, is at risk of abuse by those given to thinking abstractly and 
categorically. According to Berry, particular knowledge of a place is essential 
to proper land stewardship, but “the particular knowledge of particular places 
is beyond the competence of any centralized power or authority.” Bureaucrats—
most of whom come from outside the local community—live and think in a 
world of abstractions. Out of touch with local conditions and unfamiliar with 
the people they are supposed to be helping, they are not likely to treat citizens 
or the land with respect, fairness, and sensitivity.7

Th is complaint about the dehumanizing eff ect of bureaucracy sounds 
more like Max Weber and his progeny than like Th omas Jeff erson, of course. 
But President Bush’s response to the terrorist attacks highlighted for Berry 
another, more Jeff ersonian, worry about the executive branch: the potential 
for tyranny inherent in the president’s national security powers. Th e presi-
dent’s decisions concerning national security, according to Berry, are the least 
subject to the public’s critical scrutiny, and therefore the greatest threat to 
citizens’ freedom. He points, for example, to the president’s September 2002 
statement that the United States has a right to act unilaterally and preemp-
tively against terrorists. To carry out such action, Berry reasons, the president 
must “plan in secret and execute his plan without forewarning.” Th e policy 
therefore precludes public debate; it depends on “the acquiescence of a public 
kept fearful and ignorant, subject to manipulation by the executive power, 
and on the compliance of an intimidated and offi  ce-dependent legislature.”8 
Th us there is no eff ective check on this executive power.

According to the original constitutional design, of course, the legislature 
is supposed to serve as a check on the president and his ministers; even pre-
emptive attacks could in theory be subject to congressional deliberation. But 
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Berry has little faith that the legislative branch will eff ectively represent the 
country’s true interests. Th e professional politicians who staff  our legislatures, 
he argues, develop a narrow and specialized perspective that puts them out of 
touch with their constituents and impairs their ability to understand the broad 
context of public policy issues. Our representatives inhabit a kind of intellec-
tual ghetto, “not necessarily made up of groups living in the same place,” but 
composed of people having “the same assumptions, the same sort of knowl-
edge, the same mentality, oft en much the same experience.” Th ese profession-
al politicians are “insulated specifi cally against the claims of responsibility” 
and “answerable only to the requirements of their specialty” (that is, getting 
elected).9 Popular elections are supposed to correct such narrow perspectives 
and hold our representatives accountable—but elections, according to Berry, 
have become little more than ad campaigns, composed of “catch phrases, slo-
gans, clichés, euphemisms, fl atteries, falsehoods, and various forms of cheap 
wit.”10 It’s hard to see how a legislature so constituted could provide meaning-
ful representation, much less an eff ective safeguard against executive tyranny.

In short, Berry identifi es the chief dangers to our liberty as a strong execu-
tive and an excessive bureaucracy, neither of which is checked by our unrespon-
sive, unaccountable legislature. Happily, however, he has a Jeff ersonian solution 
to these Jeff ersonian problems: a robust concept of citizenship. Citizens, for 
Berry, are the most important check on government power: “An inescapable 
requirement of true patriotism, love for one’s land, is a vigilant distrust of any 
determinative power, elected or unelected, that may preside over it.”11 Jeff erson 
undoubtedly would agree—but Berry’s concept of citizenship is again some-
what diff erent from Jeff erson’s. Indeed, Berry’s list of civic virtues is quite dis-
tinctive and perhaps the richest dimension of his political vision.

To begin with, citizenship requires patriotism—but patriotism in Berry’s 
distinctive sense of the word: fi delity to the land. Such fi delity gives citizens 
the motive to serve their community and resist destructive exercises of gov-
ernment power; it gives them a “home place” that they are strongly moved to 
know and love and use well and protect.12 But love for the land is not suffi  cient 
to guide civic engagement; Berry also demands a high degree of rationality 
from his citizens. Rationality in fact holds equal weight with patriotism in his 
concept of citizenship—but not rationality as conventionally understood.

For Berry, rationality does not imply the narrow sort of economic or sci-
entifi c reasoning common in policy analysis. Indeed, he is a vocal critic of the 
ascendancy of economic (cost–benefi t) analysis in political decision-making. 
“Th e cost–benefi t ratio is limited to what is handily quantifi able, namely 
money,” he argues. It therefore does a poor job measuring emotional and oth-
er hard-to-quantify harms. More generally, economic and scientifi c reasoning 
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reduce their objects to abstractions, while citizens, according to Berry, must 
deal with concrete, particular things and people and places. To do so intelli-
gently, they need a “sympathetic mind”—an embodied, responsive mind that 
understands the limits of human knowledge and the proper place of both 
reason and sentiment in decision-making.13 Rationality thus understood 
should grow out of and complement a passionate love for the land. On the 
other hand, it does require a critical attitude toward government and society: 
citizens must be willing to subject not only the decisions of the government 
but the fundamental values of their society to “strenuous,” “principled and 
serious” public debate.14

Ever sensitive to the limits of human reason, though, Berry does not 
count on rationality alone to ensure sensible decision-making. On the con-
trary, citizens must also be mindful of both the power of modern nation-
states and the responsibility the government owes to the citizens, the rest of 
the world, and future generations. Th is mindfulness is captured by the classi-
cal virtue of sophrosyne—the counterpart to the classical vice of hubris or ar-
rogance. Sophrosyne is sometimes translated as humility, but it also denotes 
self-control (moderation, temperance), prudence, and good management. In 
classical thought, sophrosyne was the virtue proper to the good husbandman 
and the vita rustica; Plato associated it with order and harmony more gener-
ally, thus linking it to justice.15

Berry does not mention sophrosyne by name—he uses cognates such as 
humility and propriety—but it permeates his moral vision. It is perhaps the 
paramount civic virtue, the virtue needed to counter the arrogance and hu-
bristic overreaching represented by both modern industrialism and American 
foreign policy. Our technology and wealth give us tremendous, undreamed-
of power—but “people are not gods,” he warns. “Th ey must not act like gods 
or assume godly authority. If they do, terrible retributions are in store. In this 
warning we have the root of the idea of propriety, of proper human purposes 
and ends.”16 Sophrosyne is a particularly important civic virtue for citizens of 
the most powerful nation on the earth; it reminds us of the restraint and mod-
eration we need to exercise such power wisely.

Restraint and moderation do not imply passivity, however. Citizens also 
must be active. Th ey have a duty to make serving the public’s interest an inte-
gral part of their lives. Indeed, our most serious social and environmental 
problems, according to Berry, are rooted not in government policies but in 
our daily lives. Ultimately “our country is not being destroyed by bad politics; 
it is being destroyed by a bad way of life.” Th us “we must go to work” to build 
a better economy and better communities. If we are serious about peace, for 
example, “we must work for it as ardently, seriously, continuously, carefully, 
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and bravely as we have ever prepared for war.”17 What he has in mind is not, 
however, the sort of political activism represented by the mainstream envi-
ronmental movement. Berry worries that professional environmental activ-
ists are subject to the same forces that cause politicians to get out of touch 
with their constituents. Activists, too, tend to adopt the narrow perspective of 
specialists. “Th e political activist,” he complains, “sacrifi ces himself to politics; 
though he has a cause, he has no life; he has become the driest of experts.”18 
And, as experts in environmental policy, activists tend to embrace the same 
assumptions as their opponents. Sharing the “pinhole vision of the industrial 
intellectuals,” they “are not comprehensive enough, they are not radical 
enough.” Instead of delegating one’s civic responsibilities to such movements 
and activists, Berry wants citizens to focus on realizing their political ideals in 
their daily lives—to “think and act in consideration of [their] responsibilities” 
not only in their conventional political activities but also in their work and 
play, in what they eat and how they interact with their neighbors (human and 
nonhuman).19

In sum, Berry imagines republican citizenship as intelligent, practical, re-
sponsible activity aimed at building sustainable communities and motivated 
by our attachment to particular people and places. It is hardly a revolutionary 
vision; its roots lie in long-standing American political and moral traditions. 
But it is deeply opposed to the values driving contemporary American poli-
tics: our faith in technology, our pursuit of economic growth instead of sus-
tainability, our attempts to achieve peace through war, our desire to control 
the conditions of our existence. According to Berry, these values—embodied 
in the prevailing ideology of American nationalism—are the ones most in 
need of radical critique from a responsible citizenry.

Against this misguided nationalism, Berry proposes a civic ideal of localism. 
A citizen’s primary loyalties, he contends, are and should be local. Meaningful 
political action for Berry is “an action which one takes on one’s own behalf, 
which is particular and complex, real not symbolic, which one can both ac-
complish on one’s own and take full responsibility for.” Such action, he sug-
gests, can grow only out of an attachment to one’s locality, to a place that one 
knows concretely and intimately. Expressions of nationalism, in contrast, are 
“most apt to be fanatic or brutal or arrogant.”20 Based on an abstraction (“the 
nation”), nationalism promises to lead citizens into the same insensitivity, in-
justice, and carelessness he sees in bureaucrats and professional politicians.

Th is localism, however, requires careful qualifi cation. His point is not, I 
think, that citizens shouldn’t be involved in national and even international 
policymaking. Indeed, that would be hard to reconcile with his democratic 
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principles. Nor does he suggest that most substantive policy should be in the 
hands of local government. Th at position would be hard to defend in light of 
the global dimension of many environmental problems (not to mention our 
vulnerability to global terrorist networks). Surely such global problems call 
for international coordination; Berry’s argument for local civic engagement is 
probably not intended to discourage such national and international political 
organization. Rather, his aim is to describe the conditions necessary for mean-
ingful political action. His point is that if we are to engage meaningfully in 
national and international politics, we must preserve a sense of the concrete 
and particular—the things, people, and places we are governing, and the ties 
of aff ection and belonging among them. Th at sense of the concrete and par-
ticular is best cultivated at the local level.

Nevertheless, Berry’s recent writings make it clear that he understands 
citizenship to involve membership in an international as well as a national 
and local community. To be sure, he opposes the militant internationalism 
represented by the current administration’s post–September 11 decisions to 
invade Afghanistan and Iraq (actions that were justifi ed, in part, by the inter-
nationalist goal of creating stable democracies in those regions). But his op-
position to those actions derived not from isolationism but from pacifi sm. He 
opposes the use of violence for any reason, on the grounds that it inevitably 
leads to more violence. “If violence is ‘just’ in one instance . . . why, by a merely 
logical extension, might it not also be ‘just’ in another instance, as determined 
by an individual?” What leads to peace is not violence but “peaceableness, . . . 
an alert, informed, practiced and active state” of building community and 
cooperation.21 He thus advocates a cooperative internationalism: “We cannot 
hope to be secure when our government has declared, by its announced read-
iness ‘to act alone,’ its willingness to be everybody’s enemy.” Th e world is a 
“community of all the creatures, a community which, to be possessed by any, 
must be shared by all.” Th erefore, a civilized nation should “conduct [itself] as 
a responsible citizen, honoring the lives and the rights of others.”22 In short, 
the United States ought to be a good citizen of the global community, display-
ing the same virtues of rationality, moderation, prudence, and constructive 
engagement he expects from individual citizens. And the only way to accom-
plish that end is for individual citizens to involve themselves, deeply and crit-
ically, in public debates over foreign policy.

A foreign policy of cooperation does not necessarily mean acquiescence 
in a global free-market economy, however. His opposition to economic glo-
balization stems in part from his suspicion of the claim that it will promote 
prosperity; the defi nition of “prosperity” used by proponents of globalization 
seldom considers its eff ect on the environment and local communities. But he 
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also challenges the other shibboleth of those proponents: the belief that eco-
nomic interdependence among nations promotes world peace. Th eir argu-
ment is that as the economies of individual nations become more dependent 
on international trade, their leaders will be reluctant to go to war and suff er 
the resulting economic impacts. Th erefore, economic globalization increases 
the incentives for peace. Th is theory, of course, relies on a number of assump-
tions that may not hold true in particular cases: that a given war would actu-
ally harm the economy, for example, and that the nation’s political system is 
responsive to economic forces. But Berry doesn’t challenge those assump-
tions; rather, he points out that such reasoning, even if it was once correct, 
doesn’t take into consideration the recent rise of terrorist networks. Th ese 
networks are not under the control of any nation and do not have the same 
economic incentives that nation-states do. On the contrary, they may well 
benefi t from disruptions of international trade and depressed local econo-
mies. “How nations . . . are to shape and protect themselves within this ‘global 
economy,’” he notes, “is far from clear.”23

Berry points out that economic globalization makes our economy more 
dependent on global communication and transportation systems—systems 
that are very diffi  cult to protect from terrorists without “a hugely expensive” 
worldwide police force. In fact, dependence on these transportation and com-
munication systems might draw us into war, in order to protect them.24 He 
insists that he does not oppose international trade per se. But as a matter of 
national security, nation-states should not promote international trade at the 
expense of economic self-suffi  ciency—and particularly local economic self-
suffi  ciency. “At the very least, a nation should be able sustainably to feed, 
clothe, and shelter its citizens, using its own sources and by its own work.”25

Th is point brings him to the national-security implications of agricultural 
policy. Local self-suffi  ciency, for Berry, is particularly desirable in food pro-
duction, because it ensures that we will be able to feed ourselves if global trade 
is disrupted. In fact, agriculture “is the economic activity most clearly and di-
rectly related to national security, if one grants that we all must eat.” His posi-
tion thus revives an old theme in American agrarianism: the argument for 
food security. Depending on another nation for food, the argument goes, gives 
it power over us. “How are we going to defend our freedoms . . . when we must 
import our necessities from international suppliers who have no concern or 
respect for our freedoms?”26 Such reasoning is of course a familiar support for 
eff orts to reduce American dependence on foreign oil; it may sound less com-
pelling when applied to agriculture, given the productivity of American farm-
ers. But Berry suggests that such confi dence may be misplaced. Our food secu-
rity rests not only on the productivity of farmers but on a complex distribution 
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and processing system, as well as an increasingly degraded ecosystem—all of 
which are quite vulnerable to disease and terrorism.27 Self-suffi  cient local 
economies could serve as a safety net in case such systems fail.

Still, Berry’s argument for local self-suffi  ciency is less satisfying than his 
argument for local civic engagement. Aft er all, local economies are vulnerable 
as well, from natural disasters like hurricanes to economic crises like local 
bank failures—and we are as likely to suff er abuses and injustices at the hands 
of our neighbors as at the hands of international terrorists or corporations. 
Ties to the global economy give communities and individuals some protec-
tion from those dangers. Even more problematic, this argument for self-
suffi  ciency doesn’t quite fi t within his larger philosophic framework. A central 
principle of that framework is that we can never escape from “the whole net-
work of interdependence and obligation” in which human lives necessarily 
unfold.28 So why should we try to escape the interdependencies and vulnera-
bilities of the global economic system? Isn’t local self-suffi  ciency just another 
misguided bid for an illusory sense of security?

I suspect that this argument from security is somewhat opportunistic. 
Although Berry has discussed food security in earlier works,29 his recent em-
phasis on it seems to be taking advantage of the post–September 11 milieu. 
His writings taken as a whole suggest another reason to support local self-
suffi  ciency: not that it makes us safer but that depending on our friends and 
neighbors and our own eff orts requires more from us—more conscious 
eff ort, more awareness of our duties toward one another, and more active 
involvement in the life of the community. In other words, promoting local 
self-sufficiency makes us better citizens, local and global. Seeking local self-
suffi  ciency is aft er all nothing more than preserving the community’s produc-
tive capacities—which is for Berry the very defi nition of patriotism.

Wendell Berry’s political vision is a provocative alternative to the vision guid-
ing most of his fellow citizens and lawmakers in the post–September 11 world. 
Against our national ideals of security, autonomy, and economic and military 
ascendancy, Berry advocates humility, community, and restraint. No amount 
of power, he warns, will make us completely safe; we cannot through techno-
logical advance escape our responsibility for and dependence on the land and 
each other. A meaningful life consists in embracing these dependencies and 
fulfi lling our obligations as best we can with our limited capacities.

Th is may seem a strangely discordant, even un-American, message, un-
comfortably out of tune with conventional American optimism and self-
confi dence. But Berry’s political vision is also a native species, derived from 
long-standing and deeply rooted American traditions. We shouldn’t be sur-
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prised that these old visions and values should fi nd such an eloquent spokes-
man, even aft er September 11. Th e world, aft er all, has not been remade. Like 
Jeff erson’s generation, we are still embarked on a vessel amid the confl icting 
elements of a troubled world—vulnerable, interdependent, and responsible. 
Berry’s critical perspective on American society does not promise us a safe 
harbor, but it may help to clear our vision and chart our course.
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How Wendell Berry 
Single-Handedly Preserved 
Three Hundred Years of 
Agrarian Wisdom

David Kline

I WAS BORN and grew to adulthood in a community that has never relin-
quished the agrarian ideal and that chose in the fi rst quarter of the twentieth 
century to stay with animal traction for fi eld work, a decision that ensured a 
community of small farms, worked by families and their neighbors, that was 
thus largely shielded from the single-minded rush toward mega-agribusiness 
promoted by the land grant colleges and the mainstream agricultural pub-
lications.

Coming from a family of readers, I read everything that crossed the 
threshold into our home—a daily newspaper called the Cleveland Plain Dealer, 
farm periodicals such as Successful Farming, Farm Journal, Hoard’s Dairyman, 
the Farm Quarterly, Everybody’s Poultry Magazine, Ohio Farmer, and I’m sure 
there were others from time to time. Even though I was taught that technol-
ogy should be our servant and not our master, I absorbed enough informa-
tion from the farm magazines during the late 1950s and the early ’60s that I 
became a believer in technology as the answer for agriculture. Get rid of the 
old and ring in the new.

I had questions—did I have questions. Why weren’t we keeping up with 
the latest in confi nement housing of animals—cages for hens, crates for sows, 
elevated pens for pigs? Why didn’t we clip teeth, dock tails, remove beaks, 
install slatted fl oors for cows, replace the bull with artifi cial insemination? 
And in the fi elds—why the archaic rotation of crops? Why not more fertiliz-
ers, high-powered hybrids? Why bother with oats (a necessity in a horse 
economy), why not more silos, 2–4D, and atrazine instead of cultivating? Th e 
ag magazines said we needed to rise above groveling in the dirt, that modern 
farming is a breeze, and that there would be money to live a life of leisure.

�
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But above all else, I questioned the stupid decision to stay with the out-
dated and slow horse when we could use that beautiful golden (usually green 
or red) calf of modern agriculture, the tractor, and farm many more than our 
120 acres.

Th ese questions still nagged me when I ended my two years of alternative 
service during the Vietnam War and returned to the home farm. I struggled but 
still read the farm magazines and attended the annual Ohio Farm Science 
Review, an agribusiness version of Woodstock. In the late 1960s and ’70s 
American agriculture was rounding the far corner and entering the home 
stretch toward full industrialization, cheered on by the battle cry “get big or get 
out!” Th e young tigers of the early ’70s got big, and then they got out. Somewhere 
in those years I came to the realization that my dad was brilliant, and then 
something else happened to show me why I walked the low-tech path I did.

In 1974 I bought two hives of bees from a neighbor who had sold his farm 
and moved to another community. Of course, I had read everything I could 
about bees, and Dad had kept bees (as did my two grandfathers and my 
schoolteacher) several decades before, so he helped me get started. But I 
needed to get the bees inspected, and that is when fortune smiled on me. 
About the third inspector to check on my bees was a simple-living sort of hip-
pie named Phil; we’d fi nd shade from the summer sun and have great discus-
sions on the direction American agriculture was heading. One day Phil told 
me, “You have to read Wendell Berry’s book Th e Unsettling of America.” I was 
somewhat familiar with Wendell’s writings in Organic Gardening and Farming 
magazine, but I wasn’t prepared for Th e Unsettling.

Th at was in 1980, three years aft er the book was published. Emerson 
wrote that a man standing in his own fi eld is unable to see. Th at was me. 
Wendell took me by the shoulder, turned me around, and led me—with words 
so profound and powerful that they kept me awake long into the night—to 
where I could see the whole picture. Here, at last, were answers to the many 
questions and doubts I had about farming on our scale.

In my heavily underlined copy of Th e Unsettling I began to understand 
my dad’s philosophy of farming when he insisted on the traditional and prov-
en methods over the newfangled and community-destroying ways of the new. 
On page 4 I marked,

Time aft er time, in place aft er place, these conquerors have fragmented 
and demolished traditional communities. . . . Th ey have always said that 
what they destroyed was outdated, provincial, and contemptible. And 
with alarming frequency they have been believed and trusted by their 
victims.1
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Now I could begin to see that the decisions my dad and others before him had 
made were meant to preserve an agriculture and community that would en-
dure and survive the damages of the cheap-oil-addicted industrial agricul-
ture. I read, “Th e exploiter wishes to earn as much as possible by as little work 
as possible; the nurturer expects, certainly, to have a decent living from his 
work, but his characteristic wish is to work as well as possible.” 2 I read, “Once 
the revolution of exploitation is under way, statesmanship and craft smanship 
are gradually replaced by salesmanship,” which Wendell defi ned as “the craft  
of persuading people to buy what they do not need, and do not want, for more 
than it is worth.”3

I was taught to be a nurturer. Th e goal my dad set for himself was to leave 
the farm in better condition for the next generation than it was in when he got 
it. He succeeded. Twenty years before Dad started farming our farm, it was 
sold at sheriff ’s sale because of unpaid taxes. Th ere were gullies too deep to 
farm across, but they were gone by the time I returned in 1968. Th e farm’s 
fertility was restored with the annual rotation of crops, seeding of grasses and 
forage legumes, and countless manure-spreader loads of straw-based manure 
from the diversity of livestock on the farm.

I began to understand what Dad was teaching, oft en nonverbally, when I 
read,

Th e best farming requires a farmer—a husbandman, a nurturer—not a 
technician or businessman. A technician or businessman, given the nec-
essary abilities and ambitions, can be made in a little while, by training. 
A good farmer, on the other hand, is a cultural product; he is made by a 
sort of training, certainly, in what his time imposes or demands, but he 
is also made by generations of experience. Th is essential experience can 
only be accumulated, tested, preserved, handed down in settled house-
holds, friendships, and communities that are deliberately and carefully 
native to their own ground, in which the past has prepared the present 
and the present safeguards the future.4

I was being handed generations of agricultural experience and knowledge 
and wisdom. And I thought it outdated and irrelevant until I began to see it in 
Th e Unsettling of America. I began to understand that it need not be “inevi-
table” that every farmer and every community follow the path of destructive 
agriculture promoted by the agribusiness conglomerates.

Wendell showed me that my three hundred years of agrarian heritage—
dating to the time when my ancestors left  the alpine meadows of Switzerland 
because of religious persecution and moved to the Alsace region in France 
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following the Th irty Years War and the Treaty of Westphalia (1648)—had 
much more value than I thought.

Being a cow-culture people, they took with them on their late 1600s pil-
grimage some improved dairy cattle, the knowledge of animal husbandry, and 
the motto of Arbeit und Hoff e (work and hope). Aft er thirty years of war a coun-
tryside tends to become depopulated, so our ancestors were invited to lease, 
usually long-term, the estates of the lords and the princes. At the time, the local 
farmers in Alsace were following a three-year rotation of wheat or rye, followed 
by oats or barley the second year, and then a fallow third year.

Th is rotation of crops was slowly mining the soil; it was not replenishing 
the necessary soil nutrients needed for plant growth. Grain yields were only 
fi ve to eight bushels per acre. My ancestors saw opportunity in turning those 
tilled fi elds into improved meadows. Th ey introduced clovers and lucerne (al-
falfa) to the region, much to the ridicule of the local farmers; but, with the 
legumes’ ability to take nitrogen from the air and convert it to plant food, the 
meadows fl ourished.

Th e legume and grass meadows produced enough forage that hay could 
be cut and dried and stored in the barns for winter feed. Before the latter part 
of the 1600s there were no hayfi elds. Up until then little stock could be over-
wintered—what the Germans called Überwinterungsmasstab—for want of 
hay. With the increase of animals there came an increase in manure—that 
absolute essential for improving a farm and an essential we’ve been accused of 
worshipping. Th at constant recycling of nutrients allowed the Swiss “guest 
workers” to prosper in the new land.

A member of the French ministry of interior said, “Almost all the milk in 
Saint Marie comes from farms the Swiss Anabaptists lease. And during the 
evenings and mornings of every season, people see the young Anabaptist 
dairymaids come down from the mountains into the valley and liven up the 
streets of the town.”5

Th e interior minister went on to say, “An Anabaptist named Gingerich 
moved in twenty-eight years ago and brought the means of growing clover to 
Alsace; solely by this method he brought a degree of perfection to agriculture 
heretofore unheard of in this country. Th e soil of his land, although not par-
ticularly fertile, is always covered in rich cereal crops. . . . Gingerich is the best 
farmer in the province and perhaps in the entire republic.”6 In all modesty, I 
note that my paternal grandmother was a Gingerich.

Th e intense application of solid manure and the profi table advantages 
made possible by man-made meadows ended the practice of letting land lie 
fallow. Vladimir G. Simkhovitch, a professor at Columbia University, wrote of 
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this period in his historical study “Hay and History” (1917), “Th e introduc-
tion of grass seed and clovers marked the end of the dark ages of agriculture. 
It is the greatest of revolutions, the revolution against the supreme law, the law 
of the land, the law of diminishing returns and of soil depletion.”7

In order to speed up the cutting of larger tracts of hay, the Anabaptists 
introduced the scythe to replace the hand sickle, a transition that was again 
ridiculed and resisted by the local farmers. Th e locals did not accept the scythe 
for more than a hundred years.

Th ey also introduced “real” Belgian plows to replace the inferior steel-
plated wooden plows then in common use. Th e Belgian plow was loved by the 
plowmen aft er its fi rst test in the fi eld. Aft erward they argued as to who should 
have the honor of using them regularly.

Th is is the agricultural knowledge my ancestors brought to this country 
in the 1700s and early 1800s and applied to the fertile soils of Pennsylvania 
and later the Midwest. It is the knowledge they fl ourished by, a knowledge 
and wisdom I was ready to throw to the winds of agricultural change until 
Wendell Berry showed me the error of my ways. Th ank you, Wendell. I’ll be 
forever grateful.

As Wendell says, “the care of the earth is our most ancient and most wor-
thy and, aft er all, our most pleasing responsibility. To cherish what remains of 
it, and to foster its renewal, is our only legitimate hope.”8

Th ere is no greater pleasure for an agrarian than to show a fellow farmer, who 
fully understands and appreciates what you are doing, your farm. I had the 
pleasure in the early 1980s of showing Wendell Berry our farm. 

Th en several years later Wendell showed me his farm. It is on much steep-
er land than ours. He does have some bottom ground along the Kentucky 
River, which has to be managed diff erently than hill land. And he was doing 
both very well. As we walked the bottom fi elds we agreed that, along with the 
fertile silt (we also have creek bottomland) that arrives with fl ooding, a host 
of weed seeds gets a free ride downstream to our farms. He showed me giant 
ragweed, Jerusalem artichokes, jimsonweed, and others that are fl ood-borne. 
He explained how he controls those problem weeds with timely mowing and 
grazing with sheep.

Th en he showed me the hillside pastures and the legumes that were grow-
ing in profusion in spite of the land’s not being limed for many years. 
Something neither of us fully understood was at work. One farmer facing 
another while standing in workshoe-high lush pasture is the epitome of shared 
satisfaction. We know how much goodness comes from good pastures and 
the animals that graze it.
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Th ose steep hillside pastures were skillfully mowed with a sickle bar 
mower. A good and careful farmer uses a sickle bar to clip pasture fi elds and 
along fence lines because that way he can reach seven feet in beneath over-
hanging branches and keep encroaching trees and briars in check. 

We went up Ford Lane, which runs parallel to Cane Run, to the fi elds 
where the sheep were grazing at the time and where the Belgians—the team 
he uses to farm—were on pasture. Along the way I noticed the good fences 
that Wendell maintains; fi ve strands of taut wire attached to straight and solid 
posts. We have been told that “good fences make good neighbors.” Wendell is 
a good neighbor. On this part of the farm is the tobacco barn where the Fords 
stored their tobacco. Not coming from tobacco country, I found the smell of 
the inside of the long-unused stripping room unfamiliar and new. Th e tools 
were still hanging on the walls where they were placed aft er last being used. 
All the while, Wendell shared stories of happenings that occurred on the farm 
and in the community over the years. 

Th at evening Wendell brought the cows in to milk, and, as his poem says, 
“A cow / To milk’s a good excuse / To bring you home from places / You do not 
want to be.”9

It is evident that Wendell and Tanya’s farm is their home. It is where 
their roots are and a place for nurturing things, a place fi lled with love and 
abundance, of constant wonder, a place for family and times fi lled with sto-
ries and joy. 
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�
Memory and Hope in 
the World of Port William

John Leax

MEMORY AND its lively infl uence have always been central concerns in 
Wendell Berry’s work. As early as “Th e Long-Legged House” he wrote, “Th e 
approach of a man’s life out of the past is history, and the approach of time out 
of the future is mystery. Th eir meeting is the present, and it is consciousness, 
the only time life is alive. Th e endless wonder of this meeting is what causes 
the mind, in its inward liberty of a frozen morning, to turn back and question 
and remember.”1 In this early essay Berry’s emphasis is on the present. “It is 
impossible,” he wrote, “to imagine ‘how it will be,’ and to linger over the task 
is to prepare a disappointment.”2 In his more recent fi ction, however, Berry 
has developed a more complex sense of memory that reaches forward into the 
future.

Th e Catholic writer Henri Nouwen has suggested that

memory never copies the past, it brings the past into the potentially heal-
ing present. It breathes new life into a bygone reality and replaces it with 
a new context. . . . Remembering in this way allows us to live in the pres-
ent with our whole history, with an awareness of the possibilities we 
might otherwise not think to look for.

Memory, therefore, has much to do with the future. Without memory 
there is no expectation. Th ose who have no memory have little to expect. 
Memory anchors us in the past and then makes us present here and now, and 
opens us to a new future.3

Although Berry’s refusal to “imagine ‘how it will be’ ” will remain a con-
stant, and he will be particularly leery of the implications of “expectations,” 
his exploration of memory in Jayber Crow and Hannah Coulter will lead him 
to conceive of it as a creative force functioning not only in the present but as 
a source of hope.
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Hannah, summing up her remembering in Hannah Coulter, echoes both 
Nouwen and the early Berry: “When you remember the past, you are not re-
membering it as it was. You are remembering it as it is. It is a vision or a 
dream, present with you in the present, alive with you in the only time you are 
alive.”4 Jayber in Jayber Crow goes even further, seeing memory as the very life 
of the community:

Back there at the beginning, as I see now, my life was all time and almost 
no memory. . . .

And now nearing the end, I see that my life is almost entirely memory 
and very little time. Toward the end of my life at Squires Landing I began 
to understand that whenever death happened, it happened to me. Th at is 
knowledge that takes a long time to wear in. Finally it wears in. Finally I 
realized and fully accepted that one day I would belong entirely to mem-
ory, and it would not be my memory that I belonged to.5

Although this passage feels rather dark, it opens, as Jayber’s narrative pro-
gresses, to an understanding of memory’s connection to hope, and Jayber 
concludes, “Th is is a book about Heaven. I know it now. It fl oats among us like 
a cloud and is the realest thing we know and the least to be captured, the least 
to be possessed by anybody for himself.”6

Berry himself is reluctant to speak of Heaven in his nonfi ction, but he is 
able to give these words to Jayber because the fi ctive Port William is a “Bible- 
based culture” in which people remember Bible stories and are “prompted in 
their actions by Biblical ideas.”7 Th is culture does not fi nd its expression in 
any single novel, story, or character. It is worked out in the complexly inter-
locking stories told over time from multiple perspectives. It exists in a fl awed 
community where sin is real. To encounter Port William is to encounter mur-
der, infi delity, waywardness, sloth, and greed. It is also to encounter love, 
mercy, faithfulness, forgiveness, and redemption. It is a community that is 
changing, constantly coming into being as it is remembered and narrated. 
Both the remembering and the narrative of the remembering are necessary, as 
a consideration of Remembering and A World Lost will show.

In the opening scene of Remembering Andy wakens from a nightmare in 
a hotel room in San Francisco: “A man could go so far from home, he thinks, 
that his own name would become unspeakable to him, unanswerable by any-
one, so far that if he dared speak it, it would escape him utterly, a bird out an 
open window, leaving him untongued in some boundless amplitude of mere 
absence.”8 For Andy the distance from home is literal as well as metaphorical. 
Th e loss of the name is threatening, for it would be the loss of all the connec-
tions he is known by. Berry describes him, in his waking, as
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still going away on the far side of a boundary he crossed when he came 
up the ramp at the airport and saw the young woman whose name and 
description he carried in a letter in his pocket. . . . She saw him and 
smiled, anxiety leaving her face. She was from the college where, in two 
hours, he was to speak.

“Pardon me. Are you Andrew Catlett?”
He looked at her as if to be surprised to be so accosted, and stepped 

past.
“No mam.”9

In his refusal to admit who he is, Andy both acknowledges that he is no longer 
himself—the man known to his community—and that he is not the one “be-
coming himself ” out of his previous history and life story. Just as Andy has 
been dismembered in the accidental loss of his hand, he is on the verge of a 
total dis-membering of his character and identity. Carl D. Esbjornson identi-
fi es the pun in the title and the role of memory crucial to the redemption that 
is the novel’s concern: “re-membering is the necessary means of spiritual heal-
ing.” It is the way Andy remembers that will re-member him and restore him 
to his place in the fellowship of his community.10 Th ough Esbjornson does 
not state it explicitly here, he clearly implies the re-membering of Andy’s re-
turn to the company of the Port William membership.

Alone in his hotel room Andy is outside all the relationships that have 
defi ned him. Th e only connection he has is his memory, and his memory is 
out of control, taking him and the reader back over the events of the preced-
ing day. It takes him fi rst to his quarrel with Flora and then to the agricultural 
conference in which, instead of delivering his prepared speech, he recounts 
the stories of the community he has cared for. In doing so he does great dam-
age to himself. Because he speaks in anger, his speaking is a betrayal:

“I say damn your systems and your numbers and your ideas. I speak for 
Dorie Catlett and Marce Catlett. I speak for . . .”

And as he named them, the dead and the living, they departed from 
him, leaving him empty, wet with sweat.11

Th e irony of the passage is that Andy must name his community, not to 
change anyone in the room, but to change himself. For only by losing his life, 
by giving up this remembering that is private, angry, and manipulative, can he 
enter into genuine memory that is communal and be re-membered.

Th e memory of a brief incident that comes to Andy defi nes his condition. 
One aft ernoon, at the end of a workday, he says to Nathan Coulter, “I don’t 
know how to thank you. I don’t know how I can ever repay you” (39). Andy’s 
whining statement both insults the community by reducing it to keeping ac-
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counts and reveals that he understands his place in it as earned, something he 
deserves. Nathan’s response refuses both. He grins, gives Andy’s forearm a 
slight tug and answers simply, “Help us” (39). In doing so he reminds Andy 
that he must give up his illusion of independent competence and recognize 
that he holds his place in the community by grace. What the community re-
quires of him is himself, not a quantity of labor. Merely remembering, how-
ever, is not enough to move Andy toward restoration. He leaves the hotel 
room and begins a walk that will take him through the city and eventually to 
the long pier that curves out into the bay at Aquatic Park.

At the beginning of this walk, he imagines another life for himself, a life 
of elegant detachment and culture. But as he imagines this life he interrupts 
himself: “He reminds himself of himself ” (46). Th e sentence is wonderfully 
ambiguous. It identifi es both who he is at the moment—a sorry fool—and 
who he has been and remains by the grace of others though no longer by his 
own acquiescence.

In the next scene he is accosted by a panhandler. Trying to determine a 
suffi  cient response, Andy questions the wisdom of digging out his wallet, for 
holding his wallet in his one good hand, he will be disarmed. To respond 
charitably, he must risk everything. Responding from the character that had 
been shaped in him by his long membership in the Port William community 
rather than from the anger that has dis-membered him, he takes the risk. He 
opens his wallet and gives extravagantly. Th e panhandler replies and speaks 
the truth Andy will come to understand in the course of his  crosstown walk, 
“Oh, wow! Far out! Th anks Tex. You a man of a better time” (47). Andy’s ex-
travagant gesture is the movement into grace that readmits him to the com-
munity that departed from him with his angry naming at the agricultural 
conference. Th e panhandler’s “better time” refers not only to a nostalgic, lost 
era of generosity but to a time coming into being as a result of Andy’s present 
action.

When he reaches the edge of the continent, as far geographically and 
emotionally from Kentucky as he can go, Andy recalls raising chickens with 
his grandmother aft er his grandfather’s death. One evening, putting eggs un-
der a setting hen, Andy expresses a desire to join himself to the old ways of 
doing things forever. His grandmother “looks down at him, and smiles, and 
then suddenly pulls his head against her. ‘Oh, my boy, how far away will you 
be sometime, remembering this?’”(57). Turning back from the bay, Andy sees 
the risen sun.

He is held, though he does not hold. He is caught up again in the old pat-
tern of entrances: of minds into minds, minds into place, places into 
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minds. Th e pattern limits and complicates him, singling him out in his 
own fl esh. Out of the multiple possible lives that have surrounded and 
beckoned to him like a crowd around a star, he returns to himself, a mere 
meteorite, scorched, small, and fallen. He has met again his one life and 
one death, and he takes them back (57–58).

Th e remainder of the novel will recount Andy’s journey into memory that will 
no longer separate him from himself and his place but will, like the biblical 
narratives remembered by the nation of Israel, reconnect him to his place, his 
people, and a vision, enabling him to live into an unknowable future.

Andy’s memory is fruitful, able to shape his return and his future, because 
it is not merely a personal memory; it is a memory participating in a com-
munal memory that contains him quite apart from his actions. It is always 
there. His task is to choose it. Memory, however, can fail. It can be lost. Andy 
comes up against its failure when he seeks to understand the life and murder 
of Uncle Andrew, his namesake, in A World Lost.

Berry foregrounds the ambiguities of memory and its limitations by 
changing the narrative perspective from the third person of Remembering to 
Andy’s fi rst-person narration in A World Lost. In doing so he gives up narra-
tive authority and subjects his story to the fragmented and broken memories 
of his characters. A child at the time of Uncle Andrew’s death, Andy fi nds his 
memory circumscribed by the limitations of what he was able to know about 
his uncle. Early in his narration Andy faces his diffi  culty:

Perhaps it was from thinking about him aft er his death, discovering how 
much I remembered and how little I knew, that I learned that all human 
stories in this world contain many lost or unwritten or unreadable or 
unwritable pages and that the truth about us, though it must exist, though 
it must lie all around us everyday, is mostly hidden from us, like birds’ 
nests in the woods.12

In attempting his narration Andy will encounter the lost, the unwritten, the 
unreadable, and the unwritable. Some knowledge was unavailable to Andy 
simply because he was a child and was oblivious to the meaning of events. 
Some knowledge was deliberately hidden from him for his protection. Some 
knowledge was hidden from the community by Uncle Andrew himself. Some 
knowledge was hidden from him because the adults around him could not 
speak, even to themselves, of what they knew. Th e end result is that when, as 
an adult, Andy begins to seek an understanding of his uncle’s life, he must 
interrogate the community to discover what has been hidden, and he must, 
from what he discovers, construct a past livable in the present.

He, of course, fails, and this failure, I believe, is a crucial part of the novel. 
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Andy’s investigation of his fi ft y-year-old memories is inconclusive. “All those 
years,” he says, “stand between me and the actual event as irremediably as the 
end of the world.”13 More than the years, however, stands between Andy and 
a useable memory. What is missing is the absence of a story told and pos-
sessed by the community available for him to enter. He can never know Uncle 
Andrew as others may have known him, nor include him in his own life as he 
might wish. A world has been lost. Nevertheless, Uncle Andrew is not en-
tirely unknown. Although Andy fails to establish fact, he does reach back to 
Uncle Andrew, extending compassion to the limit of imagination, and this is 
his success: “In drawing him toward me again aft er so long a time, I seem to 
have summoned, not into view or into thought, but just within the outmost 
reach of love, Uncle Andrew in the plenitude of his being—the man he would 
have been for my sake, and for love of us all, had he been capable. In recalling 
him as I knew him in mortal time, I have felt his presence as a living soul.”14

Memory for Andy is functioning much as it did for Saint Augustine. Alan 
Jacobs points out that “Augustine in his Confessions repeatedly wonders at the 
faculty of memory precisely because it allows us to revisit events of our lives 
and discern the trajectory that they describe.”15 Th ough Andy knows his in-
terrogation of the community and his constructed account of what might 
have happened the day Uncle Andrew died cannot have the life-giving vitality 
of a story handed down by constant telling and retelling, his eff ort is effi  ca-
cious. For by his act of memory he discerns and creates a story that gives 
shape to the discrete, unplotted events of Uncle Andrew’s life. Here, there is 
imagination at work, but Andy’s construction within the fi ctive world of Port 
William is not false. It is, rather, life-giving. As it is articulated, the story be-
gins to live in the present and reach into the future. Th ough one world is lost, 
a new and chosen one is coming into being.

Th is process of memory restructuring the past and opening to hope dom-
inates the narrations of Jayber Crow and Hannah Coulter in the novels bearing 
their names. For them, as for Andy and Augustine, memory is not passive. It is 
what “enables [them] to think of [their] lives in meaningfully narrative terms.”16 

It is also what allows them to look forward, not with expectations, but with 
hope, for the sense of perceived structure continues beyond the present mo-
ment. Its coherence derives from being included in something larger than per-
sonal stories and their forward reach. Its coherence is what allows Nathan to 
affi  rm at his moments of greatest testing, “I’m going to live right on.”17 Th e 
trajectory, though unknown, is hopeful and reaches into the future.

Faith in this trajectory is most clearly seen in Hannah’s telling her life—
signifi cantly—to Andy. While Andy is part of the Port William membership 
by birth, Hannah is not. She enters the membership by marriage and by the 
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suff ering she shares with the Feltners when Virgil is sent overseas. As she tells 
it, “I stayed on in a life that would have been mine and Virgil’s but now was 
only mine. I lived the daily life of Port William that he no longer lived but only 
read about in our letters. . . . I was making myself at home.”18 For Hannah to 
be at home two things must occur. First, Port William must have room for 
her; it must be a changeable place. Second, Hannah must choose Port William; 
she must fi nd it suffi  cient not to her wants but to her needs. In making herself 
at home she learns that Port William, changeable as it is, is an immortal place, 
one that is “always here and now, and going on forever.”19 It is immortal be-
cause its citizens—represented by men like Jack Beecham and Jayber Crow—
are men with long memories. Jayber notes, “I am an old man now. . . . I have 
in mind word-of-mouth memories more than a hundred years old. It is only 
twenty hundred years since the birth of Christ. Fift een or twenty memories 
such as mine would reach all the way back to the halo-light in the manger of 
Bethlehem.”20 Many of these memories are of loss: “One by one, we lose our 
loved ones, our friends, our powers of work and pleasure, our landmarks, the 
days of our allotted time.”21

Hannah also knows this from the very beginning of her entry into the 
membership. When Virgil disappears during the Battle of the Bulge, her 
knowledge of loss becomes almost unbearable. She identifi es this moment as 
the point where she consciously enters into the understanding of her life as a 
story. It is a story like everyone’s, a story of absence, death, and grief. Th e like-
ness of her story to other stories, however, cannot sustain her. What is neces-
sary is the recognition of the interconnectedness of the stories. Th e kindness 
of the Feltners opens her to understanding that to be in love with Virgil is to 
be in love with what he belonged to and that love is the force that carried 
her.22 It carries her by including her. Being part of the membership means that 
“if nobody can ever be quite nothing to you in Port William, then everybody 
fi nally has got to be something to you.”23 Being something to everybody and 
knowing that everybody is something to her allows Hannah to step out of the 
closet of her grief because she can see that the trajectory of her story has no 
necessary end in grief. She is free in her story to meet what will come. It will 
be mystery, something neither rigidly determined by her past nor totally un-
shaped by it.

Th e mystery that comes to her is Nathan Coulter, a new marriage, a larger 
family, and an opening of the room of love. Th ough joy comes with the open-
ing, so too does sorrow. Hannah understands this: “You can’t give yourself 
over to love for somebody without giving yourself over to suff ering. . . . It is 
this body of our suff ering that Christ was born into, to suff er it Himself and to 
fi ll it with light, so that beyond the suff ering we can imagine Easter morning 
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and the peace of God on little earthly homelands such as Port William and the 
farming villages of Okinawa.”24

Like Jayber, Hannah speaks of Heaven. Like Jayber, she speaks of it in a 
traditional future sense—she will be buried beside Nathan to wait with him 
for the resurrection—but, like Jayber, she also speaks of it as something pres-
ent. “My mind,” she says,

has started to become, it is close to being, the room of love where the 
absent are present, the dead are alive, time is eternal, and all creatures 
prosperous. Th e room of love is the love that holds us all, and it is not 
ours. . . . It is Heaven’s. Or it is Heaven, and we are only in it by willing-
ness. By whose love, Andy Catlett, do we love this world and ourselves 
and one another? Do you think we invented it ourselves? I ask with con-
fi dence, for I know you know we didn’t.25

We trust Hannah’s confi dence, for we know, as well as she does, that Andy 
has had his own visions of Heaven. At the end of Remembering Andy travels 
in his dream to a hilltop overlooking Port William, and he sees below him the 
living and the dead, “men and women he remembers, and men and women 
remembered in memories he remembers, and they do not look as he ever saw 
or imagined them . . . they have the luminous vividness of new grass aft er fi re. 
And yet they are mature as ripe fruit. And yet they are fl owers.”26 He is pre-
vented from going to them. Instead he must return to the living as they are, as 
he is, being made by their choosing in the present, “the only time life is 
alive.”27

Andy’s vision of the eternal Port William—Hannah’s room of love—is 
most fully articulated in the concluding paragraph of A World Lost: “My true 
home is not just this place but is also that company of immortals with whom 
I have lived here day by day. I live in their love, and I know something of the 
cost. Sometimes in the darkness of my own shadow I know that I could not 
see at all were it not for this old injury of love and grief, this little fl ickering 
lamp that I have watched beside for all these years.”28

Th e Bible-based culture of Port William is a culture lighted by the fl icker-
ing light of hope. Hope is not optimism, for optimism is easy and hope is 
diffi  cult. To imagine Port William an ideal world or an agrarian paradise to be 
somehow established in suburban America is to misunderstand it entirely. It 
is to skip the suff ering that every character in Port William endures. Lauren F. 
Winner makes this error in her review of Hannah Coulter when she opines, 
“We wonder, in short, how someone who doesn’t farm land in Kentucky that 
his family has owned forever can go about living Berry’s robust and exciting 
vision of community.”29 She compounds this misunderstanding in her con-
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clusion when she reads Virgie’s return as a false note of “encouragement, op-
timism, and good cheer.”30

Virgie’s return cannot be rightly seen as optimistic. Th ough Hannah is 
glad for it, she has learned the pain of expectations. She knows that the func-
tion of memory is not to copy the past; it is, as Henri Nouwen suggested, to 
enliven the present with a full awareness of possibilities both promising and 
disappointing. Hannah is no fool. All three of her children have left  the com-
munity. Not one is coming back. “For a while,” she says, “especially if you have 
children, you shape your life according to expectations. Th at is arguably pret-
ty foolish, for expectation can be a bucket of smoke. . . . Aft er your expecta-
tions have gone their way and your future is getting along the best it can as an 
honest blank, you shape your life according to what is.”31 Hannah understands 
that Virgie is ill-prepared for his return. He has neither the knowledge neces-
sary to accept the responsibility of a farm nor the discipline necessary to meet 
the work. Broken emotionally, lost to drugs, and probably in poor health, he 
has been away for a long time. His return is not the return of the prodigal son 
to the fatted calf and a fresh portion of his inheritance. His return is to be a 
hand to Danny Branch, the son of Burley’s waywardness.

As important to the hope of the novel as Virgie’s weakness is the weakness 
of the Port William membership itself. Hannah is an old woman. Andy is in 
his sixties, and the Branches, though they are all together, are more isolated 
from the larger culture than any of Berry’s other characters. Its line of fi ft een 
or twenty memories as long as Jayber’s back to “the halo-light in the manger 
of Bethlehem” is reduced to Virgie’s retelling the story of Burley and Big Ellis 
and the disconnected steering wheel. Although this invocation of the com-
munal memory cannot reasonably be construed as optimism, it can and 
should be seen as evidence of the hope that sustains the culture of Port 
William.
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Politics, Nature, and
Value in Wendell Berry’s 
“Art of the Commonplace”

Eric Trethewey

WHAT IS the relationship between the natural world and the human? To this 
ancient theologico-philosophical question one might link another: What are 
the social and political implications at the present time of competing concep-
tions of this relationship?

One such conception rests upon a pervasive—in most cases unexam-
ined—faith, based on habitual assumption, that whatever human beings may 
have in common with other earthly organisms, the diff erences between the 
human and natural realms ought to be regarded as paramount in refl ections 
about either. To this way of thinking, the noted nineteenth-century biologist 
Ernst Haeckel gave the name anthropism—in Haeckel’s words, “that powerful 
and worldwide group of erroneous opinions which opposes the human or-
ganism to the whole of the rest of nature, and represents it to be the preor-
dained end of organic creation, an entity essentially distinct from it, a godlike 
being.”1

Th ose features unique to human culture—language, art, ethical impera-
tives, concern with justice and law—come to be seen in the anthropistic view 
as creating a nonreciprocal, sometimes antithetical relationship between hu-
mankind and the natural world. Th ere is, for example, the intermittent hostil-
ity to nature and the natural discernible throughout the Judeo-Christian tra-
dition that has become militant within much of contemporary evangelical 
fundamentalism, insisting as it does on a crudely conceived supernaturalism 
that eff ects a radical split between the human and whatever else, in Yeats’s 
phrase, “is begotten, born, and dies.”2 Or, to take another—perhaps only ap-
parently unrelated—example, a good deal of modernist aesthetics, in reaction 
to the valorization of nature in many romantic texts, displays as the dominant 
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motive the ambition to obviate both the natural, and whatever is merely natu-
ral in the human, by means of an appeal to the primacy of form over content, 
pure idea or metaphysics over the contingent and problematical ordering of 
experiential data. T. E. Hulme’s dismissal of romanticism as so much “spilt 
religion” off ers one amusing rhetorical reduction to the simplistic of what is 
complex and serious in this matter. Or, to adduce one fi nal illustration of the 
consequences of assuming a quantum divide between nature and the hu-
man world, one might argue that such an assumption makes possible an easy 
rationalization—even at the intellectual and spiritual cost of blindness to hard 
scientifi c evidence—of the technological brutalization of the earth in the in-
terests of short-term economic gain.3 Th e tendency to focus exclusively on the 
diff erences between nature and human culture, with an unexamined anthro-
pocentric bias, occludes a vision of their underlying kinship and leads to the 
cultural phenomena mentioned in my examples.4 It is a tendency that seems 
to me to have enormous political import at the present time: what is at stake, 
it is becoming increasingly clear, is nothing less than the spiritual identity of 
human beings and the future of life on the planet.

Th ere is another signifi cant conception of the relation between the natural 
world and the human realm available, if not so widespread or infl uential, 
within our culture. At least since the time of Wordsworth’s 1802 preface to 
Lyrical Ballads there has been in the English-speaking world a literary tradi-
tion of regarding genuine experience of nature as a palliative to specifi c social 
and intellectual disorders brought about by an emerging industrial economy. 
Alfred North Whitehead made the point long ago when he argued that “the 
nature poetry of the romantic revival was a protest on behalf of the organic 
view of nature, and also a protest against the exclusion of value from the es-
sence of matter of fact. . . . Th e romantic reaction,” Whitehead concluded, 
“was a protest on behalf of value.”5 Indeed, this romantic reaction to the “ma-
chinery” of reason initiated a long tradition of opposition to the mechanical, 
value-free paradigm of existence presented by the emergent scientifi c world-
view and fostered by a rapidly expanding industrialism.

A number of contemporary American poets, Wendell Berry chief among 
them, participate in this tradition, fi nding in nature not only the locus and 
subject matter of poems but also a philosophical grounding and a mode of 
fi guration for the cultural value, the ethos, they articulate. Berry is of particu-
lar interest not only because of the integrative tenor of his imagination but 
also because of the determination with which he has attempted to embrace a 
way of life, that of a farmer, corresponding to his imaginative imperatives. His 
thoughts about nature do not merely grow from contemplation but are shaped 
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and informed by a long commitment to working the land. Berry’s poems, nov-
els, and essays embody the principle that “there is no ‘world of imagination’ as 
distinct from or opposed to the ‘real world.’ ”6 In his view, “the great general 
work of criticism to which we are all called” demands a mutual correction of 
imagination by experience and experience by imagination in a social and intel-
lectual context that has not entirely subverted their organic relationship to one 
another. Th at work of criticism, as Berry has pursued it over the years, has 
moved steadily along a series of reconciliations that refuse to privilege imagi-
nation over experience, form over content, fact over value, or, to return to the 
conceptual opposition with which I began, culture over nature.

Take, for instance, his poem “Th e Silence”:

Th ough the air is full of singing
my head is loud
with the labor of words.
Th ough the season is rich
with fruit, my tongue
hungers for the sweet of speech.
 Th ough the beech is golden
I cannot stand beside it
mute, but must say
 “It is golden,” while the leaves
stir and fall with a sound
that is not a name.
 It is in the silence
that my hope is, and my aim.
A song whose lines
 I cannot make or sing
sounds men’s silence
like a root. Let me say
 And not mourn: the world
lives in the death of speech
and sings there.7

Th e fundamental opposition the poem sets up is a version of that old an-
tinomy, nature and human culture. Th e chief characteristic of culture present 
in the poem is language, paired throughout with aspects of the natural world 
that stand by themselves outside words and remain resistant to them: the mu-
sic of birds and insects, the rich taste of ripened fruit, the spectacle and tones 
of autumn—none of which can be satisfactorily named, though the speaker of 
the poem cannot resist the need to try. Th e theme is familiar enough, central 
as it is to the discourse of our time. But the resolution to the speaker’s dilem-
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ma may seem peculiar to some, given the prevailing intellectual currents of 
the past several decades. For the poem moves toward an acceptance of lan-
guage’s ultimate silence—not in despair but with the wise passiveness of prayer 
that allows for hope—because the speaker realizes and can accept that hu-
mans, by their nature, already embody a fruitful song, that of regeneration, 
which, though they “cannot make or sing” it, “sounds man’s silence / like a 
root.” Th e failure of speech, “men’s silence,” like human beings themselves, is 
grounded in the ultimately mysterious organic fecundity of creation, some 
deep-down reproductive freshness,  life force, or what you will. Since language 
is at bottom a product of this mysterious fecundity, it is both secondary to the 
whole of which it is a part and at the same time organically shaped by the “lines” 
of that whole—though it cannot make or sing them. Because of this organic 
principle, because the world is what it is, the ultimate inadequacy of language is 
mandated from the beginning. But so too, by the same token, is its partial, ap-
proximate eff ectuality. Words, however imperfectly, no less than leaves, serve 
the purposes for which they have come into being.

If this is so, what contemporary circumstance would cause us to overlook 
or ignore that partial success in favor of focusing almost exclusively on the 
ways in which language fails us? Eugene Goodheart, in his lucid and persua-
sively argued book Th e Skeptic Disposition in Contemporary Criticism, off ers 
the explanation that “the sense of man and his products as radically indeter-
minate comes from the evacuation of nature from the historical process.”8 In 
order to arrive at an adequate criticism, Goodheart argues, it is necessary to 
see how both our experience and the language that articulates it are rooted in 
nature—a view that implies some form of organicism. In “Th e Silence” 
Wendell Berry is speaking from such a view when he writes, “It is in the 
silence”—that is, the world that lives outside of words—“that my hope is, and 
my aim.” His hope is in the regenerative, organic processes of creation; his aim 
is to serve wisely as instrument and agent, as “steward,” of those processes. 
Th e classical topos embodied in Saint Paul’s “Th e letter killeth, but the spirit 
giveth life” is revisited and amplifi ed here in Berry’s “Th e world / lives in the 
death of speech / and sings there.”9

Earlier I spoke of an underlying kinship between the human world and 
the natural that is likely to be occluded by a tendency to dwell on their diff er-
ences. One is not likely to fi nd a more appropriate image of human and natu-
ral fellowship than in Berry’s poem “Th e Old Elm Tree by the River”:

Shrugging in the fl ight of its leaves,
it is dying. Death is slowly
standing up in its trunk and branches
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like a camoufl aged hunter. In the night
I am awakened by one of its branches
crashing down, heavy as a wall, and then
lie sleepless, the world changed.
Th at is a life I know the country by.
Mine is a life I know the country by.
Willing to live and die, we stand here,
timely and at home, neighborly as two men.
Our place is changing in us as we stand,
and we hold up the weight that will bring us down.
In us the land enacts its history.
When we stood it was beneath us, and was
the strength by which we held to it
and stood, the daylight over it
a mighty blessing we cannot bear for long.10

Th e note of identity the poem begins and ends on is the mortal condition 
shared by man and tree. Th e speaker is reminded of his own mortality by the 
withering and decay of the elm. W. H. Auden, in another context, provides the 
term sacramental analogies for the conception at the heart of Berry’s poem. 
“Th e poet,” says Auden, “has to preserve and express by art what primitive 
peoples knew instinctively, namely, that for man, nature is a realm of sacra-
mental analogies.”11 In addition to their mutual mortality, which each is “will-
ing” to accept, the speaker and elm have also in common the land where both 
have stood, the land that “was / the strength by which we held to it / and stood.” 
Implicit in this phrasing is the idea that the land’s power to sustain is not 
separable from “the strength by which we held to it.” A hint of Wendell Berry’s 
land ethic is sounded in these lines, the idea developed at length in his essays 
of a reciprocity or balance between humankind and nature that is violated on 
a massive scale by application of the principle of economic effi  ciency, which 
amounts to a profl igate waste of natural resources and a defi lement of the 
earth. It is not surprising that a poet who sees a fundamental identity of kind 
between himself and an elm tree, who speaks of them with literal intent as 
being “neighborly as two men,” should look upon the willful degradation of 
the environment as a degradation of the self. “In us,” as we are reminded by 
the poem, “the land enacts its history.” Not merely “through us,” or “by means 
of us,” but “in us.”

Ever since giving up a promising academic career and returning to his 
native Kentucky to farm, Wendell Berry has been creating in his writing an 
image of the farmer as a model and touchstone for authentic human exis-
tence, living as he does in intimate contact with the ground of life itself. His 
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poem “Th e Farmer, Speaking of Monuments” exemplifi es some of the ways 
that model has served him:

Always, on their generation’s breaking wave,
men think to be immortal in the world,
as though to leap from water and stand
in air were simple for a man. But the farmer
knows no work or act of his can keep him
here. He remains in what he serves
by vanishing in it, becoming what he never was.
He will not be immortal in words.
All his sentences serve an art of the commonplace,
to open the body of a woman or a fi eld
to take him in. His words all turn
to leaves, answering the sun with mute
quick refl ections. Leaving their seed, his hands
have had a million graves, from which wonders
rose, bearing him no likeness. At summer’s
height he is surrounded by green, his
doing, standing for him, awake and orderly.
In autumn, all his monuments fall.12

Even when Berry’s poems are not directly about nature, nature is a pres-
ence in them as the ground of his imaginative as of his actual world. In this 
particular poem the farmer is presented as one fully attuned to natural pro-
cess, so much so that he harbors no illusions about fame or personal “immor-
tality” conferred by monuments or embodied in words: “the farmer / knows 
no work or act of his can keep him / here. He remains in what he serves / by 
vanishing in it, becoming what he never was.” Th e archaic terms of the farm-
er’s relation to nature demand that he experience daily his dependence on it 
and recognize the degree of his participation in it as a natural, mortal being. 
Th is day-by-day, season-by-season experience undermines illusions of per-
manence and fosters a willing acceptance of death as a natural part of life. 
Because death, the mother of imperfection as well as of beauty, is inescapable, 
a biological and ecological necessity, Berry has argued, “its acceptance be-
comes a spiritual obligation, the only means of making life whole.”13 Th e re-
petitive, cyclical character of farm life discourages the notion that any human 
attainment is likely to be for all time, and this throws the farmer back on the 
acceptance of process, natural and agricultural, as the proper mode of human 
existence. As Berry has written in his essay “Discipline and Hope,” “correct 
discipline brings us into alignment with natural process, which has no ex-
plicit or deliberate concern for the future. . . . A good farmer plants, not be-
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cause of the abstractions of demand or market or his fi nancial condition, but 
because it is planting time and the ground is ready—that is, he plants in re-
sponse to his discipline and his place.”14

One further characteristic of the farmer as Berry presents him in this 
poem is his use of language: “All his sentences serve an art of the 
commonplace, / to open the body of a woman or a fi eld / to take him in.” Or, as 
he says in “Discipline and Hope,” “a man planting a crop is like a man making 
love to his wife.”15 Th e language of the farmer is primarily practical and is 
understood by him to be so, an understanding that those not obliged to toil 
daily on the land, or otherwise in harmony with natural process, may never 
come to. And this is true of values as well as of the speech in which they fi nd 
their formulation. Language about value is practical language. “What we have 
forgotten is the origin of morality in fact and circumstance; we have forgotten 
that the nature of morality is essentially practical.” Th e overriding value to 
Berry of the farmer as fi gure for human authenticity is that farmers—because 
of the archaic terms of their relation to nature and natural process—are likely 
to remember what others have forgotten. “A farmer’s relation to his land,” says 
Berry, “is the basic and central connection in the relation of humanity to the 
creation; the agricultural relation stands for the larger relation.”16

A central corollary of the foregoing metonymy is that what is true of the 
farmer’s relationship to his land also applies to the poet’s relationship to his 
subjects and the tools of his discipline. Berry’s insistence on the importance of 
process, the inseparability of means and ends, in the practice of farming is 
echoed in his attitude toward process in poetry when he refers admiringly in 
A Continuous Harmony to R. H. Blyth’s view that “poetry is not the words 
written in a book, but the mode of activity in the mind of the poet.”17 Because 
farming, as Berry conceives it, is nonspecialized, based on a holistic relation-
ship to the land; poetry, by the same token, should engage with the real world 
as it has been experienced over millennia. In the light of literary modernism 
and postmodernism, Berry’s ideas might be seen, depending on one’s point of 
view, as either reactionary or radical. Th ey are probably neither. Rather, they 
self-consciously participate in a great, still living (though in questionable 
health) literary and cultural tradition that he as poet, essayist, and novelist has 
committed himself to reinterpreting, enlivening, and conserving. In his essay 
“Th e Specialization of Poetry,” he takes a number of his better-known con-
temporary poets to task for the partialness of their engagement with modern 
experience. “Th e job now,” as he sees it, “is to get back to that perennial and 
substantial world in which we really do live, in which the foundations of our 
life will be visible to us, and in which we can accept our responsibilities again 
within the conditions of necessity and mystery. In that world all wakeful and 
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responsible people, dead, living, and unborn are contemporaries. And that is 
the only contemporaneity worth having.”18 For Berry, as we have seen, there 
is short-term practicality and long-term practicality, the latter of which goes 
also by the name of “tradition”: “If, as I believe, one of the functions of tradi-
tion is to convey a sense of our perennial nature and of the necessities and 
values that are the foundations of our life, then it follows that, without a live 
tradition, we are necessarily the prey of fashion: we have no choice but to 
emulate in the arts the ‘practical men’ of commerce and industry whose mode 
of life is distraction of spirit and whose livelihood is the outdating of fads.”19

It may well be that Wendell Berry’s determined embrace of what many 
might consider tout court a conservative ideology and what others might see 
as a confi rmation of the enduring values of the liberal imagination would go 
some way toward explaining the fact of his exclusion—in favor of consider-
ably less accomplished but more visibly recognized poets—from such highly 
visible poetry anthologies as Th e Norton Anthology of Modern and Contempor-
ary Poetry, Th e Penguin Anthology of Contemporary Poetry, and Contemporary 
American Poetry, edited by A. J. Poulin and Michael Waters. Th en again his 
exclusion might be due less to literary politics than to literary politicking or, 
rather, the absence thereof on Berry’s part. Repeatedly in his essays he has 
decried the infl uence of specialization, professionalization, and careerism in 
American life, including the academic and literary arenas. Careerism has al-
ways been an aspect of the literary world, but it is arguable that with the pro-
liferation of MFA creative-writing programs, its sway has increased beyond 
what was known before the teaching of poetry writing became a profession. 
“A poet could not write a poem in order to earn a place in literary history,” 
Berry writes. “His place in literary history is another subject, and as such a 
distraction. He writes because he has a poem to write [as a farmer has a fi eld 
to plough and plant], he knows how, the work pleases him, and he has forgot-
ten all else.”20 What once might have passed for a commonsensical, noncon-
troversial statement of fact at the present time begins to sound more and more 
like nostalgia for a vanished world. In any event, when and if Berry’s poems 
come to be included in future editions of the aforementioned anthologies, it 
will be, in all likelihood, for the right reasons.

What then, to return to my title, have the three poems by Wendell Berry I 
have discussed to do with politics? Or, more precisely, what have the refusal 
to privilege imagination over experience, the insistence on human-natural 
fellowship, and the proff ering of the farmer as a model and touchstone of hu-
man existence to do with politics? Berry has argued in various essays his be-
lief that American society is in a state of general cultural disorder, a disorder 
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so pervasive that no political program is capable of remedying it, since poli-
tics as practiced at present is itself symptomatic of the condition requiring a 
cure. “Th e political condition of the country,” he has written, “is one in which 
the means or the discipline necessary for the achievement of ends have been 
devalued or corrupted or abandoned all together.”21 Dissolution of the idea of 
discipline—by which he means a body of traditional knowledge and practice 
relating to particular spheres of endeavor—in all walks of life has created an 
ethos tending inevitably to ecological and social disaster. In Berry’s estima-
tion, the only probable cure for the condition of cultural disorder is a funda-
mental change in our ways of thinking—and doing. As he says in “Discipline 
and Hope”: 

Th e change I am talking about appeals to me precisely because it need 
not wait upon “other people.” Anyone who wants to do so can begin it in 
himself and in his household as soon as he is ready—by becoming an-
swerable to at least some of his own needs, by acquiring skills and tools, 
by learning what his real needs are, by refusing the glamorous and the 
frivolous. When a person learns to act on his own best hopes he enfran-
chises and validates them as no government or policy ever will. And by 
his action the possibility that other people will do the same is made a 
likelihood.22

At bottom, however, these appeals and strategies toward change would de-
pend upon the fostering of a new ethos. “Th e key to such a change of mind,” 
he argues, “is the realization that the fi rst and fi nal order of creation is not 
such an order as men can impose upon it, but an order in the creation itself by 
which the various parts and processes sustain each other and which is only to 
some extent understandable.”23

Th ough a number of Wendell Berry’s writings are obviously political—
and sometimes polemical—in that they disparage some governmental pro-
grams and recommend others, the more fundamental way in which his work 
is political comes from his commitment, as evidenced in the examples of his 
own actions and the precepts of his books, to the project of articulating an 
alternative: an ethos charged with the vital capacity to nurture consciousness 
to awareness of the need for an ecologically responsible mode of being in the 
world. Fundamental to that ethos is a revitalized perception of our relation-
ship to the natural world, according to which we would strive to live in har-
mony with it rather than simply impose ourselves on it, heedless of what more 
and more promises to be the inevitable consequence of such an imposition. 
“Because a community is, by defi nition, placed,” Berry concludes an essay on 
the value of community, “its success cannot be divided from the success of its 
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place, its natural setting and surroundings: its soils, forests, grasslands, 
plants and animals, water, light, and air. Th e two economies, the natural and 
the human, support each other; each is the other’s hope of a durable and 
livable life.”24 
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John Lane

I HAVE BEFORE ME the picture of our larder and the four handsome (empty) 
bottles of bourbon that are standing upon its deep slate shelves. Th ey are la-
beled Labrot & Graham, Woodford Reserve, and were gift s from our dear 
friends Tanya and Wendell Berry on the occasion of their visits to our home. 
Earlier there had been a bottle of Jack Daniel’s and before that something else, 
but what it was we have forgotten.

I fi rst met Wendell in 1980—to be exact, on Palm Sunday of that year. A 
friend had shown me a little publication from the Myrin Institute, Th e 
Agricultural Crisis: A Crisis of Culture,1 which I’d read with an astonished de-
light. It told me that its author was a farmer living in Port Royal who taught at 
the University of Kentucky. He had written three novels, four books of poetry, 
and several collections of essays in addition to Th e Unsettling of America, the 
book, I learned, from which the Myrin pamphlet had been extracted. Th is was 
valuable but not enough. Th ere was a fever of restless expectation to fi nd out 
more. Utterly unforeseen, the chance to do so soon came my way.

It was a trip to the West Coast of America that provided me with an op-
portunity to call on the Berrys on my way back home. Yet when I wrote to 
him, I had the gravest doubts if my letter would ever fi nd its destination; 
Kentucky is large, Port Royal, according to my atlas, nonexistent. An inspired 
call to the university had already drawn a blank—yes, the secretary drawled 
in her unfamiliar accent, yes, Mr. Berry had taught there but he was one of 
those ecological types who did not have a telephone. I began to experience 
real doubts about the propriety of the proposed visit. Th en things began to fall 
in place; I received a reply inviting me to call so long as I did not use a tape-
recorder. A week or two later the book my bookseller had found it impossible 
to trace arrived, the book I wanted to read more than anything other—Th e 
Unsettling of America: Culture and Agriculture—and I read it on the fl ight to 
San Francisco, all 223 pages of it.

Within a few chapters I knew that I was reading a modest masterpiece. I 
had stumbled across an author saying things that had to be said, and saying 
them with a natural genius as pure and whole as Th oreau’s or, to sharpen the 
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resemblance, H. J. Massingham’s. Th e last time I had felt this excitement was 
on reading Small Is Beautiful in 1973 by the then unknown economist E. F. 
Schumacher. Berry’s work could be compared to that book.

I was met by Tanya Berry at the airport. It was late on a Friday night at the 
wet end of March. Yet the long journey along the featureless freeway, the si-
lent, empty, country roads, provided as perfect an introduction to what I soon 
would experience as I could have wished. For as the car’s headlights picked 
out, one by one, the landmarks of their world, his parents’ home, his brother’s 
farm, I began to appreciate at fi rst hand one of Unsettling’s themes: the theme 
of settlement, of place, of roots, the enactment of connections. “O love,” he 
writes in one of the poems I had not then read, “O love, / Open. Show me  / my 
country. Take me home.”

I met Wendell in the morning. He was taller than I had expected, almost 
gangly, with inimitable strides; the gestures few, the body vigorous, the old 
clothes no diff erent from those worn by our farming neighbors at home in 
North Devon. His face was memorable, long, and rather narrow. It was the 
face of an intensely practical man yet intellectually serious and refi ned—and 
amused. Laughter, I found, played a large part in their family life, laughter 
punctuated every seriousness.

Wendell drove us, his son, Den, and me, along the road in front of their 
house bordering the broad Kentucky River. We were on our way to his broth-
er’s farm, a beautiful, white wooden house amongst wintry trees. Once in the 
yard, father and son worked as one, quietly calling the two Belgian mares, 
Peggy and Nell, from their grazing to the shaft s, harnessing them, buckling 
the harnesses, driving them into the fi eld amongst the cows. Den drove the 
wagon, Wendell cut the sisal, spreading the tightly packed bales of hay in a 
wide arc.

Having returned, we sat in the kitchen conversing about many things. 
Th roughout the day we continued to talk about country life and our favorite 
reading. Had I read Andrew Marvell’s Upon Appelton House? he asked. Did I 
know Kathleen Raine’s Blake and Tradition, which he had been reading that 
winter? He was concerned, he said, about her enthusiasm for Neoplatonism 
and the Western esoteric tradition, which devalued the importance of matter. 
Was C. S. Lewis still read in Britain? Was I familiar with the novels of Edward 
Abbey or the work of John McPhee? And so it went on.

You may be wondering how I have remembered the details of a conversa-
tion held over a quarter of a century ago; the answer is that I haven’t. At the 
time of the visit I made a few notes, and these I wrote up into an article that 
was published in the journal Resurgence later that year.2 Although I have no 
wish to make any special claims for the importance of that piece, it was just 
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about the fi rst introduction to Wendell’s work to be published in the United 
Kingdom.3

Over the years since that visit Tanya and Wendell have been our guests, 
and from our home we have had, as it were, a grandstand view of their pro-
gram of visits in this country. We have learned about his poetry readings in 
London, his speech at the Soil Association’s annual conference in Newcastle, 
his meeting with Prince Charles, or the Berrys’ visit to Schumacher College at 
Dartington. It is of these that I intend to write, and if my emphasis is on 
Wendell, it is of them both that I am thinking. Wendell without Tanya would 
be like William Blake without his Catherine—a duet impossible to imagine 
otherwise. And it does not end there. Both Tanya and Wendell have been sup-
ported by a small group of English friends—Kathleen Raine, Satish Kumar, 
and Brian Keeble in particular—without whom Wendell would be even less 
known in this country.

Brian Keeble and the Golgonooza Press
Brian Keeble met Wendell in November 1986. Th e occasion was the fi rst 
Temenos Conference at Dartington Hall (which I proposed and helped 
Kathleen Raine to organize), where Wendell delivered the lecture “Preserving 
Wilderness,” published the following year in Th e Landscape of Harmony by 
the Five Seasons Press.4

Brian was from 1974 to 2004 the sole editor, designer, and publisher of 
Golgonooza Press, which has produced books by the Traditionalists—A. K. 
Coomaraswamy, Titus Burckhardt, and Philip Sherrard—and several collec-
tions of verse by Kathleen Raine, including her Collected Poems. Wendell has 
taken much encouragement from all these writers. Golgonooza has also pub-
lished the only hardback volume of Wendell’s work in the UK, Standing on 
Earth: Selected Essays. It did not sell well but has a long introduction by Brian 
Keeble and a foreword by the then director of the Friends of the Earth, 
Jonathon Porritt.5

According to Brian Keeble (who remains one of the Berrys’ closest friends 
in England), Porritt gave a copy of this book to Prince Charles as a Christmas 
present in the year of its publication, 1991.

I don’t know when the prince became aware of aspects of the agroeco-
logical philosophy as it is described by Sir Albert Howard (1873–1947) in his 
An Agricultural Testament (1940) and Lady Eve Balfour (1898–1990) in her 
no-less-infl uential Th e Living Soil. It was the latter book that inspired the lead-
ing UK organization devoted to the promotion of organic agriculture as an 
alternative to intensive farming methods, the Soil Association.

But whatever the date, the prince shares with Wendell the conviction that 
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the industrialization of agriculture has had unfortunate and seriously damag-
ing results on the environment, on animals, on food, and on the entire cul-
ture. In fact, Charles is famous, if not renowned, for his endorsement of or-
ganic farming as the way forward for agriculture in this country. In 1996 he 
delivered the Lady Eve Balfour Memorial Lecture on the association’s fi ft ieth 
anniversary and has been its royal patron since 1999. Th e prince himself runs 
a thousand-acre organic farm, the Duchy Home Farm, which lies close to his 
house, Highgrove, near Tetbury in Gloucestershire.

Th ere is little doubt that Wendell has been an inspiration for him. I re-
member the occasion when Wendell fi rst traveled to Highgrove from our 
house for discussions with the prince but have forgotten the date. And as far 
as I know that was the fi rst but not the last time they met together.

Kathleen Raine and the Temenos Academy
Th e poet and Blake and Yeats scholar Kathleen Raine (1908–2003), the found-
er and inspirer of the Temenos Academy, was another friend and admirer of 
Wendell’s and did all she could to promote his work. Th e aff ection and respect 
they held for one another was considerable.

Kathleen and Wendell met at a Lindisfarne Association gathering in 
Colorado some time in the late 1970s. On one occasion Kathleen visited the 
Berrys’ home, Lane’s Landing, and their visits to London were always accom-
panied by a party at Kathleen’s house in Paulton’s Square in Chelsea, her club, 
or Th etis Blacker’s fl at.

In 1980, in association with Philip Sherrard, Keith Critchlow, and Brian 
Keeble, she cofounded the journal Temenos. In 2003 its thirteen book-sized 
volumes were superseded by the Temenos Academy Review, which continued 
to publish contributions by Wendell. Issues 4, 6, 8, 11, and 13 of Temenos and 
issues 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 of the Temenos Academy Review contain either prose or 
poetry by him.

Wendell gave readings for Temenos in the autumns of 1991, 1998, 2000, 
and 2005; in 2000 he also delivered a lecture, “Going to Work,” which was 
published as a Temenos Academy publication, A Sacred Trust: Ecology and 
Spiritual Vision, in 2002.

On a bigger scale, the original Temenos Conference concerned “to reaffi  rm 
the function of the arts as the mirror of the human spirit” was held at Dartington 
Hall from 13 to 16 November 1986. Th e fi rst of its kind, it attracted participants 
from Australia, India, Spain, Argentina, France, Ireland, Canada, and the United 
States. Apart from Wendell, Kathleen Raine, and myself, its speakers included 
Philip Sherrard, Brian Keeble, Keith Critchlow, Dr. Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Joscelyn 
Godwin, Martin Lings, Christopher Bamford, and Satish Kumar.
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Satish Kumar
Satish, a close friend and near neighbor of my wife’s and mine, has also played 
an important role in bringing Wendell’s work and vision to the attention of an 
international public. As the founder and then chairman of the Schumacher 
Society, Satish invited Wendell (and Gary Snyder) to speak at one of its an-
nual lectures. Wendell’s lecture “Land, Community and People” was delivered 
in Bristol on 23 October 1982.

In addition, Satish has printed a number of Wendell’s essays in the leading 
bimonthly, spiritual, and ecological journal, Resurgence, of which since 1973 
he has been editor. In the March/April 1990 issue appeared “Th e Futility of 
Global Th inking”; in the September/October 1990 issue, “Taking Nature’s 
Measure”; in the May/June 1991 issue, “Th e Pleasure of Eating”; and in the 
January/February 1992 issue, “Principles of Ecology.” Resurgence’s circulation 
may be relatively small—around 15,000 an issue—but it has probably intro-
duced more people to Wendell’s writings than any other organ in the UK.

Th e third means by which Satish Kumar has been instrumental in enlarg-
ing Wendell’s infl uence has been through his role as program director of the 
Schumacher College, an international center for ecological studies established 
by the Dartington Hall Trust on its estate in South Devon in 1991. Here 
Wendell has tutored two courses.

Schumacher College
Wendell’s courses were held in 1992 and 2000. Th e fi rst and longest—it lasted 
for fi ve weeks (from 24 August to 24 September 1992)—had more than twenty 
students. Its theme, “Nature as Teacher: Th e Lineage of Writings Which Link 
Culture and Agriculture,” touched on the importance of traditional farming 
practices for a sustainable modern agriculture. Readings were from Shakespeare, 
Sir Albert Howard, and Wes Jackson. Th e second and much shorter course—
one week only—was held in October 2000 and was shared with Vandana Shiva 
and Helena Norberg Hodge, who was then living on the Dartington Hall es-
tate. Its theme was “Community, Sustainability and Globalisation.”

Peter Adams, one of the four American participants in the fi ve-week 
course, has written a fi ne description of his experience. I quote it in full:

Dear John,
I’ve been pondering your request for several days now about Wendell 

Berry’s Schumacher course of thirteen years ago and it is hard to describe in 
a few words the eff ect the class had on me. To begin with, we were at Schu-
macher. Th at, in itself, worked its magic on both the class and Wendell, al-
lowing all of us to open up to the full potential of each day. And having 
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Tanya there, as well, added another ingredient to the marvelous soup being 
prepared and tasted.

Th e path my life has taken since 1992 is very much connected with be-
ing able to listen to Wendell’s formal classroom lectures (“sermons in stones”) 
and, as important, interact with him in a way that can only happen at 
Schumacher. Th e living arrangements put fl esh onto the spoken words.

My most clear and fond recollection is meeting with Wendell, not at the 
morning lecture space, but in the library in the aft ernoons just before din-
ner. Th ere, four to six of us would sit, sip a little scotch, and discuss anything 
of importance that came up. We were all peers. Wendell sat as one with us; 
listened and engaged, not as teacher, but as a fellow human, interested in 
the stories of the day. Our circular discussions were very informative.

And, hearing Wendell read A Jonquil for Mary Penn has to be one of the 
most moving readings I have ever heard. He is a master storyteller. His heart-
felt knowledge and wisdom was given in such a way that I left  encouraged and 
empowered to look to the earth as teacher and to fi nd out and speak those 
stories I had that might help my family, my neighbors, my friends and my 
community come to a more loving embrace with what surrounds us.

It was because of my having such an enriching fi ve weeks with Wendell 
that I came back to Schumacher again and again to try and repeat the expe-
rience, seven times in all.

Warmly, Peter

North Devon
Since I am writing about Wendell’s relationship to Great Britain I should com-
ment on his visits to the region he knows better than any other in this coun-
try: North Devon.

One of the reasons my wife and I enjoy the Berrys’ visits is that Tanya and 
Wendell aren’t just city-based intellectuals who fi nd refreshment in short vis-
its to the countryside but country people with country values and an under-
standing of country life. Wendell is also a cultivated reader, one who has ab-
sorbed the “Englishness” of English literature and its visual art. So when we 
go for walks, say to the Scorhill stone circle on Dartmoor, or on Exmoor, or 
visit a rare-breeds farm or some of North Devon’s ancient parish churches—
Honeychurch, Samford Courtney, Kings Nympton, or maybe the cathedral in 
Exeter—or stroll by the river Torridge below our house, a great deal can be 
and is left  unsaid; Wendell and Tanya don’t need to be told about the work of 
R. D. Blackmore, Henry Williamson, Ted Hughes, and Coleridge, or even 
Samuel Palmer, who have left  their imprints on the landscape of North Devon. 
Nor do they need to be told about the poetry of Edward Th omas, John Clare, 
and Wordsworth, whose vision informs our understanding of the rural cul-
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ture in this country, nor about the patterns of farming and the cycle of the 
year—these are in their blood.

Th e second reason we enjoy their presence is their zest for life, their sense 
of fun—even Wendell’s golden bourbon in the evening; meals are interspersed 
not only with good conversation but with lighthearted humor and laughter. 
Indeed, when I remember the Berrys, I am reminded of Samuel Palmer’s fa-
mous description of William Blake: “He was a man without a mask,” he wrote 
to Blake’s biographer, Alexander Gilchrist in 1855, “his aim single, his path 
straight-forwards, and his wants few; so he was free, noble, and happy. His 
voice and manner were quiet, yet all awake with intellect. Above the tricks of 
littleness, or the least taint of aff ectation, with a natural dignity which few 
would have dared to aff ront, he was gentle and aff ectionate.”

Conclusion
It has to be stressed that Wendell’s infl uence in this country is really limited 
(as is that of John Muir, Barry Lopez, Edward Abbey, Annie Dillard—any 
American “nature writer” except Th oreau, really). Th ere are those who ad-
mire his work—for example, Richard Mabey and Robert Macfarlane, who 
wrote an interesting series of articles in the Guardian newspaper about writ-
ers and landscapes—but nonetheless Wendell’s books are otherwise very little 
known. Our farming neighbors will not have heard of him nor, for that mat-
ter, will the majority of the farmers in the UK. An organic farmer near here 
tells me that at the most there might be two men of the soil in North Devon 
who might be acquainted with his work.

Nonetheless, Patrick Holden, director of the Soil Association, is very pos-
itive about Wendell’s importance. He has described him as “one of the most 
remarkable human beings on the planet at the moment” and tells me that the 
majority of the association’s long-standing members—and there are 25,000 in 
all—regard him as one of the great fi gures of our time. For them he is the one 
with the stature to ensure that the association’s present work remains an-
chored in its original philosophy. “Wendell,” he tells me, “is important be-
cause although he is not alone in calling for change in the world, he is one of 
the few whose ideas can touch us at the deepest level of our being; one of the 
few who are telling us that change must come from the depths of our relation-
ship with nature and ourselves. He rises above the earthly and the worldly 
problems towards an unprecedented spiritual plane.”

Another of this country’s leading environmental writers and activists, 
Jonathon Porritt, agrees. “Wendell Berry,” he tells me, “has been one of the 
most infl uential sources of inspiration for me over the last thirty years or so. I 
think his writing (and underlying philosophy) goes to the heart of today’s in-
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terlocking crises, which are not so much political or economic as spiritual and 
ontological. But even to give voice to such a representation of Wendell’s work 
is to off er a partial explanation as to why he has been so much less infl uential 
here in the UK than he should have been. I think that our take on ‘the environ-
ment’ in the UK is oft en mind-numbingly rational and mechanistic, and tends 
to shy away from anything that seeks to dig down just a little deeper.”

Another area where Wendell’s writing is ignored is the popular press, where 
you will never read his name. Nonetheless, no less a fi gure than Andrew Marr, 
a hugely respected journalist and political correspondent, sang his praises in an 
unprecedented tribute published in the Sunday Observer of 21 May 1995.6 “It is 
a disconcerting thing,” he wrote, “a shaking thing, to fi nd I share a private pas-
sion with the Prince of Wales. But there it is. Th e passion is for a man, a writer, 
a tobacco farmer, a poet and an essayist from Henry County, Kentucky, whom 
history may remember as the single most important and infl uential political 
thinker alive today. It is unlikely that you have heard of Wendell Berry. Fame is 
fi ckle and prediction mostly daft ; but it is likely that your descendants, assum-
ing they are literate, interested people, will know his name.”

Aft er the death of Kathleen Raine, a service of thanksgiving was held on 
4 December 2003, in the Queen’s Chapel in St. James’s Palace. Apart from 
some beautiful music (including Shanti-Kathleen, composed by John Tavener) 
there were two speakers: a heartfelt eulogy by the Prince of Wales, patron of 
the Temenos Academy, and a no-less-moving tribute by Wendell Berry.

He may not be a household name in the UK, but there are very, very few 
Americans who have been lauded by such as Andrew Marr—and the future 
King of Britain.

Notes
1. Proceedings of the Myrin Institute, no. 33.
2. “A Man of Decorum,” published in Resurgence 81 (July/August 1981).
3. Wendell’s fi rst book of poems, Th e Broken Ground, had been published in 

England in 1966, but most people had missed this.
4. Th is small but handsome book also contains Wendell’s essay “Does Community 

Have a Value?” and an introduction by the poet and scholar Michael Hamburger, who 
has been a consistent champion of Wendell’s writings.

5. From 1984 to 1990 Porritt was director of the Friends of the Earth, the UK’s 
most infl uential national environmental campaigning organization. Under his lead-
ership its number of supporters rose from 12,700 to 226,300. Since 1986 he has been 
program director for the Forum for the Future and is also chairman of the Prime 
Minister’s Sustainable Development Commission.

6. Andrew Marr was editor of the Independent newspaper and the BBC’s political 
editor from 2000 to 2005.
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Wendell Berry and
the Twentieth-Century
Agrarian “Series”

Allan Carlson

AS AN ANALYST OF the agrarian crisis affl  icting twentieth-century America, 
Wendell Berry comes aft er a “series” of writers. He chose the word series him-
self, preferring it over succession. He explained that he was unsure “to what 
extent these people have worked consciously under the infl uence of predeces-
sors.” Berry elaborated: “I suspect that the succession, in both poetry and ag-
riculture, may lie in the familial and communal handing down of the agrarian 
common culture, rather than in any succession of teachers and students in the 
literary culture or in the schools.”1 A list of these loosely connected agrarian 
authors might include Dean Liberty Hyde Bailey of Cornell University, editor 
Henry Wallace of Iowa, rural sociologist Carle Zimmerman of Harvard 
University, economists Ralph Borsodi and Troy J. Cauley, poets Allen Tate, 
John Crowe Ransom, and Donald Davidson, novelists Louis Bromfi eld, 
Robert Penn Warren, and Andrew Lytle, historians Frank Owsley and Herbert 
Agar, biographer and editor Russell Lord, and the Iowa Catholic priest and 
rural activist Luigi Ligutti.2

Among these names, though, there are several in that “series” whom 
Wendell Berry has acknowledged as forerunners and teachers, toward whom 
he stands to a meaningful degree in a certain “succession.” Th is short list in-
cludes Bailey and Bromfi eld: “Both of those people have mattered to me,” 
Berry relates.3 It also includes Tate, Ransom, Warren, Lytle, Davidson, Owsley, 
and the balance of the Twelve Southerners who published the volume I’ll Take 
My Stand: Th e South and the Agrarian Tradition in 1930. Th is book’s “eff ect on 
me has been large,” Berry reports.4

Wendell Berry’s relationship to the twentieth-century agrarians also helps 
illuminate reasons for his passionate opposition to America’s wars, not only to 
the confl ict in Vietnam and the war on terror but also and more remarkably 
to World War II. Berry’s indictment of the “good war” actually forms a major 
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theme in his fi ction. On the other temporal side of this confl ict, many of his 
agrarian predecessors also opposed American entry into that war, and for 
similar reasons. Th is essay considers, fi rst, the particular infl uence of Bailey, 
Bromfi eld, and the Twelve Southerners, and, second, the agrarian position 
on war.

Liberty Hyde Bailey
In the essay, “A Practical Harmony” (1988) Berry pays homage to Liberty 
Hyde Bailey, who seventy-four years earlier had retired from his post as dean 
of the New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University. He points 
specifi cally to Dean Bailey’s “little book with the remarkable title Th e Holy 
Earth,” published in 1915:

Most of our diffi  culty with the earth lies in the eff ort to do what perhaps 
ought not to be done. . . . A good part of agriculture is to learn how to 
adapt one’s work to nature. . . . To live in right relation with his natural 
conditions is one of the fi rst lessons that a wise farmer or any other wise 
man learns.

Berry also turns to Bailey’s earlier, and longer, philosophical treatise, Th e 
Outlook to Nature (1905), which described nature as the “norm” of existence: 
“If nature is the norm,” Bailey wrote, “then the necessity for correcting and 
amending the abuses of civilization becomes boldly apparent by very con-
trast.” And he added, “Th e return to nature aff ords the very means of acquir-
ing the incentive and energy for ambitious and constructive work of a high 
order.”5

Dean Bailey was not opposed to “the necessary pursuits of the human 
economy,” Berry says, but rather sought to bring these pursuits into harmony 
with nature. An early architect of the farm extension service (which usually 
draws Berry’s critical wrath), Bailey wins praise for holding to a view of things 
“that, however threatened in his time and since, goes back to the roots of our 
experience as human beings.” As products of the natural world, Berry says, we 
hold “an inescapable obligation to be nature’s students and stewards and to 
live in harmony with her.” Berry proceeds to attach this theme to the classical 
tradition of Virgil’s Georgics and to the Old Testament lesson of Job.6

Th ese references underscore the broad infl uence of Liberty Hyde Bailey 
on the twentieth-century agrarian project.7 Born on a western Michigan apple 
farm in 1858, Bailey earned a degree at Michigan Agriculture College in East 
Lansing and went on to graduate study at Harvard under the famed botanist 
Isa Gray. He returned to East Lansing in 1885 as the school’s fi rst professor of 
horticulture. Bailey set out to transform the fi eld: “Horticulture the art is old; 
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horticulture the science is new.”8 He produced a remarkable series of books, 
including his four-volume Cyclopedia of American Horticulture, his four-
volume Cyclopedia of American Agriculture, the fi ve-volume Annals of Hor-
ticulture, and Th e Plant Life of North America.

In 1888 Bailey took the chair of the Department of Practical and 
Experimental Horticulture at Cornell University. He created experiment sta-
tions for horticultural research and a model program of extension agents, 
who would carry research results directly from the university to New York’s 
farmers. He wrote monthly nature-study leafl ets for children, distributed 
through the state’s grade-school teachers. He founded two journals, Country 
Life in America (1901) and the Cornell Countryman (1903). He created and 
became dean of Cornell’s College of Agriculture in 1904. Th e school grew 
tenfold during his decade-long tenure. On his retirement, he was America’s 
foremost plant scientist and among its best-known university professors.

Relative to Berry, though, Bailey’s more important infl uences were as 
agrarian poet, activist, and metaphysician. Th e sage of Cornell understood 
that agriculture is far more than an economic endeavor. Properly pursued, 
farming is an expression of the mind and the spirit. Bailey saw poetry as 
“prophecy,” a means of grasping aspirations that are “elemental and univer-
sal.”9 He wrote hundreds of agrarian poems, some of which were gathered 
into Wind and Weather and other collections. Bailey was also the primary 
architect of the Country Life Movement. He called for building a vital rural 
civilization in America, “a radical revivifying and redirection of all rural insti-
tutions” toward “the evolving of a new social economy.”10 In August 1908 
President Th eodore Roosevelt chose Bailey to be the chairman of a new 
National Commission on Country Life. Th e commission’s report (1909) called 
for the “rebuilding of a new agriculture and a new rural life.” Practical results 
included the Smith-Lever Extension Act of 1914, designed to carry modern 
farming techniques and homemaking skills to the countryside, and “the up-
lift ” of rural youth through the 4-H movement.11 He personally compiled and 
privately published the curriculum vitae of 2,746 Americans whose work was 
committed “to the betterment and advancement of rural life,” called RUS (the 
Rural Uplook Service).12 And he was a key organizer of the First National 
Country Life Conference, held 1919 in Baltimore.

More important, Bailey craft ed an agrarian metaphysics, an explanation 
of human purpose and relation to the universe, that has attracted Berry’s at-
tention. It rested on a novel reconciliation of evolutionary science and reli-
gious faith.

Bailey’s fi rst attempt to build this philosophy was in Th e Outlook to Nature. 
He sought “to idealize the commonplace.” His prose was frequently poetic, at 
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times Whitmanesque: “I would preach the sky. . . . City persons have no sky, 
but only fragments of a leaky roof. . . . Our farm boy has the advantage: he 
leads something like a natural life. . . . I preach the mountains, and everything 
that is taller than a man.”13 In his celebration of nature, Bailey insisted that 
there is no real confl ict between true religious faith and the evolutionary the-
ory of Charles Darwin. He held that “the means and methods of Creation” are 
not parts of the biblical revelation. Darwin’s theory, in turn, off ers no explana-
tion of purpose: “Strictly speaking, evolution does not attempt to explain 
Creation, but only the progress of Creation. Whatever its form, it begins where 
Genesis does—‘In the beginning, God.’ ”14

In truth, though, Bailey stood far outside Christian orthodoxy. Th e “evo-
lution philosophies,” he said, “demand that we be willing to free ourselves 
from every bondage of doctrine and dogma, from tradition and superstitions, 
from ‘authority’ and prejudgments.” Th is approach “asks us to lay aside preju-
dice and small dogmatisms.” Bailey thought that the Christian faith had over-
emphasized the supernatural element in church and underemphasized it in 
nature. “Evolution implies that God is not outside nature, but in nature, that 
he is an indwelling spirit in nature as truly as in man,” he concluded.15

Bailey’s Th e Holy Earth expanded on these themes, transforming them 
into a fairly radical political and economic program. He draft ed this tract in 
the equatorial heat of summer 1914, while on board a ship heading for New 
Zealand. In vivid prose Bailey affi  rmed “the mothership of the earth” and “the 
essential relation that we bear to it as living parts in the vast creation.” For him, 
the earth was essentially good. His take on evolution stressed not struggle but 
procreation and cooperation: “Th e dependence of one being on another, suc-
cess in leaving progeny—how accurate and how far seeing was Darwin!” 
Evolution was “the philosophy of the oneness in nature and the unity in living 
things.” Th e “living creation” was “biocentric”: “We have a genetic relation with 
all living things and our aristocracy is the aristocracy of nature.” He called for 
the preservation of wilderness, free of human manipulation. “It is well to know 
that these spaces exist, that there are places of escape.”16

In this natural world, urban life became parasitic. City people proved un-
able to reproduce themselves, relying instead on the fertility of country folk. 
Where the farmer “freely aids everyone or anyone to engage in his occupa-
tion,” those removed from the soil to cities “may display selfi shness.” Indeed, 
“to a large extent, manufacturers are selfi sh.” Urban life meant “the occupancy 
of a few dreary rooms and deathly closets in the depths of great cities.”17

Bailey declared that “all children are born to the natural sky and to the 
wind and the earth,” rights that are “naturally theirs.” Using almost apocalyp-
tic language, he called for a new agrarian order:
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In that day we shall take down the wonderful towers and cliff s in the cit-
ies, in which people work and live, shelf on shelf, but in which they have 
no home. Th e great city expansion in the end will be horizontal rather 
than perpendicular. . . . We shall learn how to distribute the satisfactions 
in life rather than merely to assemble them.18

In order to give “the people access to the holy earth,” Bailey called for “a new 
way of partitioning the surface,” a “communism that is dissociated from pro-
paganda and programs.” He declared that everyone “should have the right and 
the privilege to a personal use of some part of the earth.” He would redistrib-
ute through life trusts agricultural land to all wanting to farm.

Agriculture should also be lift ed out of the commercial mind-set. “Th e 
measuring of farming in terms of yields and incomes introduces a dangerous 
standard,” Bailey concluded. He defi ned the true good life as “to farm well; to 
produce it oneself; to be independent of trade . . . in the furnishing of the table.” 
He especially deplored the modern farmer who “now raises a few prime prod-
ucts to sell, and then he buys his foods in the market under label and tag; and he 
knows not who produced the materials, and he soon comes not to care.”19

Th is state of aff airs frequents Wendell Berry’s fi ction and essays as well. In 
the novel Jayber Crow, for example, Berry points with despair to the farm 
wives, who formerly came to town with produce to sell and went home with 
money, but who now came to some more distant town “with only money and 
went home with only groceries.”20 Explained another way: “Commercial 
farming must never be separated from subsistence farming. . . . Th e farm fam-
ily should live from the farm.”21

While sharing this perspective on the “modern farmer,” Berry does diff er 
from Liberty Hyde Bailey in important ways. Th e latter held great faith in sci-
ence and technology, seeing them as allies in rebuilding his new rural civiliza-
tion. Berry distrusts both. Bailey was a great advocate for the work of the ag-
ricultural Extension Service, and he praised the “remarkable eff ectiveness” of 
the United States Department of Agriculture (and in truth, most USDA agents 
from the 1920s and ’30s were students of and acolytes for Liberty Hyde Bailey, 
also yearning to build a great rural civilization).22 Berry knows the post-1945 
“Extension” as given over to the new farming philosophy of “get big or get 
out.”

Still, Berry shares key views with Bailey. Both have been iconoclastic to-
ward organized Christianity. Berry agrees with Bailey that the dualism of or-
thodox Christian eschatology—setting this world off  against the next—has 
been the source of agricultural and environmental crises. As Berry writes, “If 
Christianity is contained within churches, which are the only holy places, 
then Christians are free to desecrate the rest of Creation.” By focusing on the 
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salvation of souls, Christianity has become a “specialist” creed involved “di-
rectly in the murder of Creation.”23 Both writers have looked to the preserva-
tion of wilderness as holy places. And Berry shares with Bailey the temptation 
to more radical solutions. Th e Kentuckian yearns for a new economic order, 
one focused on “reproduction” rather than production, one seeking a “bal-
ance between saving and spending.”24 Like Bailey, Berry emphasizes that in 
farming alone abundance destroys its producers. He calls for building a new 
“Great Economy,” one derived from the Kingdom of God, where there would 
be no specialization, where all aspects of life would fi t together. Th is implies 
that farming would need to be lift ed out of the competitive economy.25 And 
Berry states that “we have, within limits that are obvious and reasonable, the 
right to be small farmers,” much as Bailey had earlier declared.26

Louis Bromfi eld
In his essay “Th ink Little” Berry refers to the Ohio-born novelist Louis 
Bromfi eld, who “liked to point out that the people of France survived crisis 
aft er crisis because they were a nation of gardeners, who in times of want 
turned with great skill to their own small plots of ground.”27 More broadly, 
Berry shares both Bromfi eld’s indictment of industrial civilization and his vi-
sion of agrarian renewal, including the necessity of personal example.

As a freshman studying agriculture at Cornell in 1914, the outgoing Lewis 
Brumfi eld (he would later change the spelling of both his names) had at least 
one conversation with the legendary Liberty Hyde Bailey.28 Bromfi eld left  
school early the next year to help out on his family farm. Th e farm, however, 
soon faced foreclosure, leaving Bromfi eld angry and bitter. His subsequent 
fi ction would highlight the confl ict between a decent but doomed agrarian 
culture and the corrupt and dehumanized industrial city.

Bromfi eld enlisted in the U.S. Ambulance Corps in 1917 and served on 
the western front in France. Th e French government awarded him the Croix 
de Guerre. Aft er the war, he settled in Manhattan and became an editor and 
journalist. His fi rst novels, Th e Green Bay Tree (1924) and Possession (1925), 
were critically and fi nancially successful. His third novel, Early Autumn 
(1926), won a Pulitzer Prize. Bromfi eld left  for an “extended vacation” in 
France. He leased a presbytère in Senlis, sixty miles north of Paris, and he be-
came a fi xture among the expatriate American writers and poets living in 
France. Bromfi eld devoted much of his nonliterary time to the cultivation of 
a large garden. Gaining the friendship of his village neighbors, he received to 
his great delight an honorary membership in the Workingmen-Gardeners 
Association of France. Th e French ministry of agriculture also awarded him a 
medal for introducing American corn and Hubbard squash to the region.29
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It was in this setting that Bromfi eld wrote his great agrarian novel, Th e 
Farm (1933). Weary of the European literary scene, he turned here to the saga 
of the settling of the American Midwest and to his own family history as an 
example of the rise and fall of an agrarian civilization. He traced the story of 
the Farm from the breaking of sod on the frontier by “the Colonel” to the 
creation of “a great agricultural democracy” to the fall into “a new autocracy 
of businessmen and industry.”30

Th e Farm itself reached its apogee in the late nineteenth century under 
the ownership of Maria and Old Jamie. In loving and intimate detail, Bromfi eld 
described the order and bounty and fertility of their place:

Beyond the borders of the fl ower garden lay the vegetable-gardens with 
their rows of sweet corn, carrots, beets, and crisp celery and the neat little 
hills where muskmelons and cantaloupes grew far separated from the spot 
where their incestuous cousins, the cucumbers, grew. And at the edges, 
sprawling luxuriantly against the picket fence, grew the enormous ram-
bling vines of the Hubbard squash with their big rocky fruits ripening.

Bromfi eld explored the half-acre strawberry patch that “was always weedless,” 
where Maria “allowed her grandchildren to go out in the morning and select 
their own dishes of strawberries, fresh with the dew still on them.” Th e vast 
garden was the heart of the Farm, “for Maria would have considered it a dis-
grace to have bought food of any kind.” Bromfi eld added:

It had been part of the Colonel’s dream that his farm should be a world of 
its own, independent and complete, and his daughter carried on his tradi-
tion. Th e Farm supported a great household that was always varying in 
size, and in winter the vegetables came from the fruit-house or from the 
glass jars neatly ticketed and placed in rows on shelves in the big cellar.31

Sundays were “a day of festival given over to plenty,” featuring “old Jamie’s 
prayers to the Deity of plenty” and Maria, “a kind of priestess who stood apart 
with . . . pleasure and satisfaction at the sight of her off spring eating the things 
she had prepared.”32

Th e balance of the book focused on the decay of this world: the triumph 
of “machines” over craft  and individuality; the long, losing fi ght of the farmers 
against the banks and the railroads; the huge costs and risks carried by farm-
ers for, at best, minimal gain; the land returning to the savage state; the lack of 
heirs interested in farming; “a whole epoch of American life . . . passing.” Th e 
novelist reported that “in the end the peddler had won” out over the farmer. 
Even old Jamie wound up in town, and he spent his last years trying to under-
stand what had happened to his way of life. He changed “from a liberal . . . into 
a radical because it seemed to him that life in America had become insuff er-
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able”; he turned to “the methods of the Anarchist and the Wobblies”33 in a 
desperate bid to recover the true American democracy.

Over the balance of the 1930s, however, Bromfi eld convinced himself that 
it might be possible to restore the agrarian way through personal action. 
Unlike Th e Farm, his subsequent novels Th e Rains Came (1937) and Wild Is 
the River (1941) looked with optimism toward starting fresh and building a 
new agricultural community, “a wide green valley, all ours for the taking.”34 
With war descending on Europe, Bromfi eld brought his family back to 
America, to Ohio. Not far from his old family homestead, he purchased seven 
hundred acres of land, naming the place Malabar Farm. He resolved to build 
a new “community,” a large farm that would not displace families, a self-
suffi  cient village that would use scientifi c methods to avoid the fate of the 
Farm.

Bromfi eld’s book Pleasant Valley (1945) described the early years of this 
experiment. Openly labeled “romantic,” the volume still stands as a satisfying 
agrarian tract. Bromfi eld called the book “a personal testament” written “by a 
man who believes that agriculture is the keystone of our economic structure” 
and that the prosperity and “even the future freedom of this nation” rests on the 
soil. He proclaimed the agrarian dream: “What I wanted was a piece of land 
which I could love passionately, which I could spend the rest of my life in culti-
vating, cherishing, and improving, which I might leave together, perhaps, with 
my own feeling for it, to my children who might in time leave it to their chil-
dren.”35 Bromfi eld described the stages by which he and his partner Max Drake 
built Malabar Farm, including a “Big House” designed in the “purest Jeff erson 
Greek revival” style. Like Bailey’s Holy Earth, Pleasant Valley called for the re-
distribution of land so that over half the U.S. population might reside on self-
suffi  cient farm plots. Th e “monstrous, ugly cities”—“as perverse and murderous 
as Jack the Ripper”—could only produce unrest, insecurity, delinquency, and 
vice. Th ese “abominations” would be dismantled. He praised the French worker- 
gardener model of life for its “economic independence,” which created security 
and stability. He lamented the breakdown of family-sized farming in America, 
which he attributed to “the farmer’s dependence upon things which he pur-
chased rather than producing these same things off  his own land.”36

In his later “farm books,” however, Bromfi eld abandoned this vision of 
the self-suffi  cient farm reborn. Now dismissing his dream for Malabar Farm 
as “a nostalgia born of memories of my grandfather’s farm,” he embraced in-
stead the “new agriculture” focused on large-scale, specialized production, 
the intensive use of machines, and a commitment to scientifi c and techno-
logical advance.37

Still, we fi nd in Th e Farm and in Pleasant Valley prototypes for both 
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Wendell Berry’s fi ction and nonfi ction. Th e two authors share an analysis of 
the decline of family-scale agriculture, a common interpretation of history, a 
reverence for nature, a disdain of organized religion, and a faith in the self-
suffi  cient homestead. And both Bromfi eld and Berry returned from literary 
sojourns to create farms, to root their own work in authentic soil.

Th e Twelve Southerners
Wendell Berry holds a more vexing relationship with the Vanderbilt agrari-
ans who wrote I’ll Take My Stand. On the one hand, he distances himself 
from the appeal by the poet Allen Tate to “a great culture of European pat-
tern,” replying: “I do not share Mr. Tate’s assumption that ‘a great culture of 
European pattern’ was either desirable or possible in America.” Yet he agrees 
with Tate that the existence of African chattel slavery in the Old South had 
served as a fatal “barrier” between white people “and the soil.”38

Berry also objects to the “condescension” and the “false mythology” of 
“regionalism.” Th is literary model, “which specializes in the quaint and the 
eccentric and the picturesque,” behaves like an exploitative industry. “Th e 
evils” of this approach, Berry insists, are “abundantly exemplifi ed by the cult 
of ‘the South.’ ” He rejects the “spurious piety” of certain southern appeals to 
Religion, History, Place, and Responsibility. Initially, Berry acknowledged 
that “the agrarianism of the Southern Agrarians was . . . a beginning that 
promised something in the way of a cure.” But he added that “the withdrawal 
of the most gift ed of those people into the Northern colleges and universities 
invalidated their thinking.” When they left  the South, “their agrarianism was 
doomed to remain theoretical.”39

More recently Berry has backed off  from this judgment on the Twelve 
Southerners, calling it “ungrateful and inaccurate,”40 and later “a piece of 
smartassery.”41 He reports that he fi rst heard of the book during his sopho-
more year at the University of Kentucky. A composition instructor, Robert D. 
Jacobs, labeled something that Berry had written as “agrarian” and referred 
the student to I’ll Take My Stand. He bought the book “and read at least part 
of it about three years later, in 1956.” He labels their eff ect on him to have been 
“large,” and their book to be “in some ways a wonder. . . . My debt to it has 
increased.”42 In another essay, he proclaims that “the cause for which the 
Twelve Southerners spoke . . . was not a lost but a threatened cause: the cause 
of human civilization.”43

Indeed, Berry goes on to quote extensively from the “Statement of 
Principles” in I’ll Take My Stand, the common platform of the twelve. Th e 
words chosen include:
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Th e regular act of applied science is to introduce into labor a labor-
saving device or a machine. . . . Th e philosophy of applied science is 
generally quite sure that the saving of labor is a pure gain, and that the 
more of it the better. Th is is to assume that labor is an evil, that only the 
end of labor or the material product is good. On this assumption labor 
becomes mercenary and servile. . . . Th e act of labor as one of the happy 
functions of human life has been in eff ect abandoned.

Th e extract concludes: “Th e constitution of the natural man probably does 
not permit him to shorten his labor-time and enlarge his consuming-time 
indefi nitely. He has to pay the penalty in satiety and aimlessness.”44

Other themes from “A Statement of Principles” also echo in Berry’s work. 
Th e Twelve Southerners referred to the “economic evils” that “follow in the 
wake of the machines.” Th ey argued that both art and religion depend “on a 
right attitude to nature”; that the “God of nature” in an industrial milieu “is 
merely an amiable expression, a superfl uity.” Th e statement declared that hos-
pitality, sympathy, romantic love, and family life “also suff er under the curse 
of an . . . industrial civilization.” Th e new machines did not liberate workers; 
they evicted them. Th e rise of modern advertising represented “the great ef-
fort of a false economy of life to approve itself.” Th e Southerners declared that 
“the responsibility of men is for their own welfare and that of their neighbors; 
not for the hypothetical welfare of some fabulous creature called society.” Th ey 
lamented that the “modern man has lost his sense of vocation.” Th ey called for 
“an agrarian society in which agriculture is the leading vocation, whether for 
wealth, for pleasure, or for prestige,” serving as the model that other profes-
sions would emulate. Turning to action, the Twelve concluded: “If a commu-
nity, or a section, . . . or an age, is groaning under industrialism, and well 
aware that it is an evil dispensation, it must fi nd the way to throw it off .”45

In another essay, “Still Standing” (1999), Berry again quotes extensively 
from the Twelve’s “Statement of Principles,” reporting that “I have read it 
many times,” that it is “the supreme declaration of the book,” and that “it has 
held up startlingly well.” He continues: “I know of no criticism of industrial 
assumptions that can equal it in clarity, economy, and eloquence.” Berry 
praises the Twelve Southerners for their insistence, “virtually alone at the 
time,” on “the importance of the local.” He notes here that a prominent mem-
ber of the Twelve, Donald Davidson, “was to the last a segregationist.” Berry 
absolves the “Statement of Principle” from the racist-by-association charge, 
noting that the same argument could be leveled against the Declaration of 
Independence, the Constitution, and even the Gospels. Moreover, in 1930, 
“the most successful agrarian communities in the United States were probably 
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those of the Midwest, which did not depend on the labor of any subject or 
oppressed race.” Indeed, Berry points out that no racial “‘liberal’ of any conse-
quence” ever spoke in defense of black American farmers. Rather, the “reduc-
tion of the farm population (black and white) has been a joint project of in-
dustrial liberals and industrial conservatives.” Concluding, he points (in the 
late 1990s) to “hundreds of organizations, large and small” that are working to 
resurrect the agrarian dream. “Several of Th e Twelve Southerners, were they 
alive today, would agree, and would be pleased.”46

Th e Agrarians and Modern War
As the decades pass, Wendell Berry becomes ever more closely identifi ed with 
antiwar movements in America, from opposition to the Vietnam confl ict in 
the 1960s and ’70s to critiques of American-led invasions of Afghanistan in 
2001 and Iraq in 2003.47 Th e war most oft en discussed in his fi ction, though, 
is World War II. Indeed, the negative impact of this war—popularly called 
“the good war”—emerges as a major theme of his work. In this stance, he 
again shares in the example and opinions of his agrarian predecessors, who 
also saw global war destroying what they held most dear.

Early twentieth-century agrarians commonly lamented or condemned 
their century’s world wars.48 Liberty Hyde Bailey denounced World War I as 
a “trade war,” “a war of commercial frenzy.” He warned that “military power 
heads toward destructiveness.”49 Louis Bromfi eld pointed to politicians who 
had forced “the American people into a wild career of imperialism.”50 As 
World War II loomed, Donald Davidson, informal leader of the Twelve 
Southerners, stated that the “decentralist” agrarian program could make no 
headway if American energies were instead focused on preparation for war. 
He added, “I should have thought agrarians and decentralists would oppose 
our entry into the confl ict when such entry, no matter what results might be 
achieved in Europe, would probably be ruinous to their hopes for a healthy 
reconstruction in America.”51 Other agrarian authors agreed. Baker Brownell 
warned, “Keep out of European war, or give up hope of rural rehabilitation.”52 
Luigi Ligutti argued that if the true American way should be preserved, “we 
must continue the works for social and economic reconstruction within our 
beloved land and we must not go out in battle array to save periodically our 
democracy.”53

Th ese same themes have resonated in Berry’s work. In Jayber Crow, the 
narrator describes the prewar, farm-centered village of Port William—the lo-
cale for all Berry’s fi ction—as whole and complete: “Th e commercial places in 
town were still . . . doing business. Th e people of the town still belonged to it 
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economically.”54 A parallel work, Hannah Coulter, dwells in detail on the 
Christmas dinner held at the Feltner home in December 1941. It becomes a 
kind of last communion for the still intact rural community gathered there, a 
great self-suffi  cient feast:

On the table at last, aft er our long preparations, were our ham, our turkey 
and dressing, and our scalloped oysters under their brown crust. Th ere 
was a cut glass bowl of cranberry sauce. Th ere were mashed potatoes and 
gravy, green beans and butter beans, corn pudding and hot rolls.

But, as the war looms, it grows clear that this world “could not last.”55

Instead, Hannah’s fi rst husband Virgil, “a good, decent, gentle, beloved 
young man with the blood keen in his veins,” goes to war, where he disappears 
“into a storm of hate and fl ying metal and fi re,” the “outer darkness.” In Port 
William, the war becomes “a bodily presence. It was in all of us and nobody 
said a word.” As it takes away all the young men and boys, “a new silence,” “a 
strange silence” settles over those left  behind.56

Berry’s judgment on World War II is harsh: there were no morally supe-
rior combatants, just “ignorant boys, killing one another.” Hannah Coulter 
dislikes it when “the dead [are] made to agree with whatever some powerful 
living person wants to say,” and she ponders whether the lost Virgil is a hero: 
“Is the life and freedom of the living a satisfactory payment to the dead in war 
for the dying?”57 Berry implies that the answer is no. Similarly, Jayber Crow 
sees the “good war” as just another confl ict infl icted by the great powers and 
forces on the “invisible, nameless, powerless little places” in the world. World 
War II “would be a test of the power of machines against people and places; 
whatever its causes and justifi cations, it would make the world worse.” He 
continues: “Th e dark human monstrous thing comes and tramples the little 
towns and never even knows their names.”58

Over several powerful and disturbing pages of Hannah Coulter, Berry de-
scribes the Battle of Okinawa. Aft er summoning the image of Christ risen on 
Easter, he equates “the little earthly homelands such as Port William” with “the 
farming villages of Okinawa.” He recasts the battle as one “of both armies 
making war against a place and its people,” describing the deaths of 150,000 
villagers “as the fi ghting drove them out of their homes and they wandered 
with children and their old people into the fi elds of fi re.”59

Th rough his characters Berry also shows the consequence of the war to be 
the end of Port William and of the agrarian possibility. Jayber Crow describes 
the people moving away and the machines coming in.60 Th e war brings a “great 
sorrow and a great fear” into the village; “the world was changing.” Hannah 
Coulter sees “the good farm economy” weaken and wither. Th e “wayward” 
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passing of farmland across the generations starts with “the end of World War II.” 
Aft er 1945 the “picture puzzle” that had been Port William becomes less com-
plete; “the lost pieces were not replaced.” Th e “membership” that had defi ned the 
Port William community fades.61 “Th e old ways were ending,” the dance of com-
munity stands “broken, dismembered in the Land of Universal Suspicion.”62

Th is analysis leads Berry to his view of perpetual war: “Th e War and the 
Economy were seeming more and more to be independent operators. . . . Also 
it seemed that the War and the Economy were more and more closely related. 
Th ey were the Siamese twins of our age.”63 In a terrible vision, Hannah Coulter 
sees all little places, all the true homelands, threatened by “a human storm of 
explosions and quakes and fi res, a man-made natural disaster gathering itself 
up over a long time out of ignorance and hatred, greed and pride, selfi shness 
and a silly love of power.” Th is force could pass like “a wind-driven fi re over 
the quiet land and people. . . . It could happen anywhere,” including Port 
William.64 Berry’s poem on the fi rst Gulf War can also been read as his judg-
ment on the “good war”:

For we have given up
Our sight to those in power
And to machines, and now
Are blind to all the world.
Th is is a nation where
No lovely thing can last.
We trample, gouge, and blast;
Th e people leave the land
Th e land fl ows to the sea.
Th e men and women die,
Th e fi ne old houses fall.
Th e fi ne old trees come down.65

Many of Berry’s predecessors would have agreed.
Writing in 2002, Wendell Berry remarks that “we agrarians are involved 

in a hard, long, momentous contest, in which we are so far, and by a consider-
able margin, the losers.” He continues:

I believe that this contest between industrialism and agrarianism now 
defi nes the most fundamental human diff erence, for it divides not just 
two nearly opposite concepts of agriculture and land use, but also two 
nearly opposite ways of understanding ourselves, our fellow creatures, 
and our world.66

In this contest, Berry should not be seen as a lone warrior. Instead, he should 
be understood as an eloquent voice building on a century-long agrarian con-
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versation, and as the heir to giants such as Bailey, Bromfi eld, Ligutti, and the 
best of the Twelve Southerners.
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“I would say that maybe we can discriminate between poets who have fed on a 
certain kind of destructiveness for their creative glow . . . as against those who 
have composted themselves and turned part of themselves back in on themselves 
to become richer and stronger, like Wendell Berry, whose poetry lacks glamour 
but is really full of nutrients.”—Gary Snyder, “Th e East West Interview,” in Th e 
Real Work: Interviews & Talks, 1964–1979
Photograph by Guy Mendes, courtesy of Ann Tower Gallery
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A Citizen of
the Real World

Bill McKibben

IN THE WEEKS and months that followed the attacks of September 11, “God 
Bless America” became the unoffi  cial national anthem. Soon every ball game 
paused in the seventh inning so some overblown tenor could belt out the ba-
thetic words that Kate Smith had fi rst made popular—the demand that the 
Almighty favor “our home sweet home.” Th e lyrics comforted and comple-
mented, fi tting perfectly with the national conviction that we had been singled 
out for attack because of our goodness, our love of freedom. Th ey were at fi rst 
a balm, but soon became cheap grace.

And if there’s anything Wendell Berry has never had much use for, it’s 
cheap grace. Writing a year aft er the attacks, in a response to the newly an-
nounced National Security Strategy of the Bush administration, he chose as 
an epigraph the chorus to the second verse of another, far greater song, 
Katherine Lee Bates’s “America the Beautiful.” Indeed, he chose what I think 
are some of the most loving, stern, and perceptive words ever written about 
our country:

America, America
God mend thine every fl aw
Confi rm thy soul in self-control
Th y liberty in law

For a real patriot, the implied lament in those lines, the recognition of our 
particular national weakness, is piercing. And Wendell Berry is perhaps our 
greatest patriot.

Th at essay was not in fact Berry’s fi rst in the wake of the attacks. In the 
ashes and dust of the World Trade Towers, President Bush off ered only the 
unnecessary advice to hug our children and the tragicomic admonition that 
we should return to normal by going back to shopping. His legislative pro-
gram was war on Iraq and tax cuts for rich people. Berry, by contrast, wrote 
almost immediately a long essay, “In the Presence of Fear.” In it he said, à la 
Bates, that instead of being diverted by trembling or self-righteousness, “we 
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citizens of the industrial countries must continue the labor of self-criticism 
and correction” that had begun in earnest with the demonstrations against 
the World Trade Organization in Seattle two years before. “We must recog-
nize our mistakes.”1

In fact, September 11—which for a while  poleaxed most of our thinkers 
into silence or rote repetition of the offi  cial line—off ered Berry the chance, 
perhaps nearing the close of his long career, to write in more explicit terms 
about a theme implied in all the body of his long work: citizenship. In a series 
of essays given timely national distribution by Orion magazine and collected 
along with earlier work in a volume titled Citizenship Papers, he built up a 
sustained and powerful argument, all the more extraordinary an accomplish-
ment because “citizenship” is not an easy idea to approach directly, at least not 
anymore. It’s one of those words that carry a whiff  of the old-fashioned, con-
juring up the orator at the bandstand on the Fourth of July. It also carries 
more than the hint of duty, of responsibility to something larger than oneself 
(a hint that probably explains why it seems slightly antique). And this is pre-
cisely the sense in which Berry used the word.

Responsibility to what? Well, responsibility to land, and responsibility to 
one’s neighbors, and responsibility forward and backward in time, not that in 
Berry’s view these are very much diff erent. His poems and novels and essays 
have always been about the citizenship of marriage, the citizenship of neigh-
borhood and community, the citizenship of man and animal and soil. But 
these late essays have stripped down the argument to its bare essentials. 
(Stripped down the writing, too. More and more oft en, Berry dispenses with 
anecdote, with example, and even with transition, substituting a Mosaic fond-
ness for the Roman-numeraled commandment. I confess to a nostalgia for 
the roomier writing of an earlier day, and I imagine these new essays may be 
hard for recent converts to his writing to adjust to. But there is something 
strong about the bare urgency and unhedged plainspokenness of this work).

In essence, Berry holds up two worlds and asks us which is the nursery of 
real citizenship: on the one hand, the consumer paradise that we’ve built since 
World War II, now based on an endlessly spreading globalization, and, on the 
other, a world in which local communities produce more of what they need 
and people pass up the lowest price to support their neighbors. Hence:

A nation can be independent, as our founders instructed us. . . . Th ough 
independence may at times require some sort of self-defense, it cannot 
be maintained by the defi ance of other nations or by making war against 
them. At the very least, a nation should be able sustainably to feed, clothe, 
and shelter its citizens, using its own sources and by its own work. And 
of course that requires a nation to be, in the truest sense, patriotic: Its 
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citizens must love their land with a knowing, intelligent, sustaining, and 
productive love. Th ey must not, for any price, destroy its beauty, its 
health, or its productivity.2

Th at destruction, of course, is precisely what Berry has spent his career chron-
icling and mourning, and attempting to persuade us to reverse. From his 
Kentucky base he has watched the consolidation of American agriculture 
(“get big or get out”), not to mention the endless hunt for cheap energy that 
has blasted the top off  countless Appalachian mountains, making low the high 
places and raising up the valleys in a manner quite diff erent from the one 
Isaiah had in mind. “Th e economy, always obsessed with its need to sell prod-
ucts, thinks obsessively and exclusively of the consumer. It mostly takes for 
granted or ignores those who do the damaging or the restorative and preserv-
ing work of agriculture and forestry. Th e economy pays poorly for this work, 
with the unsurprising result that the work is mostly done poorly.”3 Or this:

At present, in the face of declining fi nite sources of fossil fuel energy, we 
have virtually no energy policy, either for conservation or for the devel-
opment of safe and clean alternative resources. At present our energy 
policy is simply to use all that we have. . . . At present our agricultural 
policy is to use up everything that we have, while depending increas-
ingly on imported food, energy, technology and labor.4

Th is wreckage—the abandoned rural communities, the atmosphere fi lled 
with carbon dioxide, the eroding soil, the chemically soaked and tasteless 
food—is seen by many, including many environmentalists, as the unfortunate 
by-product of a basically sound system that merely needs a little tweaking, a 
few more fi lters, to make it work. But Berry is having none of it. Environment-
alists, he cautions in a sharp piece called “In Distrust of Movements,”

should begin by giving up all hope and belief in piecemeal, one-shot so-
lutions. . . . Even now, aft er centuries of reductionist propaganda, the 
world is still intricate and vast, as dark as it is light, a place of mystery, 
where we cannot do one thing without doing many things, or put two 
things together without putting many things together. Water quality, for 
example, cannot be improved without improving farming and forestry, 
but farming and forestry cannot be improved without improving the 
education of consumers—and so on.5

Th ere are no shortcuts, and there are no easy outs.
If all of this sounds a tad, well, grim, that’s because there’s a sense in which 

it is. Arrayed against the jolly world of “Lowest Prices Always” and yet more 
tax cuts and fl ying in Chilean lettuce all winter long, it’s not the easiest of sales 
to make. Berry can be awfully stern, and sometimes it’s hard not to take it 
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personally. He has a sturdy agrarian contempt for “recreation,” for instance, as 
he leans on the plow handle to watch people “bicycling or boating or hiking 
and camping” and knowing that they are not for the most part capable of the 
necessary “husbandry and wifery of the world.”6 As a person who likes to 
cross-country ski more than almost anything on earth (including gardening), 
this makes me shuffl  e my feet and stare at the ground. Reading Berry is a little 
like reading the Gospels. He tells us over and over again not to do the things 
we at fi rst blush want to do, like go for the cheap price, or build the big house. 
(And sometimes he is very stern indeed—he adds a postscript to a recent es-
say, “Th e Failure of War,” that is a daunting challenge in the name of respon-
sibility to the liberal orthodoxy on abortion rights.)

But reading Berry is like reading the Gospels in another way as well—
there is the constant undercurrent of real joy, or at least the sense that real joy 
is possible precisely when one takes up one’s responsibility; when one stops 
shirking the various citizenships to which we are called and begins actually to 
love and honor the land and the neighbor. Th is joy—alloyed of course with 
the suff ering and toil and occasional despair that is part of any ultimately joy-
ful reality—illuminates most of all Berry’s novels. Th e Port William member-
ship is just that: a membership, a citizenry. It is impossible to read those tales 
and not fantasize at least a little about becoming a farmer, about growing old 
on land that you have worked and that has worked you, about passing on that 
land and that citizenship to your children and your neighbors. Berry is our 
great poet of community, and on his tongue that word loses the sentimental 
airiness that lately threatens to rob it of any meaning.

Th e proof of this particular pudding is very much in the eating, and it is 
here that we must pause to note something truly remarkable. In the last twenty- 
fi ve years, even as the Wal-Marts have metastasized, even as the concentrated 
animal feeding operations have spread their stench across the Midwest, even 
as the air has fi lled with carbon dioxide and the temperature has begun omi-
nously to rise—even in the middle of all that, the Restoration has begun. 
Citizens both urban and rural have begun to reemerge. “I know from my 
friends and neighbors and from my own family that it is now possible for 
farmers to sell at a premium to local customers such products as organic veg-
etables, organic beef and lamb, and pasture-raised chickens,” he wrote as long 
ago as 1996. “Th is is the pattern of an economic revolt that is not only possible 
but is happening.”7 And in the decade since, it has spread like potato beetles 
in my garden. Th e number of farmers’ markets has doubled, tripled—some of 
them draw 25,000 customers in a day. Th e number of projects in community-
supported agriculture, in which customers buy a share of a farmer’s annual 
production, has increased exponentially as well. Any restaurant with a table-
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cloth stars the local items on its menu. Yale College has a dining hall where it 
off ers food grown only in state and in season, and the line to eat there stretch-
es out the door.

Th is, as I say, is happening in the shadow of the other, giant, lumpish 
economy. Th ey are juxtaposed in many places. In Vermont, where I live, an-
other 81 dairy farms went out of business last year, leaving us with only about 
1,200 where once they were in every valley. Th e state secretary of agriculture 
says not to worry because we still produce as much milk as ever; and too 
many local residents vote to let Wal-Mart build in their towns, hastening the 
endless rush toward cheapness that has undone their neighbors.

But at least those Wal-Marts face fi ghts everywhere they want to go—the 
citizenry has grown emboldened to that extent. What’s more, the most popu-
lated county in Vermont last year showed an increase of 19 percent in the total 
number of farms. Most of these are small, geared toward selling at the farm-
ers’ markets, not able to be the sole support of a family. But in the center of the 
state’s biggest city, Burlington, 177 acres farmed by a variety of tenants under 
the aegis of the Intervale Foundation now supply nearly one twelft h of the 
city’s fresh food. People pay a little more for it not only because it tastes good 
but because they understand that doing so is the price of citizenship, the real 
marker of their professed sense of community. And with that support this 
agrarianism spreads—I was able to make it through all of last winter in icy 
Vermont on entirely local food. In fact I ate like a king.

I worry that in his stern modesty Berry is not completely aware of how 
important a role he has played in these developments, in this reassertion of an 
active citizenry. I state categorically that I know of no farmer involved in this 
movement who does not have a well-thumbed copy of Home Economics or 
Th e Unsettling of America or some such on her shelf. I cannot tell you how 
many bathrooms I have peed in while reading a framed copy of “Th e Mad 
Farmer Manifesto” hung above the toilet. Th rough sheer power of both rheto-
ric and example (and without the example the rhetoric wouldn’t mean nearly 
as much) he has touched off  this Restoration.

At Middlebury College a few years ago, students—all of them having read 
Berry—decided to start a college farm-garden. Within a year they’d done all 
the bureaucratic and all the agricultural work to bring in their fi rst crops, 
which were soon appearing in the dining halls and on common-room tables. 
It keeps growing—by now it is one of the college’s showpieces, a magnet for 
prospective students, a point of pride for alumni. Its fi rst graduates are leaving 
—not for brokerage houses and advertising agencies and the other arms of the 
individualist economy, but to apprentice with CSAs, to work for the Slow 
Food movement, patiently to build their own small farms. Not out of a sense 
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of drear duty, but because they’ve discovered they wish to be citizens of the 
actual gritty connected and joyful world. Each patch in the garden is named 
for some luminary who has inspired them; it is no accident that the Berry 
Patch stands near the center of it all.
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Sexuality and 
the Sacramental 
Imagination: It All
Turns on Affection

P. Travis Kroeker

For sexual love is the heart of community life. Sexual love is the force that 
in our bodily life connects us most intimately to the Creation, to the fertility 
of the world, to farming and the care of animals. It brings us into the dance 
that holds the community together and joins it to its place.
—Wendell Berry, Sex, Economy, Freedom and Community

AT THE BEGINNING OF the chapter simply titled “Bridal” in Wendell Berry’s 
elegiac novel Remembering, Andy Catlett passes through the airport “Gate of 
Universal Suspicion” and fi nds himself reduced. Th e electronic eye is not 
merely an abstracting, depersonalizing gaze that admits “passengers” accord-
ing to the apparent harmlessness of their personal eff ects. Its more sinister 
eff ect is to foster the disembodying gaze of erotic fear and fantasy that comes 
to replace the loving eye of the soul when the vision of trust has been lost. 
“Where one may be dangerous, and none is known, all must be mistrusted. 
All must submit to the minimization and the diaspora of total strangeness 
and universal suspicion.”1 Andy feels himself disembodied by the lovely wom-
en who pass all around him, “fl esh suggesting itself, as they move, in sweet 
pressures against cloth.”2 Yearning toward them in lonely desire, apart from 
any kind of personal knowing, Andy’s longings are literally connected to dis-
embodied relations, the realm of purely mental fantasy:

It seems to him that he is one among the living dead, their eyes fi xed and 
lightless, their bodies grave, doomed to hurry forever through the ab-
straction of the unsensed nowhere of their mutual disregard, dead to one 
another. Th is is happening to my soul. Th is is happening to the soul of all 
the world. All in the crowd are masked, each withdrawn from the others 
and from all whereabouts. Th e light of their eyes, the warmth of their 

�
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countenances, the regard of their consciousness and thought, their body 
heat—all turned inward. . . . Th e good level look of their eyes lost.3

Th e transportation corridor that is the modern airport is a “noplace” that rep-
resents the dismemberment of a culture in which the dance of communal 
love, shared imagination, and common memory has been broken. No one 
may dwell there. It is a site of dishabitation, not unlike the dream (in an anony-
mous modern hotel room) of “darkness visible”4 that opens the novel, in 
which a great causeway built across the creek valley of Andy’s farm has ren-
dered his place unrecognizable. Th e world of nature and agrarian dwelling 
has been reduced to rubble, replaced by another symbol of human intention 
given over to the domination and exploitation of nature for private, commod-
ifi ed ends—a Hobbesian “state of nature” replicated in the artifi ces of the 
Leviathan that now dwarfs the landscape around the globe with its imperial 
vision of technological peace. Berry’s claim, in the essay and the novel, is that 
the commodifi cation of the world, its ugly and tawdry disembodiment—seen 
above all perhaps in the rush toward “virtual reality” reducible to systems of 
information-processing—is rooted in the loss of sacramental sexuality as the 
heart of community life, a claim worthy of consideration in both its religious 
and moral meanings.

Wendell Berry’s prophetic cultural criticism is rooted in a sacramental 
imagination. Th is is evident in all of his writing—poetry, fi ction, essays—
especially his short novel Remembering and the title essay, “Sex, Economy, 
Freedom and Community.”5 It may ring strange to call Berry’s imagination 
“sacramental,” since he is neither a Catholic like Flannery O’Connor (in whose 
writing explicitly sacramental symbolism is in prominent display) nor, in-
deed, very overtly “religious” at all. I expect that Berry would strongly resist 
any attempt to locate him religiously, or perhaps to identify him as a “reli-
gious” or “Christian” writer.6 In these regards perhaps Berry is typically lib-
eral Protestant—deeply suspicious of institutional Christianity, especially its 
claims to authority, and of the separation between the sacred and the secular 
(not to be confused, I hasten to add, with the separation of church and state) 
in everyday life.

In this essay I shall nevertheless attempt to “claim” his work for member-
ship in the Christian community—not in an ideological, triumphalist form 
(whether Protestant or Catholic, liberal or conservative) but in the form that 
bears witness to the messianic or Christic mystery that would restore all cre-
ation to its intended ordering of love in God. Th e word sacrament comes from 
sacramentum, the Latin translation of the Greek word mysterion. It also has a 
more religious, ecclesial meaning—as Augustine put it, a visible or embodied 
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sign of an invisible grace. Th at is, a sacrament participates for its meaning in 
the mysterious gift  of God’s unbounded being that ever seeks incarnation.

Th is is why, even for Protestant Christians—who might oppose the pro-
liferation of formal institutional sacraments because they reinforce merely 
institutional authority or overly restrictive boundaries between sacred and 
profane, holy and secular—marriage is a sacrament, as it is a visible and there-
fore particular sign of the unbounded mystery of divine love for all creation. 
One text oft en read at Christian weddings is Paul’s agape hymn in 1 Corinthians 
13, where the language of love is language of “boundlessness”: love is “bound-
less in bearing, boundless in believing, boundless in hoping, boundless in 
enduring.” Th e Greek phrase is ta panta, and it means “all things,” which is 
language that relates to God. Interestingly, then, marriage as a sacrament does 
not privilege the love between the happy persons who form a couple, nor does 
it signify institutional authority and all the “rights and privileges” legally per-
taining thereto. Marriage as a sacrament underwrites neither conventional 
sentiments about romantic love nor conventional legal defi nitions about the 
proprieties of marriage. Marriage is rather about two people giving them-
selves away to one another but also to the boundlessness of God’s love in the 
world. Love is fi nally not a mere feeling or sentiment; it is God’s activity that 
can be received only in humility as the gift  of aff ection, fulfi lled only by shar-
ing it in and for the world.

I expect that is why one never sees the Bible’s words about love on 
Hallmark wedding cards. Even Paul’s great and beautiful hymn to love under-
cuts conventional sentiments. Love is not about great and beautiful fantasies 
of heroic goodness by attractive, noble, brilliant human beings. In fact, of 
course, 1 Corinthians was not written as advice to marrying couples. It is 
about the kind of love needed to build up healthy communities that are “kind-
ly aff ectioned” toward one another;7 it is written for all human beings about 
all of life. Th e Bible makes no real distinction between the love that sustains 
marriages and the love that sustains any other relationships. While all rela-
tionships are distinct and particular, the qualities and disciplines of love need-
ed to sustain them are the same. Th is is countercultural because our culture 
loves to focus exclusively on the romantic couple and their exclusive happi-
ness, whose beauty and good sentiments will somehow carry them through. 
Th e Bible doesn’t see it that way. Love is not exclusive; it is shared. Love is not 
a feeling, but an act of giving ourselves away unconditionally, as God does. 
Th at means love cannot fi nally stop with the other person to whom one gives 
oneself. A loving marriage is a giving of everything to the end that love 
seeks—the “all in all” of God’s boundless loving care of the world.
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Th at is why marriage as a sacrament is so powerful and so frightening, 
because it is a particular expression of fi nding one’s life by losing it. Th at is 
why love must be patient and embody the qualities stated in 1 Corinthians 13: 
“love is not jealous, not boastful, not puff ed up, not rude, not self-centered, 
not irritable or resentful.” Love entails the putting away of childish things for 
the real work of building up love in the world. And yet the hope is boundless: 
nothing less than the bodily transformation of all things into the mysterious 
glory of God’s immortal beauty.8 Th at is why giving ourselves away in mar-
riage is an occasion of joy—we celebrate it because as humans we are made for 
intimate communion with God and with all of life. It is also, I expect, why the 
Bible so oft en invokes the metaphor of erotic intimacy, marriage and the wed-
ding feast, for the relationship between God and the earthly community, 
between the land and the people,9 for the fi nal fulfi lling unity between the 
earthly and heavenly cities.10 In John’s gospel, Jesus’ fi rst miracle occurs at a 
wedding in Cana: he turns water into wine.

Th e sacrament of marriage is therefore anything but a private, exclusive 
act; it is always related to the larger community of which it is a part. One of 
the great dangers of romantic love is that it privatizes love, depriving it of es-
sential nutrients. A fl ourishing marriage needs the community to sustain it 
and will in turn build up the community and the life of the world. Aft er all, 
1 Corinthians 13 is placed right in the middle of a long section on the body of 
Christ—all are parts of one body. Marriage and, for that matter, sexuality are 
not merely the consensual sharing of bodies in private acts. Married intimacy 
is not private; it nurtures and is nurtured by something larger. It includes and 
cares for others—not only children that might come along, but also strangers, 
neighbors, the poor and lowly, the lonely and sorrowing, the oppressed and 
suff ering—all to whom it is joined in the boundlessness of divine love, God’s 
mysterious body both visible and invisible.

Th is sacramental imagination, one that broadens and deepens the mean-
ing of sexual love and its kindly aff ection in this manner, also informs Wendell 
Berry’s artistic and cultural vision. Such an imagination is not in the fi rst in-
stance a moralizing or polemicizing or indeed a “prophetizing” vision, but 
one that attends to the motive pulls of aff ection that join us to the world in 
love. Quoting the words of Revelation 4:11, Berry emphasizes that God cre-
ated all things (ta panta) for God’s pleasure, and he defi nes pleasure as “aff ec-
tion in action.”11 Th e human vocation, says Berry, is therefore to “preserve 
God’s pleasure in our use of things,” and it is this that I believe to be the center 
of the sacramental imagination rooted in the divine aff ection that moves all 
things to their true and glorious end.
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Th e Body Broken: Exile
Remembering is a novel that explores embodiment and disembodiment. Andy 
Catlett has lost his right hand to a farming machine, and this unhanding, his 
bodily loss and deformity, has become for him an all-consuming grief, an 
obsession with absence and mortality. Th is obsessive grief has cut him off  
from his family and his community, and indeed from himself. Th e novel opens 
inside Andy’s horribly disorienting nightmare in a San Francisco hotel room 
far from home, aft er he has literally crossed the boundary of communal mem-
bership from which he has lived in emotional exile since the accident. Here 
no one knows him, and he must fi nally face himself and his own absence from 
himself, his fall into disorientation, away from the motivating loves that have 
hitherto given his life purpose within a common life: “He is absent himself, 
perfectly absent. Only he knows where he is, and he is no place that he knows. 
His fl esh feels its removal from other fl esh that would recognize it or respond 
to its touch; it is numb with exile. He is present in his body, but his body is 
absent.” And yet Berry can also describe Andy’s exilic state as that of “his own 
disembodied soul,” a soul that in the presence of his family and community 
these long months since the loss of his hand has been the embodiment of 
grievance, resisting the embodied graces all around him. In this state he has 
lost his hold on the purposes, the passionate intentions of his incarnate soul, 
and so he is “out of control” and without “the use of his best reasons.”12

Berry’s artistic vision is radically incarnational—it brooks no dualistic split 
between body and soul, and this prevents it from becoming ideological. While 
critical of the industrial capitalist ethos that animates contemporary America, 
Berry does not detach himself from it in a purist agrarian, antiurban stance. 
Instead he explores the complex capillaries of human desire—ordered and 
disordered—that shape its perils and possibilities. Th e fi ctional world of Port 
William is his own, not another’s, and Andy Catlett resembles no one more 
closely than Wendell Berry himself: a university-educated writer who has 
turned away from the conventional career path of his upwardly mobile genera-
tion, choosing to return to his native farming community in order to cultivate 
a lived alternative to the globalizing industrial economy; yet also active beyond 
that local community in the American academy and wider public culture, fac-
ing like everyone else the diffi  cult choices of which technological-cultural in-
novations and opportunities to engage and which to reject—and, as any true 
lover of wisdom must, giving the best possible account of the diff erence be-
tween a good life and a bad one. It is Andy’s journey toward discerning this 
diff erence, rooted in a meditative exploration of the anatomy of his remem-
bered loves, that constitutes the dramatic movement of Remembering.
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In these crucial regards Berry’s vision is both Platonic and Christian, un-
conventional though that hypothesis may seem. Neither Plato nor biblical 
Christianity brooks a split between body and soul that drives them apart; in-
deed, for both, such an isolating dualism prepares the way for idolatries and 
ideologies that manipulate reality in the service of disordered human desires 
that destroy the erotic divine-human dance of creation. Such abstracting du-
alisms foster fantasies of power that damage people and places, and that may 
be eff ectively and aff ectively countered only by the conscious cultivation of a 
loving imagination held together by an “attention” or “attunement” to the 
mysterious spiritual-material integrity of creation. Th is loving imagination is 
cultivated by the human soul, but never in isolation from the body—one’s 
own or the body politic, related as these are in mysterious ways to the whole 
body of the whole or the “all” (pan, ta panta) in which we live and move and 
have our being as mortal, time- and place-dwelling members. Of course, we 
fi nd ourselves always already as members of a body broken, seeking to be re-
stored to harmonious cosmic relationship that has been lost, cut off , dam-
aged. Th e question is how to fi nd our way back, the return of the exiled to a 
home in which all may dwell peaceably in a beloved community. Th is ques-
tion animates the Berry corpus, and so it gives contemporary form to the 
ancient Platonic-Christian quest for the restoration of truth, goodness, and 
beauty of the created world.

In “Sex, Economy, Freedom and Community” Berry elaborates the per-
spective from which we may interpret the dramatic movement in Remembering, 
a perspective both Platonic and Christian. He begins with the public scandal 
of the sexual harassment claim against Clarence Th omas by Anita Hill (eerily 
evocative of that more famous American sexual scandal that emerged in the 
highest public offi  ce only a few years later), which for Berry displays the pro-
cess of community disintegration: the attempt to deal publicly with some-
thing that lies at the vulnerable heart of public life but for which there can be 
no public solution, namely sexuality (what Plato would call eros, and for 
which the Bible has no one technical term but a variety of words extending 
from the Hebrew “to know” to eros). Th e problem, as Berry sees it, is not that 
the “public” ought not to treat of “private” matters, for sexuality is surely not 
merely a private matter either. Rather, the problem lies in the breakdown of 
the crucial “mediating third” between public (national or state) and private 
(individual or personal) life, namely local, embodied community defi ned as 
“the commonwealth and common interests, commonly understood, of people 
living together in a place.”13 Such a community is a lived interdependence of 
members whose mutual trust and well-being over time in a place is nurtured 
by their disciplined gift s of loyalty and aff ection. Just this has been under-
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mined by the purveyors and propagandists of the industrial economy, who 
treat all desires as private and attached to the only public goods that count—
commodities and rights, that is, private possessions pursued by contractual 
individuals whose boundless interests and lusts are governed by the technical 
legal procedures of an umpire state.

How has this happened? To understand this we must consider the econo-
my of desire, in which sexuality has been detached from shared communal 
disciplines of loyalty and aff ection, and thus allowed to become a free-fl oating, 
abstract (timeless, placeless) commodity. No longer embodied in souls joined 
to one another and to their communities in the bonds of aff ection, sexual 
desire is fetishized, attached to whatever object of desire meets one’s private 
fancy and procured with the currency earned by whatever marketable skills 
he or she brings to the public economy, limited only by “means” and the 
contractual conditions that govern the globally competitive marketplace of 
commodities and rights. In such an economy of individual-global desire, 
“liberated” from the burdens of community membership and its diffi  cult 
temporal and spiritual disciplines and responsibilities, individuals may “ful-
fi ll” themselves according to their own global fantasies. Ironically, however, 
such freedom and fetishized desire quickly lead to the degeneration of com-
munity, and hence of loyalty, aff ection, and trust required by and nurtured 
through the lived interdependence of households (oikia)—and so, ultimately, 
the degeneration of oikonomia and of public life itself. Private fantasy de-
tached from embodied community results in the breakdown of a truly hu-
man imagination:

In sex, as in other things, we have liberated fantasy but killed imagina-
tion, and so have sealed ourselves in selfi shness and loneliness. Fantasy 
is of the solitary self, and it cannot lead us away from ourselves. It is by 
imagination that we cross over the diff erences between ourselves and 
other beings and thus learn compassion, forbearance, mercy, forgive-
ness, sympathy, and love—the virtues without which neither we nor the 
world can live.14

In Remembering, of course, this is precisely the experience of Andy Catlett. 
Unable to accept the brokenness of his body, blaming himself for the moment 
of carelessness that allowed the harvesting machine to take his hand, ashamed 
of his bodily deformity (delight of the eye) and his one-handed awkwardness 
in work and sex (wisdom and play/power of godlikeness), Andy turns away 
from his community, the joined households that constitute the alternative lo-
cal economy, to the prevailing globalizing economy of industrial abstraction. 
Increasingly, as he comes to live within himself and his own fantasies of mag-
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ical restoration (only to awaken to the ongoing, poisonously bitter reality of 
his own brokenness), he loses trust in the possibility of his brokenness being 
shared in the interdependency of communal economy. He cannot respond to 
the beckoning bodily invitations of his friends to rejoin, as a full partner, their 
common life; and because he cannot respond within the imagination of love, 
he feels these invitations only as judgments upon his inadequacies and fail-
ures. He has literally fallen into disunion—fallen away not only from his fam-
ily and local community but from himself, from love itself. He no longer 
knows or trusts his own desire as it becomes detached from his covenant 
community, and he dwells in the isolation of fear. Berry treats this with ex-
plicit reference to the biblical drama of the fall and exile, the only cure for 
which (as Andy’s wife, Flora, tells him) is forgiveness.15

Without the possibility of forgiveness—repenting of his self-isolating 
fallen desire for a world of his own making with himself at its unbroken gold-
en center—he cannot fi nd a path of return, and he cannot be restored either 
to himself or to his loves. Th e root problem here—Wendell Berry is abso-
lutely clear about this—is not primarily a sociopolitical structure or ideology. 
It is a disorder in the soul. Th e language of prayer, the soul’s communion with 
that convocation of voices that points the soul beyond itself toward divine 
mystery, begins to obtrude itself increasingly as an unbidden grace in Andy’s 
memory in the title chapter of the novel: “Th is is the history of souls. Th is is the 
earthly history of immortal souls.” It is only as he allows himself to attend to 
these remembered voices, rather than the litany of complaints “like a graven 
image of himself,”16 that he begins to recover what it means for his soul to be 
ordered in the divine image, to remember the true origin and end to which 
his loves and life are joined. Th is memory is anything but abstract, anything 
but a fantasy or fetishized commodity.

In order to see how this makes possible a restorative response to the body 
broken, we need to turn to the two illuminating accounts of the soul and 
sexuality: the Platonic and the biblical. Th e Greek word for soul, psyche, is 
closely tied to the word for “breath” and thus joins together in living imagina-
tion what many caricatures of the Platonic have fatefully divided—body and 
spirit, intelligence and desire, mortal and immortal. Th e erotic movement of 
the soul is variously imagined by Plato, but nowhere more vividly than in 
Socrates’ description in the Phaedrus of the soul as a winged chariot pulled by 
two horses: on the right side the noble, beautiful lover of honor who is modest 
and self-restrained, guided by gentle verbal command; on the left  an ugly nag 
with bloodshot eyes, companion to beastly indecency, shaggy around the ears, 
deaf as a post, barely yielding to the whip and prod combined. Th e charioteer 
looks through the erotic eye—indeed in some manner is that eye—and sees 
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an embodied vision of beauty. Th e whole soul starts to warm up and tingle 
with desire. Th e obedient horse waits, controlled by modesty, while the other 
horse now no longer responds to either whip or prod but just starts jumping 
around, trying to get to the object of desire so as to propose the pleasures of 
sex. Reluctantly the other horse and the charioteer follow, and as they get 
closer, the charioteer is bowled over by the divine vision of Beauty, not just as 
an object of desire but as a pathway to transcendent mystery in which par-
ticular beauty dwells. In reverent awe he pulls back on the reins fi ercely. Th e 
noble horse pulls back willingly, drenching the soul with the sweat of shame 
and wonder, but the other horse, aft er having recovered from the pain of the 
bit and the backward fall, starts cursing the other two for their cowardice and 
lack of “manhood.”17

At the next opportunity the intemperate horse lowers its head, bites the 
bit, and pulls shamelessly, but again the charioteer sees the vision of Beauty 
and yanks back on the bit so hard that it covers the foul-speaking horse’s 
mouth in blood. Th is experience is repeated, and the horse is eventually hum-
bled, so that the whole outfi t may follow the object of beauty in reverence and 
awe. Th is opens the pathway to friendship—another kind of love, philia—with 
the beautiful one, which, far from diminishing the pleasure of eros, intensifi es 
it and nurtures it in mutuality, as the soul of the loved one begins to share the 
beautiful vision of the lover. All of this, Plato says, happens through the eyes, 
“which are the natural routes of love and beauty to the soul,” making possible, 
as Socrates’ concluding prayer to Pan makes clear, the cultivation of friend-
ship in the shared possessions of the good life:

O dear Pan and all the other gods of this place, grant that I may be beau-
tiful inside. Let all my external possessions be in friendly harmony with 
what is within. May I consider the wise man rich. . . . Friends have every-
thing in common.18

Clearly the eye of the soul is a very diff erent organ of perception and dis-
cernment from the electronic eye that replicates the external operations of the 
optic nerve. It is an eye that is intimately tied to desire in a sexual love “under-
stood as both fact and mystery, physical motion and spiritual motive.”19 
Wendell Berry, like Plato (though he prefers to cite Shakespeare), relates sex-
ual love to the eyes and the meeting of embodied souls through shared imag-
ination that participates in the erotic movement of divine Beauty, animating 
and ordering all particular communities in their specifi c places. Th e attention 
of such disciplined aff ection brings with it redemptive power to heal what is 
broken, to order harmoniously what is disordered and partial. Th is is pre-
cisely Andy’s experience in the “turning around” of his own soul when he 
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“remembers” himself, that convocation of voices and imaginings and choices 
that have made him who he is and which invites him to become “answerable” 
again, a loving soul joined to the “all” in his particular place.

Th ere is another account of the soul and sexual love that helps illuminate 
Andy’s return, and that is the biblical one, beginning with the Hebrew nephesh 
(soul) in Genesis 2:7: “God formed Adam from the dust of the ground and 
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life and he became a living being 
[nephesh].” Th e soul is not something you “have” but is something you “are,” 
and this “being” is always already a “being joined,” especially to the shared 
breath of life that is both body and spirit. Th e biblical language of nephesh is 
also related to the throat or the mouth, both the intake of breath and of phys-
ical sustenance, the organ of desire and also of speech.20 “Hungry and thirsty 
their nephesh fainted within them,” says the psalmist, and this may only be 
satisfi ed by divine gift : “God satisfi es the thirsty nephesh and fi lls the hungry 
nephesh with good things.”21 Th e soul is connected not only with creation but 
also procreation, the striving to be fruitfully related to the ordering of cre-
ation as the ordering of love. It is no accident that the living nephesh Adam 
may be completed only by a partner to whom he is joined, nor is it accidental 
that God’s relation to the people is imaged in graphic sexual terms. Yet the 
Bible is utterly clear-sighted about the disordering of desire ever couching at 
this threshold of relations—the lust to dominate, possess, control, consume 
for oneself what is really a divine gift  to be shared. So in Genesis 34 the sexu-
al crime against Dinah, the daughter of Jacob and Leah, by the prince of 
Shechem is evocatively depicted: “he saw her [the eye], he seized her and lay 
with her and violated her. And his nephesh was drawn to her,” but in a posses-
sive manner that elicits violent revenge by her brothers. So also are the infi -
delities of the people to the covenant God described as whoring and harlotry 
that ruin the people and their land through undisciplined, unjust grasping 
that destroys spiritually and physically alike.

We see in this biblical imagination of soul and sexuality the wide web of 
dramatic relations entailed in this most intimate language. “Th e blood is the 
nephesh,” says the Deuteronomist,22 which is why Cain’s brother’s blood cries 
out to God from the ground in Genesis 4. Th e lifeblood (like the life breath) is 
not merely a chemical soup but the sacred and mysterious life force that binds 
brothers together in sacramental consanguinity, in relation to the divine 
Creator through a material-spiritual ordering of love and covenantal-
communal responsibility. Th is too is displayed in Andy’s “reminding himself 
of himself ” and his need to seek forgiveness for having broken trust with the 
nuptial relations that have given him his life with its orienting motives. In 
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fl eeing from rural Port William to the coastal city in which he can indulge his 
anonymous fantasies about other possible lives in other countries with other 
women, at the very “verge and immensity of the continent’s meeting with the 
sea,” he comes face to face with the fl awed heart of his foolish dream—“the 
little hell of himself alone.” Here in this place “distance comes upon him. . . . All 
distance is around him, and he wants nothing that he has. All choice is around 
him, and he knows nothing that he wants. I’ve come to another of thy limits, 
Lord. Is this the end? Out of the depths have I cried unto thee, O Lord.”23 

Th e unbidden words of prayer that beckon Andy to return at the limit of 
his fl ight from himself—here where the land joins the limitless sea, the un-
bounded ocean of erotic desire—come to him in the voice of his grandmoth-
er, Dorie, who herself uttered the psalmist’s words in her own limited condi-
tion of economic-spiritual desperation, words scribbled on the back of a bill 
of crop debt that had become one of the motives of Wheeler Catlett’s life 
passed on to Andy’s life—a motive to which Andy has become unfaithful even 
while paying public lip service to it (25). Th ese words now “breathe them-
selves out of him in her voice and leave him empty, empty as if of his very 
soul” (52). Into this emptiness is poured a host of erotic memories, now not 
fantasies of unknown foreign women and objects of exotic beauty, but rather 
of his own people. His turning is marked by a memory of sexual love embod-
ied in his grandmother, to whom he has been sent aft er her husband’s death 
(at a time when “the old ways were ending”) to help her and to provide her 
company. One of their shared activities is to raise chickens hatched in the 
traditional way under a hen, and young Andy loves it. 

Th e evening comes when they put the eggs under a setting hen in the 
henhouse. He is holding the marked eggs in a basket, and Dorie is taking 
them out one by one and putting them under the hen.

“You know, you can just order the chickens from a factory now, and 
they send them to you through the mail.”

“But this is the best way, ain’t it?” He hopes it is, for he loves it.
“It’s the cheapest. And the oldest. It’s been done this way for a long 

time.”
“How long, do you reckon?”
“Oh, forever.”
She puts the last egg under the hen and strokes her back as she would 

have stroked a baby to sleep. Out the door he can see the red sky in the 
west. And he loves it there in the quiet with her, doing what has been 
done forever.

“I hope we always do it forever,” he says.
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She looks down at him, and smiles, and then suddenly pulls his head 
against her. “Oh, my boy, how far away will you be sometime, remember-
ing this?” (57)

Th is is a motivating memory for Andy because it has come to shape his desire 
in a direction and purpose that gives his life its meaning. It is an erotic mem-
ory, a memory of love and sexual begetting that involves one who has “begot-
ten” him, not only biologically but spiritually. It is also, of course, a remem-
bered vision of beauty and the beautiful, an insemination that gives birth 
much later to his loving return, here at his limit. Th is memory is rooted in an 
imagination off ered him in a pattern of community choosing and member-
ship that has claimed him in aff ection, that he himself has chosen to become 
answerable to, and that continues to hold him. Andy’s father, Wheeler, who 
himself returned from urban exile to the farm because he wanted “to see good 
pastures, and the cattle coming to the spring in the evening to drink,” has 
taught his son to see this beauty: “ ‘Look,’ he says, . . . ‘If that won’t move a 
man, what will move him? It’s like a woman. It’ll keep you awake at night.’ ” 
Th ere is a spiritual awareness present in this erotic imagination that binds the 
visible realm to what is beyond the visible, and yet is mediated always in fl esh. 
It calls Andy back to the community of love he has abandoned, in the memo-
ry of touch, his grandmother’s and others.’ “Help us,” says Nathan Coulter as 
he looks straight at the handicapped Andy, taking hold of his right forearm 
and giving a little tug. “Boy? Th e sun’s up”—the words accompanied by his 
grandfather’s old fi ngers prodding his shoulder and breastbone through the 
covers, a gesture in which Andy also remembers standing over his own sleep-
ing son to wake him to live in the new day (68, 69, 49).

Th rough these erotic memories that cry out to Andy from the depths, he 
is able to remember himself and come to awareness of the life history of his 
soul—itself a tangle of embodied, remembered relations in which he may dis-
cern again, if he pays attention in aff ection, the true direction of his desire and 
longing for wholeness. In these memories—which relate him not only to his 
particular past but to “the shining land, the land beyond, which many travel-
ers have seen, but never reached. . . . the fl ashing waves and wings, the glory 
that moves all things resplendent everywhere” (59; cf. 48)—Andy meets his 
own life and fi nds that “he is held, though he does not hold. He is caught up 
again in the old pattern of entrances: of minds into minds, minds into places, 
places into minds. Th e pattern limits and complicates him, singling him out 
in his own fl esh” (57–58). Andy meets his own life, eternally signifi cant with-
in the incarnate terms within which it is given; claimed by love, in body and 
soul, he is able to recover his purpose, to return again to live out the truth of 
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the erotic relation with wholeness, with all that is, in all of his wounded par-
tialness. It is here that redemption may be mysteriously, sacramentally found 
and received.

Th e Body Rejoined: Bridal
Andy, having turned in penitence away from the hopeless self-pity and self-
isolation that has driven him from his community and from himself, must 
return in penitence to the embodied attachments of his soul’s loves. He must 
come home, moving “in the pattern of a succession of such returns” (66), as 
his father the prodigal before him, as he and his wife, Flora, had done early in 
their marriage, to his native country that now dwells in such visible cultural 
decline. Th e fulfi llment of his freedom lies not in being liberated from the 
burdens and suff erings of love, the bonds of aff ection, but in giving himself 
away again in trust to his loved ones. Th e life he has been given and the hold 
to which he will remain answerable is possible only by trust—“all has de-
pended upon trust”:

And then he failed his trust and his choice, and now has chosen again, 
again on trust. He has made again the choice he has made before, as 
blindly as before. How could he have thought that it would be any diff er-
ent? How could he have imagined that he might ever know enough to 
choose? As Flora seems to have known and never doubted, as he sees, 
one cannot know enough to trust. To trust is simply to give oneself; the 
giving is the future, for which there is no evidence. And once given, the 
self cannot be taken back, whatever the evidence (110).

Th e sexual and sacramental heart of community life is the pledge of love “un-
til death,” a momentous “giving themselves away” in a joining that no law or 
contract could ever enjoin.24

In contrast to the sexuality of the global industrial economy rooted in the 
contractual politics of commodifi ed possessions and litigation, the sexuality 
of community as Berry defi nes it is rooted in the trust of marriage and its 
leitourgia—the visible and social cultivation of the works of love. As both 
Plato and Saint Paul believed, a society that is litigiously dependent upon 
courts and lawyers for its justice and well-being is already in serious crisis. 
Paul admonishes the Corinthian community, “In fact, to have lawsuits at all 
with one another is already a defeat for you,” precisely because it signals an 
absence of trust and the burgeoning pursuit of narrow self-interest.25 Th ose 
liturgically bound in the sacraments of love may not aff ord to be thus liti-
giously “liberated” from the communal disciplines of aff ection and loyalty, 
lest they fi nd they have become alienated selves in a shared world character-
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ized by suspicion, competition, and violence where all human eye contact has 
become uncomfortable, indeed dangerously untrustworthy.26

It could be no surprise to Berry that Paul’s letter to the Corinthians dis-
cusses sex, lawsuits, and economic matters as if they were intimately inter-
related. Th at is precisely what a sacramental imagination should expect: “Do 
you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit which you have 
from God, and that you are not your own?”27 Such an imagination may not 
be acquisitive, for it does not live in the world as if it were a storehouse of 
commodities to be possessed: “What do you have that you did not receive? 
And if you received it, why do you boast as if it were not a gift ?” (4:7). Th e 
body itself is, for Paul, not private or individual property, but a gift  given in 
the service of the divine glory that indwells it and in which each part is re-
lated to all others. Th is gift  may therefore only be enacted in membership: for 
Paul, membership in the messianic body celebrated in the Eucharist, the fes-
tival of paschal self-giving (5:8). Hence in Paul’s controversial instructions 
about marriage (7:1ff ), as in his comments about porneia and lawsuits, his 
primary point is that a human being ought not to treat one’s self—whether 
one’s body or one’s possessions—as if it were one’s “own” or worse, one’s “own 
thing.” Th is is to violate the meaning of creation as the gift  of God to which 
all creatures are joined “as if not” (hos me) possessing it (7:29ff ). Th is is not 
to say that the material world is less meaningful than the spiritual because it 
is “passing away.” To the contrary, Paul’s point is that the material is truly it-
self only when it selfl essly bears the mysterious movement of God within it. 
It is precisely for this reason that he gives so much attention to material bodi-
ly matters.

Such a sacramental imagination is not morally simplistic, as Paul’s discus-
sion of the question regarding the eating of food sacrifi ced to idols indicates. 
Contrary to many conventional moralistic discussions of “the strong” and 
“the weak,” Paul does not resolve this issue with respect to doctrinal formula-
tions or the superiority of moral insight. “Knowledge puff s up, but love builds 
up. Anyone who claims to know something does not yet have the necessary 
knowledge; but anyone who loves God is known by God” (8:1b–3). An appeal 
to knowledge as a spiritual possession is no less idolatrous, no less a violation 
of spiritual embodiment than are litigious claims, porneia, and greed. In the 
case of food, it is the presumption that we humans have rights (moral, eco-
nomic, or political) based on possessed knowledge of the true nature of things 
that is problematic, whether that knowledge be sacralising or secularizing 
(notice the complex reversals in 1 Corinthians 8–10 that subvert the knowl-
edge claims of both the strong and the weak). Food is a mysterious divine gift , 
and when it is treated either as a commodity (a “mere” possession, the prod-
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uct of our intellectual and technical knowledge) or as a sacral object (and as-
cribed a fetishistic power that mediates false godlike claims to cultural au-
thority) it becomes a weapon of violence against the eucharistic body—real 
people (and, one might add, the real creation that God alone names good) for 
whom Christ has off ered himself: “Th erefore, dear friends, fl ee from the wor-
ship of idols. . . . Th e bread that we break, is it not a sharing in the body of 
Christ? Because there is one bread, we who are many are one body, for we all 
partake of the one bread” (10:14ff ). Th e only possible way of sharing in this 
sacramental body is to partake of the gift s of creation with thankfulness (“for 
the earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof ”) and in a manner that seeks 
not one’s own advantage, but that of the other, the many others, to whom one 
is joined in membership. Th is is “to do everything for the glory of God.”

How does this relate to the exile and return of Andy Catlett in Berry’s 
Remembering? It is a vision of divine glory, “the glory that moves all things 
resplendent everywhere,”28 that stands at the culminating point of Andy’s turn, 
and it is a vision not of knowledge but of love to which he again gives himself 
completely in trust. He gives himself back to that partial mortal body “whose 
love has claimed him forever. He will be partial, and he will die; he will live out 
the truth of that. Th ough he does not hold, he is held.”29 He is held in the love 
that, Paul says, “never ends,” that “does not insist on its own way . . . is not ir-
ritable or resentful,” that “bears all things [ta panta], believes all things, hopes 
all things, endures all things.”30 Th e glory of this love is no abstraction, no pi-
ous formula. It is that which moves Andy’s soul and toward which he turns 
again in penitential trust—both in prayer, the unceasing prayer of his soul dur-
ing his journey back home, and in deed as he gives himself again in nuptial 
trust to Flora, the Harford Place, and the membership of Port William. It is 
only as he asks Flora’s forgiveness that he will once again be able to meet her 
eyes.31 Citing in prayer the words of the penitential Psalm 51, “Have mercy 
upon me, O God, aft er thy great goodness,” Andy envisions Flora giving herself 
to him again in mysterious power as a bride: “a gift  to him such as he did not 
know, such as would not be known until the death that they would promise to 
meet together had been met, and so perhaps never to be known in this world,” 
and he is overwhelmed by a gratitude “as if not his own.”32

In Berry’s telling, this nuptial event upon which households are founded 
in self-giving trust that also makes possible the shalom of living communities 
is above all a sacramental act, a participation in the “sabbath peace” that is the 
beauty of all creation. Giving himself again in penitential trust to the immor-
tal dance that gathers up all mortal creatures into the completeness of the di-
vine “all in all” (ta panta en pasin),33 Andy is given a vision of the movement 
of the eternal in time:
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And now above and beyond the birds’ song, Andy hears a more distant 
singing, whether of voices or instruments, sounds or words, he cannot 
tell. . . . He understands presently that he is hearing the light. . . . Th e light’s 
music resounds and shines in the air and over the countryside, drawing 
everything into the infi nite, sensed but mysterious pattern of its harmony. 
From every tree and leaf, grass blade, stone, bird, and beast, it is answered 
and again answers in return. Th e creatures sing back their names. . . . Th ey 
sing their being. Th e world sings. Th e sky sings back. It is one song, the 
song of the many members of one love, the whole song sung and to be 
sung, resounding, in each of its moments. And it is light.34

Th is vision comes to him in darkness (“now we see in a mirror darkly”35) but 
this darkness is very diff erent from the dark hotel room that opens the novel 
in which Andy dreams his hellish nightmare of his and the world’s diminish-
ment. Th is is the darkness of human longing for God, for the wholeness of all 
creation, for what cannot be humanly known or named. And in this darkness 
in which the human self is emptied of its own dominating intentions, Andy 
himself and by extension all creation may be reshaped, mysteriously and won-
drously reborn. In this place, as if through the eye of Heaven itself, Andy is 
able to see “Port William and its countryside as he never saw or dreamed 
them, the signs everywhere upon them of the care of a longer love than any 
who have lived there have ever imagined.”36

Th ere is present here a vision of the resurrection of the body, the resur-
rected body of “all things” and therefore also of the particular body of the Port 
William membership, “in the peace of a sabbath profound and bright.”37 Th e 
experience of the sacramental body dwells in sacramental vision, a vision that 
moves beyond what it knows as “its own” in an imagination of boundless love. 
Only the recovery of such an imagination in the lived experience of particular 
persons and places will enable our culture to move beyond the destructive 
fantasies and superstitions of the one-night stand, whether of the industrial-
agriculture or the industrial-sex variety. Wendell Berry’s literary corpus edu-
cates our aff ections in such a vision of the miracle of life mysteriously created 
and re-created by divine gift . For this we give thanks.
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A Practical 
Education:
Wendell Berry
the Professor

Morris A. Grubbs

SITTING IN a small circle of graduate students at the University of Kentucky 
in spring 1988, I entered into a conversation whose questions and attempts at 
answers are timeless. Th ey continue to serve humanity more essentially, more 
pressingly, with each passing day. Th e course was “Readings in Agriculture”; 
the students were mostly in graduate programs of agriculture and English; the 
professor was Wendell Berry. Focusing on the links between culture and na-
ture, we read selections by seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century 
British poets and twentieth-century British and American agriculturalists. 
Reading them for pleasure and instruction—and for encouragement, as our 
professor insisted—we noted several recurring ideas. Central among them 
was nature as teacher and judge, a nature not global or abstract but local and 
specifi c, or, in Alexander Pope’s words, “the genius of the place.” A set of crit-
ical and practical questions emerged from our conversations with the texts 
and with each other: What is humanity’s proper relationship to nature? What 
is the most appropriate scale of the relationship? What is the extent of the hu-
man right to use gift s of the natural world? What happens when humans fail 
to balance use with return? What is it that humans can do, and what mustn’t 
they do? Th ese questions became our mantra. And, although I didn’t fully 
realize it until semester’s end (for our professor mentioned his own published 
writing only once, when he surprised us near the end of the course by hand-
ing us each a gift  copy of Th e Unsettling of America), they are the core ques-
tions that Wendell Berry’s life and work attempt to answer.

Just as he is as a farmer, a neighbor, and a writer, Berry as a professor was 
concerned foremostly with the local and the practical issues of a problem. His 
grounded thinking was one of his great professorial traits. Th e elements of the 
text—words, images, settings, and the like—were crucial to interpretation, 
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certainly. But what was paramount to him were the patterns within and con-
nections between texts that pointed to didactic themes. What he watched for 
in his reading, and taught us to watch for, are the ways a text intersects with 
the practical and ethical life. Th e supreme concern in our conversations was 
how a piece of literature affi  rms principles of sustainable living, how it in-
structs human beings for a harmonious relationship with nature and with 
each other. Th rough this lens we read Edmund Spenser’s Mutabilitie Cantos, 
John Milton’s Comus, William Shakespeare’s As You Like It, Alexander Pope’s 
“Epistle to the Earl of Burlington,” William Wordsworth’s “Michael,” and oth-
er poems. Our literary readings were coupled with selections from the work 
of more recent agricultural writers: F. H. King’s Farmers of Forty Centuries, Sir 
Albert Howard’s Th e Soil and Health and An Agricultural Testament, J. Russell 
Smith’s Tree Crops, Wes Jackson’s New Roots for Agriculture, and an essay by 
Gene Logsdon in Meeting the Expectations of the Land. What we realized by 
this rare and fruitful juxtaposition is that the modern scientifi c agrarian writ-
ers are trying to answer in very practical ways many of the same haunting 
questions that had preoccupied the earlier poets. Even our term-paper topics 
were to be governed by practical questions—issues of scale, pollution, fertility, 
nutrition, community, economy, education, the city, stewardship, and so forth. 
In short, it was the practical value of literature that he steered us toward. And 
for some of us this was a welcomed, refreshing approach to reading and inter-
preting texts. Leaving our schools of literary theory—and much of the jargon 
—at the door, we managed to see the texts in a new and clearer light. With a 
poet, fi ctionist, essayist, and fi ft h-generation farmer as our guide, we tapped 
into ancient truths previously hidden to many of us.

When I began my doctoral work two years later, I took a second course 
with Professor Berry, “Th e Pastoral.” Like “Readings in Agriculture,” this 
course explored the links between culture and nature, but this time we fo-
cused exclusively on literary texts, among them Shakespeare’s King Lear, 
Andrew Marvell’s Upon Appleton House, Th omas Hardy’s Tess of the 
d’Urbervilles, and E. M. Forster’s Howard’s End. We watched closely the small 
cast of characters who serve as conduits between culture and nature—those 
who have an unusual intimacy with the natural world, gained by working 
closely with the earth, or by having a spiritual kinship with it, or both. Th e 
writers our professor selected, like so many other great writers, shared a deep 
respect for the profound mysteries at work in the relationship between human 
beings and nature. And yet in our readings we were encouraged by the discov-
ery that human beings do not achieve harmony simply by turning toward 
nature or by seeking to be “natural”; they achieve it through a combination of 
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cultivating a meaningful relationship with nature and exercising the virtues of 
loving companionship, compassion, and self-restraint.

Th ese virtues, of course, are at the very heart of Berry’s own writing, espe-
cially in his fi ctional world of Port William. It is clear to me now, as I look 
back at these courses and aft er having read all of his books, that he arrived at 
his conclusions about nature and humanity by living in his community, work-
ing on his farm, and essaying the old questions himself. Certainly, many of the 
virtues he values most are perpetuated in the literary and biblical traditions, 
which he knows well. But his own understanding of the complexity of hu-
manity and of the vitality of these virtues is predominantly practical. He is as 
authentic as any writer and any teacher could ever hope to be. His frame of 
reference is his membership in his home community; his line of thinking 
moves in one direction—from the particular to the general, from the local to 
the universal. In the hands of some writers and teachers, this dogged empha-
sis on the local might be labeled “regionalism” or “local color,” terms some-
times used dismissively. But, like the work of so many of the world’s great 
writers, Berry’s is at once grounded and transcendent. Perhaps this is one 
reason he was so eff ective as a teacher: he taught us to read like such a writer, 
one authentically and passionately bound to the local world, one deeply in-
vested in its practical life, and one fully appreciating this local fi delity in the 
broad spectrum of humanity.

Even his decision to return to the classroom at the University of Kentucky 
was in service to the practical arts. He had left  the university in 1977 aft er hav-
ing taught creative writing since 1964. On his return in 1987, his new agree-
ment was to teach the graduate-level agricultural and pastoral literature 
courses and “Composition for Teachers,” a course for English-education ma-
jors focusing on the technical competencies of nonfi ction writing, mainly ex-
position, persuasion, and argument. His roots as an English teacher were in 
both expository writing and imaginative writing. He had begun his teaching 
career in 1957 as a freshman writing instructor at Georgetown College in 
Kentucky, and two years later served as a creative writing instructor at Stanford 
University in California. Between 1962 and 1964 he had served as director of 
freshman composition at the University College of New York University in the 
Bronx. During his last span of service as a professor at the University of 
Kentucky (1987–1993), he returned to his “composition” roots with his prefer-
ence for teaching nonfi ction writing. It was clear by then, too, that he preferred 
teaching students who would likely fi nd work in practical service to others in 
small communities, such as schoolteachers and traditional agriculturalists.

In Professor Berry’s classroom, “practical” translated into “useful,” “di-
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rect,” and “clear,” but it never meant “easy.” Berry was an exacting teacher. 
Precision pencil in hand, he would meticulously edit our submitted prose 
with an eye toward pruning overgrown sentences, cutting needless words, 
and improving readability. We felt his exacting nature most acutely when he 
graded and returned our quizzes. In “Readings in Agriculture,” he would ask 
us to write a one-sentence answer to a question on an assigned reading or an 
idea in the previous class discussion (later, in “Th e Pastoral,” he allowed a 
three-sentence answer). Directing us to be straightforward, clear, and, of 
course, correct in substance and language use, he would give us approximate-
ly twenty minutes to compose our response. Th e fi rst quiz was a disaster for 
most of the class, including me, mainly because we were not accustomed to 
writing, much less thinking, so directly and precisely. His quizzes demanded  
archerlike strength and accuracy, and we had to get in shape and practice. 
Focusing our minds to make every sentence and every word matter, we tried 
our best to rise to our teacher’s challenge. Some of our sentences even came 
close to the mark. Of all of the skills I practiced as a graduate student, this skill 
of achieving directness and accuracy—this astonishingly practical but diffi  -
cult skill—is the single most valuable one to me as a writer and a teacher.

Th e summer aft er completing my fi rst class with Professor Berry, I de-
cided to try to go home again, despite Th omas Wolfe’s famous edict. In fall 
1988, I continued my graduate work at Western Kentucky University in 
Bowling Green, about an hour from where I grew up on a small farm near 
Burkesville, Kentucky. I devoured as many of Professor Berry’s books as I 
could get into my hands. Th e Long-Legged House, A Place on Earth, A Continu-
ous Harmony, Th e Memory of Old Jack, Collected Poems, Standing by Words—
all of these stand out as milestones in my life. I completed my master’s degree 
with a thesis titled “Traditional Farming as Metaphor: Wendell Berry’s Cyclic 
Vision.” While I explored the omnipresence of the wheel of life in the poetry 
and nonfi ction, my impetus was to read Professor Berry’s work through the 
lens of what I had learned in his class about the weblike connections between 
culture and nature. It also was a way for me to test further the skills of practi-
cal reading and writing I had learned from the author himself. My education 
was working. Placing my sentences in the company of Berry’s was and still is 
humbling—a great means of continuing my education.

I count myself among the truly fortunate to have encountered Professor 
Berry, especially since I enrolled in his fi rst class by chance and without know-
ing anything about him or his books. Today, I teach his work every chance I 
get; I fi nd in it a mind passionately and sensibly engaged with our culture’s 
and the world’s most pressing problems, and a voice steadfast and reassuring. 
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My students need to hear such a voice, one weighted by worry but lift ed, at 
crucial times, by humor.

If only my students could hear his laugh, so hearty and genuine, which I 
occasionally heard echoing through the halls of the University of Kentucky’s 
English department, they too would feel the old promise of reassurance and 
endurance. I am certain of it.
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      Th e world
is a holy vision, had we clarity
to see it—a clarity that men
depend on men to make.
—Wendell Berry, “Th e Mad Farmer Manifesto: Th e First Amendment”

Lov is the true Means by which the World is Enjoyed. Our Lov to others, 
and Others Lov to us. We ought therfore above all Th ings to get acquainted 
with the Nature of Lov. For Lov is the Root and Foundation of Nature: Lov 
is the Soul of Life, and Crown of Rewards. If we cannot be satisfi ed in the 
Nature of Lov we can never be satisfi ed at all. 
—Th omas Traherne, Centuries of Meditations II, 62

IT DOES NOT take long for readers of Wendell Berry’s work to fi nd them-
selves in a personal conundrum. First, there is usually the admission that his 
diagnosis of our cultural ills is in many respects correct and that his critique 
of the industrial mind and its economy is lucid and persuasive. For many, 
Berry is so compelling precisely because he draws our attention to what (on 
closer investigation) is obvious and decent but has been forgotten or over-
looked: that we live through the kindnesses and sacrifi ces of others; that our 
embodiment necessarily and benefi cially ties us to agricultural/ecological 
cycles; that an economy based on unrestricted competition fi nally ends in war 
and mutual destruction; that health is a feature of the wholeness of our mem-
berships in social and biological communities of life and death; that we are 
the benefi ciaries of traditions of memory, insight, and wisdom; and that eat-
ing is fi nally a sacramental act. Berry has clearly tapped into a widespread 
sentiment that our culture is deeply fl awed because of its denial and destruc-
tion of the many good sources of life. We need a better way, a way that pre-
serves, promotes, and celebrates the gift  of life.

An Economy of 
Gratitude

Norman Wirzba
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But as readers consider what this better way might entail and how they 
might concretely realize it in their lives, they become much less likely to ac-
cept and implement Berry’s practical recommendations: develop habits of 
accurate memory, patient attention, careful examination, and reverence; prac-
tice fi delity to community and place; shop locally; learn the arts of homemak-
ing and home care; do good work that is durable and beautiful and that 
honors the sources and recipients of the work; become responsible for other 
living human beings; and learn the art of the minimum. Berry is clear that 
none of these recommendations requires that we become farmers—we can 
adopt agrarian responsibilities without moving “back to the land.” Even so, 
many balk at the prospect of realigning their practical lives according to agrar-
ian priorities and ways.

Th is, then, is our conundrum: How can we accept the agrarian diagnosis as 
a comprehensive and compelling critique of our culture but reject the prescribed 
agrarian treatment? We cannot explain the incongruity between thought and 
action by arguing that Berry’s recommendations do not adequately or directly 
address the problems he so clearly describes. Fidelity to place and community, 
including the complex rearrangement of priorities and practices this fi delity re-
quires, is simply the proper response to the fragmentation, isolation, ennui, and 
ignorance that are the roots of our destructiveness. Th e development of an af-
fectionate or sympathetic mind, a mind that is committed to the preservation 
and nurturing of the good (no matter how small), is clearly the urgent priority 
for a culture dominated by cost-benefi t analysis, profi tability, and economic 
utility. Why, then, our resistance to ways we “know” to be better for us?

Part of an answer to this very complex question depends on our seeing 
how the American political climate has shift ed from what Michael Sandel 
calls a classical “republican” to a modern “liberal” philosophical point of view. 
According to republican political theory, being part of a democracy entails 
citizen participation in self-rule and collective deliberation about the com-
mon good. “It requires a knowledge of public aff airs and also a sense of be-
longing, a concern for the whole, a moral bond with the community whose 
fate is at stake.” Liberal political philosophy, on the other hand, which has 
gained the ascendancy in the last fi ft y years or so (and is well represented in 
both American political parties), maintains that governments should be neu-
tral with respect to the good of life. Government “should provide a framework 
of rights that respects persons as free and independent selves, capable of 
choosing their own values and ends.”1 On this view, no one can tell us how to 
live and what goals to choose because we are autonomous beings, unencum-
bered by the needs or claims of others.
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Th is recent political and cultural development is so striking because it 
represents a radical departure from earlier traditions that founded civic life 
on training in moral virtue. A good society must inculcate in its members a 
sense for the supreme collective good in life, and then provide the practical 
conditions for its attainment. Personal freedom, in this context, is worked 
out with constant reference to common need and the common good. We, on 
the other hand, live in a consumer culture in which all claimed “goods” are 
on a shelf competing for market share. As consumers we are in charge of 
what will count as a good for us. Our individual right to choose our own 
ends in life (the primary role of governments is now to secure such autono-
my) trumps any claim to a common good. Indeed, many of us, doubting the 
possibility of widespread agreement on what the supreme good is, would 
have considerable trouble envisioning how a public discussion on the com-
mon good might even begin.

One of Berry’s defi nitive contributions is to have shown us that the dream 
of an unencumbered autonomous life is false and delusional. We are not self-
determining gods whose livelihoods require no regard for ecological or social 
circumstance. As embodied creatures who eat, drink, and breathe, we are nec-
essarily and benefi cially connected to natural habitats, myriads of (large and 
microscopically small) organisms, and the evolutionary processes that sustain 
us all: because we live in and through fl esh we undoubtedly also live in soil. As 
social beings who converse, plan, argue, and celebrate, we clearly depend on 
others to nurture us into adulthood and to equip us with tools of language 
and understanding and with gift s of friendship and purpose. If we truly are 
moral beings, then we are beholden to and accountable for these biological 
and cultural contexts that give us life. Quite rightly, therefore, Berry con-
cludes: “Th ere is, in practice, no such thing as autonomy. Practically, there is 
only a distinction between responsible and irresponsible dependence.”2 We 
are all implicated in the living of one another and could not possibly survive 
or thrive alone.

Th is fact of our mutual implication and need for one another can be a 
source of joy. But it can also be perceived as an unwelcome burden because it 
raises in a profound manner the need for self-restraint, or, as Berry puts it in 
Life Is a Miracle, submission to the demands of propriety. All life is costly and 
precious because it is secured on the basis of cycles of life and death: in order 
for an organism to eat and grow, others must die. Human beings, however, are 
unique in this web of life because we can discern whether our eating and 
growing are extravagant and wasteful or unnecessarily destructive. We can 
contemplate, based on careful consideration and regard for our life-giving 
neighborhoods, whether the patterns of our living can be justifi ed as contrib-
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uting to a common good. In this possibility we see our nobility. In its refusal 
we witness our mutual ruin.

Th e signs of ruin, though always having been visible to the sensitive and 
astute, have now become too numerous to hide or ignore. We see this in erod-
ed topsoil, degraded watersheds, extinct species, abandoned rural communi-
ties, and anxious and abused workers. Clearly, we have not suffi  ciently exer-
cised our moral responsibility to consider, understand, and then order our 
living in ways that would contribute to the health and vitality of us all, or that 
would encourage the celebration of the many gift s we enjoy and can be to one 
another. We have not restrained our desires so as to be in sympathetic align-
ment with the limits and possibilities of our natural and cultural homes. We 
have not resisted greed and pride. We have not paused long enough from our 
self-serving ways to show gratitude, and then see in our gratitude the basis of 
and inspiration for a more responsible, convivial life together. Our lack of re-
straint and our want of joy suggest a failure of humanity.

Th e problem, of course, is that we all chafe at the prospect of personal 
restraint. Th ough we may at times acknowledge our status as fi nite, depen-
dent, and mortal beings, we easily succumb to pretensions of infi nity, inde-
pendence, and immortality. What we need, then, are ways that will lead us 
into the discipline of restraint and, in so doing, help us recover what is vital 
about our humanity—namely, our necessary and benefi cial entanglement in 
the vast web of life we call creation. As creatures we need to be able to iden-
tify limits and interdependencies, take up forms of living that respect and 
nurture our social and biological homes, and develop perceptual habits that 
encourage us to see our multiple interdependencies not as a burden but as a 
joy. At issue is the prospect of a culture that affi  rms, promotes, and celebrates 
what is truly our most supreme and common good: the health and vitality of 
all life together. Can we envision and then realize communities where we 
spontaneously dance and sing, or take pleasure in small profi tless things, or 
fi nd the time for Sabbath rest and wonder?

For this eff ort we can do no better than to cultivate an economy of grati-
tude. Before proceeding to a description of the defi ning marks of such an 
economy—aff ection, attention, delight, kindness, praise, conviviality, and re-
pentance—and the appropriate steps that will lead us to its realization, we 
need to be more aware of how our current economy works against gratitude. 
We must note not only the relative absence of genuine thanksgiving in our 
society but the systemic, widespread ingratitude that economic “success” ne-
cessitates. Without an accurate assessment of where we now are, we will have 
diffi  culty arriving at where we want to go.

Th e causes of our ingratitude are multiple and have been described from 
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a variety of angles. One of these has been to note that in a consumerist culture 
the focus and identity of individuals rest primarily on what they can purchase. 
“Personal style” and institutional “branding” are features of commodities ac-
quired and then displayed, images packaged and presented, to others. As 
popular culture now shows, we increasingly turn to commodities to help us 
navigate among the key issues of public debate—what we do and the ordering 
of our priorities are increasingly features of what we can aff ord and what com-
panies (most clearly in the form of corporate sponsorships) make available to 
us as “viable options.”

Given that meaning and personal identity are made so dependent on 
what we possess, the potential for ingratitude grows on many levels. First, 
there is the growing resentment among the underclass that their lives do not 
count very much because they do not have the purchasing power to put them 
on a competitive stylistic footing with the wealthy. If a “successful” identity is 
a feature of what we own, then poverty severely impairs our ability to be equal 
participants in communities and institutions. Sensing their inequality, their 
relative unworth in the eyes of their wealthy counterparts, the “nickled and 
dimed” among us become resentful and ungrateful for their lot. Th e wealthy, 
however, are not much better off . Perhaps sensing the growing resentment 
among the underclass, they cannot really enjoy their wealth for fear that it is 
at risk, and so must devote ample resources to protect their possessions.

Ingratitude, however, is not primarily a problem of poverty itself. In fact, 
it is well known that in preconsumerist, predominantly rural cultures, the 
poor show many more signs of gratitude than the wealthy in our culture do 
today. We know this because of their readiness to show delight and their ca-
pacity to be more generous with themselves and their possessions. Th eir gen-
erosity is, in fact, directly related to the recognition that they subsist through 
the gift s of the earth and one another. It is, therefore, more accurate to say that 
ingratitude is less a feature of poverty than it is a feature of the specifi cally 
consumerist trend to form identity and measure self-worth in terms of what 
we own.

What this means is that, whether we are rich or poor, the extent to which 
we buy into the consumerist mentality will determine the rate and the sever-
ity of our ingratitude. Given that consumerism dominates the economies of 
the developed world (we are now told by our national leaders that the best 
thing we can do for our economies is to shop), we should not be surprised to 
fi nd that most of us, verbal pretensions notwithstanding, exhibit in our prac-
tical living profound ingratitude. Whether out of a deep-rooted personal in-
security or the competitive drive to be better than the next person, few of us 
feel that we can rest in the drive to have more. Feeling the vulnerability of our 
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worth if we do not purchase yet one more commodity, and sensing the cheap-
ness of many acquired “goods,” we stay on the consumerism treadmill, unable 
to get off . We are thus easy prey for advertisers and creditors who aim to keep 
us unhappy and ungrateful by telling us that what we currently possess is not 
good enough, particularly when compared to the fl ash of the new and im-
proved product. Aft er all, why should we be deeply grateful for objects that 
have so little intrinsic or abiding value?

While it is important that we not lose sight of the power of consumerism 
in promoting ingratitude among us, there is a more fundamental feature of our 
current economic life that contributes directly to our malaise. Th ough not dis-
cussed nearly enough in public debate, one of the merits of Berry’s agrarian 
critique of culture is to have shown us that in our economic lives we operate in 
an immense, thick cloud of ignorance and blindness. Consumerism, of course, 
encourages this trend because the relationships between consumers and the 
world are so attenuated—we connect with others (products, producers, the 
sources of production) not on the level of sustained, practical, or personal in-
vestment but through the ease and ephemerality of the credit-card swipe. 
Never before have so many people lived in ignorance about the requirements 
and costs of biological and social life. Th e extent of our ignorance and naïveté 
are directly relevant to the prospect of developing an economy of gratitude. Put 
simply, we cannot be grateful for what we do not know intimately.

In the essay “Th e Whole Horse” Berry describes our culture and economy 
as patterned on “the one-night stand.” What he means is that in an industrial 
economy, relationships of signifi cance or meaning have been severed even as 
the pursuit of pleasure or satisfaction intensifi es. For instance, in a one-night 
stand buyers and sellers do not really know one another before the event. 
Th ey enter into it more or less anonymously and then commit to stay away 
from one another, and deny all consequences, aft er the transaction is complete. 
In a similar manner, consumers and producers have almost no understanding 
of one another. If they come together at all, they do so in a highly tangential 
way, mediated by several hands, each claiming a part of the transaction cost. 
Consumers do not know because they are anonymously exchanging favors in 
the dark: they do not see, share in, or care about the contexts in which the 
purchased good was made. Th ey have little appreciation for the complete 
costs to communities and habitats that are associated with production, be-
cause products (especially in global markets) are made far away from the 
point of consumption. For instance, when food travels an average of 1,300 
miles from factory-farm gate to dinner plate, consumers really have no idea if 
farmworkers, animals, soils, watersheds, rural communities, factory workers, 
truckers, and grocery-store employees were handled or compensated in a hu-
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mane, healthy, and just manner. As consumers all we really know is that to-
day’s price is higher (or lower) than yesterday’s. Our consumption of the food, 
facilitated by the ease of a fi nancial transaction, occurs in a cloud of ignorance 
and anonymity. Today’s food economy takes place in a dark hotel room.

Our ignorance, besides leading to considerable economic injustice and 
ecological destruction, feeds directly into our ingratitude, what Berry calls 
our “persistent want of satisfaction.” Because we do not have meaningful his-
tories with producers and products, histories built upon relationships of un-
derstanding, sympathy, aff ection, and long-term commitment, we do not 
cherish the things we buy or see in them any deep value or beauty. Producers, 
in turn, having little direct contact with the consumers who purchase what 
they make or provide (and thus being unable to see how their work improves 
or impairs consumers’ lives, to say nothing about the health of the places of 
production), have much less reason to invest themselves in their work, to treat 
the elements and processes of work with aff ection and care. Th e result, oft en-
times, is shoddy work or work done for no honorable purpose. “Th e global 
economy institutionalizes a global ignorance, in which producers and con-
sumers cannot know or care about one another, and in which the histories of 
all products will be lost. In such a circumstance, the degradation of products 
and places, producers and consumers, is inevitable.”3 In a context such as this 
there is little room for gratitude or appreciation for the costly and precious 
nature of life.

If we were not in such a fog of ignorance, what would we see? For starters 
we would have to come to grips with the fact that for too long humans have 
thrived at the expense of their biological and social communities. As Berry 
rightly maintains, human economies, for the most part, have succeeded by 
“invading and pillaging” the sources of life and by twisting the very patterns 
of order and stability to our advantage. We have rarely been attentive to or 
deeply loved—and thus have not responsibly settled—the places we have 
been, treating them instead as resources that are to be used up for our benefi t. 
As our penchant to pit the elements of creation against one another in com-
petitive struggle clearly shows, we have not acted enough on the eternal truth 
that in the order of creation, what Berry calls the “Great Economy,” “each part 
stands for the whole and is joined to it; the whole is present in the part and is 
its health.”4 Each member of creation, in other words, is indispensable for the 
health of the whole. Our capacity to exploit and degrade is so systemic and 
deep that we should all give in to despair were it not for the few examples in 
our history of communities that have lived responsibly and charitably upon 
the earth and with one another.

It would be a mistake, however, to keep our vision focused only or pri-
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marily on our destructive ways. No doubt, we need to be honest about our 
past by not hiding what we have done. We need to face our terrible potential 
to infl ict pain. But there is so much more to see: most important, a vision of 
the world as holy. Th omas Traherne, a seventeenth-century poet whom Berry 
admires, put it this way:

You never Enjoy the World aright, till you so lov the Beauty of Enjoying 
it, that you are Covetous and Earnest to Persuade others to Enjoy it. And 
so perfectly hate the Abominable Corruption of Men in Despising it, that 
you had rather suff er the fl ames of Hell then willingly be guilty of their 
Error. Th ere is so much Blindness, Ingratitud, and Damned folly in it. 
Th e World is a Mirror of infi nit Beauty, yet no Man sees it. It is a Temple 
of Majesty yet no Man regards it. It is a Region of Light and Peace, did 
not Men Disquiet it. It is the Paradice of God.5

Traherne, much like Berry, is convinced that we are blind to this world as the 
“paradice of God.” In our practical living we clearly show that we are not much 
impressed or informed by the multitude of gift s—water, soil, sunshine, photo-
synthesis, fl owers, earthworms, bees, honey, parental self-sacrifi ce, friendship, 
hospitality, and the gift s of song and dance—that make life possible and a joy. 
We prefer the hyperbolic fl ash, speed, and explosiveness of virtual worlds of our 
own making (and unmaking). What we need to appreciate, however, is that our 
blindness is not simply physical. In the poem “Walking” Traherne says:

To walk abroad is, not with Eys,
But Th oughts, the Fields to see and prize;
Els may the silent Feet,
Like logs of Wood,
Mov up and down, and see no Good,
Nor Joy nor Glory meet . . .
To walk is by a Th ought to go;
To mov in Spirit to and fro;
To mind the Good we see;
To taste the Sweet;
Observing all the things we meet
How choice and rich they be.6

What Berry and Traherne fear is that we have lost, or are in the process of los-
ing, the capacity to see the good in things. Our vision is shallow because it is 
impatient, rushed, or simply clouded by self-interest. With our minds we do 
not prize the joy and glory that are perpetually before us, nor do we suffi  -
ciently taste the sweetness of this life. If we could see to this deep level, what 
we would fi nd, Traherne maintains, is unending, inexhaustible love as “the 
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Root and Foundation of Nature.” We would experience the world and all its 
inexplicable gift s as holy. Rushing through life in automobiles and sitting 
through it in climate-controlled buildings, we are incapable of mindfulness, 
the basic ability to attend to the gift s of nurture that everywhere surround us.

It is important to stress how the structure of our practical living forms an 
impediment to this profound vision and experience. Suburban, computer, au-
tomobile life, characterized as it is by anonymity and separation from the 
world outside, does not foster well enough the neighborhood sense of belong-
ing and commitment that would lead us into a deep encounter or sustained 
engagement with one another. We do not walk. We do not have the practical 
proximity or intimacy with the sources of biological and social well-being to 
appreciate them as gift s. We live, for the most part, with the illusion that what 
we need and what we desire can be procured at the store, through our own 
eff ort, and by the strength and cunning of our hands.

To appreciate the world as a gift  marks a profound transformation in con-
sciousness and a reorientation in the ways we live, for we now no longer wel-
come others as potential possessions or things with which to do whatever we 
want. Th e world is never reducible to things to be taken. Here it is instructive 
to remember that Berry chose as the opening epigraph for Th e Unsettling of 
America the words from Michel de Montaigne: “Who so hath his minde on 
taking, hath it no more on what he hath taken.” Th e clearest indicator that 
another, no matter how small or seemingly insignifi cant, has registered with 
me as a gift  is that it is treasured and cherished. Gift s cannot be taken for 
granted if we see in them the generosity or sacrifi ce of another. Th e expression 
of gratitude is thus at the same time the acknowledgment and the affi  rmation 
of our interdependence, the recognition that for our livelihood we depend 
upon and receive benefi t from the love that is the root of community and 
nature, and is the basis of new possibility and the foundation of our hope. It is 
no wonder, then, that Berry has sought to retrieve the arts of the husbandry 
and wifery of the world, as well as the aff ection and patient attention they 
entail, as our future and most urgent task.

We should recall, however, that to attain to a vision of life as holy and as a 
gift , we need the help of one another to clarify it. In his recent novel, Hannah 
Coulter, as in most all his writing, Berry describes how it is through the af-
fectionate giving of ourselves to a place that the vision of it as holy becomes 
possible. Nathan and Hannah Coulter, newly married, purchase an aban-
doned farm that shows all the signs of neglect. What draws them to this place, 
however, is the promise of possibility and the goodness of grace that is within 
every natural place. It is their love and dedication over the length of years, 
combined with the practical support and wisdom of family, neighbors, and 
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friends, that bring them to the realization that their farm is all they need. Th ey 
have no desire to go to some other place because in their aff ectionate embrace 
of this land, and the sustained hard work this embrace entails, a glimpse of 
heaven dawns upon them. As Hannah puts it, “Th ere is no ‘better place’ than 
this, not in this world. And it is by the place we’ve got, and our love for it and 
our keeping of it, that this world is joined to Heaven.”7 To think that some 
other place will always be better is to have abandoned the potential latent in 
the place in which one is. It is to refuse—and to bear witness to previous re-
fusals of—responsibility and care.

It is unlikely that we will develop Berry’s “holy vision” alone or by our-
selves. We depend on others to sharpen our clarity to see holiness, because 
personal vision is too limited or does not see expansively enough. We need the 
length of generations and the depth of numerous points of view to appreciate 
the full register of our folly and to note the varied potential for celebration and 
joy latent within every life. We need the insight of traditions, the memory of 
communal wisdom—what Berry refers to as “the handing down”—to enlarge 
our minds and widen our sympathies so that we can learn to appreciate the 
vast complex patterns of mutual involvement and help that we are to one an-
other. Only then will the true wealth of the world, what John Ruskin referred 
to as life’s fecundity and mystery, become more apparent to us.

In the practical, mundane, sustained commitment to place and commu-
nity the marks of gratitude mentioned earlier come into clearer focus. 
Attention is vital because so much of the time we engage others not for who or 
what they are but for how we wish them to be. Engagement becomes indistin-
guishable from imposition. Our vision, in other words, perpetually runs the 
risk of fanciful distortion and so needs the discipline of correction made pos-
sible by honest, detailed attention to the particularities and the potential of 
any given place or person. We need, quite simply, for others to tell us when we 
see falsely. Th is takes resolve and communal support and wisdom.

One must stay to experience and study and understand the consequences 
—must understand them by living with them, and then correct them, if 
necessary, by longer living and more work. It won’t do to correct mis-
takes made in one place by moving to another place, as has been the 
common fashion in America, or by adding on another place, as is the 
fashion in any sort of “growth economy.”8

As we develop our attention to place and community, our desire for what we 
want can come into more faithful and sympathetic alignment with who and 
where we in fact are, if for no other reason than that we now appreciate the 
places and communities in which we live as our life-giving root and home.
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Resolve, at its best, is maintained by aff ection. It is easy to confuse aff ec-
tion with romantic bliss and ease, particularly in a consumerist culture. 
Aff ection, however, grows over time and is the eff ect of sustained commit-
ment and involvement. As we work with others, and as we endeavor to get to 
know them, we learn to appreciate them in their depth and integrity and with 
a better appreciation for their potential and need. We see them for the unique 
creatures they are and begin to approach the complexity, beauty, and mystery 
of every created thing and person. Th e loveliness of who they are starts to 
dawn on us, calling forth within us a response of love and celebration. Th is is 
a learning process that is throughout accompanied by the need for repentance 
as we discover and confront in ourselves the arrogant and anxious desire to 
control others and to deny their potential to be. Repentance is vital in the life 
of gratitude because it is the gateway to the full acknowledgment of our inter-
dependence with others, the recognition that together we form a membership 
in which need and satisfaction can meet because we have given up the tena-
cious drive to maintain ourselves at the expense of others. When we repent, 
we acknowledge before others that we have been wrong and are now prepared 
to embark on a better path informed less by our wants and more by another’s 
need. Th rough confession and repentance we become detached from our-
selves and thus freed to experience, cherish, and nurture the gift s we are to 
one another.

To experience creation as a gift  quite naturally leads to our mutual delight. 
One of the primary obstacles to delight lies in our unwillingness to give up con-
trol. As moderns and sophisticates we like to think we can have the world on 
our own terms. As skeptics and cynics we handle one another at arm’s length, 
never getting too close or involved, for fear that our interdependence might 
overwhelm and subjugate us, might even lead to our annihilation. And so we 
build protective walls, believing we will thus escape life unscathed and in charge. 
What we fail to appreciate is that this is a path that leads to loneliness and sad-
ness because we are now deprived of the richness and splendor that creation 
itself is. To experience delight is to be amazed by the sheer wonder and excel-
lence of what lies before us, and to underline the many kindnesses that sur-
round us on multiple sides. It is to be overwhelmed by the sense that we are a 
blessing to one another the moment we devote ourselves to one another’s care.

If we could imagine, let alone fully implement, a community of care, we 
would fi nd that our relationships with one another would be governed by 
conviviality rather than suspicion, by praise rather than blame. In a commu-
nity of care people are turned toward one another. Th ey have given up the 
false, perpetually deferred dream that happiness lies somewhere else with 
other people. In this community people would learn to trust that the love that 
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brought creation into being—a costly love that is daily made concrete in the 
gift s of birth, growth, healing, and strength in the face of suff ering and pain—
is suffi  cient for their daily living. Indeed, the ways of love form the paradigm 
by which to judge and correct our priorities and plans. Th e celebration of 
goodness and our thanksgiving for the bounty of gift s would be this commu-
nity’s foremost concern.

Can a community of care and gratitude become a reality, or must it be 
relegated to a fi ctional world? In Berry’s novels and short stories it is painfully 
clear that in the last several decades we have made choices as a society that 
make an economy of gratitude seem like little more than a dream. Although 
it may be the case that communities of care and delight were possible in the 
heyday of Port William (remembering, however, that they were never easy or 
without their serious faults and pains), to us, living in the fast-paced and pre-
carious world of global markets, they seem an impossibility. Global econom-
ics, premised as it is on ephemeral purchasing and human mobility, demands 
the sacrifi ce of depth of relationship that would enable us to encounter one 
another and the world as gift s. And so we need to ask: Do we have any reasons 
or resources to move us in the direction of gratitude?

Clearly we do, particularly if we consider the growing dissatisfaction of 
consumers who are sensing the blindness, foolishness, destructiveness, and 
loneliness of our ungrateful ways. Th e death-wielding consequences of our 
culture’s current priorities suggest that we simply must change course. It is 
safe to say that, despite our high “standard of living,” never before have people 
felt so unhappy, so cut off  from one another, and so without hope (if we did 
have hope, would we so compromise the sources of life on which our grand-
children will depend?). It is not unreasonable to suppose that our dissatisfac-
tion and disenchantment with our culture’s dominant priorities and ways can 
form the preliminary inspiration for the pursuit of an economy of gratitude. 
But dissatisfaction can only be a beginning. As we dedicate ourselves to one 
another, and thus experience daily and directly the diverse array of gift s that 
contribute to our living, gratitude will take its rightful place as the fundamen-
tal disposition that guides and forms our ways. Indeed, in small pockets here 
and there, the work of cultural transformation that is borne and carried by 
gratitude is beginning or is well under way.

We witness it in the growing support for local economies and currencies. 
At work here we see the bringing together of producers and consumers so that 
at a bare minimum we at least get to know one another again. In this knowl-
edge we gain an appreciation for one another’s needs, struggles, joys, chal-
lenges, strengths, and happiness. Equipped with this knowledge we are then 
in a much better position to shop, work, and act responsibly—that is, to give 
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and be given—so that the gift s we can be to one another are respected and 
nurtured. Directly seeing the kindness and sacrifi ce of others, we are much 
more likely to be kind and generous in return. Th e intimacy of our relation-
ships and the exactitude of our vision are crucial because if we are to do good 
work, work that honors one another, we need to commit to live with the ef-
fects of our actions over the long term. Although this commitment will not 
always be easy or convenient, it will be maintained by the joy and delight that 
comes from engaging creation and one another as gift s.

Th e witness of gardeners is here instructive. Living in such close, practical 
proximity with the gift s of the earth that nourish us and beautify our lives, 
and sensing directly their inability to control or predict a garden’s many 
gift s—they are continually being surprised by joy—gardeners are known to 
be generous in return. Th ey fi nd it easier to give away their produce and fl ow-
ers because they directly see how they are the benefi ciaries of gift s beyond 
their comprehension or merit. Th ey model an economy of gratitude and care 
because they smell in their nostrils, taste in their mouths, behold with their 
eyes, and feel with their hands the sheer grace and blessings of life.

We also become witnesses to gratitude in the lure and satisfaction of what 
Albert Borgmann has called “focal practices.”9 Focal practices are habits and 
events that bring people together in regular, sustained ways so that they can 
achieve an understanding of and participation in a common good. Th e goal of 
a focal practice is for people to have encounters in which to feel once again the 
eloquence and the loveliness of reality, to appreciate what we might also de-
scribe as its capacity to surprise us with its wonder and mystery, its inexhaust-
ible resourcefulness. Prime examples of focal practices would include the 
family meal, music festivals, and community sports leagues. What makes 
these festivals and leagues so important is that they bring people into the 
presence of one another, lift ing them out of their oft en narrowly focused rou-
tines, so that they can enjoy and cultivate what they have in common and 
what they cannot live well without: the development and celebration of talent; 
the joy of work done together for a common goal and without the pressures of 
profi tability; the appreciation of personal and social diff erences as sources of 
strength rather than occasions for confl ict; and the building of a shared his-
tory as the basis for communal wisdom and hope.

In a fast food, drive-through world in which many people eat alone and 
on the run, the family meal is a traditional and (therefore) revolutionary prac-
tice. What is at stake in it is the coming together of people over one of our 
most pleasurable activities: eating. In the preparation of a meal, and then its 
tasting and nourishment, we have the opportunity to think carefully and 
practically about the gift s of food, family, and friendship. We can become at-
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tentive to where our food comes from, under what conditions it is produced, 
and whether it is conducive to our overall health. We also take the time to 
listen to and consider the needs and opportunities, the struggles and the joys, 
of the people we eat with because we have now created a concrete place for 
them to be heard and regularly engaged. Around the table we create the con-
ditions for conviviality and praise. We make the time to fi nd creation delec-
table. And we participate in the hospitality that creation itself is, as we invite 
others to our homes to share those gift s of food and friendship that have al-
ready been a blessing to us. In the sharing of the meal we give concrete expres-
sion to our gratitude. We catch a taste of heaven.

We are not without hope. As we together commit ourselves to one another—
intentionally join ourselves “with all the living,” as Ecclesiastes 9:4 puts it—we 
will come to see how we are also gift s to one another.10 Living in the conscious 
presence of gift  upon gift , we will gradually become aware that the only proper 
or fi tting response is for us to turn our own lives into gift s to be given to others. 
Out of our newly formed grateful hearts, and with the help of our biological 
and social communities, we will slowly but surely be moved to practices and 
commitments that have at their core fi delity, care, and celebration.
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Letters from 
a Humble Radical

Wes Jackson

IT IS HARD FOR ME to think about Wendell Berry without also thinking 
about Tanya, his wife, and with no eff ort my mind runs to their children, 
Mary and Den, and to Chuck and Billie, Mary’s and Den’s spouses, and then 
to their children and then to Wendell’s brother, John, and his wife, Carol, and 
Wendell’s now deceased father and mother and Tanya’s parents and then my 
children and their spouses and their children and then the characters in 
Wendell’s novels and the friends we share in common and phone conversa-
tions, two, three times a week.

For several months now I have tried to write about Wendell, and I end up 
with a stream of consciousness—somewhat like the above one-sentence para-
graph, with no room for a period or question mark—confused, dazzled, leaning 
on my left  elbow, chewing on my left  thumbnail and making it jagged, hoping 
for an outline to pop into my mind so that I can say something that captures 
what Wendell and Tanya and their family and friends and Wendell’s writings 
and conversations have meant to me and my family and Th e Land Institute and 
agrarians everywhere and our entire country and much of the world.

And now there is the second one-sentence paragraph, this one of a seem-
ingly plaintive nature.

So, be warned: it is nearly impossible to write or talk about Wendell with-
out writing or talking about me and Th e Land Institute. Th is is precisely be-
cause so much of what I think and who I have become is due to the infl uence 
of Wendell’s life and thoughts. Th at said, the conventional disclaimer still 
holds: what fl aws you might see in Th e Land Institute or me are not his. I have 
tried to discover what is wrong with Wendell both in his life and thought, and, 
as far as what matters, I fi nd no fault with this man.

Wendell and I have never come at one another in anger. Our disagree-
ments almost invariably lead to more conversation to determine the underly-
ing assumptions of the other.

Our correspondence and conversation began with a letter from him dated 
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November 11, 1980. It opens with a compliment on my recent book New 
Roots for Agriculture. But rather than wait for me to let the praise soak in, 
Wendell pleads in the next paragraph for reconsideration about parts in the 
last chapter. He argues that I should reconsider the role of draft  farm animals 
in the utopian future I had outlined.

He concludes his letter with the following paragraph:

As one who has farmed with both tractors and teams, I would insist (to 
you; I would be more cautious, at present, in a public statement) that 
with the use of a tractor certain vital excitements, pleasures, and sensi-
tivities are lost. How much numb metal can we put between ourselves 
and our land and still know where we are and what we are doing? 
Working with a tractor is damned dulling and boring. It is like making 
love in boxing gloves. 

I answered his letter. I took his critique seriously. Th e next connection was his 
voice over the phone one evening: “Th is is Wendell Berry.” I responded, “Oh, 
my gosh,” then turned and announced to the whole family, “It’s Wendell 
Berry.” My admiration for his writings, especially Th e Unsettling of America, 
had already placed him at the top of my list for modern writers. With Th e 
Unsettling I had found an ally. Long before I fi nished reading that very great 
book, I felt less lonely.

Wendell placed the call to say that he wanted to do a story on Th e Land 
Institute for Rodale’s New Farm. He came. I picked him up at the Salina airport. 
We toured the premises, looked at the various projects, talked of our families, of 
our origins: I had grown up in the Kansas River valley; his home looks over the 
Kentucky River valley. It was as though we had the brands of our rivers and 
states on our backs. We talked of designs in our minds about our places.

It wasn’t long before I made a trip to Kentucky to see the home and farm 
of Wendell and Tanya. Since then the lives of the two families and both com-
munities have melded—marriages, grandchildren, schooling, college, in-laws, 
his parents, my parents, his siblings, my siblings, and so on. We learn of his 
neighbors. He learns of our staff . We rejoice with one another, lament with 
one another, keep track of the health and comings and goings of our families 
and friends.

What a gain this friendship was for me and for the Land Institute and its 
supporters. Here was a man saying what I felt but never brought to full cogni-
tion and was inarticulate about when I tried. He expanded my education as he 
introduced me to my intellectual ancestors, people I never knew but ancestors 
who had informed the agrarian culture, the cultural handing down of the 
likes of Liberty Hyde Bailey and Sir Albert Howard. I had known of Liberty 
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Hyde Bailey through his manual of cultivated plants but not Bailey the cul-
tural agrarian, and not Albert Howard at all. We both had read Tree Crops by 
J. Russell Smith, another agrarian.

But here was this Kentucky farmer educated in the humanities who had 
gone home. Trained in the sciences, I had gone home too. Th e fact that we had 
come from diff erent disciplines was of no consequence. We came together in 
what we both liked—land and farming. Wendell’s side trip away from his ori-
gins into the professional world of literature must have helped him adjust his 
lens and see his place for what it was. My side trip into genetics was sponsored 
in no small part by our Kansas River valley farm, where heredity had been my 
earliest interest. Family and neighbor likenesses and gestures, as well as live-
stock traits, made genetics an easy discipline for me and also the closest I could 
get to the culture of agriculture in academic life. But I couldn’t get close enough. 
At some level I knew that what I loved about farm life was fl ying away faster 
than I could approach it through my academic interests and responsibilities.

I came home and found my life’s work. But I was a late arrival. Several years 
before, Wendell had come home, and once home he found his subject. Here I 
must pause, so as not to be misunderstood. Wendell used his subject in a way 
diff erent from most artists. Rather than regard his homeland, his people, his 
community, as a mere reservoir for his art, he assumed the responsibility to 
defend that land, defend those neighbors, defend that community, and by doing 
so defend rural culture everywhere with his art. It is this eloquent defense that 
has heartened all of us who had some inkling of the need for connectedness to 
what really counts. He has taught us its necessity and possibility. And while few 
of us even yet can be optimistic, Wendell has given us enough to be hopeful. His 
novels accomplish this alone. His essays accomplish this alone. His poetry cer-
tainly speaks to all of that and more. I can say without hesitation or qualifi cation 
that Wendell Berry may be the most practical person I know, precisely because 
he made his art capture the roundness of a rooted, grounded life beyond acres 
and calories, foundations and roofs, crops and livestock.

It wasn’t long before Wendell introduced me to some of his friends, his fel-
low agrarians—Maury Telleen, publisher and editor of the Draft  Horse Journal, 
Maury the man Wendell dedicated Th e Unsettling to, and then Gene Logsdon. 
Among those three there was a trinity, unholy in the conventional understand-
ing but whole, in fact the whole I needed. In July of 1983 he introduced me to 
David and Elsie Kline and their Amish family in Ohio. Th ese were real allies. 
Th e conversation among all fi ve of us continues by letter and by phone.

As one who started out in plant taxonomy, I assumed I could classify Wendell’s 
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own letters easily. Well, not so fast. It was like separating strands in a fabric 
and classifying them by color, texture, strength, and length. Even so, here are 
a few themes:

• He’s busy, frantic about getting his work done, getting ready for a trip, 
trying to clear his desk so he can get outside.

• He’s frustrated with too much rain, wet fi elds, or no rain, a dry cistern, 
“sitting around dirty.”

• He’s criticizing my writing (this is his only persistent criticism of me).
• He’s frustrated with intellectuals given to abstractions with no particu-

larities. Th is shows up time and again.
• He’s irritated with global thinkers.
• He’s irritated with the industrial economy and the industrial mind.

But this list doesn’t capture the content, not by a long shot. A better illustra-
tion of the range can be drawn from his own writing. Aft er the fi rst letter of 
November 11, 1980, about the virtues of draft  animals versus tractors, other 
letter exchanges followed on the same subject. More than two months later 
(January 17, 1981), we were still discussing the draft -animal economy:

We have to assume that, in an effi  cient workhorse-energy economy, the 
horses would be eaten. Th e last I heard, the slaughter price for horses was 
about $.50 per pound.
 So if you raised a colt, broke him, and worked him to the age of 15, 
and he weighed 1,500 lbs, and you then sold him for meat, he would 
bring $750. Th at is, he would have earned an average of $50 per year dur-
ing his lifetime just by being a horse. To a self-employed, self-suffi  cient 
small farmer, then, this horse’s work would come extremely cheap. In 
money terms. But this horse has produced energy in his work, in his 
manure and urine, and in his fl esh—which should put the net value of 
his energy pretty high.
 I couldn’t eat a friend, myself. But I could eat a horse I didn’t know a 
damn sight quicker than I could eat a tractor.

He saw the possibilities in the love of what he described above. Five months ear-
lier he was describing the practical necessity of small-scale farming. On April 20, 
1981, came a letter with this paragraph with echoes of Th e Unsettling, in which 
the defenders of the practical necessity of small-scale farming are so few:

Who is going to defend [the small farm]? If its justifi cation were only 
cultural or political, then one might cynically give it up. But I am con-
vinced that it is necessary to the survival of agriculture too, that, in gen-
eral, the best husbanded, most productive farms are small. I believe I 
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have looked carefully at as many farms as anybody, and I’m convinced 
that the physical, practical evidence is overwhelmingly in favor of small-
scale, balanced structure, and diversity—along with the necessary cul-
tural supports.
 I am feeling weary and contrary this morning, but plenty contrary. 

What follows represents an expression of the ideal Wendell has relent-
lessly featured: people, land, and community as one, engaged in our oldest 
work. No mere nostalgia here; rather, the art and the practical necessity are 
one. Here is a world that is so compelling to so many of us that it showed the 
possibility of being widespread again:

August 22, 1981
 I was standing at the corner of Ed Poe’s little cattle shed the day before 
yesterday (Ed is the neighbor who was mowing grass when we talked to 
him). All cornering in there within easy range of a cheap camera were a 
small pasture, a one-acre tobacco patch, a one-acre fi eld of soybeans (for 
hay), and a patch of potatoes (for eating), patches of woodland on two 
sides and not far away. And men of four households at work in the shed, 
putting up a harvest of about 400 bales of excellent bean and millet hay 
from about two acres of very “marginal” ground. Pleasant work, good 
economy, truth, and beauty. One big tractor would ruin it all.

What was going against those men of four households was a combination of 
economics made possible by low-priced nonrenewable energy. It was perhaps 
this paragraph that caused me to consider the possibility of a general rule: 
high energy destroys information, in this case the information of both the 
cultural and biological varieties. Here was the human scale, the “small is beau-
tiful” reality described by E. F. Schumacher in the 1970s. Here was the “cul-
ture” of agriculture. Th e cultural information in the workers and the biologi-
cal information stored in the genes of the crop diversity are apparent.

At times Wendell seems to enjoy his confl icts with technology as well as 
certain nuisance species:

September 4, 1981
 You noted, I reckon, my wife’s happy remedy for my lack of discipline 
on the telephone. It is sad but true that I cannot, or will not, talk a short 
time with you or Gene Logsdon or Maury Telleen. You reckon some 
foundation would give me a grant to talk on the phone? Th e irony of it is 
that I hate telephones. Also automobiles, tractors, airplanes, TV, power 
plants, the Pentagon, nodding thistles, Johnson grass, and cockleburs. 
Th at is a neat, well-tended list.
 When you geneticists produce a rootless Johnson grass, and a burrless 
cocklebur, and a prickleless thistle, I will quit hating them. 
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At other times it’s the father and the son at a colt sale, the generational 
handing down, and in the last sentence the irresistible poet:

October 5, 1981
 Went up to Goshen, Ind., with Den to the fall Colt Sale on the 1st. 
Bought a nice chestnut fi lly. Have a pair of old grade mares, broke well 
and bred, and a good grade stud colt for sale—in case you run into any-
body who is looking.
 I’m hurrying too much, doing too much, head humming like a hive. 

A month later comes a letter. It is clear he wants a team and that his head 
is still “humming like a hive”:

November 4, 1981
 I believe I’m going to turn right around and invest the money in a year-
ling full sister to this weanling fi lly Den and I bought at Goshen. I feel a 
little reckless in that, since my instinct is to “save.” But I’m trying too, 
though not optimistically, to be realistic. Saving money, in this economy, is 
closer to crap-shooting than husbandry, and I prefer to gamble in my own 
game—to put as solid a foundation as I can under the possibility that exists 
here for my family. Of course, it would make no sense if I weren’t aching 
for the yearling fi lly. 

In the same letter he mentions a conference we both attended in California, 
where several high-powered intellectuals were present. Wendell was my de-
fender in a minor shoot-out I had with one of the participants:

 Th at people disagree about thoughts may still leave them in the cate-
gory of people who deal only in thoughts—a category dangerous both to 
those in it and those out of it. What I notice and regret more and more—
because, for one thing, I feel isolated and threatened by it—is the lack of 
people who have worked a long time at any worldly task, who therefore 
know the dignity and the recalcitrance of material reality. I thought this 
was what moved you to take out aft er ——    the other Sunday, for his talk 
about “the idiocy of country life.” Adverse judgments certainly have to be 
made, but there is a height they must not be made from by mere humans. 
Th at is why I thought you were right. Th ere is of course plenty of idiocy 
in country life, because there is plenty in human life. But let —— wait to 
call it idiocy until he has been up against it for twenty-fi ve years, and has 
understood his own inescapable kinship with it.

Wendell’s value as a critic and editor has been indispensable to me. Here 
are parts of two letters a week apart dealing with two diff erent essays. In both 
cases the sting was at once acute and necessary:
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July 9, 1983 
Dear Wes,
 Here’s your essay with the addition of a lot of imprudent red ink. I’m 
sure this is not a defi nitive job of criticism. I’ve proposed a lot of little 
editorial changes, have conversed with you some, and have resisted your 
opposite tendencies to say in some places less than you have thought and 
in other places considerably more. In dealing with the fi rst tendency, I’m 
at a disadvantage, for it involves trying to clarify concepts that I may not 
understand. I’m probably more trustworthy in dealing with the second, 
for even the scientifi cally ignorant can see when a writer is rambling.
 You are naturally becoming more and more aware of the intricacy of 
the problems. And that naturally means that you are going to have to 
become tougher and tougher in defi ning a subject and staying with it. 
Sometimes in your eff ort to anticipate all possibilities you grow almost as 
heroic as the Pentagon. But only God can think of everything.

July 16, 1983 
 My dear Wes, my dear friend and teacher, I’m bound to tell you, with 
great reluctance and entire respect, that I think this is bad work. It is 
full of ideas and insights that I recognize as brilliant and that have al-
ready been of the greatest usefulness to me, but I recognize them here 
only because I have heard you tell about them better than you have 
written about them here.
 Th e problem is merely compositional. Nothing is fully or particularly 
or patiently developed. Some very large and problematical concepts you 
wave by with only a perfunctory assertion. And you don’t make the con-
nections, the transitions. Sometimes in lieu of a transition you off er only 
a label or heading. Sometimes you just ran the head of one concept into 
the tail of another. Reading, one is constantly wondering how you got to 
where you are from where you just were. (I’m talking about the writing 
now; more oft en than not, I know what you mean, but not from this 
writing.) 

Twenty-three years later he hasn’t given up on the possibility that I can get 
better. In the year of this writing, he is seventy-three and I am seventy-one, 
and not so long ago came comments just as sharp as many of those delivered 
earlier. So Wendell’s patience is another virtue.

As is his humor. His letter of September 4, 1981, is a self-deprecating, 
clear example of what he meant when he once said, “If you can’t laugh, you’re 
not serious enough.” What follows is an example of another form of humor 
from a letter dated January 7, 1984:

 As a name for Th e Land Institute mud volleyball team, I fi rst thought 
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of the Rhizomes—suggestive of determination, tenacity, and the ability 
to move in soft  ground.
 But rhizomes are not what you would call overbearing, their perfor-
mance is hardly spectacular, and the name suggests few rhymes for the 
cheerleaders. Th ere is nothing snobbier than a blank verse cheer.
 So I suggest the Johnson Grass, which has all the before mentioned 
traits and, of course, more. Johnson grass is the epitome of vegetable ag-
gression. Th e very name chills the blood. Th e performance drives all 
hope from the human heart. And think of the rhymes!

We can also add prescience to the list of his virtues. Although most of us 
know that Th e Unsettling of America was meant to be corrective, not prophetic, 
there have been instances in which Wendell, though not in a prophetic mode, 
seems aware of a coming wind. It is as though his nose is up and he is sniffi  ng 
it when it’s a mere breeze. To illustrate this I have selected the following three 
paragraphs smack against one another in a letter of October 23, 1984:

 I’m watching it drizzle, waiting for the cow to calve, waiting to get 
back to work outdoors.
 Mary Catherine Bateson says: “More and more, it has seemed to me 
that the idea of an individual, the idea that there is someone to be known, 
separate from the relationships, is simply an error” (With a Daughter’s 
Eye, 117).
 Th ere is a sense in which that Maximilian sunfl ower you showed me 
had failed to be a Maximilian sunfl ower by living outside its defi nition—
its defi nition and its proper community being one and the same.

Th at sunfl ower plant of which he spoke had achieved its “potential” because 
we had eliminated all competing plants. It therefore grew extra large and 
broke over. He was speaking, ten years before it became a hot topic, about the 
reality of context dependency.

On the necessity of forgiveness:

January 5, 1991
 Aft er we talked I put down some notes about forgiveness: to give of-
fense (intentionally) is to attempt a taking of power. To take off ense is to 
grant that power. To forgive is to see that the off ender, in fact, does not 
have the power he or she is attempting to take; to see that you do not 
desire to have power over the off ender (that is, that you do not desire 
even justice); and, therefore, to be able to imagine (sympathize with) the 
off ender.
 To accept forgiveness is to see that you do not desire to set the terms 
on which you will receive sympathy.
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 To forgive or to be forgiven is to go free of off ense. It is to live again a 
life undiminished by off ense and by the anger or humiliation of shame 
that accompany off ense.
 All personal entities are conducted on the assumption that the combat 
is proceeding toward adjudication and justice. But no adequate case can 
be made, and there is no adequate court. Between parents and children, 
brothers and sisters, husbands and wives, justice has never been done in 
this world. (And we must hope that forgiveness in this world will relieve 
the necessity of justice in the next.) If the desire for justice cannot be 
given up, the quarrel cannot be ended.

A man who writes so elegantly about forgiveness can surely forgive my breach 
of trust in citing the following letter. (I read the letter to Tanya over the phone. 
She said “Oh, that was a long time ago and the word got out around here and 
so everybody knows about it anyway.”)

September 12, 1992
 We’ve been here [England] three weeks now. Aft er much driving and 
walking, I’m getting a pretty good sense of this landscape—as also, in-
evitably, an ever fuller sense of myself as a stranger here. Much as I ad-
mire and love it, I can’t at all belong to it.
 Last Tuesday, I went to talk with Prince Charles (Jonathon Porritt ar-
ranged for me to be invited, I think.) I talked with him for an hour at 
Highgrove House, near Tetbury. It was a much easier meeting than I 
expected, for he is intelligent, considerate, and talks and listens well. He 
is an ally, is deeply concerned about what is happening to rural life and 
to civilization. He is establishing organic methods on his own farm at 
Highgrove, and was curious to know what is going on in the U.S. I told 
him a little about my own farming, much about your work, much about 
the Amish, etc. I’ll tell you about the visit in more detail later. Make as 
little as you can of this visit, please, or keep quiet about it altogether. I 
don’t want to seem to exploit the contact.
 Also much is afoot here in Dartington. So far, the farmland has been 
farmed conventionally—in fact, it was a pioneer in what we now call 
conventional farming. But now they want‚—and badly need—to head it 
the other way. Yesterday, I walked and talked for 2½ hours with the estate 
steward, Charles Taylor. We were looking at a tract of 120–130 acres that 
they plan to divide off  as an independent, small, diversifi ed farm, using 
the native South Devon cattle, etc. Charles Taylor is a very intelligent 
young man, has farm experience, great love for the countryside, and 
competent knowledge of natural history; he is a good companion. He 
likes the idea of farming the place with horses, but is worried about ap-
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pearing “quaint.” I alerted him to your visit. When you come he’ll need a 
visit with you and will want to hear in detail about the sunshine farm.
 We’re well and enjoying ourselves. We send our love.

Wendell once wrote me that “to write is to discover.” I suppose he meant that 
as we write and are forced to refl ect on what we have written, we are expected 
to see if it holds together. Writing is a “work-a-day task”: we either “discover” 
the coherence of the argument or it fails. Wendell can do this before break-
fast—all in the interest of seeking clarity, which happened to turn into his 
putting out another book, in this case Life Is a Miracle:

August 16, 2000
 Let me see if I can work at your letter of August 8 by way of defi nitions 
of some terms.
 One defi nition of “empirical” in my American Heritage Dictionary is 
“Verifi able or provable by means of observation or experiment.” Th at is 
the defi nition I have been using because I have had the impression that 
it is the one in general use. Th e true empiricist, as I understand it, limits 
his or her thinking to the provably factual, or to theories leading to 
proofs of factuality.
 Your dictionary’s defi nition of “superstition” is correct, of course. But 
my thinking about our problem has led me to phrase the defi nition in 
another way: superstition is disprovable belief; but also (and this is the 
meaning in the subtitle of my book) it is belief in the suffi  ciency, or the 
soon-to-be suffi  ciency, of what is provable. And I’m assuming that au-
thentic religious faith occurs beyond or outside the issue of provability.
 My accusation against empirical processes is simply that they do not 
and cannot give a description of reality that is true enough or complete 
enough. My description of reality, because of my experience, has to in-
clude, for examples, faith and love and beauty, which I think cannot be 
experimentally verifi ed, as some kinds of goodness also cannot be.
 Empirical knowledge has to do with the things of time. It cannot touch 
the things of eternity. If, as people of faith have always believed, time is con-
tingent upon eternity and utterly diff erent from it (eternity is not a long time; 
it is not “infi nity”), then empirical knowledge is limited knowledge and is at 
least no less limited than knowledge of any other kind. A fact may have a 
standing in time that is entirely diff erent from its standing in eternity.
 For the mythologies of religion, the scientifi c empiricists have tried to 
substitute what I see as a mythology or ideology (or sometimes a supersti-
tion) of factuality. ——  seems to believe that factuality eliminates, or ought 
to eliminate, ideology. Th is, I think, is impossible, because factuality, as a 
doctrine, insisting on its exclusive adequacy to truth or reality, is itself an 
ideology.
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 Th is is a momentous issue, for if we see reality as consisting only of the 
things of time, the humanly provable, then we have no argument for 
preserving the things of time. Human intelligence, whether genetically 
determined or “free,” is supreme. If the human intelligence collectively 
decides that life is an accident and so depreciates and destroys it, then 
that is only another fact among facts, and, to a mind self-limited to fac-
tuality, this ought to be acceptable.
 As for your affi  rmation of our ability to know more now than in the 
past, I will say that the mind, as I understand it, is by defi nition a plenum. 
It is always, from the beginning until now, as full as it can be of various 
kinds of knowledge: facts, dreams, theories, imaginings, visions, plans, 
skills, memories, desires, etc. Th e quality of these contents, I think, is not a 
matter of their provability, but rather of their formal integrity or cultural 
completeness.
 If we know more now, how is it that we are not the “inventors” of any-
thing like the moral law (what C. S. Lewis called “the Tao”) and in fact 
have been moronically slow and clumsy in giving any more dimension at 
all to our present situation?
 Well, that’s about as far as I can take it before breakfast. Later for 
“Special Eff ects.”

If that is the work of a man yet to have his breakfast, then it’s no wonder 
Wendell is always trying to do too much. Th is sort of paragraph shows up 
time and again:

December 9, 2000 
 I was away from home 70 or so days this year, and that much absence 
has been too nearly a disaster. Everything here has suff ered. It may take 
a year for me to restore this place and my life to tolerable order. I fi nally 
got the last load of fi rewood to the house yesterday, and that should have 
been done in October. I haven’t hauled a single load of manure out of the 
barns, and that should have been done mostly in the spring and the rest 
in October. And so it is with everything. A big part of the trouble, of 
course, is that I’m not as much account as I used to be.

Sometimes we can catch Wendell attempting a unifi ed fi eld theory, which 
Einstein failed at, perhaps because, unlike Wendell, he was a scientist, given 
to a reductive approach to the world. Wendell, the humanities person, is 
toned up for integration. Here he is obviously commenting on a piece he sent 
me:

March 3, 2002 
 Th is piece seems to carry me some distance farther toward my hope of 
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fi nally putting science, art, politics, agriculture, etc. all on the same 
ground or foothold.
 I think this has a structure, but its structure is not exactly linear. For 
that reason, I’ve felt right so far in putting it in separate blocks, rather 
than the usual paragraphs. It’s a series of inspirations strung along a line 
of thought more than a consecutive development from one premise.
 To my discomfort, it is far better than my Georgetown speech. Do you 
think that speech is anywhere near good enough?

Note in the fi rst paragraph—as in the letter of August 16, 2000—his desire to 
integrate. Th at shows the reality we are accustomed to in his writings. But 
note that what he is describing in the second paragraph cannot be integrated 
to his satisfaction in a narrative where one sentence follows another toward 
some acceptable coherence. So he has organized his piece in blocks—we see 
this in some of the later essays—and thereby he honors the coherent narra-
tive. He honors the art of writing. (It is instructive to look back on his July 9 
and 16, 1983, letters as guidelines for narrative writing.) Note fi nally in the 
third paragraph the characteristic humility—Wendell wondering if he has 
been good enough at his art. But here comes an interesting and not surprising 
reality. He says he thinks it better than a speech, implying his willingness to 
acknowledge that useful nuggets can sometimes be more important than in-
tegrated coherence. Th is could be submitted as evidence that practicality on 
important issues has priority over art.

What follows here, from the same year, is the result of several conversations 
involving the domestic and the wild. I had argued that sustainability would 
rest on a three-legged stool. One leg was conservation of the wild biodiversity. 
Another leg was restoration, and the third leg was an agriculture or forestry 
or fi shery built such that conservation was a consequence of production. 
Some ecologists have argued that to save the biodiversity we need to intensify 
the industrial processes for food production “where it is already screwed up.” 
Here is a good summary of Wendell’s take:

May 30, 2002 
 Th e job we have now is to oppose the proposition that natural diver-
sity and the integrity of the natural world can be preserved (1) by making 
a strict division between the natural world and the human world and (2) 
by radically reducing the cultural, economic, and domestic-genetic di-
versity of the human world.
 Evidence of the currency and prestige of this proposition is in Borlaug’s 
article (that I sent to you) in which he dismisses with contempt the im-
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portance of “man-made biodiversity,” and in Wilson’s Th e Future of Life, 
in which he advocates intensive industrial agriculture, including genetic 
engineering and “tree farming . . . conducted like the agribusiness it is”—
this activity to be confi ned to half the world: “Half the world for human-
ity, half for the rest of life. . . .”
 To answer this, your two questions in your Schumacher lecture make 
a good enough starting place: What is the agricultural system that can 
replace the system dependent on fossil fuels? And what can replace the 
toxic agricultural chemicals?
 And maybe you can make no better structure for your argument than 
by proceeding in rational order to the further obvious questions:
 Can we preserve nature intact in half the world by utterly degrading it 
in the other half?
 Can we preserve nature intact anywhere by radically oversimplifying 
our economic relation to it, dismissing nature’s integrity as an economic 
standard, and ignoring its processes—in eff ect, replacing it with the stan-
dards and processes of industrialism?
 Can we aff ord to abandon forever the possibility of a living harmony 
between humanity and nature, economy and ecology? It is just to say 
“forever” here, because if we destroy all the land-using or land-based 
cultures, we may be unable to develop them again—not, at least, with the 
present population in the foreseeable future.
 Wilson would counter this by saying that such a harmony never ex-
isted: “Eden was a slaughterhouse.” But you don’t need to be trapped by 
this. You’re not arguing from “nostalgia” or proposing to give up any-
thing learned by modern science. You’re talking about a future harmony 
over the whole world to be worked toward by informed people.
 What kind of humanity does it take to preserve the diversity and in-
tegrity of nature? Can complexity of any kind be preserved by a human-
ity reduced and oversimplifi ed by the requirements of industrial science 
and economics?
 Because the thinking of Wilson and Borlaug would simply abandon 
the human half of the world to the rule of the agribusiness and indus-
trial corporations, you must ask what sort of stewardship or caretaking 
we might realistically expect from the corporations? What has been their 
record in food production, forestry, mining, and other forms of land 
use? What, in short, is the diff erence between being saved by the food, 
timber, and mineral corporations and being destroyed by them?
 What are the political implications of reserving half the world for nature 
and delivering the other half to the corporate economy? What govern-
mental, police, and military powers and measures will be required for that? 
Th ere is no possibility here of separating science from politics and indus-
try. Th is, in fact, looks like a deliberate relinquishment of science (and ev-
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ery other discipline) to politics and industry. You’ll recognize this as the 
issue I tried without noticeable success to raise with Doug Tompkins and 
John Davis.
 Finally, what is to keep the corporations, once they have demolished 
the natural integrity and diversity of the human half of the world, by the 
prescribed industrial methods of land use, from going directly on to ap-
ply the same methods to the natural half? (I’m adapting my language 
only by courtesy to the absurd notion that nature can be whole in half 
the world.)
 So, as I see it, the long-building opposition between agrarian conser-
vationists and puritan conservationists is now becoming public. Th at’s 
too bad. In many ways it will be destructive. But I see no alternative to 
standing up and defending the side we’re now forced to take.

I had argued, following the Canadian ecologist the late J. Stan Rowe, that 
the proper way to look at our problems and to solve them is to take an outside-
in view of the earth rather than the more commonsense view of inside-out. 
Stan Rowe had started with the ecosphere (not biosphere, a term which should 
be eliminated) with the embedded ecosystems, which includes the embedded 
organisms and so on downward in this hierarchy of structure to organs, tis-
sues, cells, molecules, and atoms. In this hierarchy the ecosystem has standing 
and, as I see it, following the UC–Berkeley ecologist Arnold Schulz, is the 
necessary conceptual tool for the management of our resources. With the 
ecosystem concept we can draw the boundary anywhere. I was arguing that it 
is only within the ecosystem that true creativity happened. It is here that new 
life forms evolve as the consequence of adaptation to local reality.

Here is part of Wendell’s response following discussion on this subject. 
Once again he has a most useful and practical take on the issue.

October 26, 2002 
 I no longer remember my letter to you of August 31. But in the sen-
tence you quote I am not by any means sure that I was wrong.
 How distinct is an ecosystem? Do ecosystems overlap? Or can a smaller 
ecosystem exist within a larger one? My unscientifi c assumption is that the 
answer to both questions is yes. I’m assuming that a completely indepen-
dent ecosystem is as impossible as a completely independent organism.
 Furthermore, what do we mean by local? Does a locality gain or lose 
its identity because of its size? Is the Gulf of Alaska or San Francisco Bay 
more or less a place than the Pacifi c Ocean? It seems certain to me that 
places, at least, can overlap, and that a smaller place can be contained 
within a larger one.
 But whether local adaptation means adaptation to place or ecosystem, 
it seems to me that it has to happen as the fundamental condition of 
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survival. If the arctic tern fl ies an annual round trip of 22,000 miles, that 
does not mean that it is not locally adapted. It means that it has success-
fully adapted either to the many small places or the one big place it fl ies 
over. If it had not so adapted, it would not survive the trip. It has to be 
capable of navigating, fi nding nourishment, maintaining body tempera-
ture, etc., wherever it is.
 Most of us humans, by contrast, couldn’t cross our home states with-
out an almost unaccountable array of “outside” helps and subsidies. We 
have not adapted, and we can stay alive, let alone travel, at present only 
by the means that have assured our failure to adapt.
 Whatever I may have been talking about in my August 31 letter, my 
thoughts have been running more and more to the necessity of local 
adaptation. A lot of lines cross there. I was fairly sure until I got your let-
ter today that the evolutionists looked on local adaptation as the funda-
mental requirement for survival: a roadrunner couldn’t survive in a 
swamp, etc. J. Russell Smith, Albert Howard, and you have insisted on 
the importance of local adaptation in agriculture. And it seems clear to 
me that authentic human cultures arise from the eff ort to adapt econo-
mies to place. Without the outside helps and subsidies, you would have 
to have diff erent cultures in the Sonora Desert and the lower Kentucky 
River valley because you would have to have diff erent economies.
 So I was arguing yesterday at a meeting in Frankfort that the great 
weakness of industrial agriculture, including biotechnology, is in its gov-
erning principle of uniformity—whereas the inescapable governing 
principle of agriculture is local adaptation (“fi t the farming to the farm”), 
which is absolutely contrary to uniformity.
 Th e internal processes of evolution or adaptation—the “shift ing gene 
frequencies”—I will have to leave to you because, as you know, of igno-
rance. I am very glad to do so, trusting you not to be wrong. And now 
that I have placed upon you that horrifying burden, I see that I must 
hope you will hold me ever under suspicion.

We have had conversations from time to time about the stir generated over 
the decision on the part of the Kansas Board of Education to allow the Creation 
story in Kansas public schools. Here is Wendell’s take:

March 12, 2003 
 Th e creationist–evolution quarrel is interesting only as a quarrel. It is 
based on a sort of confusion of categories. Both sides seem to insist that 
Genesis or Creation is a competing “theory.” It’s not. It explains some 
things, but not others. Evolution is a theory, and it too explains some 
things but not others. Both are useful. Both are limited. Both leave us 
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ignorant, fallible, and dangerous. It would be best if organized science 
and organized religion and organized politics got away from the school 
and let the curriculum be decided by the parents and the teachers. Th e 
proposition that education of science or religion on young minds will be 
seriously impaired by evolution or by Genesis is preposterous. Whatever 
side one is on, it seems clear that more can be learned from a smart 
teacher who is “wrong” than from a dummy who is “right.”

Th e next day came a letter on the same subject to show that once he gets a 
problem on his mind, he doesn’t let it go until he comes either to a standoff  or 
a resolution:

March 13, 2003 
 A further mistake—continuing my thoughts of yesterday—is to isolate 
creation and evolution from their stories. Th e Creation is only the begin-
ning of the Genesis story. It is followed by a thoroughly fi erce and unfl at-
tering history that shows humans (chosen and unchosen) to be ignorant, 
fallible, and dangerous. Th at is the conclusion or the judgment that is 
handed down in Genesis and right through the Bible. Humans can be 
righteous and admirable, but oft en they are not. Oft en they are disappoint-
ment to God and dangerous to one another and to the rest of creation.
 Evolution is part of the story of modern science, which certainly shows 
humans to be ignorant, fallible, and dangerous. But that is not the most 
popular conclusion about that story. Th e popular conclusion, supported 
by some prominent scientists and other big-top intellectuals, is that evo-
lution relieves us of the old burden, or eventually will relieve us, of igno-
rance, fallibility, and danger. Humans are smart animals who, by their 
cleverness and cunning, are getting smarter all the time and will soon 
learn “the secret of the universe.”

Th ere is, of course, much more to be said about who Wendell Berry is and what 
he has meant to all of us. Knowing this, I am still comfortable in saying that 
Wendell Berry is a radical. Th e Latin root is radix. A radical is grounded. Th at’s 
Wendell, forever asking “What are the assumptions?” Maybe that is because he 
comes out of a family of lawyers who are given to asking such questions as 
“Where is the evidence?” From Wendell’s quotations mentioned here one can 
see that much of his life is devoted to dealing with fi rst principles.

But there is more. Wendell Berry is also a humble man. Because this can 
be misunderstood, I refer to D. H. Lawrence’s notion of humility. I read some-
where that Lawrence thought modern industrialized humans were “doggy,” 
meaning they were given to wagging their tails at the conveniences of modern 
society. Wendell will ask, “Why is this piece of technology necessary?” “What 
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is the cost to our earth’s resources?” “What is it going to do to our humanity?” 
Th ese are radical questions and they are all derived from a spirited humility. 
Wendell Berry and D. H. Lawrence would be on the same handwritten page 
in this consideration.

I should add that Wendell’s quick wit, not just in letters but in almost every 
conversation, is a source of delight. Once on the phone I was commenting on 
certain highly productive scientists, people who had published fi ve or six hun-
dred papers, thirty or forty books, and who get by on three or four hours of 
sleep and live to be ninety-fi ve. Wendell’s immediate response was, “Well, Wes, 
they’ve got to live to be ninety-fi ve if they are to get enough sleep.”

He’s given me several memorable quotations over the years. One of my 
favorites, and one I oft en use, came as I was describing an exchange I had with 
an agricultural economist at one of our nation’s land-grant universities. Th e 
professor had characterized himself as a “hardheaded realist.” Th is time 
Wended responded with, “Well, a hardheaded realist is usually someone who 
uses a lot less information than what is available.” I wrote that one down as he 
continued without pause to counter the economist’s argument.

And so this is Wendell in correspondence and conversation, consistently 
radical, back to fi rst principles, humble but not doggy. As a writer and a 
thinker and a farmer whose passion is agriculture, he is a hander-down of 
traditional knowledge, which in turn helps him create new knowledge out of 
the old.

I have been asked how it is that one man steeped in the humanities—poet, 
essayist, novelist—and the other trained in science can interact so comfortably 
with each other. I think it is because we don’t think of ourselves as in our dis-
ciplines. Our point of convergence is the land, agriculture, the work both of us 
like, and the common experience of life on a farm from our youth. Th at’s the 
hub. Lots of spokes come off  that hub. Th at is what makes Wendell accessible 
to anyone inclined to questioning how we are going to live on this earth.
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Wendell Berry 
and the Limits of 
Populism

Eric T. Freyfogle

A CENTRAL THEME IN the writings of Wendell Berry—maybe the most im-
portant one—is his concern about relationships and about the practical and 
moral urgency of mending them. Th e world that Berry observes is not made 
up of parts in isolation: of individual people, distinct tracts of land, and natu-
ral resources. It is composed of connected elements, and the connections are 
as signifi cant as the elements themselves. We have neglected these many con-
nections, Berry tells us, in varied powerful ways. We see the world in frag-
mented terms, valuing its parts in isolation and ignoring or underestimating 
the bonds. Th is fragmentation in perceptions and values extends beyond the 
physical realm to the intellectual and the moral; here, too, we are prone to see 
and value pieces and to discount the necessary ties.

Berry’s embrace of an integrated worldview situates him where he can 
roundly criticize much of contemporary society. It is little wonder that his 
writings range so widely, from soil erosion to abortion to free trade to the cur-
ricula of universities. Fragmentation bears ill fruit, Berry observes, in all of 
these settings and more. Th e solution to weak or torn relationships is to rec-
ognize their value and then somehow mend them, by respecting ecological 
processes, for instance; by becoming good neighbors and community mem-
bers; and by connecting secular and sacred, the present generation with past 
and future ones.

Th e social problems that Berry diagnoses, however, are not likely to dis-
appear merely through eff orts by individuals, one by one. More than that is 
needed, particularly in the political realm, to build relationships that Berry 
views as vital. Th e welfare of the parts oft en depends upon the welfare of the 
integrated whole. Th e health of that whole, in turn, can depend upon correc-
tive action undertaken at the level of the whole, by people acting together. 
Individual reform—in values, perceptions, even daily conduct—can take us 
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only so far. Indeed, to lay stress simply on change at the individual level is to 
risk reducing complex economic and social problems to matters merely of 
private morality. It can divert attention from our insistent needs for structural 
change. It can sap strength from the kinds of organized political eff orts that 
make wide-ranging change possible.

To note this limitation on Berry’s thought is hardly to criticize it, except 
to say (as we can say of all writers) that he has given us part of the solution but 
not all of it. We need to take Berry’s moral vision and connect it with more 
forceful eff orts to promote structural changes of a kind out of reach to indi-
viduals acting alone. Yet here too we need to do more than just unite the 
parts—Berry’s prophecy with, say, the organizing and lobbying eff orts of en-
vironmental groups. A union of moral criticism and political organizing 
needs to give rise to something larger than these parts—to some sort of orga-
nized cultural push for the resettlement of the continent; to a new under-
standing of the human place in the community of life; ultimately to new 
structures of daily life that help people as individuals and families live the 
kinds of moral, satisfying lives that Berry so warmly presents.

Relationships
Berry is a married man in many ways, and he wants other men, women, and 
children to marry as well. He is bound to his wife and to his children and 
grandchildren. He is also bound to his land, to his community, and to the 
generations that lie dead up on the hill. Although he uses livestock and kills 
them in time, the human–animal bond on his side refl ects respect and honor. 
We live with animals, Berry says, as much today as in the past. Th ese many 
paths of interconnection extend to memories, loyalties, aff ections, and cul-
tural traditions. To live well in a place, Berry relates, is to become part of this 
community of life, entering into its memories, reworking them, and then 
passing them along. Th is type of cultural interdependence is just as vital as the 
cycle of natural fertility, which begins (in the case of terrestrial life) with the 
soil, moves through plants and animals, and returns to the earth by death and 
decay, making way for new life. It forms overall a great wheel, Berry tells us, 
linking present, past, and future life. For all life to fl ourish, the many cycles 
and links must remain intact.

Berry’s commitment to relationships shows up in nearly all of his cultural 
criticism. His concerns about abortion, for instance, mostly have to do with 
the ways abortion illustrates and accepts weaknesses in marital bonds and in 
attitudes toward childbearing. Berry worries about feminism for the same 
reason: not because it honors women but because it threatens to value the hu-
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man part in isolation from the roles that women fulfi ll. Higher education in-
curs criticism because it treats students as isolated creatures, not situated be-
ings. It trains them to become cogs in an economic system that treats labor 
and nature as commodities or inputs while ignoring the duties of belonging to 
place. To study science apart from philosophy, literature, or history is to deny 
the many bonds that link human experiences and knowledge into an inte-
grated, evolving whole. To distinguish book learning from practical experi-
ence—and both from the wisdom of elders—is to presume a division if not a 
hierarchy that promotes blindness and error. Work and leisure should fl ow 
together, Berry tells us, and so should the secular and religious. Wholeness 
arises when labor overlaps with prayer.

Berry illustrates these connections in a recent brief essay, “Contempt for 
Small Places,” in which he expresses hope that people some day will see the 
links between the Gulf of Mexico’s “dead zone” and strip-mining in Kentucky. 
In this instance, water provides the tie:

Th e health of the oceans depends on the health of rivers; the health of 
rivers depends on the health of small streams; the health of small streams 
depends on the health of their watersheds. Th e health of the water is ex-
actly the same as the health of the land; the health of small places is ex-
actly the same as the health of large places. As we know, disease is hard 
to confi ne. Because natural law is in force everywhere, infections move.1

A more developed expression of the theme is present in Berry’s masterful 
short story “Th e Boundary,” in which an elderly, tottering Mat Feltner in-
spects the wire fence that surrounds his farm to see that it remains taut enough 
to contain livestock. At fi rst glance the story appears to exalt the sturdy fence, 
much as does Robert Frost’s poem “Mending Wall.” Yet, even more than Frost, 
Berry pushes readers to question fences and to see the dangers of them. Mat’s 
fence contains his cattle but little more than that, physically and in Mat’s mind. 
Th e fence permits life to fl ow over and through it. Wild animals pass the 
boundary with ease. As owner, Mat is linked to his neighbors in ways that 
benefi t both. And, as his memory takes hold, Mat reveals how connected he is 
to past generations, to his extended family, to the community itself, to future 
land tenants, and most vividly to his elderly, worried wife, waiting in the house 
on the hill. Mat’s thoughts on his farm’s productivity are not detached from 
his thinking about its beauty; his utilitarian calculations of market profi t are 
not cut off  from the aesthetic and spiritual harvests. Mat accepts responsibil-
ity for his individual actions yet entertains no illusion that he can go it alone. 
Particularly on ecologically challenging land, good farming necessarily builds 
upon local experience-based wisdom that takes generations to arise. A hand-
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ing down is thus needed, from generation to generation, good owner to good 
owner. As for the behavioral misfi ts that affl  ict all families and places, good 
ties are essential here as well. Th us, the survival of an Uncle Peach (in “Th icker 
than Liquor”) depends on the willingness of good neighbors like Wheeler 
Catlett to recognize family duties and step into them.

Perhaps inevitably Berry is drawn to circular images when he talks about 
life. Endings become new beginnings, or they need to, if life is to fl ourish. 
And so we recognize fragmentation in its many forms as the bane of fertility 
and health. Glad and Clara Pettit promote fragmentation (in “It Wasn’t Me”) 
when they deny their bonds to Clara’s father, Old Jack Beecham, and to the 
farm tradition of which he was a part. For the Pettits, the Beecham farm is a 
capital asset properly valued for its annual crop yield—which is to say valued 
apart from its roles in surrounding natural and human landscapes. It is left  to 
the lawyer Wheeler Catlett and good community leaders like him to strive to 
keep bonds intact—in the instance of Jack Beecham’s farm, to promote an 
orderly handing down from Jack to the Penns and, should the Penns prove 
worthy, to the good tenders next in line. Jack’s scribbled instructions about his 
last wishes for the farm (selling to Elton Penn at below market value) are con-
strued by Wheeler in the context of Jack’s life and of his agrarian culture; they 
are interpreted, that is, in a way that honors the connections among Jack’s 
words, his life, his good tenants, and the needs of the land. Th e small-minded 
Pettits deny the context, detaching the written words from people and place 
and interpreting them in legal isolation.

Standing Apart
One hardly needs to dip into Berry’s writing to recognize his detachment from 
much of modern culture. Th e contrast is especially stark when we compare his 
work with areas of modernity in which fragmentation has proceeded farthest: 
the aspects of industry, the market, and education. Industry and the market 
view nature as warehouses of discrete commodities to extract, process, buy, 
and sell. Parts are judged in isolation, not in integration. We can see the men-
tality at work in the economic treatment of the individual tree. As it grows and 
interacts with its surroundings, year by year, it adds no value to national in-
come as economists calculate it. Value arises only when the tree is cut and 
hauled away. Th en the value is assessed in market terms—that is, in terms that 
ignore its place of origin. Meanwhile, the loss of the living tree is economically 
irrelevant, as are the ecological eff ects of harvesting it. Contrasting this attitude 
is the perspective of the caring landowner, who values the growing tree and 
appraises it as part of a forest or woodlot, as well as alone. Th e caring owner 
knows, too, the losses that come when the tree is removed.
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What is true of the tree is true of nature’s other components. A fl ow of 
water that a person diverts and uses for irrigation has value only when it is 
diverted. (In the western United States, a prior-appropriation water right only 
arises if and when a person does divert the water.) Water has no market value 
when left  in place to sustain the river. Nor does the river as a whole, given that 
it cannot be bought or sold. Tracts of farmland valued for yield are assigned 
prices with little or no regard for location or surroundings. Human labor is 
treated much the same, mostly valued at the going commodity rate.

As for the academy, intellectual fragmentation is greater than outsiders 
usually realize. Work that one department values, given its peculiar culture, 
another department might reject as nearly worthless. Although critics have 
long lamented the separation of science and literature, the fragmentation con-
tinues, within fi elds of study as well as between them. In the case of farmland, 
industrial scientists are happy to manipulate nature at will, down to the small-
est genetic unit, paying little regard to the eff ects of farming on ecological 
processes, landscape beauty, and wildlife populations—natural elements that 
researchers elsewhere in the academy value highly. While scholars in one cor-
ner probe the limits on human knowledge, scholars in another charge ahead 
as if knowledge were complete. While one group considers the extension of 
moral value to other life forms, another group remains confi dent that humans 
alone possess worth. While one group, committed to mathematical models, 
touts the ability of the market to move nature’s parts to their highest uses, 
another group, actually studying the land, catalogs the many ways that market 
processes bring degradation. More and more, research entails by defi nition 
the collection and analysis of factual data in ever-more-specialized niches. 
Meanwhile, few people think seriously about the whole of things, landscapes 
included. What is good land use, for instance? And what kind of culture is 
needed to promote it? Th e questions go unasked because they fi t within no 
specialty. Academic fi elds charge ahead with proposals to reshape the land 
without any comprehensive way to evaluate the results. Is it any wonder that 
the works of Berry himself are pushed to the academic fringe? Is it a surprise 
that few academics can imagine fi nding useful truth in fi ction or poetry?

Fragmentation in American culture is particularly evident in social and 
political thought, in which step by step we have “liberated” individuals from 
social shackles, which is to say, exalted people as autonomous individuals 
while minimizing the centrality of loyalties, duties, and interdependencies. 
Countertrends do exist, to be sure—the billboards encouraging men to be-
come good fathers, and families to take in foster children. But even here we 
might ask whether the parent–child relationship has independent or collec-
tive value or whether it is mostly a means to a personal end. America is the 
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paradigmatic land of liberalism (to use the term in its classic meaning of ex-
alting the individual and the individual’s right to pursue self-selected goals). 
Th ough oft en labeled “conservatism” by the political right, the economic lib-
ertarianism of Wall Street advocates stands squarely in America’s tradition of 
liberal autonomy. So does the social liberalism of what is termed the Far Left . 
Time and again, we reduce social disputes to competing claims of individual 
rights—the right to have an abortion, to own guns, to drain wetlands—as if 
the defended activities did not implicate neighbors, family members, and the 
community as a whole. For the economic libertarian as well as the ardent 
Left -liberal, relationships are mostly voluntary and transient, lasting only so 
long as an individual wants them to last. At the extreme (or perhaps now the 
“cutting edge”) we have the ardent liberals known as contractarians, who deny 
nearly all responsibilities save those agreed to voluntarily and who assert that 
one can even freely break contracts if one is willing to pay for the resulting 
monetary harms.

Berry’s dissent from this kind of fragmentation appears vividly when we 
turn to food and to other basics of life. Berry seeks to connect eaters to food 
producers and to specifi c food sources on the land. Th e free market, in con-
trast, pushes in the opposite direction, reducing food transactions to matters 
of price and cash fl ow. Berry encourages consumers to engage morally with 
the methods used to produce their goods (the pollution, land degradation, 
social displacement, child labor) and with the fates of their postconsumption 
wastes (the leaking landfi lls and disrupted fertility cycles). Again, he stands 
apart from the dominant market view, in which goods appear on store shelves 
shorn of histories and thus of moral complications. Th e same shallow cash 
nexus weakly connects the consumer to the modern waste hauler and landfi ll 
operator. In Berry’s view (borrowed from agrarians of the past), barter rises 
above the cash sale in supporting a sound relationship between bargaining 
parties. Best of all are links between friends and neighbors involving exchanges 
of labor that are left  unrecorded. Not cash and bargain, but love itself, forges 
the strongest bond.

Th eories of Progress
Implicit in much of Berry’s work are claims that we can move ahead as a 
people, or at least recover lost ground, by improving our many relationships. 
To the extent Berry off ers a theory of progress, this is likely it. To understand 
this component of his thought—and get clear on what he might overlook—we 
can compare Berry’s views with three competing perspectives on human na-
ture and progress.
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Jacksonian democracy. Growing up in rural Kentucky, Berry naturally 
embraced elements of the ideology known as Jacksonian democracy: a com-
mitment to individual initiative, free enterprise, minimal government, and a 
safety net provided by family, friends, or parish rather than society. Like other 
lovers of liberty, Berry recoils from vestiges of feudalism and binding hierarchy 
(slavery most of all). In various writings he embraces not just free labor but 
something akin to a labor theory of value, particularly for skilled craft smen. 
Antebellum Democrats held high the ideal of the independent farmer or small 
businessman, beholden to no baron or bank. Berry still honors the ideal.

Where Berry stands apart from this still lively strand of American thought 
is in his rejection of the Jacksonian’s theory of progress. Jacksonians assumed 
that a release of entrepreneurial energy would somehow lead automatically to 
improvements in the public good. Th e most popular explanation employed 
Adam Smith’s invisible hand: as individuals aggressively pursue their self-
interest, the theory posits, the market magically transforms their selfi shness 
into public virtue. Few Jacksonians may have read Smith or understood his 
logic, but the spirit of liberty was alive on the land.2 Somehow, liberty and 
progress would travel hand in hand.

Berry largely rejects this belief that the market can transform private vice 
into public good. We see his stance clearly in his fi ction, in which good farm-
ers such as Mat Feltner, Nathan Coulter, and Elton Penn think constantly 
about the community and the future as well as themselves. Th ese leaders stand 
apart from characters such as Troy Chatham in Jayber Crow, who is quick to 
borrow, expand, and add equipment in a headlong pursuit of wealth. When 
the deceased Jack Beecham’s farm is up for auction, we have no illusion that 
the best new owner is the one who can pay the most. When Troy Chatham 
sells the Keith family’s “Nest Egg,” his foolishness is evident.

Berry’s rejection of Adam Smith, though, leaves a serious void in his own 
economic libertarianism. If the market is not strong enough to turn selfi sh-
ness into public progress, then what force is? Without Smith’s invisible hand, 
how might liberty lead to healthy lands?

Marxism. Nearly as strong are the parallels in Berry’s work with the fun-
damentals of Karl Marx’s thought, particularly Marx’s critique of capitalism 
and “bourgeois” property and his emphasis on the cultural implications of the 
modes of economic production. Here again we fi nd overlap on key elements 
but a disagreement on the driving force of progress. Berry shares Marx’s crit-
icisms of industrialism but not his ideas about change.3

Marx as economic historian presented an extended critique of industrial 
capitalism and a prediction that, in time, class confl ict would lead workers 
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(the proletariat) to displace capitalists. Th e result would be a peaceful, class-
less society in which wants were met and confl ict ended. Marx spoke only 
vaguely about his ultimate vision of harmony; what interested him instead 
were the ills of the industrial order and the initial steps of the journey to a new 
age. Marx railed against the cash nexus and “the icy water of egotistical calcu-
lation,”4 which degraded loyalties and interpersonal bonds. Industrialization 
sapped the craft sman of all sense of pride, he complained, and transformed 
even professionals into paid wage laborers. As for private property, Marx sup-
ported it when used by the owner. What he attacked was property in the form 
of capital: property from which an owner extracted value by controlling the 
labor of others. It was the factory owner and the farm landlord who drew 
Marx’s wrath, not the independent farmer or shop owner. Marx’s popular ap-
peal rested on his embrace of the labor theory of value—a theory that he 
wrested from economic liberals and transformed from a defense of private 
property (as it was under John Locke) into a weapon to attack capitalist ac-
cumulation. Workers should own their tools, Marx announced; only if they 
did could they retain their pride. Bourgeois capitalism turned people into 
machines and would eventually, he (wrongly) predicted, drive all wages down 
to subsistence levels with profi ts going entirely to capitalist owners. In time, 
though, workers would awaken to their plight, Marx explained. Th e ensuing 
confl ict would displace capitalism and take society to a higher cultural level.

Berry’s thought is usefully put side by side with Marxist criticism because 
the body of thought known as southern agrarianism or conservatism supplies 
the most direct, homegrown analogy, in terms of a wide-ranging criticism of 
industrial capitalism, to European Marxism. (Th e point has been developed 
by the historian Eugene Genovese, once a Marxist and now, like Berry, a pro-
ponent of ideas selectively drawn from the South’s conservative heritage.)5 
Like Marx, Berry stresses the central importance to society of the means used 
to produce basic commodities. A mode of production based on small farms 
and independent craft smen, Berry suggests, leads to a moral order quite dif-
ferent from the one that results when production comes from industrial farms, 
factories, and global enterprises. Echoing Marx (and, even more, Proudhon) 
Berry calls for mutualist, cooperative enterprises that displace ruthless com-
petition. Berry, of course, does not use the language of class, yet his comments 
about community bear a distinct resemblance. All people who dwell in a place 
belong to the resident community, whether they know it or not, Berry con-
tends. We hear an echo of Marx’s “false consciousness” in comments (by the 
fi ctional Burley Coulter and others) about the inability of many community 
members to awaken to their true membership.6 And we see faintly, too, a vi-
sion of a small-town classless society, in which social hierarchy disappears, 
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solidarity prevails, and people equate their personal welfare with the welfare 
of the whole.

Even more than in the case of Jacksonian democracy, though, we need to 
avoid pushing this comparison too far. Far more than the materialist Marx, 
Berry sees power in ideas and holds out the possibility of moral progress. 
Berry pleads with readers to consider a change of heart in a manner Marx 
would have rejected. Indeed, Berry’s individualism distinctly distances him 
from Marx, who scoff ed at liberalism and saw little prospect that individuals 
could change on their own. More pertinent is the lack of overlap on Marx’s 
theory of historical change. A strong believer in the determining force of his-
tory, Marx predicted that class confl ict would inevitably arise and usher in a 
new era; just as capitalists as a class had displaced the feudal landowners, 
moving society from feudalism to the industrial age, so too workers would 
awaken to their solidarity and push aside and ultimately eliminate the capital-
ist rulers. Progress came through class confl ict, which was largely inevitable 
(though usefully aided, Marx noted, by far-seeing intellectuals).

Civic republicanism. A third point of contrast for Berry’s thought, par-
ticularly useful on the issue of progressive change, is off ered by civic republi-
canism, a body of thought in the Anglo-American world that gained strength 
in eighteenth-century Britain, heavily infl uenced the colonies during the 
Revolution, and survived in diminishing form thereaft er. Republicanism re-
mains alive in various strands of communitarian thought and in older, largely 
displaced forms of political conservatism.

Civic republicans (Th omas Jeff erson among them) worried about the cor-
rupting infl uence of the market and the aggressive pursuit of self-interest. Th ey 
worried also about the loss of independence that came when one person be-
came subject to the economic or social control of another. Good governance 
could emerge, they believed, only if talented citizens gained economic inde-
pendence, rose above self interest, and then engaged with one another in the 
important work of collective self-rule. Virtue was the key to it all, and govern-
ments were best designed when they promoted virtue. Private interest and the 
public good oft en diverged. Th e selfi sh ego threatened civic stability, particu-
larly when private interests manipulated government to their advantage.

In this third body of thought we again see similarities and diff erences 
with Berry’s views. Like the civic republicans, Berry perceives a clash between 
the common good and the aggressive pursuit of self-interest. He agrees, too, 
that leadership requires virtue and that virtue is endangered, particularly by 
money. Good governance, in turn, is a communal aspiration, and people who 
provide good leadership deserve praise for their service. Th e highest calling, 
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for Berry as for civic republicans, is for a person to rise up to become a com-
munity’s exemplar, leading by individual virtue as well as by community-
minded acts.

Civic republicanism is particularly useful in clarifying Berry’s relative in-
attention to any theory of progressive change. Where (as noted) Jacksonian 
democrats placed faith in the market and Karl Marx deferred to the force of 
history and class confl ict, civic republicans have looked to virtuous leaders to 
craft  policies to promote the common good. Th ey have endorsed structures of 
government that draw in qualifi ed leaders, diff use power, and diminish the 
chance that selfi shness can corrode public welfare. Ultimately, progress here 
rests on concerted action—on what America’s revolutionaries termed their 
“self-rule” (a revealing label, given our tendency now to equate self-rule with 
individual liberty). Republican progress came when good people set aside 
their personal economic interests and labored collectively to promote the 
common good.

Th e Responsible Individual
On balance, Berry leaves us with the suggestion that social progress will come, 
if at all, when people become more aware of their relationships and then labor 
to improve them. Progress, that is, requires people to improve themselves by 
becoming better members of families, communities, and home landscapes. 
Th e market’s invisible hand will not bring about improvement, particularly to 
the land, Berry implies. Nor can we await some inexorable force of history to 
bring healing. People need to act, one by one, by becoming more moral. Berry 
expresses this message mostly by implication, yet he is nonetheless clear. He 
criticizes social “movements” and does not want to be part of one. Just as 
telling, his dozens of books contain scarcely any recognition that the decades-
long labors of environmental groups have brought any good. (His few favor-
able references are mostly to local, Kentucky-based activities.) Indeed, in 
essay aft er essay we hear hardly a word about organizing, joining groups, or 
getting together with fellow citizens to push for political change. Berry pro-
motes the idea of community-supported agriculture and organized sustain-
able farming and forestry initiatives. But his rare mention of such local eff orts 
highlights his relative silence on the subject overall.

We see this limit clearly in Berry’s masterful novel Jayber Crow, in which 
Jayber struggles to respond to the ills of modernity, particularly the arrival of 
the market mentality and industrial farming to small-town Kentucky. Berry 
as novelist is true to his fi ctional setting when he has Jayber and his fellow 
good citizens stand back and do nothing while industrial capitalism drags 
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down their town. His best option, Jayber senses, is to respond individually as 
a good Christian and love his neighbors, all of them. It is moral advice so far 
as it goes—and extraordinarily hard to embrace, as Berry vividly displays. Yet 
we can hardly be so naive as to think that Crow’s Christian love will halt the 
industrial juggernaut. In time, Port William’s lands will pass into the hands of 
farmers willing to push them hard to make money. When one aggressive 
farmer falls, another will take his place. Berry, to be sure, is not Jayber, nor is 
Jayber put forth as a model citizen, yet the reticence we see in Jayber runs 
through much of Berry’s writing.

We can say that Jayber acts irresponsibly in his reaction to industrial ag-
riculture, and perhaps he does, if he thinks his love will somehow soon im-
prove the land. We could complain, too, that Jayber is more interested in as-
suaging his conscience than in promoting the common good—though we 
need to go easy here because the moral life is itself a worthy and diffi  cult end. 
Th e important point, though, is we fi nd little evidence, in this novel or else-
where, of any call for concerted action by citizens acting as such—for self-rule 
of the kind that America’s founders sought when they broke ties with Britain. 
We can admire the virtuous, sensitive individuals like Jayber Crow while at 
the same time complain, loudly, that little is being done to halt the rural de-
cline. Here and there, Berry emphasizes key ways in which structural change 
is needed: governments ought to protect small towns from invasion by the 
market as well as by foreign troops, he tells us. Something must be done about 
the power of global free trade, and about the vast illegitimate constitutional 
powers that corporations possess. Public agricultural policies are also mis-
cast, he stresses, and agencies that hold strip-miners accountable for their 
harms too oft en defer to their wishes. Even in the case of private property, 
which Berry supports, he sees need for fundamental legal change, halting uses 
of property that entail obvious degradation. But how are these structural 
changes to take place, if good people remain silent? How are they to come 
about if no movement pushes for them? And is it really true, as Berry some-
times implies, that collective action is largely useless or untimely unless we 
fi rst simplify and purify our lives as individuals, disconnecting ourselves in-
sofar as possible from the industrial juggernaut?

Ultimately, what we see in Berry’s work—and he presents it as fi nely as 
any author—are images of the responsible individual, the farmer or barber or 
tradesman who stands tall on his land or doorstep, lives as virtuously as pos-
sible, cares for neighbors, respects other life, and lends support to the sur-
rounding community. Th ey are good and indispensable images, valuable so 
far as they can take us. But they do not take us as far as we need to go. And by 
dropping us off  where they do, they leave us vulnerable. By exalting the re-
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sponsible individual and calling for individual reform, Berry implies that (1) 
individuals are mostly to blame for our ills; (2) individuals can change their 
ways if they would only do so (albeit the labor might prove hard); and (3) 
overall reform can come one convert at a time. Th ere are problems, though, 
with these claims, and their inadequacies pose dangers.

Th e Populist Persuasion
In his work Berry openly borrows from the writings of earlier agrarians, par-
ticularly the authors of the manifesto I’ll Take My Stand (1930). Less clear to 
many readers are the similarities between Berry’s work and the stances of 
farm- and labor-based reform eff orts in American history. In his call for wide-
ranging popular change, beginning at the bottom, Berry’s advocacy resembles 
messages of the Patrons of Husbandry (the Grange), the Farmers’ Alliances, 
the Knights of Labor, and other nineteenth-century eff orts that led to the 
Populist Movement of the 1890s. Th ese reform groups saw themselves pitted 
in confl ict with the new industrial order. Th ey were guided by memories of 
earlier days, when farmers and craft smen had greater control over their 
plights. In the view of Gilded Age reformers, the era pitted people against the 
vested interests. Proposals for economic reform were blended with calls for 
social and moral change—including, in the case of Farmers’ Alliances, vast 
improvements in the public status of women.

For the most part these postbellum reform eff orts produced little, except 
in the regulation of grain elevators and railroad rates. With the rise and (in 
1897) rapid fall of the Populist party, reform eff orts shift ed gears—or, more 
aptly, one reform template gave way to another. Th e Populists’ inclusive, wide-
ranging calls for moral reform and economic and cultural change gave way to 
more narrowly focused eff orts to achieve limited results, oft en economic ones. 
In the realm of labor, for instance, the inclusive vision of the Knights of Labor 
yielded to the AFL and its smaller craft  unions, which sought to achieve eco-
nomic gains for their skilled members, not to change society. Farm-related 
reform eff orts divided into numerous groups, again with narrower, targeted 
aims, leading in time to the rise of the group that worked aggressively not for 
all farmers but only for the large, industrial few—the American Farm Bureau 
Federation. In eff ect, the Populist impulse provided the background for the 
varied reform eff orts that composed the early twentieth-century Progressive 
Movement.

Eff orts by many of these new Progressive reformers did in time bear fruit. 
And they did so because leaders learned from Populist failings. Moral out-
rage, leaders realized, was not enough to bring about change, even when di-
rected against specifi cally described ills. Organization was required, leading 
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to political and economic power. “It became clear” to the new reformers, his-
torian Maury Klein recounts in Th e Flowering of the Th ird America, “that 
power could be obtained only through organization, and that those who or-
ganized eff ectively did far better than those who did not. Th e tighter the orga-
nization, the narrower its aims, and the greater the resources at its command, 
the more likely it was to achieve its aims.”7 Individualism remained an icon 
and object of folklore, but success at law and in the market required more-
orchestrated eff orts. Craft  unions gained ground when they accepted the ex-
istence of industrial capitalism and negotiated on bread-and-butter basics. 
Advocates of various reform eff orts learned the same lesson: organize, keep 
focused, and push hard. Independent individuals were pawns of the system.

Th e Progressive experience also yielded other lessons. Voters, it seemed, 
were inclined to constrain economic enterprises (given the nation’s love of 
economic liberty) only when the evidence of public harm was fairly obvious. 
In addition, the public’s attention span on reform issues was typically short, 
which meant reformers had only a brief window of opportunity to achieve 
gains. To endure, real change had to become part of the bureaucratic and or-
ganizational structures of society; otherwise, gains could fade away. Even 
then, corporations were displaying a disturbing ability to mute calls for change 
by modifying their activities slightly and presenting an appearance of reform. 
And, once the public’s attention faded, corporations stepped in to take over 
regulatory agencies, weakening reform eff orts and even bending regulations 
to their advantage.

Berry’s writing presents instructive parallels with the eff orts of early 
Populist reformers, especially the Grange and Knights of Labor. Th e parallels 
are hardly exact, but they are apt in that Berry exhibits many of the cultural 
traits of these reform movements—holdovers, many of them, from the ante-
bellum era before industrialization gained the upper hand. Like the Populists, 
Berry ranges widely in his complaints (though to be sure he displays no ten-
dency to latch on to nostrums like free coinage of silver). He frames issues in 
moral terms, oft en reducing them to the individual level. His hope is to appeal 
to citizens from all walks of life. And he dreams of a new order. His vision of 
success comes mostly from the past, and it is a vision distinctly familiar—the 
independent farmer or craft sman who plies his trade with little interference 
from industrial outsiders. Th is was the dream of many Populists, and agrari-
ans today might dream of it still. Th e Populists rose and fell because their 
moral dreams lacked any means of accomplishment. Th eir problem was not 
so much looking backward for goals; it was that they failed to fi nd eff ective 
ways to achieve the goals. New moneyed powers were roaming the land. Th e 
Populists had no countervailing force to deploy in response.
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Cussed Individualism
Many of today’s environmental goals—most of them, probably—are ones that 
require concerted action. Th e individual acting alone can accomplish little. 
Garrett Hardin highlighted one source of this predicament, which he termed 
the tragedy of the commons. Hardin’s tragedy arose when users of a natural 
commons were able to increase their uses at will, exceeding the land’s carry-
ing capacity and causing degradation. What diff erence did it make if one per-
son refrained from overusing the commons when someone else would do so? 
Matched with this ill is the tragedy of fragmentation—probably the greater 
tragedy in the United States today.8 Th is tragedy arises when a landscape is 
fragmented into small pieces and no person or entity retains enough power to 
promote goals that require landscape-scale planning. Urban sprawl provides 
one example of this tragedy. Th e decline of connected wildlife habitats and of 
sensibly used rivers are others. If we want to point fi ngers, in terms of causes, 
we can take note of the institution of private property, at law and (more sig-
nifi cantly) in American culture, which accords individual landowners the 
power to degrade lands if they choose—neighbors be damned. Th e eff ect of 
private property is to vest so much power in individual owners that the com-
munity as such cannot coordinate activities at larger scales. Land abusers ben-
efi t from governments that govern least. Th en there is the competitive market, 
which pressures participants to cut costs and, in the case of products from 
land, encourages or even compels landowners to work lands too hard. When 
the low-cost market leaders abuse their lands, pushing external harms on 
neighbors, on future generations, and on other life forms, other market par-
ticipants can be compelled to follow suit or else lose out.

Th e point here—and it needs emphasizing—is that individuals are subject 
to forces beyond their control. Th ey live and work within systems that they 
did not make or choose. Th eir choices are constrained, particularly as labor-
ers and producers. In addition, the economics of sound living are oft en skewed 
against moral behavior when the individual acts alone. Illustrative here is the 
individual who rides a bicycle to avoid polluting the air. Th e cost in inconve-
nience is borne by the individual alone; the air-quality benefi ts are enjoyed by 
everyone. Th e situation presents a mismatch in the allocation of costs and 
benefi ts. Th e game, thus, is heavily stacked against moral living. Were the 
rules of the game diff erent, moral living could become far easier.

Like many critics, Berry implies that personal behavior is a matter of 
choice and that lifestyle choices reveal values; diff erent personal values would 
yield diff erent choices. Th e reasoning has merit, to be sure, and yet it short-
changes a critical point. We can see what is missing by returning to Hardin’s 
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tragedy of the commons, which he illustrated with the case of the hypotheti-
cal livestock grazer who continues adding animals to the commons even 
though overgrazing results. A grazer might well do this and at the same time 
support strict collective limits on overgrazing. Th e grazer who acts alone, that 
is, might degrade the commons; the same grazer, getting together with others 
to develop rules for using the commons, could readily vote to protect the 
land’s health. Th e stances might appear inconsistent, but they are not. In both 
cases, the grazer promotes his interest. Th e diff erence is that the grazer in one 
setting acts as isolated individual and in another as citizen or cogovernor. As 
an individual the grazer can do little to protect the commons; as a member of 
a governing board she can do far more. Th is distinction is sometimes termed 
the citizen–consumer dichotomy, and it can be vast. People can vote to ban 
activities in which they would freely engage if allowed to do so. Again, the 
positions seem inconsistent but they are not. Th e roles are diff erent, the eco-
nomics are diff erent, and so, oft en, are the outcomes.

Th e danger of Berry’s approach, focused on individual morality, is that it 
largely blames the individual for problems that are far bigger than the indi-
vidual. It increases the level of guilt in a way that can detract attention from 
the larger failures of collective responsibility.9 It can also portray individuals 
in an unduly harsh light—as being less responsible than they might be. A 
frequent, critical response to polls showing wide support for environmental 
protection is the argument that people display their true, more selfi sh values 
when they spend their money. It is an argument that contains a serious fl aw, 
as elementary economics reveals. A person who drives a gas-guzzler could 
logically support mandatory gas-mileage laws. So which response, then, re-
veals a person’s true values: the individual choice made in isolation or the 
decision made as citizen, when the power exists to change the system? Berry’s 
inclination, like that of many others, is to judge individuals by choices made 
in isolation. But in the frequent case of actions where costs and benefi ts are 
greatly misaligned (as they are in the instance of the gas-guzzler), this ten-
dency is unfair. It is troubling, too, because it implicitly exaggerates what in-
dividuals acting alone can accomplish, thereby weakening much-needed calls 
for collective action.

Like other agrarians, Berry extends an infl uential strand of American in-
dividualism and a commitment to liberty that are, in fact, inconsistent with 
the kinds of public policies needed to bring about structural change—in the 
market, in private property and land use, and in our interactions with nature 
generally. He displays a typically American commitment to small govern-
ment, local autonomy, private property, and the preservation of liberties, val-
ues that taken together clash with sensible, regional-scale land planning. A 
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common complaint against Berry and others is that they are nostalgic in 
wanting to restore a lost order. But the fl aw here, again, is not chiefl y in the 
aims they seek but rather in the means they propose to achieve them. Calls for 
individual moral reform are just not going to get us there, or anywhere close. 
Indeed, to call for individual change is largely to endorse the ideology of Wall 
Street libertarians who tout the market as the most effi  cient, even most demo-
cratic, of institutions. Th e market, it is said, gives individuals what they want 
as individuals. If Berry is right and people merely have bad wants, then the 
free market itself is not to blame. People can change their wants, and the mar-
ket will then serve their new wants. Viewed this way—though Berry would 
balk at the perspective—agrarian ideals become just another lifestyle choice, 
like organic produce or hybrid cars. Th e market can satisfy these choices, 
right along with the choices of people who want greasy fast food, consump-
tive SUVs, and rural McMansions. Th is is reasoning that the most antienvi-
ronmental libertarian could support: leave the economic system alone, tell 
government to stay away, and advise consumers simply to make diff erent 
market choices. It is a prescription, mostly, for inaction.

Th e Path Ahead
To see these limits on individual power, the gap between citizens and consum-
ers, and the many needs for collective action is to highlight where Wendell 
Berry’s thought might usefully give way to the ideas of others—to work of ob-
servers who have thought more particularly about ecological economics, col-
lective governance, private property, and the biology of conservation. Berry’s 
strength is moral challenge, and he is a master of it. To the extent individuals 
can make progress acting alone, they should listen to Berry and act. But to the 
extent that progress requires working together, we need to augment Berry’s 
work with more eff ective means of social change. We need to draw in some 
version of civic republicanism that accentuates collective self-rule and pro-
motes structures of public decision-making that nurture the common good. 
We cannot, as Berry proposes, respond to global problems only by thinking 
and acting at the local level—at the level, as he puts it, “of our competence.”10

Th e temptation, perhaps, is to say that we merely need to take Berry’s 
moral prophecy and mix it with the kinds of practical organizing that today’s 
environmental groups undertake. Th e combination, we might hope, could 
yield plentiful fruit. But we need to appreciate here what an awkward match 
this would be, particularly given trends in the conservation cause itself. Th e 
conservation movement exhibited a moral edge decades ago when it had bad 
actors to blame and it could attack them with a vengeance—the polluters, 
poisoners, and irresponsible dam-builders. But those were the old days, when 
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culprits were few and well-known. Th e situation today is more complex. Th e 
ills that affl  ict land arise from widespread sources. Th e opposition is stron-
ger, and moral language appears suspect. Most conservation groups have run 
for cover. Dollars increasingly fl ow to land trusts that do little to ruffl  e feath-
ers or cast aspersions. Th e way to improve land use, one now hears, is to buy 
land or pay bad-acting landowners to change their ways, not to criticize their 
bad actions. If the market itself is an ongoing cause of ecological destruction, 
no one seems willing to say so. And if, for instance, the destruction of critical 
wildlife habitat is a communal harm, few people are standing up to press 
charges against off enders. In truth, the conservation movement has become 
tame. Its fragmented elements mostly pursue narrowly defi ned aims, oft en 
under vague, unobjectionable slogans (“connecting people to wildlife” or 
“conserving land for people”). Hardly anyone on the environmental side 
wants to talk about private property, liberty, or any other high cultural ele-
ment. In an eff ort to ward off  the unfounded charge of extremism, they have 
become lambs. Th e moral edge is off ; goals are modest; and cultural criticism 
is largely gone.11

It is important to lay this reality on the table because it explains why 
Wendell Berry enjoys little infl uence with today’s conservation organizations. 
Berry’s strident moralism could hardly stand more distant from the tepid and 
technical rhetoric that conservation groups employ. Indeed, if the rise in land 
trusts is much indication, few conservation groups have anything critical to 
say of anyone. Th ey accept and work within the system, buying a piece of land 
or conservation easement here and there while prodding environmental agen-
cies actually to implement their statutes as written. Th e right wing’s vision of 
private property has taken the stage, with little competition. Increasingly the 
talk is about promoting “ecosystem services” by paying landowners to use 
their lands more gently; the underlying assumption, apparently shared by 
nearly all, is that landowners have and should have the legal right to destroy 
what they own. Th e challenge to selfi sh individualism is largely gone; few 
structures of society face any real threat.

Th e conservation movement, in sum, would need to change its ways sig-
nifi cantly if it were to welcome Wendell Berry as guiding intellect and moral-
ist. It would need to embrace the kind of harsh edge that Berry supplies, a 
willingness to challenge complacency and old ways of seeing and valuing 
land. Berry has called loudly and wisely for eff orts to promote the health of 
the entire community of life. He has embedded the individual into natural 
and social systems in ways that challenge American liberalism and the many 
fragmentations of modern life. Th e conservation movement could not adopt 
these stances without challenging modern life with far more vigor: speaking 
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truth to power; confronting entrenched authority; and questioning assump-
tions that Americans hold dear. Beyond that, the many conservation groups 
would need to do something they are obviously loath to consider: to work 
together, far better than they ever have, orchestrating their messages, collec-
tively engaging in cultural debates, taking stances on issues like individual 
liberty and private property, and otherwise coordinating calls for change.

As for Berry himself, a merger of his criticism with collective action might 
well worry him just as much. His chief goals—for land health, for new ideas 
of private ownership, for limits on corporate power, and for measures that 
protect small towns from global capitalism—would all require legal measures 
that challenge his deep-seated individualism. Th ey would require social 
movements. And they would cast doubt on the merits of the quiet leaders 
whom Berry most admires—the Mat Feltners and Wheeler Catletts, who dis-
play exceptional moral fi ber yet remain disengaged from public power. Like 
their followers, Berry’s fi ctional leaders remain outsiders. Th ey cope with 
change but do not shape it.

Berry’s moral prophecy supplies a much-needed corrective for the frag-
mentation of American society. We need Berry more than ever, and his criti-
cism rings true. At the same time, we need to attach this criticism to a realistic 
understanding of structural change and how it might come about. Power 
speaks, and small towns and individual people are easily crushed. Berry the 
writer remains too wedded to Jacksonian democracy and dated images of the 
independent entrepreneur to give advice on the best means of confronting 
global capitalism. Just as surely, though, we are cast adrift  without his proph-
ecy or something very much like it. Berry holds a mirror to our faces. We 
would be foolish to look away.
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Hemingway’s Nick 
and Wendell Berry’s Art

David Crowe

IT SHOULD PROBABLY come as no surprise that Wendell Berry sees his fi c-
tion “in conversation” with rather than emulating the work of such writers as 
Ernest Hemingway and Norman Maclean.1 Aft er all, Berry is emphatically his 
own man. And he is in the best sense our American Jeremiah, a prophet who 
decries the extent to which we have fallen away from a sacred duty—to culti-
vate God’s creation respectfully and modestly, to build community, fi nally to 
rest in the immortality of love.2 Berry’s jeremiad has called into conversation, 
and into question, varying social and economic practices and theories, not to 
mention literary styles and authorial worldviews. So when Berry writes in 
“Style and Grace” that he admires Hemingway’s short story “Big Two-Hearted 
River” (1925) yet regrets Hemingway’s controlling and reductive literary style, 
we begin to deduce Berry’s own literary calling. Berry lays claim to a vision 
that is not similarly reductive, but more accurately and fully expressive of his 
world’s merits and demerits and human struggles. He implies as much as he 
compares Hemingway’s work with Maclean’s in A River Runs Th rough It 
(1988). Here, Berry says, is a “far more moving” story than Hemingway’s and 
one that, because it conveys the importance of companionship across genera-
tions, represents nature as a gift , and demonstrates the “power of culture,” is 
open to grace.3 “Grace” in its religious sense is the unmerited gift  of God’s lov-
ing and redeeming attention. Yet here grace also seems to be a condition of 
understanding: knowledge of the terms and obligations of this gift , the loving 
and caring response that people ought to make to the world and one another 
if they know what people are for.

Berry’s remarks in “Style and Grace” raise a series of questions whose 
answers might clarify the nature and mission of his own literary art. Th e fi rst 
of these questions concerns Berry’s qualifi ed appreciation for Hemingway’s 
famous “soldier’s homecoming” story, “Big Two-Hearted River.” Berry’s read-
ing of “Big Two-Hearted River” is appreciative, but is it a fair, full, or generous 
reading? Should we be convinced that Hemingway’s art is in some way “re-
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ductive” and that Berry’s own work avoids reduction? A second question con-
cerns Berry’s choices of writers whose work he implies invites comparison to 
his own: What do the poles of Hemingway’s “literary purity” and Maclean’s 
“modest, solitary, somewhat secretive” art tell us about Berry’s work? Finally, 
answering this question might help us to read properly Berry’s own story of a 
soldier’s anxious homecoming and quest for restoration, “Making It Home.” If 
this story is understood as a conscious response to “Big Two-Hearted River,” 
as I think it should be, then what does Berry have to show us about his calling 
as a writer of fi ction, and teach us about our methods for dealing with trauma 
and nearness to death? What can he teach us about the preciousness of peo-
ple’s homes, the liabilities of wartime regimentation, and the diffi  culties of a 
veteran’s resuming work and loving familial relations? 

I see Berry’s remarks in “Style and Grace” as both accurate and problem-
atic, but the remarks are to me more interesting for what they imply about 
Berry’s own literary values. In celebrating Maclean’s modest and even secretive 
work (I take “secretive” to mean avoiding overt confessions of belief or expres-
sions of piety), Berry is marking out his own literary terrain. Th is modest ter-
rain seems to involve at least the following: (1) openness to mysteries rather 
than doctrines, especially mysteries about ultimate questions of existence and 
meaning; (2) a transparent prose style that calls attention to people’s ethical 
decisions rather than to the author’s aesthetic or ideological commitments; (3) 
the representation of unassuming and hardworking families and communities 
as the model for social organization; and (4) representations of the land both 
as real substance deserving our stewardship and as analogue to those things, 
physical and metaphysical, for which we are responsible. Th ese aspects of the 
Berry terrain are all on display in “Making It Home,” a story in which a return-
ing soldier less bright and experienced than Nick Adams nevertheless pos-
sesses resources for his situation that Nick lacks for his. Berry implies that Nick 
need not lack these resources, that his fi ctive situation refl ects very real autho-
rial stubbornness and misapprehension.

What sort of reading of “Big Two-Hearted River” has Berry made? Here 
we need to consider what Berry means by Hemingway’s literary purity and 
tendency to write reductively. Berry is quite clear about what he admires in 
the story.

I have read the story many times, always with aff ection and gratitude, 
noticing and naming its virtues, and always seeing clearly in imagination 
the landscape and all the events of Nick Adams’s restorative fi shing trip. 
It is this clarity with which Hemingway speaks his story into the reader’s 
imagination that is his great and characterizing virtue. . . . Th ere is a 
moving courage in this plainness, freeing details, refusing clutter.4
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Clearly, Berry shares these priorities—courage, plainness, freeing details, refus-
ing clutter—in his own work. Berry’s complaint is with Nick’s remarks near the 
end of the story about refusing to fi sh in the swamp. Nick calls such fi shing 
“tragic,” which it clearly is not. Berry understands that such fi shing might be-
come “mysterious or bewildering,” but rejects the word tragic and proposes the 
more accurate word melancholy. (Neither works for me; I would propose frus-
trating.) “If [Hemingway] means the word [tragic] seriously,” Berry writes, “then 
he is talking about a tragedy that he knows about but the reader does not.”5

Berry is perfectly correct that the word tragic is out of scale with Nick’s 
fi shing experience. It is not diffi  cult for readers of In Our Time, however, to 
understand if not endorse Nick’s use of the overblown word. “Big Two-Hearted 
River” was written to be read within the context of Nick’s fragmentary bil-
dungsroman in In Our Time, a book patterned aft er such story-novellas as 
James Joyce’s Dubliners (1914) and Sherwood Anderson’s Winesburg, Ohio 
(1919).6 By the time we read the concluding story of Hemingway’s fi rst seri-
ous, and most experimentally modernist, book, we know that Nick has grown 
up living in and loving the Michigan woods, followed his restless heart to war, 
and received a wound to his spine that might have paralyzed him and cer-
tainly aff ects his movement; he has married and is expecting a child, and fi nds 
himself back in the United States and able to visit Michigan. It is then that 
Nick undertakes his solitary and, as Berry notes, “restorative” fi shing trip. 
During this trip, Nick enjoys creating an orderly camp, managing his own 
meals and other business without interference, and fi shing in ways that grati-
fy him and do not cause him anxiety. When Nick thinks of fi shing in the 
swamp as tragic, he may be indicating that in his current emotional state any 
sharp frustration would be intolerable, that it is his post-traumatic stress that 
is tragic. Or he may be sharing a mostly private memory with Hemingway 
himself of another widened, swampy stretch of river—the Piave River in 
northern Italy—where Hemingway nearly lost his life to an exploding trench 
mortar shell in July of 1918, very defi nitely a near-tragic moment.

In either case, Nick would be enacting a Freudian theory of which the 
modernist Hemingway was very familiar. Freud argues that repressed impuls-
es, such as an intolerably frightening memory, must come forward into con-
sciousness in allusive forms, such as jokes, allusions, and omissions.7 Another 
allusive form would be the non sequitur, such as Nick’s sloppy, perhaps self-
aggrandizing use of the word tragic. I follow Malcolm Cowley, Philip Young, 
Carlos Baker, and many other Hemingway scholars in viewing Nick in “Big 
Two-Hearted River” as psychologically troubled. I also agree that Nick’s war-
time wounding is a cause of this psychological distress, a repressed memory 
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that vexes Nick’s mind and complicates his relationships.8 Reading “Big Two-
Hearted River” in the context of In Our Time, however, I also view Nick’s mar-
riage, his becoming a father, and his anxiety about experiencing these strait-
ened freedoms while commencing a career as a writer as complicating his 
mental state. Th is reason becomes clear when a relieved Nick, arriving at his 
fi shing spot, “felt he had left  everything behind, the need for thinking, the 
need to write, other needs.”9 Th ese unnamed “other needs” must involve Nick’s 
initiation into the cycles of life and death and fundamental adult responsibili-
ties through his wife’s pregnancy. Th e title of the story tells us so: What is big 
and two-hearted? A pregnant woman.

So I don’t share Berry’s view of Nick as an exaggerated and inauthentic 
fi gure of tragedy, though if I were to read Nick this way I would share Berry’s 
distaste for such a sloppy-thinking and self-oriented young man. More accu-
rately, I think, Berry has detected that Nick Adams is an unusually alienated 
character, cut off  from his own history and community and in this sense a 
kind of nonperson: “So far as we can learn from the story itself, the man comes 
from nowhere, knows and is known by nobody, and is going nowhere—
nowhere, at least, that he cannot see in full daylight.”10 Th is judgment, which 
will give rise to important traits in Art Rowanberry in his story, depends upon 
our reading Nick without either literary or biographical context, which of 
course we may do. We may also, on the other hand, read Nick as a roughly 
autobiographical character whose growth we have tracked in In Our Time 
from his preteen years in “Indian Camp.” Th is boy grown to manhood is much 
like Hemingway himself: child of a pious, domineering mother and mild phy-
sician father, native of Chicago whose heart really lives in the northwestern 
Michigan lake country, wounded veteran of World War I, and in the early 
1920s a newly married man whose wife is, to his regret, pregnant. 

Nick’s adolescent reticence about important matters—in “Cross-Country 
Snow” he refuses to share his thoughts with a friend and grudgingly assents to 
having the baby in the States—point to the central and overwhelming frustra-
tion in Nick’s life as he prepares for his trip to the country. He is giving up 
what he loves—is it skiing with buddies or writing as an expatriate?—in order 
to return his pregnant wife to the States. (Hemingway and Hadley had re-
turned to Canada for their fi rst child’s delivery; presumably this is Nick’s and 
Helen’s decision as well.) Although Berry might ignore other Hemingway sto-
ries in which Nick appears, he does recognize a strange isolation in Nick, a 
fundamental disconnect from his family and lover. Nick does indeed lack a 
mature personhood, the kind that meets new responsibilities with grace and 
that prizes human connection especially with those we love. Berry takes seri-
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ously the biblical injunction to love our neighbors; Nick seems to fail in this 
duty even in regard to the person Søren Kierkegaard calls the “fi rst neighbor,” 
his wife.11

Yet Nick presents a personhood that even Berry might approve. Aft er all, 
throughout his prewar years Nick, like Hemingway, has chosen the beauty, 
mystery, and fi lial community of the Michigan lake country over the con-
formist ambitions and pieties of Oak Park; he has chosen the honesty and 
craft smanship of clear, elegant writing over careers merely remunerative; in 
traveling to the Big Two-Hearted he accepts the consolations of an intact and 
nourishing place, and attempts some clear thinking about the terms of his 
existence and his responsibilities. Th is is choosing as Berry would have us 
choose; living as Berry would have us live. However, Nick is also sharply dif-
ferent from Hemingway in unattractive ways. He has apparently avoided a 
postwar confrontation with his family and their values (which Hemingway 
could not do, once receiving a letter from his mother that called him “lazy, 
loafi ng and pleasure seeking” and calling him to perform his “duties to God 
and his Son Jesus Christ”12). He has adopted an itinerant expatriate lifestyle—
Hemingway notably portraying Nick’s skiing in the Alps rather than perform-
ing Hemingway’s own long workdays in a rue du Cardinal Lemoine garret or 
Montparnasse cafés. And he has retreated to the river country to escape the 
“home economics” of a pregnant wife, and, we are told, the need for thinking, 
the need to write, other needs. In these ways, Nick is boyish, unformed, lack-
ing a calling, and reluctant to assume responsibility for his wife and child. He 
is a member of no real community and depends on no real friends or family. 
For Berry, such boyishness is a failure of personhood. Berry senses an inap-
propriate artifi ce in this Nick Adams, an artifi ce that serves a literary style that 
“imposes its terms upon its subject.” “It is a fi ne story, on its terms,” Berry 
writes in “Style and Grace,” “but its terms are straitly limited.” What are these 
terms? Ones that are reductive of “both humanity and nature.” According to 
Berry, Nick refuses, as does his author, to plumb the mysteries of “history and 
bewilderment.”13

Perhaps so. As we see in examining “Making It Home,” such a distressed 
young man as Nick can seek other consolations than solitude, memory, recre-
ation, and emotional self-evaluation.14 I share Berry’s strongly implied sense 
that Hemingway lived and wrote in troubled relation to such crucial helps as 
the family, the childhood home, wise members of the community, and spiri-
tual sources of meaning. Hemingway’s characters oft en seem alienated, oft en 
by their own choice, from consoling and healing powers. Th ink of Frederic 
Henry in A Farewell to Arms, who by the novel’s end has no lover, no child, no 
country, no army, no faith, no diversions, no friends, no home, no family to 
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speak of, no work. “Poor things,” Leslie A. Fiedler writes of Frederic and 
Catherine. “All they wanted was innocent orgasm aft er orgasm on an island of 
peace in a world at war, lovemaking without end in a scarcely real country to 
which neither owed life or allegiance.”15 Th is is cruel satire but somehow ex-
pressive of the “literary purity” that concerns Berry as well. Hemingway plans 
for an ambivalent ending to “Big Two-Hearted River” and tragic outcome to 
A Farewell to Arms, but to accomplish either outcome must strip his charac-
ters of the sources of meaning—including family, neighbors, “real country” 
(in both the national and natural sense), and faith—through which they might 
avoid tragedy.

Berry might rightly chide Hemingway for failing to present us with an au-
tobiographical character who understands total war and threatening military-
industrial modernity as emerging evils, who dwells upon his own distress 
while neglecting the family and community for which he is fundamentally 
responsible and where others live in responsibility for him as well. But surely 
Berry goes too far when he writes, “Like the similarly reductive technical and 
professional specializations of our time, this style [of Hemingway’s] minimiz-
es to avoid mystery. It deals with what it does not understand by leaving it 
out.”16 Th is is a stunning and I think ultimately unfair accusation, to claim 
that Hemingway somehow refuses to confront mysteries, that his literary style 
is complicit with the balkanized, deadened, uncritical consciousness that 
serves corporate interests. Granted, Hemingway’s commitment to a rigid ide-
ology of inevitable loss was the downfall of his career. Hemingway at his best 
wrote with a courageous openness to renewal, hope, and grace.17 Th is is an 
openness Berry sees nowhere in Hemingway’s work, but does see in Maclean’s 
A River Runs Th rough It, in which the tragic death of the gift ed and willful 
brother, Paul, is balanced with Norman’s and their father’s sense of Paul’s 
beauty and capacity for love. Maclean, for Berry, believes in the “connective 
power of culture” while Hemingway does not. True enough. Hemingway con-
fronted mysteries aplenty, but his nascent Catholicism and republican soli-
darity in the 1920s and ’30s seem to have been powerless to provide him with 
an image of an intact culture founded in spiritual communion, mutual caritas, 
and stewardship of one’s own place. Hemingway’s faith apparently could not 
quiet his fears about his fragile talent, his purposes in life, his anxious connec-
tions with his wives and children, and possibly the meaning of his death. 
Nowhere do we see a Hemingway hero build a home, honor his promises 
before God to love and cherish his wife, cultivate his corner of the natural and 
artistic worlds, and worship a creator who, aft er all, made the rushing streams 
of the Italian Alps, the dusty mountains of Spain, the chestnut trees along the 
Seine, and the fi rm trout in the Big Two-Hearted. A fi ctive world absent these 
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representations of the basic human duties of work, worship, and stewardship 
is perhaps reductive in imagining a full range of what Kierkegaard calls joyful 
duties, if not complicit with the very real draining of our awareness of mystery 
from our now consumerist consciousness.18

And by now the transformation of the ancient story is nearly complete. 
Our society, on the whole, has forgotten or repudiated the theme of 
return.19

As if to reimagine Hemingway’s reductive postwar river tale, Berry in “Making 
It Home” tells the tale of another near-mortally-wounded veteran of a world 
war, uncertain about his return to the cherished country of his youth and suf-
fering the blunted aff ect of battle fatigue. Berry has modeled his story aft er 
Hemingway’s in other ways as well, including at least its two-day, two-part 
structure; its interior monologue relieved by intricately described local color; 
the attention to hunger and hunger assuaged, to anxiety and anxiety calmed; 
even its references to fi shing. Berry follows Hemingway in exploring the state 
of mind of a young man who loves living things, their cycles of birth and 
growth and death, and the places they occupy—but who has witnessed the 
wanton destruction of human and other life in a war that thinking people 
know is muddied with industrial-fi nancial motives. As John Dos Passos sus-
pected, Nick’s war may have been less about making the world safe for de-
mocracy than making the loans of J. Pierpont Morgan to European powers 
safe for repayment.20 Art Rowanberry’s war, for Berry, initiated a military-
industrial partnership that has done great damage to the American household 
economy and environment. Hemingway and Berry both, then, explore the 
response that a sensitive young man might have to trauma, disillusionment, 
and nihilistic destruction. Yet the literary waters Berry fi shes are diff erent and 
perhaps deeper. If Nick Adams explores submerged feelings—the size and 
diffi  culty of the catch is the objective correlative—then Art Rowanberry 
struggles to recover a more fully conscious volitional attitude toward home. 
Here the journey is the proper correlative, with walking-as-thinking leading 
to the chosen telos of home. Th e complexity of Berry’s reimagining is implied 
by the story’s resonant title: Art needs to renew a sense of both “making” and 
“home.” “Making” will be the antidote to wartime killing and destroying. 
“Home” will be defi ned, or at least represented, as a multigenerational com-
munity founded on love and meaningful work. “Making it home” means, of 
course, to arrive at a place where one rests and works; but it also means creat-
ing, building, and tending a physical place and  a vital metaphysical concept.

For Berry to bring Art home, either physically or emotionally, is no great 
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narrative task. Art has no wish to go anywhere else. Far more diffi  cult for 
Berry, yet skillfully accomplished, is bringing home the logical ties between 
wartime regimentation, bureaucratic amorality, and wanton destruction in 
1945, with a nominally peaceful American economy since. I say “nominally” 
because, as Berry has convincingly shown, a war has been waged upon 
American communities and farms during those sixty-odd years, the enemy 
an axis of multinational oligarchs, exploiters, and benefactors of the so-called 
free market. To bring Art home to a consciousness of the process would be 
obviously anachronistic. But for Berry to help us, his readers, to understand a 
love of making and a hatred of waste, a love for home and a hatred of the in-
eluctably strange, a love for meaningful work and a hatred of inauthentic or 
aimless pleasures—this would be laying the foundation for a credible society. 
Art Rowanberry needs to become what Berry calls “a peaceable man,” for if he 
does, and resumes his task of tending the earth—“which we all have in com-
mon,” writes Berry, and which is “our deepest bond”—then we ensure the 
future of the human race.21

Art’s story is posed as a kind of spiritual tale or parable in four acts, the 
progression of acts assisting us in this fundamental understanding. First, Art 
dwells upon issues of independent, self-reliant personhood, much as Nick 
Adams does in the Michigan woods. Art has had his fi ll of military regimenta-
tion, and as he begins walking home he savors his solitude. “Arthur Rowanberry 
has come a long way, trusting somebody else to know where he was, and now 
he knew where he was himself.” Here regimentation is implicated in loss of 
control and loss of direction. Th ese for Berry are issues of personhood: moral 
choosing and knowledge of one’s place are crucial. Th e instinct for these things 
is alive in Art: “He walked . . . like a man who had been taught to march, and 
he wore a uniform. But whatever was military in his walk was an overlay, like 
the uniform, for he had been a man long before he had been a soldier, and a 
farmer long before he had been a man.” Yet Art has experienced a great threat 
to his personhood, a threat far more insidious than the shell fragment that 
nearly takes his life. He has taken pleasure in what he shouldn’t, a “reduction” 
as he puts it, in his responsibility as he “did what he was told.” But on this walk 
home he begins to realize the threat: “Th at laying around half a day, waiting for 
somebody else to think—that was something I had to learn.”22

Th e famous wartime memoirist and scholar Paul Fussell had to learn the 
same passivity through regimentation when he was inducted into the 
American army in 1943. He describes a similar eff ect of the experience: “We 
were lined up, insulted, shouted at, numbered, and hustled into a barracks 
building by contemptuous sergeants.” Although Fussell and his companions 
were destined to become offi  cers, “here, we were serfs, or even lower than 
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that: we felt the dog tags issued to us accurately named. . . . We knew that we’d 
been cruelly duped [in believing that as offi  cers-in-training they would be 
treated as gentlemen] and our ever emerging from our current social status 
seemed quite impossible.”23 Fussell’s preoccupation with social and intellec-
tual status, remained, it seems, lifelong (though he is amusingly self-aware 
about this attitude). He suff ered under demeaning regimentation primarily 
because his intellect was improperly valued, as his reading in Mencken in 
those days taught him: “All government, in its essence, is a conspiracy against 
the superior man: its one permanent object is to oppress him and cripple him. 
. . . One of its primary functions is to regiment men by force, to make them as 
much alike as possible . . . , to search out and combat originality among them.”24 
Berry would agree with the portrait of the coercive nature of regimentation 
here, and with the forced conformity, but would surely quarrel with its per-
ceived eff ect. Th e problem is not that one’s originality is quashed, let alone one’s 
superiority, but that one’s responsibility for moral-ethical decision is dimin-
ished and perhaps voided during one’s enlistment period. Art Rowanberry has 
learned moral-ethical passivity so that he will follow orders obediently. Th is, 
Berry implicitly warns us, is likely prelude to joining up with “mass man,” the 
peacetime form of unfelt regimentation in which a person does and thinks 
what the others do and think because the others do and think it.25

Personhood, for Berry, requires a rejection of mass experience. “Making 
It Home” opens with, and employs throughout, imagery of the massive and 
strange reduced to a knowable human scale. Th e opening sentence begins this 
imagery: “He had crossed the wide ocean and many a river. Now not another 
river lay between him and home but only a few creeks that he knew by name.”26 
Th e last of these creeks Art knows by name will be the Sand Ripple, which 
drains the western edge of the Rowanberry farm and leads Art home. Images 
of the roads Art walks upon function similarly, as paved highways become 
“lesser roads” and fi nally “still narrower” pairs of graveled wheel tracks.27 Set 
against such homely familiarity and reassuringly diminishing scale is a view 
of the world Art has confronted during and since the war, a view of an imper-
sonal, frightening, and immense universe. “But now, having gone and re-
turned from so far, he knew that he was walking on the whole round world. 
He felt the great, empty distance that the world was turning in, far from the 
sun and the moon and the stars.” Th is cosmic awareness seems to cut two 
ways for Art. On the one hand, this is an image of the great cosmic “nothing” 
of space, associated through imagery with Art’s near-death experience and 
with his obvious anxiety regarding the meaning of this life. On the other hand, 
awareness of the immense universe supplies Art with a new point of view that 
we might call earth-centered and ecological: “Here,” Art thinks, apparently 
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meaning here on the earth, “is where we do what we are going to do—the only 
chance we got. And if somebody was to be looking down from up there, it 
would all look a lot littler to him than it does to us.”28 Th e fragility and small-
ness of the earth is an important insight for one who has participated in the 
greatest assault of men and machines upon that earth in history—World War 
II. Art is beginning to internalize, if not consciously understand, his respon-
sibility for this small, fragile earth—a responsibility he will enact upon his 
even smaller, knowable place on it, the Rowanberry farm.

Th e greatest wrong Art has experienced while under the control of the 
regimental bureaucracy seems to be that no matter the virtue of the war 
against National Socialism, he has been trained in the ugly and arguably 
amoral act of wanton destruction of lives and homes and farms. Th is training 
and these acts may have been necessary during the Allied campaign in Europe, 
but are wretchedly profane during peacetime. Art recoils from these memo-
ries, and rightly so. In 1945 another ethic of casual and wanton destruction is 
about to begin. Since World War II, Berry writes in What Are People For?, 
“governing agricultural doctrines” have enforced a productivity “based on the 
ruin both of the producers and of the source of production.” Th rough mis-
judgment or greedy manipulation, agribusiness interests are at war with the 
American land and its people. Th e family farm and functioning farm com-
munities are being destroyed so that corporate interests can shape the econo-
my to their ends. And government funds that might have been directed to 
conservation or other enduring values are directed toward the short-term cri-
sis of war.29 And so, “absent farmers,” writes Berry, “have had to be replaced 
by machinery, petroleum, chemicals, credit, and other expensive goods and 
services from the agribusiness economy of what used to be called farming.”30 
More than Nick Adams, then, Art Rowanberry is alive if not alert to the de-
struction that he has participated in. He has of course no inkling of the im-
pending fate of the American family farm, but he knows that the Allied as-
saults in which he took part were at least partly assaults on people like his 
own, hardworking folk connected to the land and tending their families and 
their farms and their towns. “Th em fellers over there,” Art says to his friend 
on the battlefront, a friend who hates the Germans and wishes to kill every 
one, “are doing about the same work we are, ’pears like to me.”31

It is unclear from the terms of the story whether Berry takes a pacifi st 
stance even toward the so-called Good War. It is quite clear that Berry de-
plores deeply the deadened consciousness required to wage war against not 
only an enemy but against women, children, homes, and farms. Th is critique 
of mass violence is more than a historical-sociological matter for Berry, as he 
publishes “Making It Home” during the fi rst Gulf War and, more important, 
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views wartime assaults as paradigms for destructive group behavior under-
written, endorsed, and enforced by large and distant bureaucratic organiza-
tions. For Art, this organization is the “government,” made up, he realizes, of 
men who do not fi ght and are not harmed or subject to harm. “Th e govern-
ment was made up of people who thought about fi ghting, not of those who 
did it. Th e men sitting behind the desks—they spent other men to buy ground, 
and then they ruined the ground they had and more men to get the ground 
beyond” (226). Men sitting behind desks ruining the land for ambiguous 
though fi nally possessive, territorial purposes: perhaps Berry requires the 
plodding interior speech on Art’s part so that he, Berry, can display such gen-
eral utterances, calculated by their author to apply both to Art’s wartime ex-
perience and perhaps to modern agribusiness practices. Art’s speech calls into 
question not only acts of governments at war but grasping bureaucratic as-
saults on precious things generally.

In the story’s “second act,” Art grows beyond Nick’s and his own sense of 
individualistic revulsion. Now begins a drama in which Art, unlike Nick, will 
be reintegrated with his family and will resume his calling as a farmer. Th e 
threat to this reintegration and resumption has been Art’s growing sense of 
nihilism while in combat. Th e subtext of Art’s eventless and almost tension-
free walk home (there seems to be little animating tension in this story, no 
real corollary to Nick’s distress) thus involves a quasi-theological contrast be-
tween the “nothing” of profane acts and the “something” of life and work in 
stewardship of neighbor and place. Th rough careful and repeated use of the 
word nothing, Berry establishes a meaning not far from the important use 
Karl Barth made of the word. For Barth, nothing (das Nichtige) is all that is 
not-God and all that is not God’s will, including evil. Th is evil cannot be tamed 
or intellectually justifi ed (for example, as needed in a particular theodicy to 
make experientially available its opposite, goodness) but exists in absolute 
opposition to creation: it is de-creation, death. In a description of Art’s war-
time experience just prior to his near death, Berry uses the word nothing four 
times and the word whole, nothing’s opposite, three times:

Th e fi ghting went on, the great tearing apart. People and everything else 
were torn into pieces. Everything was only pieces put together that were 
ready to fl y apart, and nothing was whole. You got to where you could not 
look at a man without knowing how little it would take to kill him. For a 
man was nothing but just a little morsel of soft  fl esh and brittle bone in-
side of some clothes. . . . Th ere was nothing you could look at that was 
whole—man or beast or house or tree—that had the right to stay whole 
very long. Th ere was nothing above the ground that was whole but you 
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had the measure of it and could separate its pieces and bring it down. 
You moved always in a landscape of death, wreckage, cinders, and snow 
(224; my emphases).

Immediately following this meditation on wholeness and nothingness, Art 
recalls his wounding, made all the more horrifi c when the same shell disinte-
grates his buddy: “McBride just disappeared” (224). Art immediately under-
goes the change that he must reverse in this story. “From a man in the light on 
the outside of the world, he was transformed in the twinkling of an eye into a 
man in the dark on the inside of himself, in pain, and he thought that he was 
dead” (225). Th e profane inversion of Paul’s promise to the Corinthians that 
through faith they would be “transformed . . . in the twinkling of an eye” 
(1 Corinthians 15:52–53) is intentional and telling. Paul prophesies a change at 
the last trumpet in which believers will be raised into new life and into com-
munion with divine will. In shocking contrast, Art has seen and felt the impla-
cable eff ect of death: nothingness, nihil. Before his wounding, he had been 
forced to treat bodies as though they were nothing, stepping over and beyond 
bodies as though they were “only a low mound of something in the way,” but 
now death is personal. Art awakens in the hospital and is a diff erent person, 
“newborn from his death . . . tender and a little afraid” (224–25). Perhaps Art 
is more than a little afraid, as he is tormented by the waking dream “in which 
every creature and every thing sat, like that boy McBride, in the dead center of 
the possibility of its disappearance” (228).

Th e paradoxical existence of “nothing” has been made so frighteningly 
real to Art that, in order to live and love and work, he has to regain confi dence 
in the good things that God commands into existence. Art’s task seems quite 
diff erent from Nick’s. While Nick must manage extremely raw anxiety and 
avoid a panic that may be set off  by any strong disappointment—thus remov-
ing Nick from any pleasure involving risk—Art requires a more conscious, 
intellectual adjustment to his existential situation. He requires reentry from 
the airless space of “nothing” to his own earth, his own land, his own farm, his 
own family, his own work.

Th e emblem of Art’s moral progress in this second act seems to be his 
“choice” of a lonely rural church for his night’s rest, but Art has made no con-
scious choice of this sacred space. Rather, his feet “carried him on to the 
church” when Art “told them” to walk (229). Here Berry hints that Art in his 
current anxiety places no value upon the church and all it represents—
community in common faith and spiritual nourishment at least, in this in-
stance. Signifi cantly, the church is empty, and the hunger Art knows he ought 
to feel is also absent. Th is is a gently profane representation of spiritual com-
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munion, if not a parody. Art eats a chocolate bar, but does so mechanically. 
Th is meal is a gentle reminder of wartime habits (the hurried munching of 
empty calories for sustenance) rather than a sacrament. Far less gentle is the 
reminder of another wartime habit, Art’s fearful waking throughout the night 
to listen for threats. Th ese are profoundly nonsacred and noncommunal feel-
ings that Art must overcome.

Art wakes still feeling far less than whole. It is the springtime morning 
that begins to revive him, helping Art to think about his seasonal responsi-
bilities, which he will enact with his family. A kind of creation drama begins. 
First there is light, and Art realizes that he can see. A world that the day be-
fore had seemed as large as the unfathomable cosmos today seems (only) 
“wide as the whole country and deep as the sky.” Art is no longer threatened 
by the absurdity of “nothing,” but living in “a kind of story” in which he is an 
intended character. “As he more and more saw where he was, it seemed to 
him more and more that he was walking in his memory or that he had en-
tered, awake, a dream that he had been dreaming for a long time.” His hunger 
returns like a “landmark,” like a “tree that put its roots in the ground and 
spread its branches against the sky” (230). Rooted and yet set in relief against 
the infi nite sky, Art regains his personhood and place, both physical and 
metaphysical.

But perhaps not his joy. Th is further turning point in “act three” will be 
restored by a series of Art’s personal acts with biblical resonances. Having 
now hinted at Art’s progress through self-awareness and then awareness of 
the sacral qualities of quiet, rest, and hunger (both physical and spiritual hun-
ger), Berry must, if he can, illustrate the healing powers of home and its mes-
sages of love.

He can: fi rst, Art notices the “marks of the fl ood that had recently covered 
the valley fl oor.” Like the fi re that burned the town of Seney in “Big Two-
Hearted River,” this fl ood’s destructiveness is a correlative to wartime destruc-
tion, a quiet reminder of what the young veteran has experienced. However, 
Berry’s choice of a fl ood allows him further biblical echoes: specifi cally, re-
minders of the post-Flood covenant God makes with God’s people—a prom-
ise that Art requires as he hopes to regain confi dence in the goodness and 
durability of his natural world. Next, Art bathes in preparation for his home-
coming. Berry’s language leads us to the transcendent importance of this bap-
tismal bathing: “And then warmth came to him. It came from inside himself 
and from the sun outside; he felt suddenly radiant in every vein and fi ber of 
this body.” In this radiance, Art is like the risen Christ in Hebrews 1:3, like 
Moses aft er witnessing God, like Daniel in the lions’ den, and like many oth-
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ers who experience the immediate presence or incarnation of God. “[Art] was 
clean and warm and rested and hungry. He was well” (232).

Twice in the next two pages, Art remarks that there was nothing now 
around him that he didn’t know. Twice he remarks that he is no longer a 
stranger, an observation that takes on added signifi cance with a second, more 
sacral reference to Paul’s fi rst letter to the Corinthians: “I am not a stranger, 
but I am changed” (232, my emphasis). Art really is changed, rather than 
changed back. He begins to dwell upon the meaning of his experience at war, 
realizing for the fi rst time that he has known “a mighty power of death and 
fi re. An anger beyond the power of any man.” Th is personifi cation of the 
mighty power is interesting. Perhaps Art is drawing upon his knowledge of 
Revelation 13, with its portrait of the mighty beast allowed to mock God and 
control God’s creation. In any case, the new warmth and radiance Art feels 
carry him onward to his home and far away from this mighty power.

In “act four,” the actual homecoming, Berry poses his denouement in im-
agery that is far more complex than it fi rst seems. Th e situation echoes the 
parable of the prodigal son in some respects, though of course Art has spent 
neither his money nor his integrity prodigally. Nevertheless, the hardworking 
brother who stays home is present and working hard; the father’s joy in seeing 
his son return is heartfelt. “Well now!” the father says twice, an epithet that 
taken another way punctuates Art’s own judgment that he is “well now.” Th e 
contrast with Nick’s experience is sharp here. Berry knows it is, placing three 
common fi shing rods by the bank of the creek, their lines in the water await-
ing the worms that Art’s nephew is collecting from the newly plowed 
furrow—fi shing for sport and pleasure versus fi shing for familial companion-
ship and food. Th is fi shing imagery is embellished by the young nephew’s 
work digging worms. Berry has written vigorously about the need for both 
the young and the old, neither normally counted in the American workforce, 
to have meaningful work. He argues that, in “viable household and local 
economies,” children and older people “would have work to do by which they 
would be useful to themselves and to others.” He continues, “Th e ecological 
damage of centralization and waste is thus inextricably involved with human 
damage. For we have . . . classrooms full of children who lack the experience 
and discipline of fundamental human tasks, and various institutions full of 
still capable old people who are useless and lonely.”32 But not on the Rowanberry 
farm. Here the father and older son are “bent to their work, their hands riding 
easy on the handles of the plows.” Th e little boy, Roy Lee, “bent” (the repeti-
tion of this word reinforcing the parallel work) “and picked something up 
from the freshly turned earth and dropped it into the can.”33
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And fi nally, as an important leitmotif in the story is rounded out, Art will 
be truly fed. Th e father calls for food, grown no doubt on the farm and pre-
pared by Art’s mother (curiously present only by verbal reference). Th en, 
echoing the famous line from the parable of the prodigal son in Luke 15:24 
(“For this my son was dead, and is alive again; he was lost and is found”), the 
father says, “For we have our own that was gone and has come again.”34 Th e 
biblical cadence is appropriate given the transformation Art has undergone—
from a dead man marching at the command of bureaucratic others, to a re-
sponsible and responsive member of a self-reliant farming family.

Th is transformation Hemingway denies to Nick—thus the reductiveness 
that Berry sees in “Big Two-Hearted River.” What are we to conclude about 
Berry’s judgment upon Hemingway’s art? I am reluctant to join Berry in re-
quiring “right consciousness” from Hemingway, though my faith claims are 
nearer Berry’s than Hemingway’s—so far as I can tell about either man’s com-
mitments and quandaries. I am inclined to let each be a powerful literary 
craft sman in his own right, Hemingway perhaps off ering questions about bal-
ancing the endlessly unstable choice between duty and desire; Berry with 
greater certainty off ering prophetic images of waste and destruction and the 
quasi-occult forces that wish to control us—and the possibility of right think-
ing with regard to community and creation.
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At His Desk as 
on His Land

Hayden Carruth

PERHAPS THE BEST contribution I can make to this symposium would be an 
account of how this long, close, important friendship between Wendell and 
Hayden began.

Go back to New York in the 1950s. Wendell was a young man from rural 
Kentucky who felt uncertain about what he should do and how and where he 
should do it. But he knew he was interested in poetry, and he had the great 
good sense to become friends with Denise Levertov. What a marvelous thing 
to happen to a young poet. I was older than Wendell, a little further along in 
the adventure of becoming a poet, and Denise and I were already friends. She 
made sure both Wendell and I knew each other’s work, and shortly aft erward, 
when she became the interim literary editor of the Nation, she assigned one of 
my early books, I think North Winter, published by Carroll Coleman in Iowa, 
to Wendell for review. Wendell and I fell into correspondence at that time, 
and we are still exchanging letters regularly.

Do not be misled, my friends, by my blithe way with dates and places. I 
am doing this from memory. In my old age my memory has become a nui-
sance, not to say a joke. Hence my “data” are approximate, but I don’t think 
anyone will be seriously misinformed by what I am doing.

In our letters Wendell and I soon found that we were in agreement on 
many things. Not everything. In matters philosophical Wendell was, like 
Denise, more inclined toward intuited, not to say mystical, understanding 
than my nonbeliever’s love of reason can accommodate. And in politics and 
social thought my anarchic tendencies seemed irresponsible and maybe child-
ish to Wendell. But we easily set these diff erences to one side. Instead of 
whanging away at them whenever they arise, as so many of our friends do, we 
don’t mention them. It’s easy. We recommend this course to everyone.

Our large area of agreement was in our attitude toward nature. We both 
loved to live and work close to the plants and animals and lights and sounds 
of the natural environment. We have done so all our lives, and we are knowl-
edgeable. I know that if I mention seeing a northern shrike in my woods, 

�
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Wendell will understand what I am talking about. Th is means a great deal in 
our age of persistent idiocy and misdirection in the public exchange of ideas; 
it means an immense deal. Wendell and I are confi dent of each other, and that 
is the main supporting element of all friendship.

In the spring of 1970 my suff ering from the ubiquitous allergens of 
Vermont became so acute that I decided to visit friends in New Mexico. 
Perhaps life there would be easier for me. Impetuously I piled my suitcase, 
briefcase, typewriter, and shoes into my old F250 pickup, stopped at the mar-
ket for a carton of Camel fi lters, and headed out. Th e next day I was some-
where in eastern Ohio not far from Port Royal, Kentucky, where Wendell 
lives. Impetuosity was the order of the day, apparently, because I immediately 
turned south and crossed the big river somewhere near Cincinnati.

With my road map open on the seat beside me, I wended westward on 
secondary roads until I found myself at the bottom of a long hill where a sign 
pointed upward to Port Royal. I drove on slowly. Something was coming 
down the hill toward me on the edge of the road. Soon I saw it was a man 
leading a horse or mule with a halter and with his other hand holding onto a 
medium-sized boy. I stopped and cranked down my window. “Are you Wendell 
Berry?” I hollered.

“Yes,” he hollered back.
I waved and shouted, “I’m Hayden Carruth.”
“Th e hell you are!” he replied.
I got out and we shook hands. And except in pictures on book jackets, 

that was the fi rst time Wendell and Hayden had seen each other. It was an 
unexpected and happy occasion.

I drove on up the hill to town, where I turned around and drove to 
Wendell’s place, following the directions he had given me. It was, and is, a 
small farm on a steep hill that leads down to the bank of the Kentucky River 
from one of the ridges that characterize that part of the country. A splendid 
white clapboard house in the back, a big garden in front, a reddish barn on the 
side. When I drove into the driveway, Wendell was already there, having 
walked home across his north pasture. He introduced me to the boy, whose 
name was Den, though I did not catch what Den was short for. In New York 
it would have been short for Denise.

Soon Tanya, Wendell’s wife, came out and welcomed me.
I stayed for a couple of days, I think, and Wendell showed me his woods 

and fi elds, especially the parts I could recognize from his poems. I recall par-
ticularly a poem titled “Meditation” and the little nook of his woods where 
Wendell had written it. Both the poem and the nook struck me forcibly. We 
cruised his fences, examined the garden, walked by the river, inspected the 
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cow, the horse, the hens, and so forth, but mostly we talked and told stories, 
great subtle whoppers that embarrassed the trees and made the fi elds lie fl at. 
Without doubt Wendell is the best storyteller I know.

What a visit it was. I do not exaggerate at all when I say, from the vantage 
of old age, that those few days with Tanya and Wendell were by far the most 
important event of their kind in my whole life.

Aft er a couple of days I moved on to New Mexico, where I spent two or 
three months driving around, looking at the land, observing the people. 
Eventually I decided that clearly I belonged in Vermont, and I drove home. 
Over the years since then Wendell and I have visited each other whenever op-
portunities arose, we have read each other’s manuscripts and off ered sugges-
tions, we have written hundreds of letters back and forth, we have enjoyed 
many phone calls. I have hammered continually at him to reduce his heavy 
schedule of traveling, lecturing, attending conferences, and the like—all the 
burdens he has undertaken in his personal but highly public campaign for 
economic, agricultural, and social sanity in our country. He has agreed with 
me that this work is too demanding and takes too much time and energy away 
from his writing, but at the same time he has found himself too bound by 
conscience to give up the obligations he took on years and years ago. Even so, 
he has completed much important writing in recent years—poetry, fi ction, 
memoirs, critical and theoretical essays. Wendell has always worked harder 
than anyone else I know, at his desk as on his land.

Inevitably when we wish to express gratitude for the presence of impor-
tant people in our collective and individual lives, we run the risk of sentimen-
tality and foolishness. Allow me to say simply that to me the past fi ft y years in 
America without Wendell—the poet, the critic, the great proponent of hu-
mane reason and natural propriety, the staunch but courteous iconoclast, and 
in all his modes and motives—would be and are unimaginable.
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�
Wendell Berry and 
the Traditionalist 
Critique of 
Meritocracy

Jeremy Beer

WENDELL BERRY has insisted, vehemently and consistently, that he speaks 
for no school, no movement, no man but himself.1 But while Berry speaks for 
no one but Berry, he would be the last to deny that he writes—and lives—from 
within particular and overlapping traditions, which he is quick to enumerate 
and acknowledge. As Kimberly Smith has noted, he takes seriously not only 
the traditions in which he has found himself embedded but also the very con-
cept of “tradition,” a term he almost always uses in an approbative sense.2 To 
think of him as an “American traditionalist” checks the tendency to place his 
work comfortably under the heading of more misleading labels, including 
“progressive.” It clarifi es his position in our intellectual history and helps to 
broaden our understanding of what he has hoped to accomplish. In this re-
spect, we might attend especially to his perceptive critique of meritocracy—a 
critique, as we shall see, that forms an important part of what we might call 
the traditionalist tradition.

What does it mean to be a traditionalist? And what’s the problem with 
meritocracy anyway? Isn’t it the most just way of achieving a tolerable social 
order?

Numerous coherent and defensible defi nitions of traditionalism have 
been off ered, but the term is typically employed negatively as a worldview 
characterized by a non- or even antirationalist outlook in unshakeable thrall 
to the past. Th e traditionalist is supposed to be a superstitiously pious crea-
ture incapable of bringing critical reason to bear on his fears, beliefs, and ac-
tions. To him, what is not traditional is taboo. He represents the human race 
in its childhood, and he is supposed to have been all but eradicated from the 
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Western world, whose history consists precisely in the rationalization—and 
therefore detraditionalization or desacralization—of the cosmos.

But there is another way of regarding traditionalism, which is to see it as 
a social-political philosophy that strives to create or maintain those condi-
tions and structures in which tradition is a pervasive ordering and authorita-
tive force in the lives of individuals and their communities. Th e traditionalist, 
in this view, regards inhabitance within a community enlivened by a matrix of 
vital and living traditions as essential to human fl ourishing. Th is is a tradi-
tionalism that emerges from the other side of reason. It consists in the critical 
appropriation and appreciation of traditional practices and mores by a reason 
that has come to realize its own limits. It recognizes, as Wendell Berry has 
argued, that one of the purposes of culture is to guide us in acting well even 
though our knowledge is incomplete, as well as to tell us that our knowledge 
is incomplete—a perfectly rational proposition.3

Traditionalism, we ought to emphasize, is distinguishable from conserva-
tism, even “traditionalist conservatism,” in that American conservatives, 
especially in the postwar era, have largely ignored certain issues about which 
authentic traditionalists might have been expected to have much to say—
technology, for example. Most thinkers aligned with the conservative intel-
lectual movement have had little to say about technology except, perhaps, to 
lament that the speed of its development, vertiginous as it has been, has not 
been fast enough, owing to government restrictions on industry. But even so-
called traditionalist conservatives’ complaints about the ways in which the 
cultural dynamism fueled by new technologies disrupts the fabric of commu-
nity life have rarely risen to the level of theoretical criticism. Heidegger, 
Romano Guardini, Friedrich Jünger, Ivan Illich, Albert Borgmann, and Neil 
Postman all produced theoretical critiques of technology in the decades span-
ning the middle-to-late decades of the twentieth century,4 critiques that one 
might have expected to be acceptable to if not welcomed by the American 
Right. But none of these men was a self-described conservative. Indeed, if one 
discounts the early work of the southern agrarians and their successor Richard 
Weaver (whose work on the subject pretty much ceased aft er the publication 
of Ideas Have Consequences), the absence of a single major, sustained critique 
of contemporary technological society in the postwar conservative literature 
must be considered extraordinary.

One reason traditionalist conservatives did not produce in the last sixty 
years a fundamental criticism of the technological whirl that was seemingly 
tearing apart the world they sought to defend was their commitment to a “free-
market” economy. It might be argued that this commitment was not intellec-
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tual but tactical, that traditionalist conservatives’ alliance with libertarian and 
classical-liberal anticommunists trumped all other considerations in the Cold 
War world. But I do not think that the writings of many traditionalist conserva-
tives ultimately support such an interpretation. Although traditionalist conser-
vatives occasionally voiced concerns about capitalism, in the end they sought 
only to modify its worst excesses. To many, while Ludwig von Mises seemed an 
ideologue, Friedrich Hayek was perfectly acceptable; indeed several leading tra-
ditionalist conservatives, including Richard Weaver and Eric Voegelin, main-
tained strong friendships with Hayek and held his work in high regard.

Furthermore, the favorite economist of the traditionalist conservatives 
was Wilhelm Röpke, a Swiss economist who subscribed to the fundamentals 
of the Austrian-school economics promoted by Mises, Hayek, and their col-
leagues. Röpke taught that the state must not interfere with the market’s price 
mechanism. He argued that once government sets the ground rules it must 
clear out of the way, and that free trade must be strongly protected. At the 
same time, he expressed a fear that capitalism inherently depleted the moral, 
social, and cultural capital on which it depended. He therefore called for the 
state to support the family and other intermediary associations that provided 
this capital—without interfering with market mechanisms, of course. Röpke’s 
economics, the traditionalist conservatives seemed to agree, was the best 
practical alternative to state socialism and laissez-faire capitalism. Needless to 
say, this agreement hardly signaled a rejection of market liberalism.5

Th us, even to the least liberal of the postwar conservatives, the capitalist 
order was not only a fait accompli but also about the best economics one 
could hope for in this fallen world, a world not only fallen but also threatened 
by communist aggression. Oft en they suspected the harshest critics of capital-
ism of espousing “utopianism,” one of the most frequent charges of postwar 
rightists and one intended to preclude further debate. And so, even in the 
realm of theory, the traditionalist conservatives chose not to take up the cud-
gels of prewar conservative radicals and populists against the aggrandizement 
of corporations (see, e.g., Allen Tate’s essay in Who Owns America?),6 and 
they chose not to consider seriously the decentralized and small-scale eco-
nomic proposals of postwar radicals and Greens (e.g., they kept their distance 
from E. F. Schumacher and other serious economic decentralists).7 Th e failure 
to produce a theoretical critique of industrial economics is yet another indica-
tion of the fundamental antitraditionalism of the postwar American Right.

Finally, one might have expected that twentieth-century conservatives 
would have integrated into their cultural analyses the insights and concerns of 
the ecological movement. Conservationism would seem to be at home—
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indeed would seem only to be at home—in the broader context of a truly 
conservative worldview. Skepticism toward the ideology of progress is a sur-
prisingly consistent feature of the American nature-writing and conserva-
tionist literature, from Aldo Leopold to Sigurd Olson to Edward Abbey.8 But 
as with technology, postwar American conservatives were content, in their 
intellectual work if not their personal lives, either to lament ineff ectually the 
pollution of rivers, the ruination of the land, and the extinction of species 
or—less nobly and against the evidence of the senses—to accuse environmen-
talists of concocting crises and spreading fear. Th us was the natural alliance 
between conservationists and conservatives deft ly avoided.

As an ideologically unaligned thinker, Wendell Berry has been able to 
avoid this split-mindedness. He has defended both nature and human culture 
as complementary parts of a holistic concern with the conditions of human 
fl ourishing, or what he oft en calls simply “health.” In so doing, he has not only 
defended a particular and traditional way of life, but he has also argued that 
to live well is to live at least in part by the guidance of, and always in conversa-
tion with, the traditions one inherits.

It is not uncommon for Berry to argue from tradition, or to approve of 
someone or something by noting his or its concordance with long-standing 
communal practices and beliefs. He praises the Kentucky writer Harry Caudill 
for understanding and venerating “the traditions of justice.” Edward Abbey he 
happily identifi es as “a traditionalist—as he has said himself, expecting, per-
haps, not to be believed.” He identifi es “the classical and biblical traditions” as 
the preeminent source of authority in enjoining us to act responsibly as stew-
ards of nature. And of Wes Jackson’s Land Institute Berry writes that if it “is 
innovative, it is so partly in response to a long tradition and an old hope. It is 
not merely another episode in our time’s random pursuit of novelty.”9

Berry holds in high regard “the traditions of religious and political thought 
that infl uenced the shaping of our society and the founding of our govern-
ment.”10 Elsewhere, he claims to derive a list of recommendations for the pur-
suit of localist economics “from Western political and religious traditions”—
not, that is, from an abstract ideological blueprint or pure philosophical in-
quiry. He rejects the use of the language of a public commons because it is not 
part of “our history and tradition,” and for the same reason he accepts and 
believes in “the right of private property.” He faults many contemporary intel-
lectuals for seeing in “American history” and the “Western cultural tradition” 
only an “inheritance of greed and destruction.”11 And he argues that the hope 
of conservationists lies ultimately in the Western tradition. Here he is worth 
quoting at length:
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If we want to use the world with care, we cannot exempt ourselves from 
our cultural inheritance, our tradition. Th is is a delicate subject at pres-
ent because our cultural tradition happens to be Western, and there is 
now a fashion of disfavor toward the Western tradition. But most of us 
are in the Western tradition somewhat as we are in the world: we are in 
it because we were born in it. We can’t get out of it because it made us 
what we are; we are, to some extent, what it is. And perhaps we would 
not like to get out of it if that meant giving up, as we would have to do, 
our language and its literature, our hereditary belief that all people mat-
ter individually, our heritage of democracy, liberty, civic responsibility, 
stewardship, and so on. Th is tradition obviously involves errors and mis-
takes, damages and tragedies. But that only means that the tradition too 
must be used with care. It is properly subject to critical intelligence and 
is just as properly subject to helps and infl uences from other traditions. 
But criticize and qualify as we may, we cannot get along without it, for we 
have no other way to learn care; and in fact care is a subject about which 
our tradition has much to teach.12

Clearly, it is not diffi  cult to marshal an abundance of textual support for the 
notion that Berry writes and works and lives and thinks as a traditionalist. 
Look in particular at one of the most important manifestations of his tradi-
tionalist outlook: his brief against meritocracy and its resonances with similar 
arguments made during the last two and a half centuries by other thinkers 
with at least one foot in the traditionalist tradition.

America’s self-styled traditionalist conservatives have owed and conceded 
considerably more to liberalism than they or their interpreters sometimes 
suppose. But from a traditionalist standpoint, this has not vitiated completely 
their thought, which undeniably has included important traditionalist ele-
ments. One of those elements—and perhaps the one that is not only most 
relevant today, but most shockingly un-American—concerns their critique of 
meritocracy.

Now meritocracy—the distribution of social awards according to an ob-
jective measure of aptitude and/or achievement, that is, “merit”—might serve 
as a tolerably just and healthy ideal on which to order society, were it not for 
genes. But because genes matter—or, to be more precise, because individual 
diff erences in the attainment of success, prestige, status, wealth, are inelucta-
bly and closely tied to natural diff erences among individuals—meritocracy, as 
a coherent justifi cation for the ordering of society, is, strictly speaking, a lie. 
Such, it seems, is the conclusion that one must inevitably draw from the social 
science research that culminated in the publication, a decade ago, of Th e Bell 
Curve.13 It is not the conclusion drawn by Th e Bell Curve’s authors, Richard 
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Herrnstein and Charles Murray, but it is defensible, perhaps even unavoid-
able. Th is fundamental insight has, in fact, served to buttress the arguments of 
traditionalist thinkers ever since the meritocratic ideal began to challenge 
strongly the privileges of class, birth, and rank in the eighteenth century. And, 
oddly enough, Wendell Berry, the Jeff ersonian democrat, because he shares in 
this traditionalist tradition, has in fact helped to revitalize it, putting the pre-
tenses and shams and inhumanity of meritocracy front and center without 
resorting to elitism. But this is to get ahead of ourselves. Let’s fi rst take a side-
long look at Th e Bell Curve and try to understand why it poses such a terrible 
challenge for the meritocratic ideal.

With the publication of Th e Bell Curve, Herrnstein and Murray sought to 
show through a monumental synthesis of research in the fi elds of behavior 
genetics, intelligence, personality, criminology, and education that a natural 
aristocracy of talent had come to fruition in the United States. Natural advan-
tages, not environmental ones, account for individual diff erences in achieve-
ment, status, educational attainment, income, criminality, and other variables 
associated with social stratifi cation. Moreover, the most reasonable conclu-
sion to be drawn from the research is that this stratifi cation results from (rath-
er than causes) these diff erences. In America, talent triumphs. If justice is to 
be found where each is given his due, in the ancient formulation, what could 
be more just?

Two problems arise. Liberal individualism, which might be regarded as 
the ideology of meritocracy, had always posited that the rule of the talented or 
the skilled would be most in accord with justice, but for that very reason it 
also propagated the myth that hard work—will, eff ort, and not nature—was 
responsible for one’s level of skill or talent, and hence ought to be the basis of 
individual achievement. As Christopher Lasch noted in Th e Culture of 
Narcissism, “America’s reputation as a land of opportunity rested on its claim 
that the destruction of hereditary obstacles to advancement had created con-
ditions in which social mobility depended on individual initiative alone.”14

For justice to be served, then, it was important to eliminate, or at least to 
equalize, social or environmental barriers to the development of talent. To 
stunt artifi cially the development and fl ourishing of talent would not be just, 
and everyone ought to have an equal opportunity to achieve success. But, it 
was assumed, once this removal of barriers was accomplished, individual ini-
tiative would more than anything account for diff erences among people. It 
might be necessary to tear (some) children from their families and redistrib-
ute wealth to an extent heretofore unimagined, but in theory justice, eventu-
ally, could be served.

Th e Bell Curve’s authors brought together evidence that eff ectively dis-
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pelled this myth. In fact, by the late twentieth century, social and environ-
mental impediments to achievement in America had been removed to an 
unprecedented degree. But all this had done was reveal the ruthless extent to 
which nature contributed to human diff erences. In fl attening and homogeniz-
ing culture, the twin engines of liberal individualism and social engineering 
had not so much created the conditions under which will or eff ort mattered as 
they had made nature matter more than ever. Th e entire concept of “will” or 
“initiative,” in fact, now slipped into the background; James Q. Wilson and 
Herrnstein doubted whether the concept of “free will,” at any rate, had any 
validity at all.15

What, then, of justice? Herrnstein and Murray were not too worried by 
this obvious question, but here it is: if nature, which no one merits, is to ac-
count for the distribution of wealth and prestige and power, how is that distri-
bution just? Individual initiative as the agent of justice makes some sense, 
since it is a moral concept; if the only thing standing between a man and the 
American dream is laziness, that seems fair enough. But genes? One ends up 
with them through no merit of one’s own. How then can one lay claim to what 
they make possible? Th e liberal individualist society’s claim as being uniquely 
just is exposed as fraudulent by the sort of research reported and synthesized 
by Herrnstein and Murray.

For many, it has not taken long for the solution to this dilemma to be-
come clear. And ironically that solution was provided by advances in the very 
area—human genetics—that had fi rst exposed the problem: nature, like cul-
ture or environment before it, would have to give way, would have to become 
malleable. Th is is a simple requirement of justice in a society governed by the 
meritocratic ideal. For if meritocracy is to be just—or, again, at least more just 
than any imaginable alternative—it cannot simply reward individuals ran-
domly, which is essentially what it does when it rewards them according to 
their largely genetically controlled diff erences in capabilities. Th ey must lay 
moral claim to its rewards, and that can be done only if each individual has an 
equal opportunity to succeed. Since that opportunity is manifestly unequal 
because of diff ering genetic capacities, we must aim toward the equalization 
of those capacities. For only in that way can our society lay claim to being 
just.16

Note that this is simply the old eugenics argument in a diff erent key. Th e 
eugenicists of old—and even, indirectly, Herrnstein and Murray—argued that 
eliminating the genetically unfi t was an act of justice. Th e same is being said 
here, with the elimination taking place by diff erent means. Large-scale, thor-
oughgoing, state-mandated genetic engineering or “therapy” will be required 
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if the liberal society is to be a just one. As Kass commission member Peter 
Lawler has predicted, despite the assurances of some that “the new eugenic 
regime would be the very opposite of tyranny, because individuals would be 
perfectly free to make biotechnological choices for themselves and their chil-
dren,” such a sanguine view does not account for the requirements of merito-
cratic justice. Th e reality is that “personal choice would not be allowed to 
burden others with unnecessary risks. . . . Th e state, in pursuit of risk manage-
ment or eradication, would therefore intrude more and more into the most 
intimate details of people’s lives.”17

Now there are several alternatives to this argument. One is to argue that 
Herrnstein and Murray, and all those social scientists who agree with the 
basic core of their analysis, are simply wrong. In accounting for individual 
diff erences, nature doesn’t matter nearly as much as they say—in fact, very 
little—and it can be overcome through further and more drastic environmen-
tal modifi cations. But, on the basis of all available evidence, there is no reason 
to think that, this side of heaven, there is any perfect environment that if of-
fered to all humans would completely obscure their innate diff erences (al-
though, of course, suffi  ciently bad environments can do this). I do not even 
think that most of those who take issue with the basic reading of the research 
off ered by Herrnstein and Murray know that they are arguing this. But they 
are, and it is as implausible as it is disingenuous.

Another alternative is to recognize the essential validity of the behavior-
genetics evidence but reject trying to equalize conditions at the beginning 
through genetic engineering and instead focus on equality at the end, through 
massive redistribution, artifi cial competitive boosts to the less naturally gift -
ed, and so forth. Th is is the approach of the welfare state, and as some critics 
of Th e Bell Curve were quick to point out, it seems actually to be strengthened 
by Herrnstein and Murray’s work as a prudent and humane attempt to com-
pensate the genetically disadvantaged, at least partially, for their bad luck.18 
Yet, to put it gently, the modern welfare state has not proved to be without its 
diffi  culties, among which are its invasion and undermining of family life, the 
massive managerial bureaucracy required to sustain it, and the denial of local 
and communal liberties.

Finally, there is a more radical approach, and that is to argue that the idea 
of meritocracy is itself mistaken. Th ose in this camp argue that in order to lay 
claim to justice, a meritocracy must ultimately become a tyranny, either man-
dating genetic engineering and other eugenic “solutions” to the problem of 
individual diff erences, or severely curtailing liberties through a large central-
ized bureaucratic apparatus, or both. Th e better approach, from this perspec-
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tive, is to abandon the destructive meritocratic ideal in favor of one that might 
be called traditionalist.

Warnings and prophecies against the follies of meritocracy have been present 
in the literature of traditionalist writers since the eighteenth century. Th ese 
criticisms were usually employed to defend—self-interestedly, perhaps—the 
relatively static class structure of the ancien régime, but they still contained 
genuine insight.

Consider Justus Moser’s “No Promotion According to Merit” (1770).19 
Moser, who from approximately 1764 to 1794 was the highest government 
offi  cial in the Westphalia bishopric of Osnabrück, wrote this essay in response 
to reformers’ eff orts to create a civil service in which positions would be open 
to all according to merit, not birth or rank. He marshals several arguments 
against this proposed change. First, he claims that the only honorable thing to 
do in the face of a system that distributes offi  ces and honors solely on the basis 
of merit is to withdraw oneself from consideration, since if one were reward-
ed, one’s less honored friends would be humiliated, while if one were passed 
over, one would be ashamed and disgraced. “Believe me,” writes Moser, “so 
long as we remain human, it is better that from time to time fortune and favor 
distribute the prizes, than that human wisdom award them to each according 
to his merit.”

Moser also questions whether a true meritocracy is even workable, for 
surely those passed over in promotion by those younger than they, for in-
stance, would merely resign in embarrassment or anger. On the other hand, if 
men are promoted because of factors other than merit, “everybody will be free 
to fl atter himself that merit is not the measure of the world; nobody can re-
gard himself as calumniated; self-love acquiesces, and we think that time and 
fortune will bring up our turn, too.”

As long as humans have their “present nature and passions,” concludes 
Moser, by which he means chiefl y pride and self-love, a system of doling out 
awards and honors according to merit alone can produce only confusion and 
resentment. As things stand now, on the other hand, “people can think to 
their comfort: fortune and not merit has elevated these. . . . But if everything 
went according to merit, this so necessary comfort would completely disap-
pear, and the cobbler who . . . can fl atter himself that he would be doing some-
thing entirely diff erent from mending the Lady Mayor’s slippers if merit were 
respected in this world could not possibly be happy.”

While meritocracy has proved to be acceptable to many more than Moser 
predicted, his cogent and concise brief against such a system has proved pre-
scient in its prediction that such a system would generate social resentment. 
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Similar warnings were issued by others. In England and America, the tradi-
tionalist case against meritocracy descends clearly from Edmund Burke’s 
Refl ections on the Revolution in France and provides Burke with his fi nest cre-
dentials as a traditionalist thinker.

In ignoring natural human diff erences, the French revolutionaries, Burke 
warned, were propagating a “monstrous fi ction, which, by inspiring false 
ideas and vain expectations into men destined to travel in the obscure walk of 
laborious life, serves only to aggravate and imbitter that real inequality, which 
it never can remove; and which the order of civil life establishes as much for 
the benefi t of those whom it must leave in an humble state, as those whom it 
is able to exalt to a condition more splendid, but not more happy.”20

Th ere is much to meditate on here. First, it is clear that there is nothing in 
the behavior-geneticists’ work that would have surprised Burke. Th ere is “real 
inequality” among men that can “never” be erased; to pretend that it can is to 
inspire false hopes, which when dashed will no doubt lead to bitterness and 
resentment. For Burke, the old class structure served to mask somewhat the 
ineluctability of natural individual diff erences; it humbled some and exalted 
others, but by making deliberately obscure the mechanism by which this sep-
aration of men occurred, it allowed the man of low social status to blame his 
estate not on himself or his God but on the randomness of birth.

A century and a half later, Wilhelm Röpke insisted on the same point. It 
“deserves to be stressed,” he wrote in A Humane Economy,

that if equality of opportunity is to be achieved by socializing education, 
envy and resentment will only be exacerbated. If everybody has the same 
chances of advancement, those left  behind will lose the face-saving and 
acceptable excuse of social injustice and lowly birth. Th e weakness of 
mind or character of the overwhelming majority of average or below-
average people will be harshly revealed as the reason for failure, and it 
would be a poor observer of the human soul who thought that this rev-
elation would not prove poisonous. No more murderous attack on the 
sum total of human happiness can be imagined than this kind of equal-
ity of opportunity, for, given the aristocratic distribution of the higher 
gift s of mind and character among a few only, such equality will benefi t 
a small minority and make the majority all the unhappier.21

Th is seems no less harsh now than it must have when it was written, but Röpke 
was no Spencerian social Darwinist who delighted in the social survival of the 
fi ttest. As a decentralist and ardent supporter of small-scale or “peasant” agri-
culture, Röpke holds much in common with Wendell Berry. But on individu-
al diff erences and their primary source Röpke was a realist, and this particular 
insight into human nature helps form the core of the traditionalist position.
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Berry, in fact, is in possession of the same insight. In Life Is a Miracle, he 
assails the meritocratic lie propagated by our schools. In words reminiscent of 
Burke’s and Röpke’s, he writes:

Young people are told, “You can be anything you want to be.” Every stu-
dent is given to understand that he or she is being prepared for “leader-
ship.” All of this is a lie. . . . You can’t be everything you want to be; 
nobody can. Everybody can’t be a leader; not everybody even wants to 
be. And these lies are not innocent. Th ey lead to disappointment. Th ey 
lead good young people to think that if they have an ordinary job, if they 
work with their hands, if they are farmers or housewives or mechanics or 
carpenters, they are no good.22

In his essay on Peruvian farming included in Th e Gift  of Good Land, Berry 
approaches the problem from an opposite direction. Having observed for sev-
eral days the methods used by highland farmers to wrest an existence from a 
comparatively diffi  cult and unforgiving land, he is struck by the way in which 
the culture of traditional, rooted peoples helps to overcome and soft en natural 
variation in human abilities. His friend and guide Steve “talked of the diffi  -
culty of fi nding out about methods and reasons from these farmers,” which 
they seemed strangely unable to articulate.

Th ey do as they have done, as their ancestors did before them. Th e meth-
ods and reasons are assuredly complex—this is an agriculture of extraor-
dinary craft smanship and ecological intelligence—but they were worked 
out over a long time, long ago; learned so well, one might say, that they 
are forgotten. It seems to me that this is probably the only kind of culture 
that works: thought suffi  ciently complex, but submerged or embodied in 
traditional acts. It is at least as unconscious as it is conscious—and so is 
available to all levels of intelligence. Two people, one highly intelligent, 
the other unintelligent, will work fi elds on the same slope, and both will 
farm well, keeping the ways that keep the land. You can look at a whole 
mountainside covered with these little farms and not see anything egre-
giously wasteful or stupid. Not so with us. With us, it grows harder and 
harder even for intelligent people to behave intelligently, and the unintel-
ligent are condemned to a stupidity probably unknown in traditional 
cultures.23

Berry recognizes that a primary function of a healthy culture is to make im-
portant knowledge widely available by “submerging” and “embodying” it in 
“traditional acts.” He has made the Chestertonian observation that tradition is 
democratic, humane—fair. Conversely, to uproot, dislocate, or otherwise se-
verely disturb a traditional people and its culture is to injure most those with 
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the fewest intellectual resources and to condemn them to survive more or less 
on their own. Th is, of course, is precisely the aim of a meritocracy. Its justifying 
ideology, liberal individualism, seeks to remove the multiform barriers posed 
by traditional institutions and aff ections to the mobility of the intelligent.

Burke’s famous defense of prejudice rested on a similar basis. “We are afraid 
to put men to live and trade each on his own private stock of reason,” he wrote 
in Refl ections, “because we suspect that this stock in each man is small, and that 
the individuals would be better to avail themselves of the general bank and cap-
ital of nations, and of ages.” At its best, prejudice is the means by which the 
humble, especially, may be engaged in “a steady course of wisdom and virtue.” 
Prejudice “does not leave the man hesitating in the moment of decision, scepti-
cal, puzzled, and unresolved. Prejudice renders a man’s virtue his habit.”24

As we have seen, the seemingly unassailable ideal of “equality of opportunity” 
demanded by the meritocratic ideal has also drawn scorn from traditionalist 
thinkers. In large part, this is because they have understood that in order for 
talent to triumph, it must be mobile. Th us, the better the meritocracy, the 
more mobility—both geographic and social—is required, until talent is able 
to fl ow freely to where it can command the highest price (i.e., the most pres-
tige, the highest status, the most money, the most power, and so on). A perfect 
market for talent is the dream and goal of liberal individualism: nothing must 
stand in the way of the rise of talent to primacy—not the state, not intermedi-
ate institutions, not religion, not tradition, not families.

Th e historiography off ered by F. A. Hayek in his classic Th e Road to Serfdom 
is representative of the rosy meritocratic view of the unleashing of talent or, as 
Hayek terms it, “human ingenuity.” “Wherever the barriers to the free exercise 
of human ingenuity were removed,” claims Hayek, 

man became rapidly able to satisfy ever-widening ranges of desire. And 
while the rising standard soon led to the discovery of very dark spots in 
society, spots which men were no longer willing to tolerate, there was 
probably no class that did not substantially benefi t from the general ad-
vance. . . . By the beginning of the twentieth century the workingman in 
the Western world had reached a degree of material comfort, security, 
and personal independence which a hundred years before had seemed 
scarcely possible.25

But it is precisely from the perspective of the workingman that this lyri-
cal, Whiggish view of the progress of liberal individualism has been chal-
lenged by traditionalists. Christopher Lasch’s indictment of meritocracy, best 
articulated in his fi nal work, Th e Revolt of the Elites and the Betrayal of 
Democracy (1995), is especially insightful.
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One consequence of meritocracy, Lasch argues at the beginning of this 
book, is that the elites in such a system become “dangerously isolated” from 
their neighbors. Because meritocracy requires that populations—or at least 
elites—be exceptionally mobile, loyalty to community, region, and nation 
become severely attenuated. Indeed, “advancement in business and the pro-
fessions, these days, requires a willingness to follow the siren call of oppor-
tunity wherever it leads. Th ose who stay at home forfeit the chance of up-
ward mobility.”26

It is no surprise, then, that the “new aristocracy of brains,” more mobile 
than ever and indeed committed to a “migratory way of life” as “the price of 
getting ahead,” has little use for Middle America, which is thought to be “tech-
nologically backward, politically reactionary, repressive in its sexual morality, 
middlebrow in its tastes, smug and complacent, dull and dowdy.” America’s 
meritocratic elites, Lasch claims, “are at home only in transit, en route to a 
high-level conference, to the grand opening of a new franchise, to an interna-
tional fi lm festival, or to an undiscovered resort. Th eirs is essentially a tourist’s 
view of the world—not a perspective likely to encourage a passionate devo-
tion to democracy” (6).

As a populist, Lasch, unlike Moser and Burke and the rest of the conser-
vative traditionalists, has no use for the argument that ordinary citizens can-
not be trusted to govern themselves or “to grasp complex issues and to make 
critical judgments” (10). To him, it is this view that has led to the cult of the 
expert and indeed to the advent of the new elites, who in a meritocratic soci-
ety cannot and should not be expected to live and work among the rabble, 
much less to include them among those who have a say in governance and the 
ordering of social life.

Th e fact that our meritocracy rewards most those who are at home in the 
world of “abstractions and images” has further isolated our new elites from 
the rest of us by their insulation from manual labor. “Th e thinking classes are 
fatally removed from the physical side of life,” and indeed only under such 
circumstances could such academic theories as “the social construction of 
reality” gain any purchase on the mind, concludes Lasch (20).

Th ere are other serious disadvantages to rule by the “best and brightest.” 
Unlike the older, premeritocratic elite, with its codes of chivalry and concern 
for honor and family, the new elite, thinking that it owes its power to intelli-
gence alone, has “little sense of ancestral gratitude or of an obligation to live 
up to responsibilities inherited from the past.” It “thinks of itself as a self-
made elite owing its privileges exclusively to its own eff orts” (39).

Meritocratic elites fi nd it diffi  cult to imagine a community, even a com-
munity of the intellect, that reaches into both the past and the future and 
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is constituted by an awareness of intergenerational obligation. . . . Pop-
ulated by transients, they lack the continuity that derives from a sense of 
place and from standards of conduct self-consciously cultivated and 
handed down from generation to generation (39–40).

Indeed, Lasch’s argument is that the ingratitude, historical ignorance, and 
provincialism of Ortega’s mass man can be applied more properly to the elites 
in our new meritocracy than to our common men and women. Meritocracy 
in fact drives the process of the declension from the generalist man of letters 
to the specialist (one of Ortega’s complaints) and is therefore a “parody of 
democracy,” which envisoned a general diff usion of cultural knowledge and 
the “means of civilization” (in R. H. Tawney’s words). Th us, social mobility, 
far from being the sine qua non of democracy, actually “helps to solidify 
[elites’] infl uence by supporting the illusion that it rests solely on merit.” It 
also helps to increase the chances that elites will act in communally irrespon-
sible ways, since they are encouraged to think that they owe their rise to noth-
ing but their own eff orts and talents (41).

Th e paradox, then, for Lasch, is that meritocracy is supposed to be a dem-
ocratic way of doling out social rewards because meritocracy is open to all 
regardless of birth, but the results are anything but democratic in that they 
lead to greater social stratifi cation: “segregation of social classes; contempt for 
manual labor; collapse of the common schools; loss of a common culture.” In 
the end, Lasch concludes, meritocracy, or “an aristocracy of talent,” must be 
judged undesirable: “Th e talented retain many of the vices of aristocracy 
without its virtues” (44).

How, then, can we disentangle the ideal of democracy—quite compatible with 
the American version of traditionalism—with that of meritocracy? Lasch’s 
answer—and also Berry’s—is to pursue a decentralized, producer- (rather 
than consumer-) centered social order as the best way of diff using intelligence 
and competence through all classes. Th e only stable basis of social equality, in 
the view of Lasch, Berry, and like-minded thinkers, rests in the hope of de-
mocratizing intelligence and virtue rather than stripping away barriers to so-
cial mobility. Th is goal requires that tradition play a vital social role as a source 
of intelligence and wisdom.

Lasch notes that the public-school system has been envisioned by merito-
crats as an engine of social mobility, redistributing opportunity according to 
talent. But social mobility and the ideal of a “classless society” are entirely at 
odds. In making this argument, Lasch relies largely on Berry, whom he quotes 
at length, especially his discussion of Justin Smith Morrill in Th e Unsettling of 
America. Lasch concludes that
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Berry’s interrogation of Morrill defi nes the most important choice a 
democratic society has to make: whether to raise the general level of 
competence, energy, and devotion—“virtue,” as it was called in an older 
political tradition—or merely to promote a broader recruitment of elites. 
Our society has clearly chosen the second course. It has identifi ed op-
portunity with upward mobility and made upward mobility the overrid-
ing goal of social policy (78–79).

Th at is, it has chosen meritocracy. Both liberals and conservatives, Lasch re-
minds his readers, see “careers open to talent as the be-all and end-all of de-
mocracy when in fact careerism tends to undermine democracy by divorcing 
knowledge from practical experience, devaluing the kind of knowledge that is 
gained from experience, and generating social conditions in which ordinary 
people are not expected to know anything at all” (79).

As Berry puts it in Life Is a Miracle, “the context of professionalism is not 
a place or a community but a career, and this explains the phenomenon of 
‘social mobility’ and all the evils that proceed from it.”27 Like Lasch (who 
wrote that “it is a mistake to base the defense of democracy on the sentimen-
tal fi ction that people are all alike. In fact, people are not alike in their capaci-
ties. . . . Sameness is not equality”),28 Berry notes that in order for social 
mobility to be marketed as essential to personal “liberation,” it must deny the 
existence of “authentic diff erences and distinctions.”29 If such were recog-
nized, the implication would be that upward mobility would serve fundamen-
tally as a way of justifying an exploitative, “original-discovery” mentality that 
served the needs of industrial economies but not those of actual communi-
ties. Th us does Berry arraign the antitraditional dynamism of meritocracy as 
fundamentally opposed to the “living integrity of creatures, places, communi-
ties, cultures, and human souls.”30

Th e requirements of the ideology of meritocracy are opposed to those of stable 
and healthy communities, the highest priority of the traditionalist. Meritocracy 
precludes or acts as a retardant on the development of those complex disci-
plines, practices, and habits that are not the fruit of abstract, rationalistic cogni-
tion but depend rather on sustained membership in a particular community.

Furthermore, the ever-improving American meritocracy, despite the 
claims it makes for itself, in fact seems to have no special claim to justice. 
Unlike traditionalism, it does not rest upon a foundation of psychological 
realism that recognizes and accepts both individual diff erences and the root-
edness of some ineradicable portion of those diff erences in nature.

It is hardly original to notice that despite their incessant employment of a 
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rhetoric celebrating “diversity,” political liberals in our meritocratic culture 
take little pleasure in the recognition of anything but superfi cial, quite literally 
skin-deep diff erences. Nor, for that matter, do most political conservatives, 
who regard diff erences in intelligence and its rewards as (perhaps) unfortu-
nate but necessary—though a good number look forward to their eradication 
through genetic therapy—and who otherwise work as assiduously as the lib-
erals toward the universal and homogeneous state. In this respect, both our 
liberals and our conservatives accept meritocracy.

Traditionalists, in contrast, can aff ord to delight in human variation be-
cause, unlike our liberals, they see it as largely unavoidable and because, un-
like our conservatives, they forbear to defend an exploitative system of social 
status and reward built around the putative but necessarily indefensible “jus-
tice” of its existence. As both our liberals and conservatives look increasingly 
to genetic manipulation and a “posthuman future” as the “solution” to the 
problem of justice in the American meritocracy, the insights of the humane 
and realistic traditionalist tradition and its fi nest contemporary exponent, 
Wendell Berry, have become unmistakably and radically necessary.
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�
Looking the 
Technological 
Gift Horse in 
the Mouth

Sven Birkerts

ESSAY-WRITING FOR me is in large part about assembling the elements. I 
don’t generally get an idea and then go out looking for my supporting in-
stances. Rather, especially with pieces of a more exploratory sort, I fi nd that 
the process oft en works in reverse. Aware of a certain pressure, a sense of up-
coming inner occasion, I look to see what I’m looking at; I check in to see 
where the charge is to be found. And usually, given the kinds of things I think 
about, it’s not in any one place, but dispersed, distributed. Just how this works, 
I don’t know. But my learning to write has, in some important way, been about 
beginning to trust this process.

My assumption, underlying everything, is that the world is telling me things, 
announcing its changes, off ering up stories in scattered discrete bits, much like a 
newspaper might, except that a newspaper delivers its account of the world fi l-
tered through a particular formal grid defi ned by economic, political, and other 
so-called consequential considerations. Th e world I look at may include these 
elements, but they are always overwhelmed by a sense of totality, by a belief that 
all information potentially matters. Th at is, that styles of clothing, jokes and 
cartoons, etiquette at bus stops, the innuendo of disc jockeys, new sounds and 
syncopations in popular music, the packaging and marketing of children’s toys, 
and additional layers of coded instruction in automated transactions are all 
kinds of information and might be a meaningful part of the story of how things 
are for us now.

Needless to say, unless you are Jorge Luis Borges writing the fantasy of the 
Aleph, that mythical spot in the universe where everything is visible and 
knowable at once, you can’t set out to present the complete picture of any-
thing. You go for a “take,” hoping it will possess enough relevance, enough 
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connection to what others elsewhere might be picking up on the screens of 
their intuition, to make it worth presenting.

In my case, I had little more than a potential title—“Looking the Tech-
nological Gift  Horse in the Mouth”—which came to me, as sometimes hap-
pens, before I knew exactly what I wanted to say, only that I wanted to create 
a kind of magnetic fi eld for drawing scattered iron fi lings together.

Of course the process is not completely arbitrary. My title did come from 
somewhere. It came from a deep-seated intellectual bias, a conviction I’ve had 
for years that our reliance on ever-more-sophisticated technologies—not to 
mention our faith in the rightness and necessity of the technological solution—
is overblown, if not misplaced, and that we would do well to check in on this 
assumption, to test it and keep testing it against our sense of personal and 
societal well-being. Simply: Has our immersion in the dream of technology 
really brought us closer to the “life, liberty and pursuit of happiness” we pro-
fess as our collective goal?

Once I had my title and its implied concept, I trusted that my newly alert-
ed sensors, those little antennae of vigilance, would bring me the clues I need-
ed. And so they did, though hardly from the places you would expect. For I 
was not researching the archives of MIT’s Technology Review, say, or reading 
through the usual roster of technology critics. Th at kind of thing had become 
all too predictable. I needed to surprise myself. So in this case I was going 
through my average American days, driving my eight-year-old son to karate 
practice, leafi ng through magazines at the newsstand, daydreaming at traffi  c 
intersections. And out of this I put together a rather peculiar collection of 
things. Not one of them was especially likely by itself, but as they accumulated 
I could sense them building up a kind of combinatory energy. My trophies 
fi nally included, among other things, two separate items from an old New 
Yorker, one a cartoon, the other a small section from John Updike’s review of 
what was then Ian McEwan’s latest novel, Atonement; a download from the 
Washington Post’s Web site of an essay on beauty; a bit of gleaned research 
about the father of one of my son’s school friends, the text of Elizabeth Bishop’s 
haunting poem “Crusoe in England,” brought to mind when my son and I 
watched a glaringly unfaithful movie remake of Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe star-
ring Pierce Brosnan, and an essay I came upon by Wendell Berry.

Contemplating this list you may be baffl  ed about what, if anything, these 
“found objects” share in common; you may also be ready to call me the worst 
sort of hypocrite. For what is glaringly obvious is that I have relied almost 
exclusively on materials discovered via computer and through my patrolling 
of the image-and-word stream of popular culture. How dare I question the 
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benefi ts of technology when it is technology that is giving me the means and 
the ammunition to do so? Th e only way I can respond to this—sheepishly, 
begging for indulgence—is to say that we have come to such a place in our 
cultural life, attained a state of such thorough saturation, that we are forced to 
make use of the ancient Eastern martial principle of jujitsu, which applies the 
thrust of the adversary’s force against itself. Taking on technology using the 
means of technology—a paradox perhaps, but not an out-and-out contradic-
tion. If I were to deprive myself of this strategy, my fi eld of relevant data would 
shrink considerably.

My procedure will make sense only when you see it in practice. So I begin 
at the beginning, with the midmorning errand of dropping my son at a play-
date, in the course of which I met for the fi rst time and chatted with the friend’s 
father. His name—I don’t think he will mind my using it—is Ted Selker, and 
when at one point I asked Ted what he did, he said that he worked at the 
Media Lab at MIT, a place where top-notch cyber-thinkers ponder applica-
tions for cutting-edge developments in the technology. We traded a few anec-
dotes about Nicholas Negroponte, author of Being Digital, who is Ted’s boss 
and who was at one time my spirited opponent on various panels and talk 
shows about the impact of computing on our culture. I didn’t get a chance to 
ask Ted what he did specifi cally, but I was curious enough that when I got 
home I typed his name into the Google search engine. Ted Selker. And what I 
found, embedded in the thousand-odd bits of info-clutter that spew forth in 
the course of any such search, was that he was one of the chief proselytizers of 
what are popularly known as “smart environments.” Th e deeper idea of the 
smart environment, so far as I understand it, is that the world we interact with 
can be engineered so cunningly, circuited so completely and at such a level of 
specifi city, that it becomes itself a kind of interface, a totality almost self-
responsive to our needs and desires. Th ink of Bill Gates’s house, which greets 
visitors in their rooms with a kind of wraparound hospitality, all needs and 
desires anticipated by sensors reading the least telltale movements.

My fi rst bemused response aft er taking in this most basic identifying in-
formation was to think, “Th is man and I could not be more opposite—his 
premises are exactly counter to mine.” Hoping that we would at some point 
get a chance to compare our views, I logged off . But even as I sat there, my 
screen dimming down, I knew that there was something useful for me in this 
notion of the smart environment.

By itself, with nothing to resonate against, this concept was relatively in-
ert. I had only my long-standing belief that all developments in the techno-
logical sphere are part of a basic gain/loss dynamic, with so-called improve-
ments in one area leading to possible erosions in the broader human arena. 
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Implementing a radical speedup in delivery (of anything), for instance, cuts 
away at our willingness, and ability, to tolerate delay; automating phone sys-
tems creates intolerable—and psychologically alienating—selection-trees. “If 
you have a touch-tone phone, please say or enter ‘one’ now.” Surely the inser-
tion of technologically responsive interfaces in our daily living environment 
could only modify further our already modifi ed sense of agency or connec-
tion and our basic sense of placement in a world of functional objects.

Th e fi rst more useful “click” did not come until a day or two later when I 
sat down with no special thought in my mind to look through an old unread 
New Yorker. I found myself staring at and then ripping out a cartoon, one I 
would probably have just smiled at—if even that—at any other time.

Th e cartoon shows a mother sitting on a couch with her arm draped con-
solingly around the shoulder of her young daughter, who is looking up at her 
and shedding a single large tear. “It’s all right, sweetie,” says the mother, “in the 
information age everybody feels stupid.” Th e trigger for me was, obviously, 
the word stupid, and it triggered precisely because of its absolute opposition 
to the word smart, which was still active in my thoughts. Suddenly I had the 
fi rst ghostly contour of a thought, an idea; I had gotten the confi rming nod I 
needed. For of course the thing about cartoons, New Yorker cartoons espe-
cially, I would say, is that they achieve their eff ects—they work—exactly to the 
degree that they tap something in the so-called collective mind, venting our 
fears and anxieties, putting an agreeable twist on our common recognitions. 
To me the cartoon said, basically: many of us go around these days with a 
sense of being diminished, made to feel stupid—less intelligent and in control 
than before—by the information environment surrounding us. And if this 
information environment is not the same as the technological interface of the 
smart environment, it is not unrelated either.

Here were the beginnings of a thought, then, but a very general thought, 
and one that I did not feel ready to pursue yet. Flipping on through the same 
issue, however, I paused to read John Updike’s review of Ian McEwan’s novel 
—a novel set in England in 1935 incidentally—and there, following right on 
the heels of my cartoon insight, I read: 

Atonement . . . has a striking happenstance resemblance to Margaret 
Atwood’s Th e Blind Assassin. Both revert, from the perspective of an old 
woman facing death near the bloated end of the twentieth century, to an 
era when a certain grandeur could attach to human decisions, made as 
they were under the shadow of a global war and in living memory of the 
faded virtues—loyalty and honesty and valor—that sought to soft en 
what McEwan calls the “iron principle” of self-love. People could still 
dedicate a life, gamble it on one throw. Compared with today’s easy 
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knowingness and self-protective irony, feelings then had a hearty naïve-
té, a force developed amid repression and scarcity and linked to a sense 
of transcendent adventure.1 

Once again, more pronounced for me because it came so quickly aft er the 
other “click,” I had the inkling of a necessary connection. Th is one, I realize, is 
not so obvious as my sense of a link between smart environments and a feel-
ing people may have of being stupid, of being overwhelmed by their cultural 
surroundings. But the stretch promised me that there was a larger dimension 
to the subject. What I found myself doing automatically, before giving it any 
more systematic or abstract thought, was asserting that there was something 
in common between the expressed sense of stupidity, or inadequacy, in the 
former example, and the longing, so clearly captured in the Updike passage, 
for greater dramatic resonance in human experience—more sense of, for lack 
of a better phrase, romantic consequentiality. Updike’s insight is hardly new. 
It is one of the truisms of the postmodern analysis: that the fragmented self 
experiences a fragmented, hypersaturated world. Th e accompanying idea, a 
staple of contemporary psychological thought, is that we nevertheless live 
with a deeply programmed need for coherence. We are creatures who crave 
clear experience and strong meaning in our lives.

Th e general tendency of my thinking must be getting obvious by now. But 
before I make some more specifi c observations, let me off er one more associa-
tive connection. Th is, which plays directly into the sentiment of the Updike 
quotation, is again drawn from the outermost—the broad-based, public 
mind—layer of things, that layer essentially created and catered to by the me-
dia pundits, and this connection was an article I discovered while trolling the 
Internet for some other bit of information. Originally printed in the Washington 
Post, the piece, by Joel Garreau, titled “Th e Call for Beauty, Coming in Loud 
and Clear,” off ers the impossibly general, essentially unfounded argument 
that “beauty is back.” Garreau has rounded up snippets of quotations from 
scholarly and cultural opinion-makers, added what in this context could pass 
for supporting instances. He insists on this basis that aft er long decades of 
disregard, decades of artistic exile, the deeply planted human appetite for 
beauty is vigorously reasserting itself. In a world become chaotic and threat-
ening, more and more people are now—so he argues—in search of the pat-
terned integrity, the radiance, of beauty. I scoff ed at the feature-page oppor-
tunism of the piece, even as I pounced on it as further evidence.

What I am steering toward, under the general rubric of “Looking the 
Technological Gift  Horse in the Mouth,” is in no sense a revolutionary new 
interpretation of our circumstance. It is, rather, yet another version of what I 
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have been saying, and writing about, since this subject fi rst began to interest 
me some years ago. Th e only real diff erence—one, though, that allows me to 
venture my thoughts again—is not in the underlying situation but in how we 
are positioned in terms of that situation. When I was fi rst off ering up my 
analysis of the basic trade-off —the gain/loss dynamic—the cyberworld was 
young, had not yet established absolute dominance. It was still possible to 
believe that people would understand what sacrifi ces the coming of the gold-
en age of circuit technologies required, and that this would possibly slow, if 
not stall, our mad forward rush. Now, a mere decade later, we see that there 
was no stalling action at all—we have leapt forward with the full conviction of 
inevitability. Any critique I venture now will not be preemptive so much as 
explanatory.

Th ere is, for me, one other diff erence between then and now, and that is 
that if we have taken up what I once thought of as the devil’s bargain, the 
Faustian pact, we are not creatures utterly incapable of reactive aft erthought. 
I mean that, yes, we have given ourselves over to the technological system 
without notion of retreat, but we are beginning to show some of the strains of 
our situation. I point to the cartoon, to Updike’s openly wistful characteriza-
tion of romantic faith, to what Joel Garreau calls the rediscovery of beauty. 
Th ese casual fi ndings—I’m sure I could have found hundreds—signal unease, 
disaff ection. Th ey suggest to me the widening gulf between how we live and 
how we want to live, or feel we ought to live. Th ey intimate that all is not well 
in what the poet Rilke called “our interpreted world.” And they make me think 
that a true analysis of life in the technological millennium is not just a de-
scriptive account of the what—the complex tools and systems we have brought 
into our midst—but a psychological refl ection upon how the new procedures 
and expectations are altering our existential relation to ourselves.

Here is what I fi nd. Very basically, and very briefl y, the changes that mil-
lennial technology has brought us include (1) the further—now quite radi-
cal—condensation of time and space that began with the arrival of high-speed 
transport and electricity-based modes of communication, (2) the saturation 
of our airspace with theoretically endless information—indeed, the histori-
cally sudden creation of an all-surrounding information space, and (3) a media- 
originated sense of collective simultaneity—the fact that our myriad tools of 
connection have planted us in the midst of what feels like a perpetual histori-
cal “now.” We are increasingly bonded with our fellow citizens, at least through 
electronic participation part of a large protoplasmic mass.

All these developments—and of course there are many others—under-
mine the old-style subjective self at the very root. It gets harder and harder to 
tell ourselves a story in which we star believably as intended, purposeful, 
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clearly bounded protagonists. Th e desire and will may be there—we do have 
an almost genetic call to coherence and singularity—but the new context 
makes it almost impossible to realize. How do you believe yourself bound to 
a place and time when you live in the midst of a pure potentiality of space and 
time? How do you sustain a consistent presence, a clarity of thought and 
imagination, when you are bombarded at every instant by waves of distract-
ing stimuli, with an endless menu of possible conceptual frameworks? “It’s all 
right, sweetie,” says the mother, “in the information age everybody feels stu-
pid.” As Friedrich Nietzsche wrote, refl ecting on the crisis of overload at the 
end of the nineteenth century: “Th e massive infl ux of impressions is so great; 
surprising, barbaric, and violent things press so overpoweringly . . . in the 
youthful soul; that it can save itself only by taking recourse in premeditated 
stupidity.” Pondering this assertion in a Harper’s Magazine article I’d saved, 
Th omas de Zengotita observed that Nietzsche “thought people at the end of 
the nineteenth century were suff ocating in a vast goo of meaningless stimula-
tion,” adding: “Ever notice how, when your hand is numb, everything feels 
thin? Even a solid block of wood lacks depth and texture. . . . Well, numb is to 
the soul as thin is to a mediated world.” 2 Anesthetization: the deprivation of 
sensation, and for us the loss of the primary sense of contact with the world 
and the self.

From another angle, when everything feels possible, nothing feels inevi-
table anymore. No thought, no action, feels like the authentic, the unques-
tionably right thought or action. Our polyglot culture off ers no strong echo-
ing paradigms, no vivid pictures that say: this is the way of things. Relativism 
rules. We may long, with Updike, for a time when “people could still dedicate 
a life, gamble it on one throw.” For that to be possible, however, you need to 
feel the weight, the gravity pull of a life. You have to feel the self as essential.

Here I begin to look the technological gift  horse in the mouth, though for 
this I need the rest of my coincidental connections. I love how in the act of 
writing the mind organizes itself around a question, how everything I look at 
becomes a possible part of an answer. Even the PG-13 rental fi lm of Robinson 
Crusoe that my son and I watched together the other night, though to be fair, 
the movie was only a prompt reminding me of a poem I have always loved, 
Elizabeth Bishop’s “Crusoe in England.”

Th e situation of the poem is that the castaway, rescued aft er many long 
years on his island, is now home in England, looking back from the vantage of 
age on the core experience of his life. He refl ects:

Now I live here, another island,
that doesn’t seem like one, but who decides?
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My blood was full of them; my brain
bred islands. But that archipelago
has petered out. I’m old.
I’m bored, too, drinking my real tea,
surrounded by uninteresting lumber.
Th e knife there on the shelf—
it reeked of meaning, like a crucifi x.
It lived. How many years did I
beg it, implore it, not to break?
I knew each nick and scratch by heart,
the bluish blade, the broken tip,
the lines of wood-grain on the handle . . .
Now it won’t look at me at all.
Th e living soul has dribbled away.
My eyes rest on it and pass on. 3 

What does this have to do with technology? Very little. What does this 
have to do with our condition? A great deal. Among many other things, 
“Crusoe in England” is a poem about the contexts of mattering; it is a poem 
about deprivation, urgency, about the investment in circumstance that is the 
very basis of our sense of being truly alive. It is—and this is what makes it so 
wrenching to read—about how that sense can slip away, how new circum-
stance and new angles of regard can bring about a crisis of mattering. I can’t 
read the poem without feeling that it is, in a way, also about the passage we all 
make from the perceptual and emotional intensities of childhood into the 
more diff use, complicated atmospheres of adulthood. All of us know what 
Bishop called that reek of meaning, now gone. We know that sense that the 
living soul of some thing or place has dribbled away. We bear this sorrow be-
cause we have other compensating awarenesses, but also because we have no 
real choice.

Th e point I am building toward is that Crusoe’s situation in age and exile 
can be linked to our situation. Here we are, clothed in our knowing late mo-
dernity, blessed with tools of access and retrieval, awash in images and narra-
tives that ought to stimulate and enrich, able as never before to create around 
ourselves environments of comfort, in ready electronic hailing distance of our 
nearest and dearest—and what do we feel? Do we feel enriched and joyful? Do 
we move through our days with a larger intensity of purpose? Do we feel the 
radiance of arrival? I don’t think we do. No, we are, if I can generalize, inside 
Crusoe’s cottage of ease, looking back with a pang to our memories of when 
there was more mattering. We want the thingness of things, the volume sensa-
tion of time, the awakened possibility of the unknown, the unexperienced. 
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We don’t want the information—we want the sense of congruence, things fi t-
ting to their explanation, that information once seemed to bring. Th is has 
disappeared under the fl ow of endless data and the proliferation of contexts 
that this data brings into being. We don’t want touch-tone relationships—we 
want our circuits and keypads to connect us with the people who are impor-
tant to us. But something in these tools of contact—mobile phones, e-mail—
infects the contact, wraps us in an environment in which the focus of deeper 
communication becomes ever more diffi  cult. We look away more readily, fi nd 
ourselves listening past what it is our friend might be telling us. In this way, the 
fi ner details—the textures—of place recede before the momentum of our ar-
rivals and departures. Th ese are contemporary clichés—I recognize this. But 
when they are taken all together they clarify the nature of our subtle but deep 
complaint. Simply, our means of living—our technologies—are with every up-
grade, every speeding up, putting us more at odds with the delicate system of 
balances and proportions that our psychological well-being depends upon. 
And our preferred solution—to look to further technologies to intensify sensa-
tion, expedite communication, gather and organize information—only makes 
things worse, bringing in further abstractions, further removals, further dissi-
pations of focus. We cannot solve the crisis of proliferation and saturation 
through further proliferation and saturation.

What can we do? Do we imagine we can send the aging Crusoe back to 
his island, as if a restoring of deprivation will do the trick? No, it’s too late. 
And even if he were to return, he would no longer be able to recover his for-
mer state, his old relation to the things around him. His mind has been al-
tered. Returning to civilization has eff ectively short-circuited him. Asking 
whether there is any getting free of the media-saturated, ersatz environment 
in order to reconnect with real sensation, Zengotita writes in his Harper’s es-
say that “a couple of weeks out in Nature doesn’t make it anymore. Even if you 
eschew the resonant clutter of Th e Tour and Th e Gear, you will virtualize ev-
erything you encounter, all by yourself. You won’t see wolves, you’ll see 
‘wolves.’ You’ll be murmuring to yourself, at some level, ‘Wow, look, a real 
wolf, not in a cage, not on TV. I can’t believe it.’ ” 4 Zengotita, like Walker Percy 
before him, has put his fi nger squarely on the real problem, which is that aft er 
enough exposure to the all-surrounding system, we become its agents—we 
internalize. It doesn’t block us off —we learn to block ourselves.

Th e external forces are, of course, nearly absolute, assuring for one thing 
that we are not likely to remedy this private sense of distance by getting rid of 
our tools and our toys. So long as society runs on an economics of capitalist 
growth—the creation and marketing of ever-new technologies and share-
holder insistence on good news from the quarterly profi t and loss statement—
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we will see only an intensifi cation of more of the same. Whatever else we can 
say about our globalized electronic culture, it is immensely profi table to the 
corporations and individuals who preside over it.

It is at this point that I would take a cue from one of our few wise elders, 
Wendell Berry, a thinker attuned at many diff erent levels to what might be 
called the logic of organic interdependence. Berry has made it his practice 
through a lifetime of writing to refl ect on questions of balance and scale, and 
on the need for a harmonic—call it Vitruvean—relation between the values of 
the individual and the imperatives of the larger collective.

Back in 1971, in the very midst of the social turbulence we now call, inac-
curately, the sixties, or the Watergate era, when it seemed to all of us that the 
culture had divided irrevocably into warring camps and, to paraphrase Dante, 
“the straight way was lost,” Berry wrote a deeply refl ective essay titled 
“Discipline and Hope.”5 Th e piece took an elevated—by which I mean verti-
cally removed—vantage on the crisis of values brought about by our hubristic 
disregard for our long-standing natural and human ecologies. Berry smartly 
excoriated our abstracting tendencies and our push to narrow specialization.

More than thirty years later, “Discipline and Hope” remains an informed 
and ominous critique, but also, alas, the very sort of thing we have learned to 
disregard, not because we don’t care about the implications but because it 
shows the situation to be systemic and therefore beyond the most energetic 
and well-meant individual initiatives. Berry is naturally very much aware of 
this problem. Indeed, he begins the closing section of the essay, subtitled “Th e 
Spring of Hope,” by writing, “Th e most destructive of ideas is that extraordi-
nary times justify extraordinary measures.” In the context of 1971 this would 
have meant complete social revolution—nothing less would do—with the sup-
porting rationale, in Berry’s words, “let us deal with our enemies by whatever 
means are handiest; in view of our high aim history will justify and forgive.”

But Berry cannot endorse any such response, just as he would probably 
not put his chips on the unlikely dismantling of the technosphere we have 
created around ourselves. He advises, instead, a return to personal spiritual 
sources, to living in accord with the ancient balances and counter to the 
prevailing trends. While he does not propose this so much as an eff ective 
practical solution—isolated private actions will not of themselves counter the 
large-scale destructive momentum—it is symbolic. It marks an embrace of the 
essential sanity out of which any serious moves to change will come. Berry de-
clares the recognition that individual choice matters, and that care and atten-
tion are the only viable basis for a living culture. His conclusion, darkly comic, 
deeply paradoxical, invokes a kindred tradition and a fellow philosopher-
sage: “Asked why the Shakers, who expected the end of the world at any mo-
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ment, were nevertheless consummate craft smen, Th omas Merton replied: 
‘When you expect the world to end at any moment, you know there is no need 
to hurry. You take your time, you do your work well.’ ”6

I close by citing Berry’s essay here because his turn to the personal echoes 
something of the movement of my own thought in the face of overwhelming 
obstacles. But there is a signifi cant diff erence, too. Where Berry posits the 
return to inner sources as a volitional response, I see it more as an unpre-
meditated refl ex. I believe that we have, each of us, a kind of private economy, 
a structure within which we negotiate our sense of signifi cance and decide 
how much meaning we need in our lives. When life overpowers us, bringing 
anxiety, stress, or depression, we either succumb to the Nietzschean stupidity, 
or else we act—we seek out therapy, anxiety medication. But more than that, 
we change things in our lives—look for new jobs, leave the city, fi nd new part-
ners. Simply, when the threshold of the intolerable is crossed, so long as we 
feel it as intolerable, we do things. From this I take what faith I have  that the 
gulf between how we live and how we want to live will not necessarily just 
keep growing. We may, singly—but also, perhaps, collectively, in ways yet to 
be imagined—stop, swerve, retract, do whatever we need to do to counter the 
dissonance we feel, what Auden called “the intolerable neural itch.” Th e devel-
opment of technology might well be fi xed on a permanently rising curve, but 
our response to this is by no means predictable. Th e neural psyche may func-
tion, as the scientists tell us, like a circuit, but I think we are discovering that 
with circuits come circuit breakers, shutdown refl exes that, better than any-
thing, help us map out the limits of the human. If anything changes, it will be 
because we will have insisted on wholeness of feeling over speed, effi  ciency, 
and a sense of being electronically merged. In our discomfort we might search 
out some tiny grains of hope. 
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Wendell Berry:
Agrarian Artist

Gene Logsdon

I  WAS SITTING AT my desk in Philadelphia at the headquarters of Farm 
Journal magazine one dreary day in 1971, watching the clock wind its ponder-
ous way toward fi ve o’clock. At exactly 5:01, I would fl ee my offi  ce and, if I ran, 
catch the 5:12 train nine blocks away to my home in exurbia where I was pre-
tending to be a farmer on two acres of land. Th ree hours to go. I was not very 
happy, and the martini at lunch had not helped matters, except to infuse me 
with that reckless kind of bravado that could make me say something in the 
presence of senior editors that I would regret later. My unhappiness stemmed 
from a deep uneasiness. As a journalist covering agricultural news, I was wit-
nessing the end of farming as I knew and liked it. Th e “get big or get out” 
philosophy was turning the food-production system into a monstrous inter-
national factory where poor people did the work for wages guaranteed to keep 
them poor.

One of the “scatter girls,” as they were called, came by and dumped a 
bunch of paper debris into my in-box. Th ere was a memo from an editor 
whom I had irritated at lunch. Th e rest of the scatter was press releases. Day 
aft er day, week aft er week, year aft er year, an unending fl utter of press releases, 
like mockingbirds going south in winter and north in spring, chirping breath-
lessly the same old repetitive songs about how some new product was sure to 
bring heaven on earth to farmers if they were willing to spend the money. If 
they spent the money, those of us sitting in urban offi  ces could get paid enough 
to keep on sitting in urban offi  ces. A person could live a whole life writing 
farm-market drivel and agribusiness boasts without ever having to be tested 
in the fi res of real farming, without ever growing a stalk of corn, or changing 
the points and plugs on a tractor, or losing a corn crop to hail. I had to escape 
this cuckoo’s nest.

But something else slid out of the in-box with the press releases. A slim 
paperback. Title: Farming: A Handbook. Oh, this ought to be good. I fl ipped it 
open. To my surprise, it was poetry. Th e author was somebody named Wendell 
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Berry from Kentucky. Poetry? Purporting to be a handbook about farming? 
What next?

Th e poems were mostly short. So I read the fi rst one, “Th e Man Born to 
Farming.” It had an unusual grace to it. Not like Frost but, well, not unlike 
Frost either. Th e same kind of heft , but where Frost’s poems oft en seemed 
chipped from New Hampshire granite, Berry’s eased along smooth and soul-
ful without losing their edge, like good Kentucky bourbon. So I read another. 
And another. I was drawn on by a voice that I had never heard before but had 
heard all my life. Mr. Berry was talking to me. I was a man born to farming 
who had been too stupid to know it until I was almost trapped in a big city. 
With increasing excitement, I read maybe twenty poems more before I came 
to “On a Hill Late at Night.” Th e last fi ve lines rocked my soul.

I am wholly willing to be here
between the bright silent thousands of stars
and the life of the grass pouring out of the ground.
Th e hill has grown to me like a foot.
Until I lift  the earth I cannot move.

I slapped the book closed, got up, and walked down to the managing editor’s 
(Lane Palmer’s) offi  ce. I was not moving under my own power. I had just read 
something that struck me as extraordinary. If the experts said I was wrong, 
that was their problem. Get out of my way. Maybe it was the martini.

“Lane, you see this?” I waved the little volume at him from the doorway. 
He squinted. Shook his head.

“You read poetry?” I asked.
“Not much. Can’t understand it.”
“Here’s some you can understand.” 
I handed him the book. He looked at it briefl y, handed it back. He was busy.
“Lane, this guy is good. And he knows farming. I’m going to go see him 

and do a profi le. He lives in Kentucky.”
Lane was a little taken aback. I wasn’t exactly asking him.
“Lane, I’m sure there’s a story here. Th is guy lives on a farm, actually works 

a farm.” (At this point I was only guessing, but anyone who wrote like this 
Berry guy almost had to really work on a farm.) “And he can write poetry as 
good as Frost’s.” I could get away with making grandiose statements like that 
because I was the only editor who had been to graduate school in American 
studies. Th ere was always the fear that I might know what I was talking about 
in such matters.

He was still not wholly focused on what I was saying. He just wanted me 
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to go away right then. “Write up a proposal. Be a good one to bring up at the 
next staff  conference. See what the other editors think.”

“Lane, I don’t give a damn what the other editors think,” I countered. “I’m 
going to go and interview this guy.”

Lane looked up from his typewriter. I had his full attention now.
“Where did you say he lived?”
“Kentucky.”
Lane looked perplexed. Iowa grew more corn and soybeans in four coun-

ties than Kentucky did in the whole state. Corn-’n-Beans was god, generating 
the ad revenue that the magazine lived on. Editorial policy barely admitted 
that Kentucky’s whiskey and tobacco existed. Farm Journal pretended that 
farmers did not drink alcohol. Honest. Heavens, we couldn’t even publish 
recipes that called for a dash of wine.

I could see Lane’s mind churning. If only this Wendell Berry lived in Iowa. 
Or Illinois. Th en he could justify the story to the publisher. Oh well, Logsdon 
was showing initiative. Initiative meant a lot.

“Okay. But fi nd another story to do while you’re out there.”
I did go to see Mr. Berry shortly thereaft er and wrote an article for the 

magazine about him. (Didn’t fi nd another story to do while I was out there 
either.) I was still going to see him thirty-three years later. Something hap-
pened between us that was more than friendship, if there can be anything 
more than friendship. We were cultural twins, farm boys who had grown up 
with similar experiences—we had both even thrown horsehairs in water tanks 
to see if they would turn into snakes. Unusual for farm boys, we had both re-
ceived similar liberal arts educations. Also both of us had gone to boarding-
schools for high school, and so shared that singular kind of suff ering only 
boarding-school students knew. When I read the fi rst part of his novel Jayber 
Crow in which Jayber attends boarding school, I thought surely Wendell was 
writing about me. Wendell had gone to Italy on a Guggenheim, then taught a 
while in New York City before realizing, in 1964, that he had to get back to his 
roots. I had received, as another of my preposterous gift s from the heights of 
Olympus, a four-year National Defense Education Act Fellowship to Indiana 
University, from which I was supposed to go on to some big-city university 
too. But I wouldn’t do it. I wanted to be a writer, and Farm Journal seemed to 
off er a better chance than a university. Ten years aft er Wendell went home, I 
did the same, and his infl uence fi gured largely in my decision.

Wendell Berry is a writer of many parts. Once I watched him at a confronta-
tion with Earl Butz, then secretary of agriculture, known for his quick wit and 
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swift  repartee. Wendell, with his disarming Kentucky hillbilly drawl, made 
the secretary look ridiculous by the end of the debate. Th e industrial grain 
farmers who had come to cheer their governmental hero of the “fencerow to 
fencerow” farming policy that eventually bankrupted about half of them end-
ed up in sympathy with Wendell instead. Ignoring Mr. Butz, they kept asking 
Wendell question aft er question about what they could do to extricate them-
selves from the terrible problems that industrialized agribusiness had brought 
on them. Long aft er the debate was over, they talked to Wendell while Mr. 
Butz sat there like a little wart, looking on.

While that kind of disputation, or critical analysis, or formidable display 
of logic is an art, and I thrill to it as I would to anyone I think is speaking 
truth, it is not the kind of art that endeared me to him. Wendell Berry the es-
sayist is a somewhat diff erent kind of artist from Wendell Berry the poet or 
novelist. Poetry forces him, as it does all good poets, to be brief. Wendell can 
write a long and arduous book about what farming should be like if human-
kind would open its eyes to nature. Th at kind of argument needs to be argued, 
and in that form, but other writers can do that too. Wendell in addition can 
distill the truth of a whole book into one ingenious little poem like “A Standing 
Ground.”

In his fi ction, and sometimes in his poetry, Wendell becomes yet a third 
person, a man of gentle, subtle humor and sometimes hilarious, raucous hu-
mor. In novels, instead of trying to line up indisputable historical or logical 
evidence in favor of his arguments, he lets his voice speak through his fi c-
tional characters, who are mostly farmers. He has a genius for storytelling. He 
can infuse a droll anecdote with a knowing recognition and patient accep-
tance of the whole tragically pathetic human condition. He uses his unerring 
ear for dialect to portray that mixture of sanity and idiocy that gives humans 
both their saving grace and their hell-bent desire for destruction.

I was fi rst attracted to Wendell’s writing because farming was our mutual 
agrarian inheritance. For the fi rst time I had found a living writer who wrote 
about farming not only knowing what farmers were all about but respecting 
them. Farmers worked hard and long to put out crops and raise animals, then 
waited for weather, plant and animal diseases, not to mention political dis-
eases, to either support the work or ruin it enough to be unprofi table. Th at 
fatalism bred in them a patient, dry, droll, humble wit. Wendell has a near- 
perfect ear for it. He doesn’t have to mimic it. It is part of him. Or, as he says 
it much better, “I have not lived here, or worked with my neighbors and my 
family or listened to the storytellers and the rememberers, in order to be a 
writer.” He is one of his “fi ctional” characters. He has even put together a 
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book, Sayings and Doings, honoring the language of his inheritance. For 
example:

‘Pap, health offi  cer said
you got to get them damn
hogs out of the house.
It ain’t healthy.’
‘You tell that son of a bitch
I’ve raised many
a hog in this house,
and ain’t lost one yet.’

Or again:

Had to give up grave diggin’
Could still get them dug
all right; but got so old
could barely get out.

Or again, and my favorite because it cleverly reveals how timeliness is every-
thing in farming:

He lacks just two weeks
Being a good farmer.

Another good one, which I had experienced too:

Hey!
You read
that book
You wrote?

On my fi rst visit with Wendell, he already displayed the knack of using 
the droll anecdote to make a point. We were standing on the bank of the 
Kentucky River, which fl ows past his farm. I was skipping fl at rocks on the 
surface of the water while we talked. We were discussing the “farm problem.” 
One of the verities of American history is that in any year there is always a 
“farm problem” to discuss. He drawled: “Th e farmer today reminds me of the 
pioneer who was so agitated about getting across the Ohio River to claim 
more land for himself that he decided to swim over instead of waiting for a 
boat. He got maybe three-fourths of the way when he noticed the appearance 
of a band of hostile Indians on the other bank. He realized that his decision to 
cross the river had not been such a good one. But he was too tired to turn 
around and swim back. He had to go on.”
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In private life, and in his fi ction, his humor comes bubbling up. He might 
outright cackle at something that strikes him as the inimitable wit of farmers 
and working-class people who know they are never going to get rich or fa-
mous and don’t want to. In Nathan Coulter, he describes a scene in which a 
couple of his characters enter a poolroom:

“Good aft ernoon, gentlemen,” Uncle Burley said. He held his hands over 
the top of the stove and rubbed them together. “Th at wind’s kind of brit-
tle around the edges, ain’t she?”

“We haven’t seen you for a while, Burley,” Gander said. “Where you 
been keeping yourself?”

Big Ellis giggled. “We heard you were dead, Burley.”
“So did I,” Uncle Burley said. “But I knew it was a lie as soon as I 

heard it.”

Or from “Pray Without Ceasing,” a short story in Fidelity:

“Tell you,” he said, “there ain’t a way in this world to know what a human 
creature is going to do next. I loaned a feller fi ve hundred dollars once. 
He was a fi ne feller, too, wasn’t a thing wrong with him far as I knew, I 
liked him. And dogged if he didn’t kill himself fore it was a week.”

“Killed himself,” I said.
“Killed himself,” Braymer said. He meditated a moment, looking off  at 

his memory of the fellow and wiggling two of the fi ngers that hung over 
the steering wheel. “Don’t you know,” he said, “not wishing him no bad 
luck, but I wished he’d a done it a week or two sooner.”

Wendell is about as tall as a Kentucky beanpole and not much wider. Unless 
he is looking at his wife, Tanya, or a sprightly child, or a fi ne draft  horse, or a 
farm well tended, or a great piece of writing, his face remains fi xed in a mask 
of sad patience, giving no hint of this underlying reservoir of humor. Hard not 
to think of him as Abraham Lincoln reborn. When giving readings or speech-
es, he assumes a gravity that leads admirers to call him a prophet in the bibli-
cal sense. Th at makes him most uncomfortable, and he rejects the picture of 
himself as the Savanarola of the American farmlands. But he accepts, some-
times grudgingly, sometimes almost fearfully, the mantle of leadership that 
clings to him as a result of his birth. Th e Berrys were never a family to stand 
by silently in the face of injustice. Wendell’s father, John, as lawyer and farmer, 
was a tireless defender of family farming and the tobacco program, which 
made family farming profi table enough to keep the rural economy alive in 
Kentucky. Wendell’s brother, also John, and also a lawyer as well as a state 
senator at one time, was especially opposed to the environmental atrocities of 
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the coal-mining industry in Kentucky, as all the Berrys were. As Wendell puts 
it in the introduction to one of my books, “coal mining is (so far) our most 
direct and deliberate act of Hell-making.”

“My father was the hardest-working man I ever knew,” said Wendell. “He 
would look over the farm early, go to the offi  ce to attend to pressing business, 
drive to Louisville, catch a plane to Washington, spend all day there arguing 
about the program, fl y back to Louisville, get home aft er dark, and careen 
around the fi elds in his car, checking cattle and fences. He might get up and 
do the same thing the next day.”

Wendell’s father took me for a ride once to “view the land.” He was driv-
ing a black Chevrolet, which he seemed to believe could go anywhere a trac-
tor was made to go. He was doing about fi ft y on a dirt lane back through some 
of Wendell’s land, intent on his conversation, not his driving. He was saying 
how, at fi rst, he was a little disappointed that Wendell didn’t become a lawyer, 
too, and carry on the battle that way, but that eventually he understood and 
respected Wendell’s decision. “I’ve learned that there are things a poem can 
do that lawsuits can’t.” About that time, we hit a spot in the “road” where a 
gully was eating into the left  tire track. Th e car listed into the washout, which 
drained off  into a drop of about twenty feet down the embankment on the left  
side of the lane. I had my hand on the door latch on the other side, ready to 
dive out. But John had been over this terrain before and showed no fear. 
Muttering something about the possibility of getting “hung up,” he fl oored the 
Chevy. Rocks and dirt fl ew in the general direction of the Kentucky River, and 
the car came careening up out of the depression. Full speed ahead. He hardly 
paused in his conversation. “But I don’t think he did a smart thing buying that 
rundown old hillside farm. Th ere was better farmland around. But he made it 
work. He’s very independent and stubborn, and I’m glad of it.” Th ose may not 
be his exact words. I was a mite bit distracted at the time.

Wendell threw himself into public service as energetically as his father 
had. (He also drove like his father, adding conviction to my fear that, at least 
when I was riding with him, the world could end at any moment.) He traveled 
incessantly, not only back and forth across the United States but to Europe 
and South America and I don’t know where-all. He experienced disappoint-
ment as well as accomplishment. Once he drove a hundred miles into Canada 
in subzero weather to give a talk. Only four people showed up.

When tobacco smoking became a health issue, he found himself on the 
horns of a cruel dilemma. To support tobacco farming was looked upon as 
supporting cancer; but not to support tobacco farming made him look like a 
traitor to his own rural society, whose economy was based on tobacco. Th e 
problem was especially agonizing because not supporting tobacco farmers 
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was not going to solve any cancer problem but simply hasten tobacco produc-
tion out of the hands of small, dispersed family farmers and into the coff ers of 
corporate, consolidated agribusiness. Nevertheless Wendell threw his energy 
into encouraging alternatives to tobacco that seemed to promise a similar 
high per-acre return.

In the process, something wonderful occurred. Both of his children, Den 
and Mary, and their spouses got into alternative farming ventures. “I think that’s 
probably the best thing that could have happened to Tanya and me,” Wendell 
said, “to see our children follow in our footsteps.” Den raised squash for a seed 
company and potatoes and sweet potatoes for a local CSA (community-
supported agriculture) market, assisted his father and uncle in their farming 
operations, and, on the side, did woodworking. Mary and her husband, Chuck 
Smith, started as dairy farmers, changed to beef cattle and vegetables for a lo-
cal farmers’ market, added chickens for retail marketing, and then turned the 
farm into a vineyard and winery. Along the way, they created a cultural center 
for the local arts on their farm. Th e former milking barn, the stanchions re-
moved, is now an art gallery. Th ere, in not-so-mute testimony, art and agri-
culture become one. Katie, one of Chuck and Mary’s daughters, showing me 
around the gallery, seemed suddenly sad. “Yes, this is really nice,” she said. 
“But you know, when I stand here, I think of Daddy and me milking the cows. 
Th at was nice too.”

Wendell has managed to do something never before accomplished in the 
literary history I know. In addition to carrying on the family tradition of pub-
lic service, he combines a devotion to the art of writing with a devotion to the 
art of farming and is a credit to himself and all of us both ways. Robert Frost 
might have been a greater poet, but he was a dismal farmer compared to 
Wendell. Wendell needs help from his whole family, especially his son, Den, 
to make it all work, but he can fi ll a book with literary gems and fi ll a barn 
with well-bred sheep both in the same year.

Wendell’s farming accomplishment that I most admire is the reclamation 
of an eroded, “gone to bushes” hill behind his house.

His hill is a living monument to the kind of farming that could produce 
ample food for the world in a practical permanent system, even on the mil-
lions of acres of Appalachian hillside thought to be marginal or too erosive for 
profi table food production. It speaks of an ancient wisdom: by pastoral farming 
—that is, by not cultivating the face of the earth—humankind might get lucky 
and survive.

And by the mysterious way in which beauty begets more beauty, his hill 
sanctifi es that wisdom. Th e Berry hill could not be cultivated without being 
destroyed. But allowing for a careful partnership of pastoral farming and na-
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ture, not only it could be saved, but, by extension, a continent, an earth could 
be saved. Wendell knows it.

“It occurs to me,” he wrote in his “A Native Hill,”

that it is no longer possible to imagine how this country looked in the 
beginning, before the white people drove their plows into it. It is not pos-
sible to know what was the shape of the land here in this hollow when it 
was fi rst cleared. Too much of it is gone, loosened by the plows and 
washed away by the rain. [As I walk over my land] I am walking the 
route of the departure of the virgin soil of the hill. I am not looking at the 
same land the fi rstcomers saw. Th e original surface of the hill is as extinct 
as the passenger pigeon. Th e pristine America that the fi rst white man 
saw is a lost continent, sunk like Atlantis into the seas. . . . It is as though 
I walk knee-deep in its absence.

Actually, the soil loss was more than knee-deep in many places. We once 
walked a fi eld near his farm that was dominated by a little graveyard. Dominated 
is the right word because the cemetery plot stuck up a good four feet above the 
surface of the surrounding cultivated fi eld. Th at was how much soil had washed 
away, and this fi eld was not particularly hilly. Erosion on steeper hills could be 
so destructive that sometimes rocks “as big as pianos,” as Wendell once de-
scribed them to me, were laid bare. And where soil remained, and the fi eld had 
been abandoned aft er years of cultivation, the land had gone to thorns, weeds, 
and brush on its relentless march back to pristine forest.

But where sunlight pierced the brush, Wendell noticed, bluegrass was 
growing. Cut the brush away to let in more sun, and more grass grew. Add a 
little lime if the soil needed it, and what I called the Salvation of Mankind oc-
curred, as it could occur over much of America: white clover would begin to 
volunteer with the grass, or could be sown, to start again the everlasting pas-
ture partnership of grass and legume that made sustainable permanent farm-
ing possible.

Wendell wrote in some detail in Th e Unsettling of America how he brought 
his hillside into productivity, and there are little glimpses of it here and there in 
his poetry. But it has been my privilege on occasion to watch him work or to 
witness the result of his work. Since cultivation was out of the question on the 
steep hill, and use of tractors dangerous, he would cut the brush with horses 
and horse-drawn mower or with scythe, and follow, as soon as it was feasible, 
with grazing animals. Continually each spring, he would broadcast several va-
rieties of grass and clover seed where the sod needed strengthening.

In places being taken over by weed trees, he laboriously made clearings, 
saving a promising oak or walnut here and there. In some pastured areas, he 
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planted good trees for fruits, nuts, or lumber, thinly placed so as not to shade 
the grass too much. I saw where he had carefully placed literally tons of rocks 
by hand into gullies in the lower reaches of the hill to stop erosion. Slowly, fi -
nally, the grass and clover took over and could be kept in dominance by care-
ful grazing management and occasional mowings. Wendell says:

Th e whole Kentucky bluegrass region can be farmed this way, taking ad-
vantage of our usually abundant rainfall, natural limestone soils, and the 
tendency of grasses and clovers to reseed and spread themselves. . . . 
Only in recent years has the corn and soybean craze gripped this land, 
and where it does, destructive erosion becomes the ever-present danger. 
Th e pity is that on these hills, even those not as steep as this one, grass 
and clover will make better growth and at less cost than corn and soy-
beans and therefore a better profi t. For years Kentucky had a good mar-
ket in Europe for our grass-fed beef and lamb. Th at market could be 
expanded if we would get over our suicidal adoration of corn.

As his hill blossomed into a pasture nearly as productive of meat, dairy prod-
ucts, tree fruit, and lumber as the best Illinois corn ground was capable of, it 
also blossomed with Wendell’s written art until the two became inseparable. 
In 1982, in an essay titled “Poetry and Place” (in Standing by Words), he re-
peated a sentence he had written earlier in discussing the connection between 
his writing work and his little hill farm: “Th is place has become the form of 
my work, its discipline, in the same way the sonnet has been the form and 
discipline of the work of other poets: if it doesn’t fi t, it’s not true.”

But he was not satisfi ed with that statement. He worried it all the way 
through that essay and distilled it down in the fi nal paragraphs to this:

If we ask the forest how to farm—as Sir Albert Howard instructed, re-
membering, we may almost suppose, Shakepeare and Pope—it will tell 
us. And what it will tell us, as I think the great tradition represented by 
these poets also tells us, is that one’s farm—like any other place on earth, 
like one’s place in the order of Creation—is indeed a form. It’s not a liter-
ary form, but like a literary form, and it cannot properly be ignored or its 
infl uence safely excluded by any literary form that is made within it.

Still not satisfi ed, in a more recent essay, “Imagination in Place,” he has re-
turned to the way farming can infl uence art. Aft er discussing all the other and 
very complicated infl uences that a writer-farmer received from education, from 
reading, from living in other places, and so forth, he gets down to the crux of it:

What I have learned as a farmer, I have learned also as a writer, and vice 
versa. I have farmed as a writer and written as a farmer . . . I am talking 
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about an experience that is resistant to any kind of simplifi cation. . . . 
[W]hen one passes from any abstract order, whether that of the con-
sumer economy . . . or a brochure from the Extension Service, to the 
daily life and work of one’s own farm, one passes from a relative simplic-
ity into a complexity that is irreducible except by disaster, and ultimately 
incomprehensible. . . . One meets not only the weather and the wildness 
of the world, but also the limitations of one’s knowledge, intelligence, 
character and bodily strength. To do this of course is to accept the place 
as an infl uence.

My further point is that to do this, if one is a writer, is to accept the 
place and the farming of it as a literary infl uence [too]. One accepts the 
place . . . not just as a circumstance, but as a part of the informing ambi-
ance of one’s mind and imagination.

Th ese observations about remaining faithful to the truth of a place bear 
squarely on the characteristic quality of Wendell’s novels and on my belief 
that farming infl uences art because farming is an art. Reading Hannah Coulter 
opened my eyes. In this novel, Hannah Coulter narrates the story of her life, 
and does so at a slow pace, full of introspection, and rich in description. 
Normally, I prefer novels of action, not introspection. But Hannah Coulter 
captivated me. No. Better, it soothed me.

How? Most fi ction seems obsessed with convincing the reader that sex is, 
or should be, just a casual aff air demanding no commitment. I call it “coff ee 
break” sex. All really cool people view sex this way, we are told. Really cool 
people expect characters in novels to copulate every twenty pages or so with 
just about anyone who strikes their fancy or just to relieve themselves of sex-
ual tension. Otherwise, say the cool generations, who will read the book?

As cynical as I have become, I don’t think that most people act that way. Sex 
is not a casual aff air, and pretending otherwise becomes self-fulfi lling prophecy 
for people looking for any excuse at all to justify copulation. Th at kind of writ-
ing is certainly the antithesis of Tolstoy’s defi nition of art as “the transmission to 
others of the highest and best feelings to which men have risen.”

In contrast, Hannah Coulter represents another kind of novel. Th e story 
begins with the courtship of Hannah and her fi rst husband, Virgil, who is 
subsequently killed in World War II. For thirty-seven pages, the young farm-
er courts his beloved Hannah in a gentlemanly way. In a year of keeping com-
pany leading up to marriage, there is no hint that they ever “had” sex. Th e 
courting goes on in great restraint, ruled by what intelligent people really care 
about: a concern over whether either of them is worthy of the other, over 
whether, as a married couple, they will be capable of really supporting each 
other. At one point Virgil puts his hand on Hannah’s thigh but quickly with-
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draws it when she seems uncomfortable. She actually is not uncomfortable, 
she informs the reader, just surprised. But she decides that for now she will 
not encourage further foreplay. He, in concerned human regard for her feel-
ings, does not press the issue. As far as the reader is allowed to know, they 
marry before their marriage is consummated.

Th e result of Wendell’s restraint in writing is quite the opposite of what 
today’s “realists” might predict, at least for me. Over the years, I have read 
about every kind of sexual adventurism known to mankind (I think), and I 
can’t recall any story about two people in love that is as sexy to me as Virgil’s 
and Hannah’s chastity. Th ey are truly sexy because they act in a truly human 
manner, not like two animals. As a farmer, I know that two animals copulat-
ing is not sexy.

I understand then why this novel is so comforting to me. Virgil’s and 
Hannah’s way of courtship is the way I had tried to court too. Th at standard of 
conduct was held up to me in an agrarian culture as the proper code of ethics. 
I was expected to follow it, and, damn it anyway, I did. And so did most of the 
people around me. I acted like a human being because I was expected to act 
like one, not like a boar hog. Having been taught that way, I was drawn to girls 
who had been similarly taught. And those girls were drawn to me for the same 
reason. We were the real people. We kept the less disciplined from destroying 
society.

I asked Wendell what he thought. He wrote to me: “I think that Virgil’s 
behavior is credible, but I doubt it is representative. Beyond that, my own 
view of Hannah Coulter is that it is a strongly sexual novel. She understands 
herself as a woman sexually powerful, but she also understands sexuality as a 
power that is life-making, family-making, farm-making. It is a part of a pat-
tern, involved in everything she values. Th erefore: no ‘sex scenes.’ Th ey would 
not only violate her sense of her own dignity and modesty (which are not in-
consistent with sexual power) but would also (from my point of view as the 
author) isolate sex from everything else and make a specialty of it, even an 
irrelevancy.”

Not that Wendell soft -soaps the world he writes about. Unsavory or weak-
willed characters wander in and out of his novels as regularly as they do in 
real life. Th ere are brothels in his novels, and drunkards and thieves and mur-
derers. But the honorable people are in control most of the time. Evil is pun-
ished most of the time, just as it is in real life. Inevitably, virtue reaches out 
and neutralizes vice. Or good simply overwhelms evil with love, as in Jayber 
Crow. If moral order does not rule in the end, society will fl y apart in unhap-
piness and chaos.
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It seems to me that Wendell is saying: art should sanctify that truth fi rst and 
show that virtue really does pay. If art insists only on glorifying the kingdom of 
boar hogs, the only peace to look forward to is the peace aft er the Bomb.

Hannah Coulter’s world is a more or less stable community where families 
lived generation aft er generation with mutual common interests. Being agrar-
ian, these local complexes of villages and farms have to depend on one an-
other economically and socially, and so they have to take care of one another 
whether they want to or not. I think of what a car salesman in my hometown 
said to me once: “I drive around the countryside watching the crops grow 
with as much worry as the farmers do because if the corn and beans are good, 
I’ll sell cars, and if they aren’t, I won’t.”

In the agrarian community that Wendell describes, when a farmer gets 
down on his luck and needs help, the neighbors come in and give it, even 
though they are all competitors in business. Th at is the code, and you live up 
to it. When farmers “industrialized,” they learned from the business world 
that when a competitor falters, you try to buy him out. Th at is the root worm 
of the instability of the modern noncommunity, and why the world moves 
steadily toward chaos. Humans are abandoning real community, are aban-
doning the world of Hannah Coulter and Jayber Crow, not realizing that the 
security of a local, interdependent community is better than the security of 
the stock market, or Social Security, or so-called homeland security.

I pulled a copy of Wendell’s Sex, Economy, Freedom and Community off  
my bookshelf, remembering something that I had read there. I turned to the 
essay of that title. Now, with new insight, I see that the blueprint, so to speak, 
of his novels is written there. Th e philosophy that guides his art comes down 
to the importance of caring communities. In discussing the issue of sex and 
how to handle it in art, he argues that sex can’t be dealt with as a public issue 
because it is too secretive most of the time. Nor can it be dealt with only pri-
vately. Sex “is not and cannot be any individual’s ‘own business’ nor is it mere-
ly the private concern of any couple. Sex, like any other necessary, precious 
and volatile power that is commonly held, is everybody’s business.”

So, how is this or any other issue to be handled?

Th e indispensable form that can intervene between public and private 
interests is that of community. Th e concerns of public and private, re-
public and citizen, necessary as they are, are not adequate for the shaping 
of human life. Community alone, as principle and as fact, can raise the 
standards of local health (ecological, economic, social, and spiritual) 
without which the other two interests will destroy each other.
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And what is community?

Community is a locally understood interdependence of local people, local 
culture, local economy and local nature. . . . A community identifi es itself 
by an understood mutuality of interest. But it lives and acts by the com-
mon virtues of trust, good will, forbearance, self-restraint, compassion, 
and forgiveness. . . . [S]uch a community has the power . . . to enforce de-
cency without litigation. It has the power, that is, to infl uence behavior.

Although such a community could exist anywhere, Wendell in his novels 
is describing it as it existed until the fi nal stages of the Industrial Revolution 
and as it still exists in some places. His novels are an example of the agrarian 
culture that nurtured him, that infl uenced his art. And now his art is in turn 
infl uencing a new agrarian culture.

Of all the visits I enjoyed with Wendell, walking over his fi elds and woods, 
one day stands out. Aft er a long walk with him and Tanya, Carol and I were 
sitting in their house, the four of us talking. We had just fi nished one of Tanya’s 
scrumptious meals. I was looking out the back window at the hill pasture that 
so aff ected me. With that steep hill seemingly tilted up on edge, I could see the 
sheep grazing almost as if in a painting hanging on the wall, an advantage we 
fl atlanders in northern Ohio don’t appreciate. Th ere was a summer tanager 
fl itting in the grapevines right outside the window. I don’t remember anymore 
what we were talking about, but the tanager reminded Wendell of something 
in somebody’s book that he liked. He reached up on the bookshelf, retrieved 
the book, thumbed through it while the tanager serenaded us. Th en he read, 
the pleasure of enjoying good literature on his face.

If I wrote that into a modern novel, most modern critics would say I was 
describing an unreal, make-believe world. Who now would take the time to 
relax and talk about some arcane subject from literature? But we were doing 
just that, and it was real time, today, not as if we were sitting in an English 
country house in Victorian times, overlooking pleasant farmland, listening to, 
let’s say, John Ruskin. How could I make anyone on this side of television-
bound and computer-tied America believe it? A lazy summer aft ernoon, a 
little sun-dappled world snuggled down on a Kentucky hillside, not even the 
sound of an automobile to disturb the magic, a poet reading, a tanager war-
bling, sheep bleating on a hillside. We were caught in a calm and quiet inter-
lude, but nonetheless a real interlude, of art and agriculture holding hands. 



“Along with Stegner, Wendell taught me to behave as a writer.”—Barry Lopez, in a 
conversation with Jason Peters
Photograph by Guy Mendes, courtesy of Ann Tower Gallery
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�
Education, 
Heresy, and the 
“Deadly Disease 
of the World”

Jason Peters

Education insisted on fi nding a moral foundation for robbery.
—Henry Adams

I AM GIVING the commencement address at a highly selective, which is to say 
highly expensive, liberal-arts college. In a surprising departure from custom, 
the students pay attention to the person standing in front of them, for despite 
all convention, and against my one good instinct, I have just said, “Congratula-
tions on your new purchase.”

In this annual little fantasy of mine the parents snicker, a few colleagues 
(the ones listening) smirk, and the administrators mark me for the RightTh ink 
Reeducation Seminars.

“Pending remittance of all dormitory and parking fi nes, the college, upon 
recommendation of the faculty, will confer upon you the degree BS.” Th at’s 
bachelor of spending. “You will be full-fl edged, card-carrying members of the 
consumer culture, with all the rights and privileges thereunto appertaining.”

Of course that’s unfair. It’s insuffi  ciently cynical and also inaccurate: most 
undergraduates have been fully vested members of this elite club for a long 
time. Already accomplished bargain hunters in high school, many of them go 
into the educational marketplace savvy hagglers, using one fi nancial-aid pack-
age to leverage another and turning colleges into desperate contractors bid-
ding for jobs. Whatever money students borrow thereaft er in their four-year 
eff ort to convince themselves that reading does not make a full, nor confer-
ence a ready, nor writing an exact, man adds up to a kind of debt diff erent 
from the one Bertrand de Jouvenel had in mind when he said that “every self-
aware person sees himself as a debtor.”1 Self-awareness, the pleasures we take 
in what Wendell Berry calls our “wakefulness in this world,” our pilgrimage 
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toward becoming what he calls “responsible heirs and members of human 
culture”2—little of this registers in the education mall, where the diploma re-
tailers promise a campus so luxurious that there are e-mail kiosks between 
urinals, Mongolian barbecue in the cafeteria, and a sports complex with—O 
altitudo!—an elevator that lift s the fi tness-minded students up to the third-
fl oor exercise room, where stands the stair-climber, that curious invention on 
which one climbs and climbs but ascends to no heights. (Is it any wonder that 
actual college graduates have TVs in their cars and exercise machines in front 
of their TVs?) Year aft er year, from small colleges and large multiversities 
alike, graduators formerly known as educators send chomping out into the 
putative real world giant mouths—mutations of Emerson’s giant eyeball. In 
accordance with institutional and governmental expectations, these mouths 
dutifully consume at the rate prescribed by the most rapacious economy that 
history has ever known.

I do not hereby join the puling malcontents who go on about how the 
American Mind, whatever that is, has closed; nor do I mean wholly to dispar-
age one of the things I’ve devoted my life to and partly believe in, which is 
undergraduate education, although I oft en have the uncomfortable feeling 
that I and many others must choose either to pimp for or whore with a system 
neither likable nor admirable. Everywhere confronted with what Berry long 
ago pegged as “intellectual fashionableness pinned up on such shibboleths as 
. . . ‘relevance’ (the most reactionary and totalitarian of educational doc-
trines),”3 we perambulators in the graves of academe tell ourselves that we are 
not managing a minor league for the job market, all the while assuring our 
aspirants that of course we can get them to the big leagues if only they’ll fl oat 
all that nice borrowed money our way. Self-respect can go pretty quickly when 
disingenuousness—I had almost said lying—is the default mode. For what-
ever good comes of liberal education—and I do believe much good can come 
of it—much done in its name is indefensible, is indeed destructive.

On that point Berry has been unambiguous. In contrast to the judgment of 
one certifi ed expert who asserts that “everybody now agrees that college is a 
virtual prerequisite for success and a decent life,”4 Berry admitted forty years 
ago to being “skeptical of education. It seems to me a most doubtful process,” 
he said, “and I think the good of it is taken too much for granted. It is a matter 
that is overtheorized and overvalued and always approached with too much 
confi dence.”5

Since then his skepticism has turned into acerb criticism: what we call 
education is actually “career preparation” and therefore “a commodity—some-
thing bought in order to make money.”6 Th is education, this commodity, is 
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purchased by careerists, educated at public expense, pursuing their own pri-
vate ends.7 Th e prevarications we use to sustain “commercial education,” and 
so to produce these careerists, are borne by a “cultish faith in the future” and 
by a “hysterical rhetoric of ‘change,’ ‘the future,’ ‘the frontiers of modern sci-
ence’ . . . and the like, as if there is nothing worth learning from the past and 
nothing worth preserving in the present.”8 Students on whom these sorts of 
lies work—and that amounts to pretty much all of them—major in “upward 
mobility,” which major allows them to “outmode” their parents and serve, in 
accordance with the offi  cial script, “the government’s economy and the econ-
omy’s government.”9 Why should students do otherwise? Education itself 
does not serve communities, nor incline itself toward them, nor “consult the 
genius of the place” to determine what should be done locally.10 Beholden to 
outside interests, education avers that children should leave home “and earn 
money in a provisional future that has nothing to do with place or commu-
nity” and so proves itself inimical to community.11 Worse: it is the industrial 
economy writ small, mining where it does not live. Of his own community, 
Berry said (in 1989), “We have had no schools of our own for nearly thirty 
years. Th e school system takes our young people, prepares them for ‘the world 
of tomorrow’—which it does not expect to take place in any rural area—and 
gives back ‘expert’ (that is, extremely generalized) ideas.”12 Education, in oth-
er words, intends to exhaust the quarries that support it, writes checks against 
human and natural capital to which it contributes very little. Anyone with a 
bank account should be able to see that this is disastrous.

Th e good news is that education, though not cheap, is also not very diffi  -
cult.13 In fact it’s a kind of movie—call it Deracinator—that lasts a minimum 
of thirteen years, seventeen for those who agree with the experts that indeed 
“college is a virtual prerequisite for success and a decent life.”

Th e better news is that this deracinating education does, however, pre-
pare students for “productive,” which is to say consumptive, lives in the econ-
omy: “Th e corporate producers and their sycophants in the universities and 
the government,” Berry says, “will do virtually anything (or so they have 
obliged us to assume) to keep people from acquiring necessities in any way 
except by buying them,” which means that the one skill education must teach 
is check-writing. So long as a man can write a check, he need not know how 
to do anything. True enough, he is the “model citizen” and “sophisticate”—
someone who can do nothing without money and so will do anything to get 
it14—but this sophisticate still has only one skill: check-writing.

An education reputed to be “liberal” (from the Latin liber, “free”) liberates 
no one by this kind of narrowing. It creates what Berry in another context 
calls
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that variety of specialist known as a consumer, which means he is the 
abject dependent of producers. How can he be free if he can do nothing 
for himself? What is the First Amendment to him whose mouth is stuck 
to the tit of the “affl  uent society”? Men are free precisely to the extent 
that they are equal to their own needs. Th e most able are the most 
free.15

Or, as we now say, the most able to pay are the most free.
Th is is crucial to Berry’s critique. He directs his criticism at the assump-

tion, everywhere implicit, that buying is better than doing. Why? It is in indis-
criminate buying, in doing less and less for ourselves, that we have brought on 
the ecological degradation and moral torpor that is now our common condi-
tion. We have assumed that our balm in this toxic Gilead is science—even 
though “science does not seem to be lighting the way; we seem rather to be 
leapfrogging into the dark along [a] series of scientifi c solutions, which be-
come problems, which call for further solutions, which science is always eager 
to supply, and which it sometimes cannot supply.”16 Add to all this “that the 
most characteristic product of our age of scientifi c miracles is junk”17 and you 
have some idea of Berry’s sanguinity toward the denizens of the nice new gee-
whiz buildings on campus.

Which is not to say that he therefore trusts the humanities, for if the sci-
ences “mindlessly serve economics . . . the humanities defer abjectly to the 
sciences.”18 In an essay appropriately titled “A Conversation Out of School” 
Berry says that the

sciences are sectioned like a stockyard the better to serve the corpora-
tions. Th e so-called humanities, which might have supplied at least a 
corrective or chastening remembrance of the good that humans have 
sometimes accomplished, have been dismembered into utter feckless-
ness, turning out “communicators” who have nothing to say and “educa-
tors” who have nothing to teach.19

Th ese same humanists behave like “ethologists, students of the behavior of a 
species to which they do not belong, in whose history and fate they have no 
part, their aim being, not to know anything for themselves, but to ‘advance 
knowledge.’ ”20 Th e humanists say, “we will study, record, analyze, criticize, 
and appreciate. But we will not believe; we will not, in the full sense, know.”21 
Fully to know—and this is also crucial—we must be willing and able to learn 
not only about but also from the things we study, able to understand that a 
poem can be taught but that it can also teach.22 If we fail in this, we ignore and 
default on our cultural heritage.23

Among the many examples of learning from that appear and reappear in 
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Berry’s essays—I think of Wordsworth’s “Michael,” which Berry calls “a sort of 
cultural watershed” for its depiction of the destruction of rural life by a cen-
tralized economy, or of Th e Odyssey, wherein we read of “the death Tiresias 
foresaw for Odysseus and the one Homer seems to recommend”24—among 
these examples, Spenser’s depiction of nature in Th e Faerie Queene is espe-
cially relevant here. In his own attempt to defi ne “nature,” Berry has always 
had in the back of his mind Spenser’s rendering nature as both Mother and 
Judge:

she deals “Right to all . . . indiff erently,” for she is “the equal mother” of 
all “And knittest each to each, as brother unto brother.” Th us, in Spenser, 
the natural principles of fecundity and order are pointedly linked with 
the principle of justice, which we may be a little surprised to see that he 
attributes also to nature. And yet in his insistence on an “indiff erent” nat-
ural justice, resting on the “brotherhood” of all creatures, not just of hu-
mans, Spenser would now be said to be on sound ecological footing.25

He is on sound ecological footing because he recognizes that although in the 
next life “the Lord may forgive our wrongs against nature,” in this one, “so far 
as we know, He does not overturn her decisions,” nor does she herself “toler-
ate or excuse our abuses.”26 Perhaps a few generous souls grudgingly allow 
that knowing about Spenser is valuable; Berry implies that there might be less 
topsoil rolling down the Mississippi were we willing to learn from him, able to 
be tutored by him, attentive to “culture-borne instructions about who or what 
humans are and how and on what assumptions they should act.”27 We might 
even see that profl igate purchasing, which has replaced thrift  and competence, 
leads to abuses that Nature neither tolerates nor excuses, resilient though she 
has sometimes proven herself to be.

All of this is a way of saying that education, which ought to lead to health, 
oft en leads instead to disease. It encourages ecological degradation insofar as 
it serves the interests of, and fails to arrest, the “legalized vandalism known as 
‘the economy’ ”;28 it fails to stop or correct the degradation because it is inat-
tentive to the culture-borne instructions that can make us wise enough to live. 
For we do live—too comfortably, it would seem—with an abiding contradic-
tion: “Th e air is unfi t to breathe, the water is unfi t to drink, the soil is washing 
away, the cities are violent and the countryside neglected, all because we are 
intelligent, enterprising, industrious, and generous.”29

Th ose who would accuse Berry of hyperbole might explain how an edu-
cational system that teaches us to destroy the source we live from makes any 
sense at all. To those who think we live in a postagrarian world of abun-
dance—to those from whose minivans the amber waves of grain look plenti-
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ful—he has said, “Get out of your spaceship, out of your car, off  your horse, 
and walk over the ground” to get the necessary closer look.30 Anticipating the 
objection that because of our dependencies we can’t change, he has said that 
this is the addict’s excuse and simply won’t do.31

For all his distrust of science—it has unjustifi ably “crowned and mitered 
itself ”—Berry has never suggested it has no place in the university; for all his 
distaste for specialization—it shrinks rather than enlarges the mind—he ac-
knowledges that some specialization is obviously necessary; for all his repul-
sion to technology—we must be willing in the allure of its fi eld to “limit our 
desires”—he has never said there should be none.32 He has argued, however, 
that we must always have an artist’s and craft sman’s “concern for the thing 
made,” and he has insisted that the thing made in the university is a human 
being, that, indeed, what public universities “are mandated to make or to help 
to make is human beings in the fullest sense of those words—not just trained 
workers or knowledgeable citizens but responsible heirs and members of hu-
man culture.”33 Th is is what Berry puts in the place of the thing now made, 
which is the “careerist,” the economy’s robotic hireling, the sophisticated, 
check-writing Half-Man.

But “human culture” is what it is, not what we think it is or reduce it to by 
storing it in various academic departments. If a certain aspect of it fl ourishes 
at the expense of another, the whole ceases in some manner to fl ourish.

Berry had this very much on his mind when he went to work in “Poetry 
and Place” on the insidious lines Milton gave to Satan:

Th e mind is its own place, and of itself
Can make a Heaven of Hell, a Hell of Heaven.34

In fact, much of Standing by Words is a meditation on this essentially indus-
trial dream of disembodied existence, and Berry’s criticism of it bears directly 
upon what he means by “human culture.” In fi ne, the idea of culture as a con-
cern of mind but not also of body, of consciousness but not also of place, 
conduces to abuse. Th e “mind that elects itself a place maintains itself as such 
by the ruin of earthly places. One cannot divide one’s mind from its earthly 
place, preferring the inner place to the outer, without denying the mind’s care 
to the earthly place.”35 Berry’s interest here is poetry, but his pronouncements, 
as he himself acknowledges, clearly apply elsewhere: “If a culture goes for too 
long without producing poets and others who concern themselves with the 
problems and proprieties of humanity’s practical connection to nature, then 
the work of all poets may suff er, and so may nature, ”36 for “it is the mind, not 
the body, whose appetite for material things is insatiable.”37
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Th at all of this bears on education may be understood, if it is not already 
self-evident, by the obvious fact that for Berry “human culture” is not the 
property of schools and opera houses and the Arts and Leisure pages of the 
New York Times. It is not limited to the work of the mind but includes also the 
work of the body; otherwise it is “reduced” and so “divorced from work . . . 
and from action.”38 Culture properly understood includes agriculture; the two 
exist by a mutual grace. “How much excellence in ‘the arts,’ ” Berry asks, “is to 
be expected from a people who are poor at carpentry, sewing, farming, gar-
dening, and cooking? To believe that you can have a culture distinct from, or 
as a whole greatly better than, such work is not just illogical or wrong—it is to 
make peace with the shoddy, the meretricious, and the false.”39 So for Berry an 
old galvanized bucket collecting leaves and moisture and turning them 
through time to humus resembles a community that collects stories about it-
self and its members and turns them through time to good account, the one 
slowly building the basis of life—a trust of fertile soil—and the other the basis 
of living—the soils of fecund trust.40 We have no chance of understanding 
Berry if we cannot see that “human culture,” far from being the small thing 
that art critics think it is, includes, is founded on, the human disciplines of 
making and doing, of what Berry more recently has called the domestic arts 
of husbandry and wifery.41 And it is certainly with something like both the 
liberal and domestic arts in mind, together, that Berry has weighed education 
in the balance and found it wanting. We commit no treachery in slightly re-
casting his words to clarify this: if education goes for too long without produc-
ing graduates who concern themselves with the problems and proprieties of 
humanity’s practical connection to nature, then the work of all graduates may 
suff er, and so may nature.

Aldo Leopold, who feared that education had become an exercise in 
“learning to see one thing by going blind to another,” noted that education 
also “makes no mention of obligations to land over and above those dictated 
by self-interest.” “Time was,” he said, “when education moved toward soil, not 
away from it.” Th en (in the 1940s), as now,

the ecological fundamentals of agriculture are just as poorly known to 
the public as in other fi elds of land-use. For example, few educated peo-
ple realize that the marvelous advances in technique made during recent 
decades are improvements in the pump, rather than the well. Acre for 
acre, they have barely suffi  ced to off set the sinking level of fertility.42

Berry, for his part, has sounded these same observations from the very begin-
ning of his writing life. As early as Th e Long-Legged House (1969) he said, “No 
matter how sophisticated and complex and powerful our institutions, we are 
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still exactly as dependent on the earth as the earthworms. To cease to know 
this, and to fail to act upon the knowledge, is to begin to die the death of a 
broken machine.”43 Nearly fi ft een years later he said, “Our life and livelihood 
are the gift  of the topsoil and of our willingness and ability to care for it, to 
grow good wheat, to make good bread; they do not derive from stockpiles of 
raw materials or accumulations of purchasing power.”44 His agrarian essays 
have consistently emphasized the importance of our being tutored by the 
soil,45 and his dissent from education currently conceived takes its impetus 
from that very neglect of which Leopold so eloquently wrote.

What I have been saying thus far is that when Berry declared himself skep-
tical of education, he did so against the backdrop of farming, of bodily life and 
physical dependencies, of doing rather than buying. Ever alert to the dangers 
of “selective bookkeeping,” Berry has thought about education in terms of net 
gains—by remembering that aft er you add up your improved pumps, you must 
subtract for your depleted wells.46 It is with this sort of calculus in mind that he 
has criticized education and off ered his alternative vision, and we will neither 
see the genius nor understand the urgency of that alternative vision if we re-
fuse to acknowledge that we are as dependent on the soil as the earthworms.

Th e question, then, is how do we make an alternative to the careerist Half-
Man? How do we craft  that full human being, that “responsible heir and 
member of human culture”?

It would be nice if we could just send him to college—to someplace with a 
crest that shows a poet at his craft  on the one side, and on the other side a til-
ler of the ground at his, and beneath them both the motto vivere pauperius, 
exiguius habere aft er Berry at his best: “We must achieve the character and 
acquire the skills to live much poorer than we do.”47 It would be a bonus if the 
crest and motto were featured prominently on the admissions material the 
recruitment offi  ce sends out, and better still if a college representative—the 
amply compensated president, for example—would make a habit of saying to 
the parents of high-school seniors, “We pledge to teach your sons and daugh-
ters to achieve the character and acquire the skills to live much poorer than 
they do.” Perhaps the dean, that exemplar of downward mobility, could imple-
ment a curriculum founded on the Franciscan trivium of poverty, chastity, 
and obedience.

Save that such a college is unthinkable—every bit of it. Imagine the en-
dowment of the institution committed to such an ideal. Imagine its donor base. 
Imagine the enrollments in its business and accounting classes. Imagine which 
academic majors could actually be off ered. Behold another chapter 11.

Th at is to say, we cannot merely send the careerist to school. Yet the re-
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covery of character and skill—the character to choose less and the skill to do 
more for oneself—is what is missing everywhere, especially in the current 
making of human beings. Education, ubiquitously instinct with the “values” 
of an extravagant economy—that is, confused by a “murderous paradox”—
and at the same time idiotically committed to value-free objectivity, has noth-
ing meaningful or useful to say about character and skill—has, indeed, no 
interest in real correctives to the defi cits in character and skill under which its 
charges currently languish.48 And yet if it is going to say anything meaningful 
to them, it must achieve the good sense and acquire the courage to correct 
those defi cits.

Concerning the fi rst of these—character—Berry’s keyword has been “re-
straint.” Having imagined education as a means to freedom from constraints 
of time, place, and condition, we have made a virtue of accumulating things 
that have nothing to recommend them except that they are purchasable. 
Against this frivolity Berry has consistently spoken of the restraints without 
which we “are not ‘natural,’ not ‘thinking animals’ or ‘naked apes,’ but mon-
sters, indiscriminate and insatiable killers and destroyers.”49 Th ese necessary 
restraints come not from the Future, which doesn’t exist, but from our past, 
which does.50 Th at is, they comprise a kind of knowledge that comes from our 
cultural heritage.

Some of that knowledge—for example, our place on the Chain of Being, 
our charge to live not by competition but by justice and mercy—comes from 
books, and we should know such books.51 But some of that knowledge does 
not come from books. Our literary inheritance may teach us not to rob the 
land. Th at is a “principle that can be learned from books. But the ways of liv-
ing on the land so as not to rob it,” Berry says, “probably cannot be learned 
from books.”52 Th ey are disciplines, at once physical and spiritual, that the 
young learn and assent to by instruction and witness. Th ey are the necessary 
restraints available to us only from culture in its broadest sense. Or again, the 
principles of, say, trust, trustworthiness, and neighborliness that are necessary 
to the survival of community may be recommended in books, but the ways 
constitute “a kind of knowledge,” Berry says, “inestimably valuable and prob-
ably indispensable, that comes out of common culture and that cannot be 
taught as part of the formal curriculum of a school.” Th is is not to say that 
curricula should not respect such knowledge. “Th ough I don’t believe that it 
can be taught and learned in a university, I think it should be known about 
and respected in a university.” Where in the sciences and humanities that 
might happen Berry says he does not know. “It is certainly no part of banking 
or of economics as now taught and practiced.”53
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We have, rather, the Ben Franklin approach—“In the aff airs of this world, 
men are saved, not by faith, but by the want of it”—which may explain why so 
many people communicate only through lawyers. Where restraint, trust, and 
neighborliness are concerned, education has proven itself not only indiff erent 
to the knowledge, because it abhors what is value-laden, but also spiteful of 
the ways, because it neither knows nor practices them. We are realists; we will 
treat you with suspicion.

If achieving the character to live poorer requires restraints available to us 
only from that which we have learned to despise, namely, the past, which we 
despise because it isn’t the Future, then acquiring the skills to live poorer like-
wise requires a willingness to do the work we’ve also learned to despise, hav-
ing discounted it by handing it over to machines or to people who haven’t 
purchased a bachelor’s degree in spending. Such is the behavior of the 
Sophisticate and Model Citizen, graduated if not educated, whose one skill is 
check-writing and who knows that “our major economic practice is to dele-
gate the practice to others.”54

But he can’t live poorer if, in addition to being unwilling to live poorer, he 
has no other skills to enable him to do so. He needs cash to make up for his 
incompetence as a man. So he delegates once again, if not to cash then to 
“credit,” which comes with the added benefi t of debt, which sustains better 
than anything the illusion of wealth. It covers a multitude of sins.

I have noted that Berry does not consider such a man free. What little 
freedom he has is compromised by his fragility. Just as a food economy is 
fragile insofar as it depends on the availability of “cheap” oil, or just as a mega-
farm is fragile insofar as it depends on an annual monoculture, so a college 
graduate is vulnerable insofar as he depends on a single so-called skill and a 
checking account. Check-writing is the basket all his store-bought eggs are in, 
and school, everywhere trumpeting the unassailable virtues of Diversity, is to 
blame for this dangerous want of diversifi cation. But the check-writer doesn’t 
understand his vulnerability, because school, unwilling to do the honest thing 
and saw off  the graft ed limb it sits on, never told him about the vulnerability. It 
merely pointed to the fellow roofi ng a house on a hot day and, misconstruing 
the word argument, said, “now there’s an argument for education.” Check-
writer has only to wait for bouncing checks and a leaking roof for his education 
to be complete. His life is an exercise in “risk[ing] correction by disaster.”55 We 
all necessarily do this, of course, but we do it less to the extent that we are able 
and willing to live poorer than what the offi  cial script calls for.

For as Berry notes, although “people have not progressed beyond the 
need to eat food and drink water and wear clothes and live in houses, most 
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people have progressed beyond the domestic arts—the husbandry and wifery 
of the world—by which those needful things are produced and conserved.” 
Th ey have “progressed” thus because they have “been carefully taught in our 
education system”—and by the professional prevaricators in advertising—
“that those arts are degrading and unworthy of people’s talents.”56 Th e snob-
bery of those who by virtue of their purchasing power have progressed be-
yond the domestic arts—I have in mind, for example, those countless icons of 
success whose work is joyless, whose leisure is desperate, and whose yards are 
maintained by ChemLawn—is one thing. But Berry criticizes them for some-
thing far more damning: they do not merely pursue a “degrading affl  uence” 
and an “undisciplined abundance”;57 in taking food, water, clothing, and shelter 
for granted, “the modern educated mind reveals itself also to be as supersti-
tious a mind as ever has existed in the world. What could be more supersti-
tious than the idea that money brings forth food?”58

One obvious corrective to the sophisticate’s primitivism is gardening. 
(“Th e high must descend to learn, not what it would choose to learn, but what 
is indispensable to high and low alike.”)59 A basic acquaintance with this or 
any domestic art can teach even a college graduate that money is not more 
fertile than topsoil,60 nor warmer than a sock, nor cooler than spring water. 
Such arts, says Berry—such “callings and disciplines”—

are stationed all along the way from the farm to the prepared dinner, 
from the forest to the dinner table, from stewardship of the land to hos-
pitality to friends and strangers. Th ese arts are as demanding and grati-
fying, as instructive and as pleasing as the so-called fi ne arts. To learn 
them, to practice them, to honor and reward them is, I believe, our pro-
foundest calling. Our reward is that they will enrich our lives and make 
us glad.61

Berry’s admiration for capable, resourceful, and self-reliant people is ev-
erywhere evident in both his work and his life. To those who do not farm—
and he acknowledges that not everyone can or should be a farmer62—he has 
consistently recommended voluntary, piecemeal involvement in the processes 
that sustain life; he has recommended the accumulation, steady if slow, of 
skills: growing something somewhere, preparing meals, learning something 
about the food on the table, supporting local suppliers, fi guring out which 
end of a hammer to grab—cultivating, that is to say, the domestic arts.63 To 
those strange half-humans who reply that they simply don’t enjoy yard work 
or gardening or cooking, that they don’t have time in their busy movie-going, 
health-clubbing schedules to do any of this, Berry’s answer is: reconcile your-
self to your condition, which is to work.64 Reconcile rather than put asunder 
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work and exercise; allow for the possibility that there is joy in doing for your-
self what you have hitherto given your proxies to others to do, that there is 
fulfi llment and peace and gladness in such doing. Do that, or continue to la-
ment ecological degradation and the price of “health” care, to point fi ngers at 
politicians and corporations, and to complain—in the muted babbling of one 
whose infant mouth is stuck to the plump tit of the affl  uent society—about 
how hard it is to keep the weight off .

Back of all that Berry says about education stands an ideal: truly large-
minded, truly well-educated people. Such men and women have achieved a 
synthesis of the liberal and domestic arts; they have learned from, not merely 
about, Spenser; they can also (and also will) grow a potato. Th ey understand 
that the less they do for themselves—the less walking and more driving, for 
example—the more they will be implicated in degradation of many kinds.65

And since driving is the most obvious example of our major economic 
practice, which is to delegate the work to something else, consider briefl y the 
example of locomotion. Emerson said that civilized man has built the coach 
but lost the use of his feet. Uncivilized Half-Man, Emerson’s lazy, overweight 
heir, has built the car—Berry includes it among the “unprecedented monu-
ments of destructiveness and waste”66—and surrendered at once his own 
health and his neighbor’s clean air. It takes a college graduate not to see this.

And there are other losses; much else has been surrendered.
Time was when work—which now is what other people or waterways or 

landfi lls do—could be understood as “vocation.” But mind-centeredness,67 
the desuetude into which the domestic arts have fallen, has diminished, if not 
wholly obliterated, any sense of vocation.

To have a “vocation” once meant to have a “calling” to an ecclesiastical or 
monastic order. Th e Reformers enlarged this to mean the work one does in 
this world—not necessarily in the cloister or before the altar—to honor God, 
serve others, and restore the lapsed order to its essential goodness: an impor-
tant contribution, I think, of the Reformation. Of course vocation has been 
conceptually corrupted—as when the Puritans began to see the wealth that 
follows from diligence in one’s vocation as a sign of God’s favor, or when God 
“calls” a man to work for Monsanto and conveniently provides hearing loss to 
all those nearby who might serve as independent witnesses to this call. But in 
the main vocation has been a serviceable category for the worthiest heirs of 
Luther and Calvin especially. And it is certainly a serviceable category for 
anyone who wishes to do and work well.

I know of no book in which Berry actually claims that the loss of the do-
mestic arts is implicated in a diminished sense of vocation, but I think he 
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would agree that the loss of well-made objects in domestic as in academic life 
corresponds to, and is coeval with, a diminished sense of vocation. He consid-
ers shoddy workmanship a kind of blasphemy, 68 for example, and it is clear 
that he sees vocation historically understood as incompatible with work as 
currently conceived, which on his account amounts to little more than a fl oat-
ing professionalism: “I feel no hesitation in saying that the standards and goals 
of the [academic] disciplines need to be changed,” he says.

It used to be that we thought of the disciplines as ways of being useful to 
ourselves, for we needed to earn a living, but also and more importantly 
we thought of them as ways of being useful to one another. As long as the 
idea of vocation was still viable among us, I don’t believe it was ever un-
derstood that a person was “called” to be rich or powerful or even suc-
cessful. People were taught the disciplines at home or in school for two 
reasons: to enable them to live and work both as self-sustaining indi-
viduals and as useful members of their communities, and to see that the 
disciplines themselves survived the passing of the generations.69

Th e professionalism with which we have replaced vocation cares nothing for 
“good work, citizenship and membership,” only for “social mobility.”70 Where 
shoddy workmanship is de rigueur, membership shunned, mobility admired, 
and money and power made objects par excellence, vocation has no chance. 
Self-interest by defi nition excludes it.

But justice does not. Berry cites Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, who in an 
essay on

the origin of civilization in traditional cultures . . . wrote that “the prin-
cipal of justice is the same throughout . . . [it is] that each member should 
perform the task for which he is fi tted by nature. . . .” Th e two ideas, jus-
tice and vocation, are inseparable. Th at is why Coomaraswamy spoke of 
industrialism as “the mammon of injustice,” incompatible with civiliza-
tion. It is by way of the principle and practice of vocation that sanctity 
and reverence enter into the human economy. It was thus possible for 
traditional cultures to conceive that “to work is to pray.”71

Of course this has long been a part of the religious tradition into which Berry 
was born.72 I should think that those disinclined to attend to traditional cul-
tures or to religious traditions can at least imagine that scrubbing a fl oor sug-
gests a posture more conducive to humility and peace than to arrogance and 
warfare. Vocation, properly understood, involves work that serves the welfare 
of others. It involves work that harmonizes with the other sounds around it; 
its scale and reach are proper, its eff ects redemptive rather than destructive; it 
says, as Jayber Crow learns to say, “Not my will, but thine, be done.” 73 Th ose 
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who have jobs quickly learn that a job is something from which one oft en 
needs a vacation; a vocation is a need for something other than a job. It as-
sumes work is good that does good. Against such there is no law.

Education, which serves an economy that cares only for effi  cient, not for 
good, work, can neither value good work nor honor vocation. And so an irony 
of our circumstance is that art, which is distinctively human, survives not in 
the educational so much as in the domestic sphere: in good farming, carpen-
try, cooking, homemaking, gardening. Let anyone who doubts this compare a 
good garden or chair to most literary criticism written in the last thirty years. 
Education, which, as Berry says, has treated the domestic arts as if they are 
degrading and unworthy of people’s talents, has become less artful than that 
which it demeans. No wonder education fails to make full human beings. It 
has less concern for good and honest making than a master breeder or a man 
mending his fences. Yet such making and artistry are a kind of anthropologi-
cal sine qua non. Th ey designate men and women made in the image of 
God—a God whose fi rst act was to create something good. If recognition of 
this is lost, if the situation, says David Jones,

is such that men can no longer regard what they do as though it pos-
sessed this quality of “art”—then indeed he is of all creatures most miser-
able, for he is deprived of the one and only balm available to him, as a 
worker. “Good man” he can still be, and heroic may be, but a complete 
man he cannot be. And that is the kind of deprivation which the condi-
tions of our kind of age seem to impose upon great numbers of people, 
upon most people. Th is deprivation is, in the sphere of art, analogous to 
a sterilization or a castration in the physical sphere.74

I acknowledge that there are those who will countenance no talk of “vocation” 
or “work as prayer” or the imago dei. I make no quarrel here. I merely invite 
them to go in search of a language equal to the task at hand.

But let them understand plainly that Berry will countenance no talk of a 
gnostic renewal. Th ere is no evidence anywhere in Berry’s work that mind-
centered, disembodied work—computer “work” would be an example—can 
save us. On the contrary, there is nothing but counterevidence.

And so I come to the last point that needs to be made. It is a point that 
merits sustained, book-length attention. But it cannot go unremarked merely 
for want of space.

I am attending a reading by Wendell Berry, aft er which a grizzled professor-type 
stands—grandstands, to be precise—and, in his tripping, inelegant manner, 
says, “I was wondering—and thank you, by the way, for that fi ne reading—just 
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truly amazing; I fi nd your work fascinating and and and so, ah, relevant—I’ve 
been thinking, wondering, actually, whence you learned your emphatic, your 
your your profound anti-Manichaeanism.” And so forth and so on.

In this other little fantasy of mine I see Berry leaning forward, cupping his 
hand behind his ear, and borrowing a line from Uncle Stanley, his half-deaf 
grave-digger in A Place on Earth:

“Says which?”
“Your anti-Manichaeanism. Where did you learn it?”
“Yessir!”
But Berry is gentlemanly in public—he handles such grandstanders 

well—and his grizzled interlocutor happens for once to be correct: there is a 
profoundly anti-Manichaean, which is to say anti-gnostic, streak in Berry’s 
work. I am speaking of his intractable emphasis on the body. Although his 
footnotes don’t show the proper training, and his references don’t suggest fa-
miliarity with offi  cial academic itineraries, the streak is there, a mile wide, and 
we cannot step over it.

By Gnosticism I mean an abiding dualism, a suspicion of and contempt 
for matter: the belief that the stuff  of creation is at best bad and at worst evil, 
and the prejudice, therefore, for mind over body, for knowing over doing. By 
Manichaeanism (which is a gnostic heresy) I mean, again, dualism: the belief 
that matter and spirit are separable and separate—that spirit is “achieved” 
apart from and in spite of matter.75

Berry oft en complains about a mind-centeredness that by now registers 
in an insane but for the most part undetected desire to live in the realm of 
pure mind—an impulse currently abetted by all forms of abstraction: power, 
ownership, communication, administration.76 In religion this impulse mani-
fests itself as a man’s “aspir[ing] to heaven with his mind and his heart while 
destroying the earth, and his fellow men, with his hands.” Indeed,

some varieties of Christianity have held that one should despise the 
things of this world—which made it all but mandatory that they should 
be neglected as well. In that way men of conscience—or men who might 
reasonably have been expected to be men of conscience—have been led 
to abandon the world, and their own posterity, to the exploiters and ru-
iners. So exclusively focused on the hereaft er, they have been neither 
here nor there.77

Berry says that this species of late  Gnosticism—he doesn’t call it that, but that 
is what it is: a belief, to use Harold Bloom’s useful idiom, that the Creation and 
the Fall were one and the same event78—amounts to a desire for heaven at the 
expense of the earth and that it is therefore “a rarefi ed form of gluttony.”79
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Against this, and speaking emphatically as a “placed person,”80 Berry has 
said from the beginning, “I can only imagine [heaven] and desire it in terms 
of what I know of the earth. And so my questions do not aspire beyond the 
earth. Th ey aspire toward it and into it. Perhaps they aspire through it.”81 We 
can measure the extent to which this passage is profoundly anti-Manichaean, 
the extent to which it expresses from a hillside in Kentucky an essentially 
Catholic orthodoxy, if we hold it next to an intentionally anti-Manichaean 
passage from the Catholic theologian Fr. William F. Lynch, one of whose main 
concerns was to develop a Christology “under the terms of total and actual, 
positive and ‘athletic’ penetration of the fi nite (exultavit ut gigas)”—a Christology, 
that is, scrubbed clean of any Manichaean residue:

A failure of interest in the infi nite is certainly not our problem, but rath-
er the fact that we attack it directly, immediately, and violently, refusing 
the mediation of the fi nite, or putting it only to brief, magical uses to 
contact the infi nite, or rebelling against the fi nite, resenting it, skipping 
through it with violence at some isolated salient.82

Lynch’s theological interests, like Berry’s literary and practical interests, accord 
with the formulation of Saint Irenaeus: the infi nite is seen only in the fi nite; “in 
God nothing is empty of sense.”83 Contra Manichaeanism, Berry accepts the 
essential goodness of Creation (or matter, if you prefer) and rejects the separa-
tion of matter and spirit, of fi nite and infi nite, of material and immaterial. He 
rejects, that is to say, what the church had the good sense long ago to condemn 
as heresy, the eventual endorsements of Harold Bloom notwithstanding. And 
Berry distrusts absolutely any emphasis on mind that excludes or minimizes the 
body. It may be the case, he says, that what is here on Earth is not all that exists; 
but that does not alter what is here, which is where we are:

Another [angel] lift s a hand
with forefi nger pointing up
to admonish that all’s not here.
All’s not. But I aspire
downward. Flyers embrace
the air, and I’m a man
who needs something to hug.
All my dawns cross the horizon
and rise, from underfoot.
What I stand for
is what I stand on—

so “Below,” Berry’s poem that considers the diff erence between himself and 
those who live by “pure / abstraction.”84
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Th e similarities between Berry and Lynch—one aspiring through the 
earth, the other recommending the athletic penetration of it, and both noting 
the violence we perpetrate as we skip mindlessly through it—are striking, to 
say the least. But what I am pointing out here is mere orthodoxy—or, if you 
prefer, a doctrine of salvation according to which “absolutely no escape from 
this tangible world of sensory perception is allowed. Salvation from the world 
by any other route than through the world will be called a fraud.”85

Th ose are the words of Philip Lee in Against the Protestant Gnostics, which 
we may also usefully hold up next to Berry. Gnosticism, Lee argues, under-
writes the signal but regrettable features that follow upon American 
Protestantism, among them individualism, millennialism, and a comfortable 
business association with capitalism. Following Max Weber, he sees a similar-
ity between a religion that emphasizes individual spiritual redemption and an 
economy that encourages individual material prosperity; both are “lonely” 
and “self-centered,” well suited to so excessively abstract a thing as a money 
economy.86 Lee calls this an essentially gnostic emphasis on the individual: 
the economy values individual achievement; its religion emphasizes the salva-
tion of individual souls.87 Berry likewise says:

Th e familiar idea that a man’s governing religious obligation is to ‘save’ 
himself, procure for himself an eternal life, is based on a concept of indi-
vidualism that is both vicious and absurd. And this religious concept is 
the counterpart, and to a considerable extent the cause, of the vicious 
secular individualism that suggests that a man’s governing obligation is 
to enrich himself in this world. . . . So when a man seeks to live on the 
earth only for the eternal perpetuation, or only for the economic enrich-
ment, of a life that he has devalued and despised, he is involved not only 
in absurdity but in perversion—a perversion that has now become the 
deadly disease of the world.88

In comparing the gnostic tendencies of capitalism, which is the “spiritu-
alization of economics,” to the parallel gnostic tendencies in Protestantism, 
which is “a spiritualized, soul-saving faith,” Lee says that “of course, a gnostic 
God could not participate at all in such mundane aff airs, but the ‘invisible hand’ 
of capitalism freed the spiritualized Church of its worldly responsibilities and 
allowed it to concentrate entirely on the extramundane.”89

Berry more effi  ciently says: “No wonder so many sermons are devoted 
exclusively to ‘spiritual’ subjects. If one is living by the tithes of history’s most 
destructive economy, then the disembodiment of the soul becomes the chief 
of worldly conveniences.”90

Such disembodiment goes hand in hand with an easy gnostic displace-
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ment in the world. Lee says that in the Old Testament men and women are 
bound to one another, as well as to others, by also being plighted to a particu-
lar place. Mobility and placelessness in contemporary life, by contrast, accord 
with the “gnostic philosophy that place does not matter.”91 Berry, for his part, 
consistently grounds marriage and community in—what else?—the ground. 
Th e marriage of Hannah and Nathan Coulter, to take a recent example from 
the fi ction, begins as a discussion of where the marriage will be placed. Nathan 
brings Hannah to the farm he’s thinking of buying and shows it to her. “It’s not 
the Feltner place,” he says. Hannah understands perfectly: “He meant it as a 
question. He was asking me if I would marry him.”92 Nor is the scene anoma-
lous. Berry, everywhere concerned with concrete, knowable places with which 
human actions must be commensurate in scale, criticizes our “present ‘leaders’ 
—the people of wealth and power—[because they] do not know what it means 
to take a place seriously: to think it worthy, for its own sake, of love and study 
and careful work. Th ey cannot take any place seriously because they must be 
ready at any moment, by the terms of power and wealth in the modern world, 
to destroy any place.”93

At a certain concentration evidence, like manure, ceases to fertilize and be-
gins instead to burn. And space requires that I do more piling than spreading 
here. But the similarities between Lee and Berry are hardly irrelevant. We 
understand Berry correctly if we understand that he has fl atly rejected an 
ancient heresy that to my knowledge he has never been rash enough—and 
prais’d be rashness for it—to name.

Berry came to this orthodoxy not by study but by meditating poetry and 
place, by attending to soil and practicing the disciplines by which it is main-
tained. Such meditating, such attending, such practicing fends off  a suspicion 
of matter, knows it commits self-slaughter if it puts asunder the matter and 
spirit that God has joined. A great many of us, by contrast, abstracted from 
the soil and disinclined toward the domestic arts, languish under a resusci-
tated gnosticism that our education perpetuates. Whereas we dupe ourselves 
into owning all the technologies of abstraction and so fl oat ever more airily 
into an unbearable lightness of unbeing, Berry has walked the good earth 
behind a good horse named Nick, contemplated the soil, and found therein, 
amid the ravages of an economy and a system of education largely given over 
to the gnostic suspicion of the body, the genius of his religion: the resurrec-
tion of the body. Th e soil, he says, is always “doing something that, if we are 
not careful, we will call ‘unearthly’: It is making life out of death.” It “exists as 
such because it is ceaselessly transforming death into life.”94 And
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Aft er death, willing or not, the body serves,
entering the earth. And so what was heaviest
and most mute is at last raised up into song.95

Th is discussion of Berry’s unwillingness to brook the ancient dualism is a 
gold to airy thinness beat. But that such a discussion could be fully developed, 
and that it has consequences for education, I have no doubt. It would include 
—and this would also be crucial—a description of the bestialism and angel-
ism that follow upon our fl ight from the fl esh. Walker Percy spent a whole 
novel, Love in the Ruins, dramatizing the disasters of such a fl ight.96 Lynch 
said it leads to “terrible distortions.”97 Berry himself has implied as much in 
saying that those who “long for the realm of pure mind—or pure machine; 
the diff erence is negligible”—when they take leave of fl esh and blood “are go-
ing to cause a lot of dangerous commotion on their way out.”98 But I will 
limit myself instead to saying that Berry’s clearest exposition of this is in the 
pieces for which he is most traduced. And yet they remain for me defi nitive 
and signal. Th ey bear as much upon education, and they name our common 
malady, as clearly as anything he has written. Th ey represent, I think, the most 
important critique he has yet proff ered.

I am speaking of the companion essays “Why I Am Not Going to Buy a 
Computer” and “Feminism, the Body, and the Machine,” wherein we read 
about our fl ight from the body, our hatred of it—even as we indulge its 
appetites—and the consequences of this on our work and our world. “Th e 
danger most immediately to be feared in ‘technological progress,’” Berry says, 
“is the degradation and obsolescence of the body”—that’s Gnosticism. 
“Implicit in the technological revolution from the beginning has been a new 
version of an old dualism”—that’s Gnosticism in its specifi cally Manichaean 
iteration—“one always destructive, and now more destructive than ever.” Th e 
education of which Berry long ago declared himself skeptical perpetuates 
both heresies, and the result is absurdity and perversion—a perversion that 
has now become the deadly disease of the world.

When education makes its goal the degradation and obsolescence of the 
body—and it has—the recovery of the domestic arts becomes all the more 
urgent. When we take care of things at home, when we work well and to prop-
er scale, and when we understand that work as vocation, we have begun to 
recover a lost wholeness. When we consider to what ancient heresies that lost 
wholeness attaches, we may at last become aware of how grave our condition 
is and how high the stakes are.

I acknowledge, again, that there are many people who consider the clash 
between heresy and orthodoxy, or the decisions of ecumenical councils, un-
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worthy of serious study. But if it takes ecological chaos to recall from exile the 
Queen of the Sciences, these same sophisticates, many of them with seven 
letters following their names, will have to admit that what they have been do-
ing is risking correction by disaster. Perhaps a polluted habitat will persuade 
them of what theology couldn’t: that health may depend aft er all on right 
praise and right belief—the dual, the instructive meaning of orthodox.

Berry says that when he was a teacher, he tried to suggest to his “students the 
possibility of a life that is full and conscious and responsible.”99 In the unstable 
and ideologically charged atmosphere of higher education today, such sug-
gesting can invite censure. But for about two decades I’ve been putting Berry’s 
essays in the hands of undergraduates, and I have found that, although some 
resist his ideas with all the ignorance they can muster, most students are look-
ing for a vision like Berry’s and a manner like his of articulating it. Th ey’re 
pleased to meet him. It is true that these students move by the centrifugal 
force of a mighty habit, that few will stop or even slow the giant fl ywheel of 
execrable change they mistake for inexorable progress. But that “monster, 
custom,” saith the lord Hamlet,

Of habits devil, is angel yet in this,
Th at to the use of actions fair and good
He likewise gives a frock or livery
Th at aptly is put on. . . .
For he almost can change the stamp of nature,
And either curb the devil, or throw him out
With wondrous potency.100

I’m not running the tired line that education makes us better, against which 
stands all the evidence of history. Henry Adams said his own Harvard educa-
tion “had cost a civil war,” that members of his generation “killed each other 
by the scores in the act of testing their college conclusions.” I sympathize 
enough with Adams—that “man from the beginning [has] found his chief 
amusement in bloodshed”101—to doubt that education can succeed where the 
Sermon on the Mount has apparently failed. I’m merely placing the heavy but 
inescapable obligation where it belongs and pointing to culture-borne in-
struction that is there for the using. And this bit happens to recommend a 
physical discipline for a spiritual malady.
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Wendell’s Window
and the Wind’s Eye

James Baker Hall

THE SUMMER AFTER Wendell and Tanya were married, before they moved 
into quarters befi tting his fi rst teaching job at a Baptist college with manda-
tory daily chapel, they lived in a cabin on the Kentucky River bank—with 
kerosene for lamplight and butane for cooking and for heating water, which 
had to be hauled in a few gallons at a time. Th ere wasn’t enough elbow room 
in that cabin for more than a change of clothes, if you could fi nd berth enough 
between the bed and everything else to get into them, but it was rendered spa-
cious by the great excitement of their protracted honeymoon. Wendell had 
thrown himself into the preparations, repairing the screens and windows and 
doors, whitewashing the walls, cutting the weeds, and generally shaping up 
the setting. It was called the Camp, a power place from his boyhood in nature, 
a locus of his independence from home rule, and for him the perfect summer 
hinge into his marriage. For Tanya it was something quite other, a crash course 
in just what she’d signed up for, until death do them part. Th ose of us fortu-
nate enough to be watching joined the newlyweds in delight at the romance 
of it all. For his wedding present to his bride, Wendell toppled the old out-
house and built a new one—still without a door, as befi tted the view. Until that 
summer of 1957, Tanya’s idea of rustic was classy Mill Valley, California, where 
her professional aunts and uncles lived on a treed hillside a few minutes from 
the Golden Gate Bridge. For her wedding present to Wendell, twenty-one-
year-old Queenie—for her striking resemblance to the profi led Nefertiti—
rolled up her sleeves, got out the mosquito spray, and proceeded to fi gure out 
what the situation expected of her—so that she could exceed expectations. 
She multiplied that cabin space with fresh fl owers and turned the screened-in 
porch into a place to be, where everything happened.

Wendell, who ’ d already made it into the famous Poetry magazine and was 
on his quick way, wrote out there, on a folding card table in the corner, with a 
view of the old brown river. Overnighters slept on a narrow cot out there that 
during the day was a bolstered place to sit. And before we went to bed, we sat 
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out there on the porch with the lamp turned low and watched fi refl ies and 
listened to the crickets and the tree frogs and the river, sometimes talking 
quietly but not always. In Wendell’s presence you understood without his say-
ing anything that it was his well-thought-out conviction that there were oft en 
better things to listen to than humans, even those so distinguished and inter-
esting as yourself. Owls, for instance. Th e sound of an owl would shut down 
conversation at the Camp. A towboat pushing barges upstream, for another. 
Th e Camp wasn’t just a quiet place; it was a place of quiet, where the click and 
clack of dishwashing in an enameled pan hung in the trees, sometimes wel-
come but not always, and where a speedboat was a messenger straight from 
hell. Shoot the s.o.b. before he reproduces. Before light Wendell got up and 
put on his tall rubber boots, stealing down the slope to a johnboat tied up to 
a sycamore tree, and ran his trotlines, in the dark, as any poet for real would 
want to do. In the middle of the night once, he hauled up a twenty-seven- 
pound catfi sh, waking his bride to share in the excitement. Chunks of Ivory 
soap were used sometimes as bait.

Although that cabin was left  standing for another six-plus years, the new-
lyweds were the old Camp’s glorious last hurrah, just as it was their setup and 
send-off  and an emblem of what brought them back. Between that summer of 
1957 and their return in 1964 to settle in a house just up the road, they lived 
on the West Coast, in Italy, and in New York City, where they got to know art-
ists and intellectuals of reputation. Some of those new worldly friends would 
visit them there on the riverbank in the coming years. Many others, along 
with the growing number of Wendell’s readers, kept track of the now famous 
story unfolding there through poems, stories, and essays.

Salvage from the original Camp was used in the construction of the new 
one, which was well insulated and lined inside with six-inch tongue-and-
groove, and had the look and feel not of a weekend, like its predecessor, but of 
a life. No, a way of life. Wendell was out to prove that the received opinion of 
the day about not being able to go home again was seriously wrongheaded, 
confused, and shortsighted. “Th e Long-Legged House” was the cabin’s literary 
name, bestowed in his magnifi cent essay by that title, but no one has ever 
called his writing place anything but the Camp. Th e makeshift  card table from 
the old cabin was replaced by a long, deep work counter fastened to the wall 
and fl oor, and the vacation view from the old porch was framed before eter-
nity in the grand window above it, the “wind’s eye” in those elegant and wise 
meditations that bear the name of “Window Poems.” Th e old Camp, where 
you were among the river gods, embraced by a simpler, freer way of life, wasn’t 
gone: trusting birds at the feeder a hand reach away testifi ed to that, the same 
wildfl owers around the door entrance and down the slope, the same ever-
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changing muddy river rising and falling and swirling and going quiet on the 
surface as the same blue heron, or his progeny, lift ed off  upstream and dis-
appeared. Th e old Camp was very much still in the air, but things were con-
siderably more complicated and momentous now for the still very young 
writer-man no longer on his honeymoon. A sprawling vulnerability came 
close to being his base condition, as his conversation and writings testifi ed. 
Th ere were children in the picture now; history was tightening the ecological 
and political screws; more people were paying attention to him; more causes 
needed his voice. In 1957 he’d been a camper on that riverbank; now he was 
an outspoken citizen of the endangered world. He shook his head in despair 
oft en, and stared off  into space as though he did not want to talk anymore 
about what he saw. His trotlines had grown heavy, I fi nd myself saying, and 
the dark in which he worked them no longer a thrilling challenge, a source of 
juice, more like a fear now, a dread, a terrible drain. Th e delightful twenty-
seven-pound catfi sh had been replaced during the intervening years with 
two-ton tar babies like agribusiness and world population and the fossil-fuel 
culture.

Th e artist had good use for ordering devices, and the many-paned win-
dow provided him with one, a grid with more than two dimensions, a way to 
measure and to frame anything of his choosing. “Th e window has an edge / 
that is celestial, / where the eyes are surpassed,” he sums up at the end of a 
sequence.1 What we’ve been witnessing is the transforming power of the pre-
siding image, from random thought and perception into picture, from time 
into timelessness. Th e way these poems move, each within itself, and within 
the overall—how the fl at rock of the voice skips—suggests to me the equal 
infl uence of both the grid and the river. How to put this? Th e other shore is 
out of reach, but the language aspires there: dramatizing where it settles, com-
mencing its pulsing circles.

He wrote these poems in longhand, probably with a pen, on a yellow legal 
pad (made dear to him early on by his lawyer father), sometimes with his feet 
propped up on the desk and a pencil or a Camel cigarette behind his ear. Aft er 
breakfast every morning that he wasn’t off  teaching or reading or lecturing, he 
went to the Camp to write, disappearing out the back door and around the 
side of the house with a briefcase and a thermos. Depending on the weather, 
the stove would be the fi rst order of business, and he would be dressed in 
coveralls, wearing a stocking cap as he swept the fl oors, oft en joyfully. Or the 
doors would get propped open to the delights of the breeze, and he’d be 
dressed in khaki work pants and work shirt and wearing Red Wings, a tall 
thin man, six-four, good-looking, with a deep voice and a big laugh and a real 
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mean streak, and an Irish charm that still disarms many who think they aren’t 
going to like him, the self-appointed Jeremiah from Hicksville. In any portrait 
of Wendell, there hangs nearby a Cézanne calendar—he loves especially the 
landscapes—and a Vermeer postcard, maybe a Dégas too. Depending on 
which dog was current, there could be one stretched on the pine fl oor of the 
Camp as the “Window Poems” were being written, but he would be the only 
possible distraction. Th e birds coming and going at the window feeder weren’t 
a distraction from his work, more likely the other way around. Th e level sur-
faces were well-ordered and sparsely populated. To the right of the working 
counter were deep shelves, with manuscripts, correspondence, journals, tasks, 
books, and, to the right of that, the door onto the porch with its swing, hoist-
ed to the ceiling in off -season.

I remember many times sitting beside him at that window—he would 
insist that I take his more comfortable chair, and sometimes I would. One 
summer evening as the light was fading, we were there talking about William 
Carlos Williams and Rexroth’s translations from the Chinese, when a towboat 
came up the river, its sound preceding it. Th e foliage gave one barge and took 
it back and returned two, until I was wishing I’d counted, and then there the 
whole rig was with its running lights: sand barges on their slow, fl at push up-
stream to Frankfort, the pilot’s cabin of the caboose towboat lighted up. 
Without comment Wendell handed me the binoculars so that I could watch 
what was going on, the pilot and another man at the wheel, much as the 
“Window Poems” hand you access to what’s in the author’s deepest mind and 
most eloquent language. I was poised between wanting to say something and 
not wanting to break the silence, as is the encompassing spirit of that suite of 
poems. It’s at the heart of their wisdom.

From the legal pad he typed them there at the Camp on an offi  ce-model 
Royal, out from under its cover, using twenty-pound Corrasable Bond and 
making a carbon on yellow seconds or onionskin (this was a long time before 
copy machines), which he sent to me. In the margins I noted my responses 
and sent them back—or kept them because I didn’t want to part with them, 
and wrote a fan letter. I loved these poems when I fi rst read them and found 
them thrilling, and inspiring—he was so far out ahead of the rest of us—
already he knew what he had to write about and who he wanted to be and 
what he wanted to sound like—already he was becoming very accomplished, 
one good book aft er another. And I still love those “Window Poems,” for the 
load-bearing freedom they manifest, fl ying out of the gravities they debate 
and fl ying back in, the simultaneous grace and momentousness of their moves 
transforming their lashings-out and their propositions into notes of a song. 
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Of all Wendell’s poetry, I think I like best the work he did during that period, 
mid-sixties through early seventies, the fi rst four or fi ve books, when he was 
still feeling his way, earning each step, testing himself. 

Th e depth of thought and feeling in the “Window Poems” transform the 
notational style and vice versa. Th ey add up the way a Brueghel does, each 
little scene intense and absorbing, yielding to its small place in the encom-
passing community. Th ere’s hesitation, self-doubt, vulnerability, life-sizeness 
here, in and among blazing visions where everything is writ large. Th ere’s an 
ear with perfect pitch, a lightness of touch, which makes for a voice deeply 
afraid of getting nailed, especially by its own anger and righteousness. In the 
corner of the forty-paned window at the Camp, feeding from a roofed fl at, the 
nuthatches, chickadees, sparrows, bluejays, robins, cardinals fl ew in and 
grabbed something up and fl ew off , and the poems did and keep doing like-
wise, hunting for what to trust. All taken together they sound like what they 
do, not what they say: the author is throwing the dice, the stakes are high: his 
long wrists are loose, he’s on a roll.

Note
1. Wendell Berry, Collected Poems, 1957–1982 (New York: North Point, 1985).
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�
The Art of 
Buying Nothing

Barbara Kingsolver

FOR YEARS AND YEARS, I resisted acquiring a cell phone. When people asked 
for my “cell number,” I always thought that sounded like a prison address, and 
I was relieved not to have one. I heard how useful these devices were, how 
handy, but I also saw them turn many ordinary humans into harebrained 
drivers, antisocial boors, and helpless natterers. I didn’t feel I needed technical 
assistance toward any of those goals. Finally my colleagues became so amused 
or puzzled by my backwardness, they could not refrain from asking what 
world-shaking event it would take for me to get one. I said, “I’ll get a cell 
phone when Wendell Berry does.” It seemed a safe answer.

But life is full of surprises. My fi rst child became a teenager, prone there-
fore to nomadic evening socializing, and I became prone to wanting to know 
where she was. I would remind her as she headed out the door, “You’ll never 
be more than fi ft y feet from a telephone.” How the world can shift  under our 
feet, in order to prove us wrong and our children right. Even as I mouthed 
that maternal truism, workers were busy removing all the telephones from 
public restrooms in parks and shopping centers, yanking them out of airports 
by the hundreds, leaving whole banks of fl at metal telephone sockets to stare 
out blindly like so many enucleated eyes. With all humanity now carrying 
around personal telephones, these old landlines as they were quaintly called 
(are we all now at sea?) must not have been busking enough quarters to earn 
their keep. With or without me, as usual, the world moved on.

We suff ered some worrisome missed connections, wasted other people’s 
time, and fi nally bought an ethereal talking device for our family. I have not 
concluded that cell phones are good, or that they are bad, only that they war-
rant both respect and wariness. I was also stung by the prevailing material 
truth of our times: how the mad dash toward new things predictably creates 
problems for anyone left  behind. So I’ve turned my vigilance to other skir-
mishes in the hundred years’ war between New Shiny Th ings and What We 
Already Have.
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All of us have our prophets whose teachings help us navigate the rockier 
straits of our lives. For me, the thorniest passage is to raise a spiritual family 
in an overly material world, and the question I oft en ask myself is: What 
Would Wendell Do?

I don’t mean to imply any great familiarity here. I claim no special insider 
knowledge of the Wendell Berry domain, except insofar as his writings and 
life have stood before me longer than I can remember, quietly provoking me 
toward the humble, rock-solid good sense I hope someday to call my own. I 
was introduced to his existence, I think, by my grandmother, who referred to 
him as “that fellow that won’t use a tractor.” She seemed vexed, but my young 
mind pictured noble horse versus noisy tractor and became enchanted with 
an early object lesson in “less is more.” Now we are friends, Wendell and I, to 
the extent that we write each other notes, keeping one another posted on writ-
erly business and shared concerns. I do not call him for advice every time a 
material decision presents itself; that would disturb his peace to the point of 
madness, which would not be friendly of me. I just guess. Fortunately, he set 
out perfectly clear guidelines in his essay “Why I Am Not Going to Buy a 
Computer,” in which he listed his standards for technological innovation, 
roughly as follows:

1. Th e new tool should cost less than the one it replaces.
2. It should be at least as small as the one it replaces.
3. It should do better work.
4. It should use less energy.
5. Ideally it should use some form of solar energy, such as that of the 

body.
6. It should be repairable by a person of ordinary intelligence.
7. It should be purchasable and repairable as near to home as possible.
8. It should come from a small shop that will take it back for repair.

And most important, in my opinion:

9. It should not replace or disrupt anything good that already exists, and
this includes family and community relationships.

I have paraphrased here for brevity, and, to take an even greater risk, I will 
go ahead and argue that these rules can apply more generally. I realize the 
point of that brief (and now very famous) essay was to question our society’s 
widespread devotion to technological fundamentalism. I know that the au-
thor was wisely and manageably sticking to his point. But I tend to wander, 
and I have found these standards can be used for judging not just technical 
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beasts like cell phones and computers but virtually all the categories of dura-
ble goods we bring into our lives.

I might be playing with matches here, since that essay has already been 
misinterpreted on a grand scale. It was all the talk, for a while, among people 
who utterly ignored its meaning and invented a diff erent one. Bizarrely, it 
aroused feminist ire. In explaining his fondness for writing without a com-
puter, the author happened to mention a valued household arrangement in 
which his wife, Tanya, types and comments upon his handwritten draft s. 
Many readers sniff ed out enslavement there and did not hesitate to browbeat 
the presumed enslaver.

Oh, how the world (as I’ve mentioned) can embarrassingly shift  beneath 
a person who is ranting about some sure thing. Labor-saving devices have a 
way of “saving” us from work we wish we’d held on to: that fact is now bit-
terly understood by U.S. laborers of every stripe. Nearly two decades aft er that 
essay was published, we are a nation whose jobs have massively migrated 
south, east, and west, and as such we would probably not get so riled up now 
against Wendell’s argument for keeping half his cottage industry inside the 
cottage. And the charge of sexism was just dumb. My husband also comments 
on my draft s and provides many other kinds of help, including research and 
technical support. If I were to state this publicly (which I believe I just did), I 
can’t imagine I’d be hit with a pile of mail about how I’m exploiting my mate. 
Anyone can fi gure out he is doing these things because he values the work I 
do and adds his creative eff ort to mine in order to help our household econo-
my and promote the general welfare. Th at people naturally assume such good 
sense on the part of a husband, but not a wife, only proves that women are still 
not adequately credited with brains by either gender. It was readers’ bigotry, 
not the author’s, that created the furor over “Why I Am Not Going to Buy a 
Computer.” It grieves me to see any words become celebrated for what they 
did not say, while the real point was missed, rowdily and entirely. I don’t want 
to do that here.

I take the real point—I hope I’m not mistaken—to be this: acquisition of 
new things, any new things, in a person’s life should be subjected to hard 
standards. Our present cultural imperative is that all new things are better 
than all old things; in service of this conviction we’re racing toward life on a 
deforested, stinky junk pile. We could reconsider. Anyone can see that a re-
marriage, however happy, still contains in its history some nugget of death or 
divorce; we could recognize some smidgen of similar tragedy in the act of 
marrying ourselves to new possessions. Something is getting thrown into the 
world’s dustbins, which are already groaning. We should quiz the new candi-
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dates fi ercely, asking them to prove themselves worthy in measurable ways: 
smaller, kinder, cleaner, more helpful to our communities. Wendell’s nine 
rules apply pretty well to the whole scope of material acquisition in an average 
person’s life, or at least mine.

Now I mean this in the spirit, if not in the letter, of the law. Th e “smaller 
than the one it replaces” maxim, for example, rarely applies to clothing. I did 
hold to that rule for new swimsuits during the course of my youth, but into 
every sensible woman’s life the time does come to reverse the trend. My chil-
dren, as long as they keep growing, get new clothes only if they’re bigger, and 
for myself I try to maintain body and armor so that another good year may 
pass in which I’ve bought no new clothes at all. But the point generally holds: 
bigger should not be presumed better, but likely the opposite.

Th e idea is that we ask the right questions as we walk toward every pos-
sibility of a new thing in our lives. And believe me, that walk is what most of 
us call life itself, at least in the country where I live. We don’t have to turn on 
a television or look at billboards to learn how to purchase durable material 
goods; we need not even leave the house. Catalogues arrive through my door 
by the dozen, inviting me to buy new clothes or shoes or appliances, toys for 
my children, tools for my work. Today I sat down to eat lunch, and there 
across from me at the table sat a tower of glossy catalogues selling sheets and 
comforters, tableware, handwoven clothing, portable CD players, cameras, 
potted plants and fl owers, and even (I’m not kidding) jet vacations to China 
with the ostensible goal of protecting wildlife. Th is I learned just from their 
covers.

“Get, all of you, skedaddle!” I cried, and threw the whole mess into the 
recycling basket before the creatures could open their Technicolor maws. I 
have begged the mail-order companies to spare me. I regret the waste of so 
much tree life, ink, and hopeful prose, but I don’t want to see it. Every picture 
can plant a seed that starts growing in the brain, unfolding its leaves, curling 
tendrils around the mind’s eye and the heart’s desire, growing into a question 
about one more new thing. Th at question starts out as, “What will this do for 
me?” and somewhere in its tender growth it turns into “What will people 
make of me when I have this?”

And that, of course, is the silliest question in the world. Th ey will make of 
me what they want, every time, while utterly failing to notice what shoes I was 
wearing when I made my point. Guests will eat the food but rarely remember 
the silver or china. Th ey would talk about it later, I expect, if I plopped the 
mashed potatoes directly onto the table in front of them. Barring that, the 
vessels are largely invisible. Silliest of all are women who buy things to doll 
themselves up for men. I know there will be exceptions, and pardon me for 
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bluntness, but in my experience of men on the subject of women’s clothing, they 
notice the categories “off ” and “on,” and the fi ner distinctions evaporate. As for 
men, who can get silly about vehicles, let me state for the record: if you think the 
car you drive will impress a female with anything beyond the timeliness with 
which it delivered you to your appointed meeting, guess again. So it goes.

Th e people who love us are blind to our material trappings, and those 
who don’t will fi nd fault with us regardless—it’s just as easy to despise some-
one for having too much as for having too little. Buying material goods to 
secure respect and position in the world is delusional. A migratory songbird 
might as well line her nest with souvenirs and photos of the Sunny South, 
making a creative statement and settling in. Winter will still come. Only the 
hard passage can really save us.

I consider it no small part of my daily work to sort out the diff erences 
between want and need. I’m helped along the way by my friend Wendell, 
without his ever knowing it. He advises me to ask, in the fi rst place, whether I 
wish to purchase a solution to a problem I don’t have. Down through the ages 
we’ve been threatened with these: ring around the collar, waxy yellow buildup, 
and iron-poor tired blood were all the products of a fairly unsophisticated 
advertising industry, and still they sent consumers running for the cure. Now 
the advertisers are psychologists; they are wizards. Th ey convince us we must 
zip around and dazzle all who see us, distinguishing ourselves in every pos-
sible way from the tedium of peerage. In other words, I can be saved from a 
problematic life of blending in, listening and learning from others more than 
I show them of myself, working slowly and humbly at regular tasks, appearing 
normally human, and being quiet for long stretches—all the basic ingredients 
of one of my better days. I am off ered a solution to the tragedy of being . . . 
well, let’s think about it. Me.

“Virtually all of our consumption now is extravagant, and virtually all of it 
consumes the world,” Wendell says in his essay, and I tell him, “Gosh, you are so 
right.” I need a friend like this, in a world that is getting darn noisy about the 
things I ought to buy. When I set my table for company and feel the faintest edge 
of shame that our glasses don’t all match, then I set an imaginary place for my 
friend. I tell him, “Look here, you see? Th ey all still hold water. I’ll replace these 
when they’ve all gotten broken.” We raise a toast to old things.

A new purchase, he insists, “should not replace or disrupt anything good 
that already exists, and this includes family and community relationships.” 
Th at is the wisest, hardest lesson. Th at is a risk with most replacements, peri-
od. Every time we throw out an old thing and put in its place a new one, how-
ever simple or beautiful or innocuous, that act has cost us something. In some 
small or large way, the purchase nicked at family, community, and self-worth. 
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It cost us money, for one thing. Working for and spending money take us by 
increment away from the sacred core of our lives: our children, our time, our 
grace. And that new thing extracted a price from the world, too, scooping 
right out of its belly some share of its minerals or fi bers, its fuels burned black-
ly for the energy of manufacture, packaging, and transport. However “green” 
or earth-friendly a new product may be, it is still a fl at-out moral waste of 
goodness if we did not really need it in the fi rst place.

Some may dismiss all this as a specious concern, believing that the prob-
lem of trying not to buy things is a rare privilege of the upper classes. Th ey 
would be wrong. It’s a grievous truth, I agree, that too many U.S. citizens gen-
uinely lack shelter and food—people who work full-time and still can’t be sure 
of a roof over their children’s heads. But the great majority of us have more 
than any sentient being needs, and still we plot to buy more. Lack of money is 
no obstacle to consumption, evidently. Consumer debt for luxuries such as 
TVs and vacations is now common.

Th e siren song of needless want infl icts internal damage on people of ev-
ery class. Buying new things accosts our stability, our satisfaction with our-
selves and one another as we already were. It’s the most insidious harm of a 
materially obsessed culture: that the mad dash toward new things, whether it’s 
cell phones or this year’s hemlines, contrives an injury upon those left  behind 
with the old. I have known poor people to buy fashionable new clothes for 
their children instead of food, preferring hunger to having their children 
judged. Every one of us who participates in the fundamentalism of fashion is 
participating in that brutal conspiracy.

I have also known people to describe themselves as “poor,” to actually 
think of themselves this way, while leading lives in which they eat well, have 
secure shelter, dress warmly, avail themselves of good health care, and stand 
in possession of more material goods than many a whole village in Peru or 
China. But fi ner things exist somewhere, exquisitely imagined goods and ser-
vices that richer people can aff ord, and so the self-titled paupers deplore their 
lesser condition or else they go into debt. It breaks my heart to see it. It breaks 
my heart to know I play a role in this drama somehow, simply by having more 
than someone else. It’s why I throw out the catalogues, don’t hang out with the 
retail-therapy crowd, and despise as cruel those lifestyle programs about the 
super-rich; these things can only teach us dissatisfaction. It’s a dreadful, hun-
gry cycle, and I hate it. I want to shove something large and whole in its mouth 
so all this craving will stop.

I have such respect for the art of buying nothing. It is honorable work to 
be happy just as we are. To see without coveting, to want without taking—
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these disciplines have dropped out of nearly every religion practiced in our 
land. To “consider the lilies” nowadays would only lead to buying them. We 
tell ourselves that buying is healing, self-expression, graciousness, duty, even 
“thrift ” when we get two for the price of one. We take pride in these so-called 
virtues while our hearts cave in with the dread that we are still poor, no matter 
what we own. Modesty and compassion obviously got dumped by the side of 
the road, and frugality is pilloried in the town square. Our country has distin-
guished itself for its bizarre material contradictions: widespread child hunger 
and rampant adult obesity; unparalleled debt and unbridled consumption. I 
can only understand it as mental illness on a grand social scale. But it isn’t a 
nation, per se, that is behaving this way—it is ourselves, one elective purchase 
at a time. We love to tell ourselves and everybody else: it’s a free country. So, 
then, whose fault is this mess?

Mine, if I let it happen in my own house. I’ve lived years of my life with 
scarcely any money, and years with plenty, but what a body needs remains 
constant, or so it should seem. So I’m troubled when household purchases 
fl uctuate as they do with the tides of our fortune. I try harder to hold a steady 
course. When material excess begins to look normal, I occasionally reorient 
myself (and my kids) through periods of work among people whose worldly 
goods fi t in a wheelbarrow and whose wardrobe is the single article that keeps 
the sun off  their backs. For anyone who can do it—through vocational, reli-
gious, or volunteer eff orts—I recommend this as a permanent cure for the 
illness of mind that confuses “out of style” with “privation.”

But for regular, everyday infusions of clarity, I can just sit down right here 
and read Wendell Berry. I return again and again to that set of rules, my de-
pendable WWWD. Can I get it locally? Will it do better work? Can I fi x it my-
self? Will it save more energy and utility than it cost the world to produce it? 
And above all, couldn’t I live perfectly well without it? It is sublime capitalist 
heresy, and also almost always the truth, to say yes, and live without. Th e people 
who stand up against a dangerous fundamentalism invariably will be called 
prophets, fools, or curmudgeons; given the options, I’ve decided “curmudgeon” 
is a fair enough aspiration. My kids already know that “because it’s ten years 
old” is not by itself a reason to replace something, whether it’s a car or a sweater. 
All of us hope our children and marriages will surpass that mark without obso-
lescence. We’d do well to hold the same hope for our cars and sweaters.

Th e fundamentalism of consumption, the religion in which the consumer 
becomes the advertiser—this sermon is delivered to me as needed by my min-
ister and consultant, my twelve-step sponsor, the Most Reverend Berry. He 
makes me laugh.
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At the slightest hint of a threat to their complacency, they repeat, like a 
chorus of toads, the notes sounded by their leaders in industry. Th e past 
was gloomy, drudgery-ridden, servile, meaningless, and slow. Th e pres-
ent, thanks only to purchasable products, is meaningful, bright, lively, 
centralized, and fast. Th e future, thanks only to more purchasable prod-
ucts, is going to be even better. 1 

I picture myself a toad in a chorus of toads. I vow to be something better. A 
sleek frog, maybe. A salamander. I will wriggle out of this mess, day by day.

Am I making progress? I don’t know. I do have a “cell number” now, so I 
am imprisoned to that extent. I write with a computer, too. I’m scalded each 
time I turn it on by the essay under discussion—specifi cally, by the line that 
blazes boldfaced in my memory: “I would hate to think that my work as a 
writer could not be done without a direct dependence on strip-mined coal.” 2 
I hate thinking that too. Here I go. Whatever I write had better be worth that 
drear price tag.

Th at equation keeps me focused, I must say. I bear in mind these devices I 
use are luxuries, not necessities, and set myself on a course toward worthy out-
come. “When somebody has used a computer to write a work that is demon-
strably better than Dante’s,” Wendell declares, and when the computer is proven 
to be the secret of that success, then he says he’ll speak of computers with a 
more respectful tone (though he still will not buy one). 3 Lord have mercy, but 
I’m not even entering that race. I am just aiming each day for a draft  that’s de-
monstrably better than the gobbledygook I wrote yesterday, saddled as I am 
with a brain that will not, however I might beat my brow, be forced to work like 
Dante’s or Wendell Berry’s. To save my life I can’t write a book from beginning 
to end. I seem to write them from the inside out, twisting them around like a 
dog trying to put on a pair of pajamas, panting and craning my neck until I’ve 
fi nally gotten the thing buttoned up, face forward, right side out. For that orga-
nizing miracle I need the help of strip-mined coal and a computer. I’ve tried 
other methods. Before I could aff ord a computer, I handwrote or typed my 
books for years, dispirited always by my feeble progress.

So I burn the midnight oil, grateful to get it, but aggrieved by my knot of 
excuses and dependency; I’m aggrieved alongside my mentor, I think, who al-
lows that he burns some strip-mined coal at his house too. “I did not say that I 
proposed to end forthwith all my involvement in harmful technology, for I do 
not know how to do that. I said merely that I want to limit such involvement, 
and to a certain extent I do know how to do that.” 4 Good, then. To a certain 
extent, I do too. I’m not righteous, but fully conscious of my wrongs. I use things 
I could well do without, possess some things I surely don’t need. And I’ll yet buy 
more, probably, before all is said and done. But not many, I hope.
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I can survive in a thing-addicted society one day at a time, vowing I will 
get through today without buying any new stuff . Tomorrow also. Whether or 
not my small conservation has done the world any good, it will do me some 
good. I can walk through a week without anything brand-new in my life be-
yond the likes of these: a hen’s fresh-laid egg resting hotly in my palm; a black 
and brown woolly worm hurrying into my path to deliver his late-breaking 
forecast. An old poem recited for the fi rst time in my youngest child’s voice. 
Th e tremble of leaves before a rising storm. Th e yellow curve of a new October 
moon. If I can clear the space in my life to seize hold of these, and save my 
strongest cravings for their ilk, well then, praise be.

Notes
1. Wendell Berry, What Are People For? (San Francisco: North Point, 1987), 175.
2. Ibid., 170.
3. Ibid., 171.
4. Ibid., 176.
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Fidelity

Katherine Dalton

WHEN I WAS in my twenties I came home to Kentucky to visit one fall and was 
invited by my father to a supper hosted by one of his old friends. I had then been 
living in Connecticut and New York City for several years. Everyone else at the 
party had come straight from riding and was dirty and tired and in a good mood, 
and as this was my father’s crowd I was the youngest there by several decades and 
hadn’t seen most of these people in years. So it surprised me a little to notice, aft er 
a half hour or so, that I felt more relaxed there than I had in ages. Partly, of course, 
it was being home and amidst the courtesy of those people, but I also found that 
for the fi rst time in a long while I wasn’t straining to understand the conversation. 
I understood both the text and the subtext—what was said and what was meant. 
I was back among people who spoke my own language.

While I had realized in college that in mores and history I would always 
be a foreigner up north, I hadn’t realized I was a foreigner in language, too. 
Th e strain of expressing myself clearly and of understanding accurately peo-
ple whose words are the same but whose unspoken meanings are diff erent is 
a subtle one, and I noticed it suddenly that night at the party by its absence. 
But it was a strain nonetheless, and not so very diff erent from the anxiety felt 
by an American lost on a French highway, asking painfully “Où est Paris?” 
Only it was Kentucky I was looking for.

Th ere are many books I love, written in many diff erent subtextual dialects 
of English, but when I read Wendell I am always sinking once again into the 
ease and pleasure of my most native native tongue. In his stories I hear the 
voices of my parents’ generation, and particularly my grandparents’, and all 
those older Dalton and Baker cousins I have down in south-central Kentucky, 
in the foothills of the Appalachians. Diff erent people love Wendell’s work for 
diff erent reasons: there are the fellow poets, and the ecological activists, and 
the liberal patriots, and the conservative moralists, and perhaps to some the 
appeal of his novels is an exotic one—they are so rural and old-fashioned. But 
to me he has always been transcendently familiar, and I have wondered if he 
has a particularly loyal readership of expatriated southerners, who fi nd their 
grandmothers in his books, too, and a way of talking that is so welcomingly 
reminiscent as to be a relief.

�
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No artist is sui generis, but Wendell would be the very last person to claim 
it. Few writers are more evidently indebted to their family and neighbors than 
he is—his books are full of the voices of those people, many of them long dead 
but nonetheless alive on paper and in Wendell’s memory. In Henry County 
his characters have an extra dimension, because many of them are drawn 
from individuals who are still well remembered here. I am not from Henry 
County myself, but since my husband’s family is, he knew some of these peo-
ple, or his father did, or his eighty-seven-year-old cousin did, and so we talk 
about them. Th ose are the kinds of conversations Wendell loves: I have sat in 
his daughter’s parlor and listened to him and a neighbor recall people who 
died years ago, remembering their names and their families, and who married 
whom, and the things they did and said. If he didn’t love conversations like 
that, he would not have nearly so much fi ction in him.

I never knew either of Wendell’s parents, but I have an older neighbor, 
Martha Carroll, who was good friends with both, and I think they must have 
been very like her in outlook and manners. And what Mrs. Carroll is, in her 
quiet way, is a great lady. She is politically minded and clear-sighted yet tact-
ful; she has the kind of manners that are perfectly correct and yet make any-
one feel comfortable (which is the point of manners, aft er all); and she once 
wrote me a simple note that was as gracious and intelligent a letter as I have 
ever received. Rural areas are losing all kinds of knowledge as they lose peo-
ple, but one of the most noticeable losses is in articulateness, and I think the 
senior Berrys, like Mrs. Carroll, must have been particularly able to express 
themselves. John Berry Sr. was a lawyer, aft er all—a small-town lawyer who 
also spoke with some regularity in front of Senate committees. Some families 
don’t argue about anything over the dinner table, but I think Wendell must 
have heard a lot of talk at home about community and farming issues, and a 
lot of what was hashed out over supper or in the fi eld has worked its way into 
his writing. I have read a few of John Berry Sr.’s speeches, and some of 
Wendell’s phrasing and rhythm is very like his father’s, the way a child’s hand-
writing is oft en very like his parent’s. I can even hear John Berry’s legal train-
ing in the way Wendell argues his essays, logically and unstoppably moving 
from point to point to conclusion.

Wendell has taken a public stand as a lover of the small and local, and has 
lived true to that stand, and if this is part of his appeal in other places, it is also 
appreciated at home. Th ere is a feed and seed / general store in his hometown 
of Port Royal that Wendell has patronized for years, and he likes to quote the 
late proprietor, saying, “If William Van Hawkins doesn’t have it, you don’t 
need it.” He is almost always willing to accept a local invitation to speak, even 
when he is accepting few other requests, and even though he doesn’t like pub-
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lic speaking. As stockholders in a small bank, Wendell and other members of 
his family (notably his brother, John) have had a large part in keeping United 
Citizens locally owned, which means that loans are decided locally and that 
the bank is reinvesting its depositors’ money here—manuring its own ground. 
I think too that there are some longtime neighbors who are not particularly 
interested in poetry or novels but who value Wendell highly for the man he is, 
which is really the greater compliment.

Henry County has changed a surprising amount in the ten years I have 
lived here. Whatever good may also come of it, change is in and of itself an 
evil, as Dr. Johnson said, and it must be so because it must so oft en mean a 
loss of something worth having—youth and strength, loved ones, the world as 
we knew it and understood it. To a great extent Wendell has been a bard of the 
lost and of the losers. He is a yellow-dog Democrat in a country tilting more 
and more Republican; he is an ecologist in an increasingly polluted world; he 
is a small-scale farmer in a market that wants its vegetables cheap and out of 
season from Mexico; he is a poet in a land in love with television. For most of 
Wendell’s life he has watched his home state lose both farmland and farmers 
at a great rate, and that loss is only speeding up now with the end of the to-
bacco support program, whose guaranteed price paid so many farm mort-
gages on so many small farms for so long. For many of our neighbors, last year 
or the year before was their last to grow a tobacco crop, and most of these 
people have grown tobacco all their lives. Many of them were good at it, and 
now the need for that particular skill is gone. Nor are the changes confi ned to 
tobacco. Farming is less and less a way of life for all of us who live in rural 
Kentucky. In Eminence, Henry County’s largest town, the schools have gone 
to a year-round schedule with little complaint—so few children are needed at 
home anymore to work what used to be the crucial summer months. And the 
twenty-one-year-old son of one of our neighbors told us last year that he is 
getting out of farming entirely, though he comes from as dedicated and proud 
a farming family as you could know, with a great capacity for work.

Yet amidst it all Wendell is a remarkably even-keeled man, utterly courte-
ous, deeply happy and positive—a man imbued with such a strong faith that 
he is at peace even amidst the changes he deplores and has spent his whole life 
fi ghting. I cannot think of anyone who has fought harder and yet is more at 
peace. Th is is one reason some people revere Wendell: he has that quality of 
detachment that comes from the very strongest fi delity—from love, real love, 
for a real place and for real people, weeds and weaknesses and all. If I can see 
any hint of anger in Wendell, it shows only in the way he will wrestle an idea 
down to its core meaning, worry it till he has every shred of meat off  the bone, 
and in the way he works and works. I know he is worried that he will run out 
of time before he has fi nished saying all he has to say.



“Wendell Berry is the Sergeant York charging unnatural odds across our no-man’s-
land of ecology. . . . Consider him an ally.”—Ken Kesey, in Th e Last Supplement to 
the Whole Earth Catalog, 1968
Photograph by Guy Mendes, courtesy of Ann Tower Gallery
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Wendell Berry and 
the Alternative 
Tradition in American 
Political Thought

Patrick J. Deneen

IN THE UNSETTLING OF AMERICA, Wendell Berry described America as a 
nation with two fundamental “tendencies.” Th ese two tendencies were set in 
motion by the earliest European settlers in America and continue to defi ne 
the fundamental worldviews of most contemporary Americans—and, in-
creasingly, the modern world. Th e “dominant tendency” was manifested as a 
proclivity toward mobility and restlessness that aimed at maximum extrac-
tion of resources and accumulation of profi ts from the bounty of the new 
continent. Berry acknowledges that this worldview was dominant because it 
was “organized” at the very inception of the settlement of the new continent. 
However, Berry also recognizes “another tendency” that characterized a great 
many other settlers: this “weaker” tradition was marked by “the tendency to 
stay put, to say ‘No farther. Th is is the place.’ ”1

Berry is almost certainly correct that there have been two traditions in 
America from the time of its inception, ones that he sees manifested in the 
respective behavior of America’s colonials, whether “colonizing” in an aggres-
sive form or in the traditional sense qua “settlement.” Yet Berry is arguably 
incurious about the sources of these disparate patterns. Unless there is a pre-
sumption that these respective behaviors were merely instinctual or refl exive, 
one can rightly take Berry’s contention as a point of departure, not only to 
inquire into the philosophical sources of the behavior of these colonists, but 
perhaps even Berry’s own sources. For it may well be that the colonists were 
enacting a set of philosophical assumptions that were as implicit in their ac-
tions as they are to Berry’s thought. Taking those actions as embodiments of 
certain philosophical traditions that contended for supremacy at the time of 
the American founding, and remain deeply embedded in the American tradi-
tion, one can point to the early modern liberal tradition as a primary source 
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for the “dominant” tradition of colonization qua exploitation, and a contend-
ing republican or communitarian tradition that had its deepest sources in 
ancient philosophy and the biblical tradition. To some—one thinks of Louis 
Hartz—the dominant liberal tradition has been the only tradition in American 
political history.2 Berry rejects this monolithic view of American political his-
tory, instead joining a number of defenders of the view that the “alternative” 
tradition, drawn especially from classical and biblical sources, has been pres-
ent throughout American political history, though in a subdominant tone—
one ever less audible—to its more dominant rival.3  

Th e Dominant Tradition
America’s dominant tendency was drawn philosophically from older sources, 
such as Francis Bacon and Th omas Hobbes; derived from early modern 
sources ranging from John Locke and Adam Smith; was articulated domesti-
cally by such fi gures as Th omas Paine, Th omas Jeff erson (sometimes), James 
Madison, and Alexander Hamilton; and was offi  cially instantiated in America’s 
founding documents. At the heart of this tradition is a belief in natural scar-
city, of a recalcitrant nature that only grudgingly provides the basic necessities 
of human existence. Th e modern age was inaugurated with the eff ort to in-
crease the off erings of nature by means of the increase of human power and 
dominion. According to Francis Bacon, science aims above all at the “relief of 
man’s estate.” Bacon initiated the modern scientifi c project of conquering na-
ture with the aphorism “Knowledge is power.” According to Bacon, nature is 
comparable to a prisoner who withholds its secrets from his inquisitor. Th e 
modern scientifi c project seeks to increase our knowledge about those secrets 
by any means, including, Bacon suggested, torture.

Building on this foundation, liberalism was conceived by assuming that 
humans are, by nature, self-interested and self-maximizing individuals. 
Bacon’s onetime secretary, Th omas Hobbes, declared that the inescapable 
motivation of human beings is their endless and restless pursuit of “power 
aft er power that ceaseth only in death.”  Human existence is, by nature, one 
of confl ict and warfare. In this natural condition—one in which human life 
is “poor, nasty, brutish, and short”—there is no culture or industry, no pro-
ductive economy of any kind. By means of a “social contract,” or an agree-
ment of convention, humans are enabled not only to ensure peace and secu-
rity but to achieve “commodious living.” Comfort, plenty, and culture can 
only be achieved in a condition that is unnatural; “nature,” including human 
nature, is hostile to the goods of human life. As such, it must be harnessed, 
controlled, and subverted. 

John Locke—America’s philosopher, according to some—expanded this 
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commendation of “commodious living,” arguing in Th e Second Treatise on 
Government that the fundamental aim of human society is the increase of eco-
nomic growth.  According to Locke, early human societies permitted only the 
accumulation of an amount of property that was suffi  cient for the continuity of 
human life. However, with the invention of money—a contrivance that allowed 
humans to circumvent the onetime limitation on accumulation—namely, only 
so much material that would not spoil—unlimited acquisition became both 
possible and desirable. Th is unlimited acquisition did not prejudice or funda-
mentally disadvantage even those who were ill-equipped or even unwilling to 
increase their holdings, since, according to Locke, the increase of prosperity 
of some individuals leads to the increase of wealth of the society at large. 
Th us, Locke argued—anticipating Ronald Reagan’s adage that “a rising tide 
raises all boats”—that the poorest day laborer in England (i.e., in a growth 
economy) was wealthier and thereby in a more desirable estate than the great-
est Indian chief in America (who presided over a subsistence economy). 
Society was devised in order to secure not only peace but the perpetual and 
unlimited increase of human wealth based upon the extraction, accumula-
tion, and manipulation of natural resources. Th e modern liberal tradition 
commends understanding human beings above all as Homo economicus, and 
economics as the science of increase and growth, of dominion and mastery 
over nature.

America was conceived largely in light of the aims of this modern project 
and arguably is the nation par excellence in embodying its belief in the preemi-
nence of individuals who aim above all to harness nature toward the end of in-
creasing material wealth. Its founding documents, the Declaration of 
Independence and the Constitution, attest to the liberal presuppositions and 
framework that have guided the nation and formed the citizenry since its incep-
tion. Th e Declaration of Independence enshrines the centrality of natural 
rights—“endowed by their Creator”—in America’s self-understanding. Rights 
both precede and are retained within political society: they are “inalienable” 
and inherent possessions of each individual; thus a central presupposition 
among Americans is that the individual precedes, and in theory and practice is 
prior to, government and commonweal. In political terms, the theory of liberal 
rights leads to a stress upon individual liberty and suspicion of if not outright 
hostility toward government (cf. Th oreau’s claim, attributed to Jeff erson and 
similar to statements by Th omas Paine, that “that government which governs 
best, governs least”). In economic terms, the theory of liberal rights lends itself 
to a fi erce belief in individual agency in the use and disposal of one’s prop-
erty. Liberalism’s base assumption that all human motivation arises from 
self-interest further undermines the claims for a common good and rather 
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privileges the priority of individual choice and economic growth, regardless of 
the consequences to both moral and economic ecology. It is almost inconceiv-
able to imagine a modern political leader raising doubts about the priority of 
liberty as a national ideal, or questioning the continued wisdom of growth as 
the major ambition of our economic system.4 It would seem that there is simply 
no alternative tradition to this dominant liberal tradition.

Berry contests this supposition, however, both in theory and in his daily 
practice. He points to an alternative tradition in America, initially composed 
of settlers who sought to put down roots, to foster community, and create 
colonies in the original sense of that term. Yet while this has been a distinctive 
American tradition, Berry acknowledges that over time this tendency was 
rendered almost invisible, not only because it was not “organized,” but be-
cause the dominant tendency was actively hostile toward the weaker tenden-
cy. “Generation aft er generation, those who intended to remain and prosper 
where they were have been dispossessed and driven out, or subverted and 
exploited where they were, by those who were carrying out some version of 
the search for El Dorado. Time aft er time, in place aft er place, these conquer-
ors have fragmented and demolished traditional communities. . . . Th ey have 
always said that what they destroyed was outdated, provincial, and contempt-
ible.”5 A more aggressive and hostile form of colonization has displaced its 
more modest counterpart over time.

Th is alternative early American worldview, according to Berry, has been 
subsequently and variously defended in the written work of such fi gures as 
the founders,6 Th omas Jeff erson, Henry David Th oreau, and members of the 
American southern agrarian movement, especially Allen Tate. It has been 
instantiated in the practices and the worldview of American agrarians and 
populists. 

But its deepest sources are (1) classical political philosophy—particularly 
Aristotle, with his stress upon humans as political animals who together par-
ticipate actively in the life of a polity that aims at the common good—and (2) 
the biblical and Christian tradition, with its call to reverence toward the di-
vinely created order, its injunction against avarice and self-aggrandizement, 
its insistence upon self-sacrifi ce, and its commandments enjoining humility 
and love. At the core of Berry’s worldview—one that is primarily drawn from 
his lived experience as a farmer and member of a small community—lies a set 
of philosophical and religious assumptions that he occasionally acknowledges 
but that more oft en silently undergird his commonsense refl ections. Although 
Berry is rarely inclined to bring more explicitly to the surface the substratum 
of philosophical and religious belief that provides the foundation of his 
thought, doing so is not against the spirit of his work.
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A Kentucky Aristotelian
Perhaps the most intriguing philosophic source of Berry’s thought is only 
implicit at best—most probably a resemblance not derived from strong fi rst-
hand knowledge but nevertheless philosophically sympathetic to it. Remark-
ably, at various instances throughout his corpus, Berry uncannily echoes the 
thought of Aristotle. His standard, like Aristotle’s, is nature. Nature sets the 
terms of and establishes limits to human undertakings. Humanity is best po-
sitioned to thrive, not through the successful conquest or exploitation of na-
ture, but rather through a respectful heeding of nature’s laws and limits. 
Nature—of which humanity is a part in both Berry’s and Aristotle’s reckon-
ing—is the whole that governs all of its constitutive parts. While liberalism 
tends to focus upon and give priority to the various “parts” of nature, includ-
ing and above all the individual—and hence leads to the foolish belief that 
those parts can escape the implications of their connection to, and reliance 
upon, nature—Berry’s alternative understanding gives priority to the “whole” 
and understands all parts within that context. Berry writes:

We seem to have been living for a long time on the assumption that we 
can safely deal with parts, leaving the whole to take care of itself. But now 
the news from everywhere is that we have to begin gathering up the scat-
tered pieces, fi guring out where they belong, and putting them back to-
gether. For the parts can be reconciled to each other only within the 
pattern of the whole to which they belong.7

Like Aristotle, Berry argues that the whole precedes the parts, that is, that the 
parts can thrive only when the whole is considered, comprehended, heeded, 
and cultivated.

In political terms, priority of the “whole” means that less comprehensive 
“parts” of the city—such as economic life—must be subordinate to the dic-
tates of common good. Like Aristotle, Berry believes that there are two kinds 
of economy—one that understands acquisition to be without limits, and 
hence inclines to exploitation, and one that exists within due measure of both 
human nature and the natural world.8 Aristotle wrote that some believe in the 
priority of “business,” that is, the idea that economics involves the accumula-
tion of goods “without limit” and is therefore ungoverned by law that enjoins 
constraint. However, Aristotle contended, such a belief is concerned only with 
“living,” not “living well.”9 To live well, he argued, one must strive to under-
stand the distinction between goods that are necessary for “living well” and 
those that are superfl uous; those that are superfl uous, he said, contribute to 
our enslavement to our desires and appetites.10 To live well one must subordi-
nate the imperatives that drive the economic logic of accumulation without 
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limit to the governance of political life and a conception of human good and 
commonweal.11 Like Aristotle, Berry rejects the view that the market should 
occupy an exclusive place in considerations of the good life; rather, economics 
(understood now as “household management”) is rightly subject to political 
life.12 Th e “market” occupies space in the city, not vice versa.

While nature provides a standard for judging the good life, for Berry, as for 
Aristotle, the seemingly simple standard of nature turns out to be a challenging 
and imprecise guide, one that requires judgment and prudence more than sci-
ence and logic. Berry rejects the typically polarized contemporary views of the 
relationship of humankind to nature, one comprised of “nature conquerors” 
and the purported lovers of nature.13 Th e former claim that there is a thor-
oughgoing adversarial relationship between humans and nature; the latter 
claim that there is no fundamental disjunction or tension between the two. Th e 
former reject that humans are part of nature altogether, while the latter tend 
toward pantheism. Berry fi nds both positions to be facile. Instead, in strik-
ingly Aristotelian terms, he advances the “roomy and bewildering” alternative 
of “the middle.”14 Humanity is at once a part of, and separate from, nature, 
which is at once “hospitable to us, but also absolutely dangerous to us (it is go-
ing to kill us sooner or later), and we are absolutely dependent upon it.” Th e 
two polarized positions represent fundamentally false choices: humans cannot 
live wholly as parts of nature, inasmuch as they must consciously decide how 
to use it for their survival. Th ere is no escape from the necessity of using na-
ture; there is only the choice of how best to establish that relationship, whether 
as exploiters or stewards. On the other hand, while humans can live for a time 
in an exploitative relationship with nature, in the long term nature will exact a 
cost for this alternative extreme and make continued human life increasingly 
diffi  cult if not impossible. Nature is fi nally inescapable.

Th us, much like Aristotle, who recognized that humans are “by nature 
political animals”—that is, it is in their nature to be conventional creatures, 
albeit ones governed by certain laws, above all by the law of being a human 
and not a “god or beast”—Berry recognizes that humans occupy an exten-
sive middle ground in which the human relationship to nature must be 
guided by conscious decision, cultivation, and judgment. Humans cannot 
be the unconscious “animals” of the pantheists any more than they can be 
the self-suffi  cient “gods” suggested by those who would establish human do-
minion over nature. 

Humans uniquely possess the conscious capacity to determine their rela-
tionship to nature, but they can determine that relationship reasonably only 
within the bounds established by nature—both “wildness” and human nature. 
Culture is the inescapable medium of human life and the conduit of the hu-
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man relation to the natural sphere, as it is for Aristotle: “To take a creature 
who is biologically a human and to make him or her fully human is a task that 
requires many years.” It is culture, including the acculturation within polities, 
above all, that makes us “into humans—creatures capable of prudence, jus-
tice, fortitude, temperance, and the other virtues.” Like Aristotle, Berry ob-
serves that, without this cultivation of the human animal into the human be-
ing, humanity has an opposite tendency to become worse than beasts: “For 
our history reveals that, stripped of the restraints, disciplines, and ameliora-
tions of culture, humans are not ‘natural,’ not ‘thinking animals’ or ‘naked 
apes,’ but monsters—indiscriminate and insatiable killers and destroyers. We 
diff er from other creatures, partly, in our susceptibility to monstrosity.”15

Above all, humans must exercise prudence, or the Aristotelian intellec-
tual virtue of phronesis. Humans must integrate culture and nature, neither 
assuming their actions to be wholly in accord with or derived from nature 
simpliciter, nor acting as if that they can fl ourish apart from, or in hostility to, 
nature. Akin to Arisotelian phronesis, judgment must be formed based not on 
abstraction or “theory” but upon particular circumstance and local knowl-
edge (albeit particularity that is always guided by the demands and limits set 
by nature). Humans must “consciously and conscientiously ask of their work: 
Is this good for us? Is this good for our place? And the questioning and an-
swering of this phase is minutely particular: it can occur only with reference 
to particular artifacts, events, places, ecosystems, and neighborhoods.”16

Th oughtfulness as a Vocation
Aristotelian thought, and classical philosophy more generally, was almost al-
ways an implicit contribution to the “alternative tradition” in America: seeing 
a vast gulf between life lived in the city-states of antiquity and the nation-state 
of modernity, relatively few Americans have turned to the Greeks for direct 
inspiration. Th e primary conduit of antiquity’s main tenets, therefore, was the 
biblical tradition, particularly the Hellenistic aspects of the New Testament as 
well as the overlapping beliefs held by ancient Greek philosophers and au-
thors of the biblical texts, both the Old and New Testaments. It is this tradi-
tion that is more oft en the explicit textual source of Berry’s thought and that 
especially undergirds Berry’s understanding of an economics based upon vo-
cation rather than self-interest. “Vocation,” which etymologically refl ects an 
understanding that our work is a “calling,” and hence partakes in and contrib-
utes to an order that extends beyond our own discrete actions, demands re-
fl ection and thoughtfulness. By contrast, modern and liberal forms of work 
have their origins in self-interest and the imperatives of acquisition and hence 
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have the eff ect of narrowing our perspective and blinding us to the broader 
consequences of our actions and our work.

With its stress upon individualism, modern society tends to obscure our 
acts from their sources and their consequences. In the fi rst instance, modern 
life puts temporal blinders around our eyes, forcing us to see only the present 
and inducing blindness toward the past and permitting an exceedingly nar-
row view of the future. Short-term thinking—the use and destruction of na-
ture for our satisfaction today—is undertaken and justifi ed in light of a 
blinkered and unjustifi ed belief that any shortages or adverse consequences 
resulting from our current activities will be solved by technological progress 
in the future. Th is restricted temporal horizon severs us from the past. 
Technological optimism and blind faith in progress can be embraced only if 
one simultaneously harbors a “hatred for the past.”17 What appears to be our 
belief in the future—our technological optimism—in fact manifests itself as a 
free pass to live irresponsibly in the present. It serves as an easy excuse to 
avoid confronting the consequences of one’s current actions. Our seeming 
future-orientation is nothing more than a deeply constricted form of pre-
sentism. Our disinclination to recall the past induces an unrealism about the 
future and thereby leads us to a drastically constrained short-term time hori-
zon. Berry’s work—bound up in the inescapable rhythm of time in which past 
is present and future is, like agriculture, a seed that will take a certain form 
under certain conditions of cultivation (or will fail to fl ourish in the absence 
of cultivation)—seeks to restore the entirety of the human temporal horizon 
and thereby restore the possibility of realism. 

Our pervasive ignorance of the sources of the basic necessities of human 
life leads to our inability thoughtfully to understand the sources and conse-
quences of our economy, especially in the forms of our consumption and the 
production of waste. Berry excoriates the exploitative sensibility of economic 
agents who most oft en have no connection to a locality and who see it only in 
terms of what use any particular place can have for economic growth overall. 
Calling this the “absentee economy,” he notes the way in which local particu-
larities are largely reduced to their usefulness for other parts of the country or 
the world.

Th e global economy (like the national economy before it) operates on 
the superstition that the defi ciencies or needs or wishes of one place may 
safely be met by the ruination of another place. To build houses here, we 
clear-cut forests there. To have air-conditioning here, we strip-mine for-
ests there. To drive our cars here, we sink our oil wells there. It is an ab-
sentee economy. Most people aren’t destroying what they can see. . . . All 
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the critical questions aff ecting our use of the earth are left  to be answered 
by “the market” or the law of supply and demand. An economy without 
limits is an economy without discipline.18

According to the assessment of the market—a seeming impersonal force, the 
collection of individual decisions that transpires without planning or collec-
tive intention—there can be no calculable valuation of what is disrupted or 
destroyed by the extraction of resources, or the exploitation of labor, from 
various localities. Th e objections by any such localities that economic logic 
may prove destructive of long-standing communal forms can have no eff ect, 
inasmuch as such forms of life almost never contribute to an increase or im-
provement in the bottom line. All evaluations are made in terms of whether 
there is a short-term increase in wealth, prosperity, and effi  ciency. 

Modern economic systems tend toward abstraction, replacing exchange 
that closely demonstrates the connections between work and its products with 
complex fi nancial and monetary interactions that obscure those relations. 
Connections between our actions and their consequences become increas-
ingly diffi  cult to discern and evaluate. Berry writes oft en of the “estrangement” 
experienced by modern peoples who are largely sheltered from the activities 
necessary for life and who do not perceive the costs in that division. Modern 
consumers—and the word consumers is revealing—largely believe that the cost 
of an object refl ects its true “costs.” Th ey neglect how modern production in-
curs severe costs that will be heavily borne by future generations. Th us, for 
instance, “the cost of soil erosion is not deducted from the profi t on a package 
of beefsteak, just as the loss of forest, topsoil, and human homes on a Kentucky 
mountainside does not reduce the profi t on a ton of coal.”19 An economy that 
inaccurately calculates the bottom line is an economy that produces vast quan-
tities of waste and necessarily exploits nature. It is an economy without rever-
ence or respect, without a sense of the past or a respect for the future.

Modern peoples confuse the value accorded by the market with true val-
ue. Th is is especially true when one considers the degradation of agriculture 
in the form of the food we eat. “Money does not bring forth food,” Berry 
writes. “Neither does the technology of the food system. Food comes from 
nature and from the work of people. If the supply of food is to be continuous 
for a long time, people must work in harmony with nature.”20 Because of the 
disconnection, in this instance, between our consumption of processed and 
packaged food and the origin of that sustenance, we consume thoughtlessly 
and wastefully. By valuing food because of its low price, we thoughtlessly sup-
port destructive forms of industrial agriculture, ones that in the present reap 
enormous crops—and profi ts—at the cost of future productivity, which will 
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necessarily be limited by the loss of topsoil, the destruction of ecologies due 
to the pervasive introduction of agricultural monocultures (the agricultural 
version of our human monoculture, such as most forms of popular “culture”), 
and the depletion of resources such as water and fossil fuels. Only by full 
valuation of labor and the fruits of that work can we begin properly to evaluate 
—to accord proper value upon—our patterns of consumption and waste. 
Only by accounting for what is lost or destroyed by present practices and the 
burdens those actions will impose upon our children and future generations 
can we begin to calculate the true cost of our actions.

Altogether, the narrowing forms of self-interest, the imperative of acqui-
sition, the blinkered temporal view, the rejection of “drudgery” in favor of 
ease oft en built on the unmitigated exploitation of natural resources, and the 
abstraction induced by the modern economic order lead to pervasive forms 
of thoughtlessness. At the heart of Berry’s critique of this thoughtlessness lies 
a rejection of Adam Smith’s assumptions that an economy could work best 
based upon ever-greater forms of specialization. Berry does not reject the ne-
cessity of the division of labor as such; however, extensive specialization takes 
place in a philosophic context that actively discourages thoughtfulness about 
the connections of all the various forms of work in a complex industrial econ-
omy.21 Th e whole is understood to be an aggregate of individual choices, an 
“invisible hand” that spontaneously orients society in the direction it chooses. 
We are relieved of the duty or obligation to refl ect upon the implications of 
our work: such refl ection forms no part of our actual work. 

Adam Smith’s insistence that narrow specialization would contribute to 
the wealth of nations represents a rejection of the biblical understanding of a 
proper division of labor—one in which the aim is not increase of material 
wealth but a proper understanding of the relationships among humans and 
between God and man. Th e biblical text that best articulates this proper rela-
tionship is 1 Corinthians 12, in which Paul relates that God wishes and in-
tends that humans possess a diversity of gift s in the form of diff erent voca-
tions (1 Corinthians 12:1–11). God allots such gift s diversely precisely so that 
humans will come to understand their own partiality as parts of the body and 
thus come to a better understanding of the whole—both the human commu-
nity and the human part in divine creation. Paul writes, “but now are they 
many members, yet but one body. And the eye cannot say unto the hand, I 
have no need of thee: nor again the head to the feet, I have no need of you. 
Nay, much more than those members of the body, which seem to be more 
feeble, are necessary” (1 Corinthians 12:20–22). Specialization has a way of 
divorcing our work from our understanding of its contributions to, and reli-
ance upon, a greater whole. Rather than commending an invisible hand to 
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coordinate our activities—thus rendering us wholly unconscious of, and un-
concerned with, the sources and implications of our work—Paul instead in-
sists that our work is properly undertaken with awareness of our own partial-
ity and with thoughtfulness toward the ways in which our work contributes to 
the whole. Love, not self-interest, is the proper motivation that underlies our 
vocation.

In keeping with this biblical understanding, Berry believes an economy 
that commends narrow and thoughtless forms of specialization does not rep-
resent the proper form of work; it is, in fact, bad work.

Most of us get almost all the things we need by buying them; most of us 
know only vaguely, if at all, where these things come from; and most of us 
know not at all what damage is involved in their production. We are al-
most entirely dependent on an economy of which we are almost entirely 
ignorant. Th e provenance, for example, not only of the food we buy at the 
store, but of the chemicals, fuels, metals, and other materials necessary to 
grow, harvest, transport, process, and package that food, is almost neces-
sarily a mystery to us. To know the full economic history of a head of su-
permarket caulifl ower would require an immense job of research.22

Not only does the complexity of the modern economy make the likelihood of 
perceiving the various connections between diff erent kinds of worth exceed-
ingly diffi  cult; before even arriving at that recognition, modern economic 
theory in fact discourages such thoughtfulness by its tendency instead to 
encourage short-term, individualistic, value-based (i.e., relativistic), and 
resource-exploitative ways of thinking. Th oughtlessness is our default posi-
tion and a tendency that is only exacerbated by the resulting complexity of the 
extreme specialization resulting from the available kinds of work.

In contrast to the modern tendency toward abstraction, Berry calls for 
thoughtfulness in all its forms: thoughtfulness is, above all, our shared voca-
tion and constitutes what Berry calls “good work.” Good work involves our 
thoughtful refl ection on the sources of life and the consequences of our work. 
Such work does not entail our full comprehension of all the constitutive ef-
forts that go into the creation of a head of supermarket caulifl ower or any 
product of a complex economic system. Good work, rather, entails the eff ort 
to see through a glass darkly toward the whole of which we are all constitutive 
members. Such an eff ort, in the fi rst instance, acknowledges the existence of 
an Aristotelian and biblical whole: it forces upon our consciousness a recogni-
tion that we act not merely as partialities nor as autonomous or monadic in-
dividuals but as members of a large living organism of civilization. It forces to 
our consciousness recognition that, by acting in certain ways, we assent to—
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or potentially withhold our assent from—the destruction of that whole. We 
move beyond thinking that there is an environmental crisis—since the “en-
vironment,” Berry insists, is a formulation that, unlike “nature,” suggests an 
entity “out there” and separate from us23—and instead experience that crisis 
as “a crisis of our lives as individuals, as family members, as community 
members, and as citizens.”24 We begin to understand how our actions impli-
cate us in the whole, how we are inextricably linked in the creation of a com-
mon culture—or the undermining of that culture—and in the forging of a 
common good, or, more likely, the neglect of that good in the absence of 
commonality. 

Th is form of thoughtfulness constitutes the human vocation: in contrast 
to Adam Smith, who claimed that the wealth of nations is built, above all, on 
increasing subdivisions of labor that necessarily blind us to the connection of 
our work to the broader good of society, Berry insists that good work consists 
in the obligation to refl ect thoughtfully upon the connections we necessarily 
share, not only with one another, but with humans past, present, and yet un-
born. Our “human vocation” calls on us to participate in “responsible mem-
bership” in the world.25 Berry chastises participants of the modern liberal 
economy for “a profound failure of imagination.” He continues by insisting 
that “most people now are living on the far side of a broken connection, and 
that this is potentially catastrophic. Most people are now fed, clothed, and 
sheltered from sources, in nature and in the work of other people, toward 
which they feel no gratitude and exercise no responsibility.”26 Properly under-
stood, vocation results in the widespread invigoration of imagination and 
would be the necessary component of the one legitimate movement that Berry 
names “MTEWIID”—the “Movement to Teach the Economy What It Is 
Doing.”27 Th rough thoughtfulness and imagination, we can achieve what he 
calls “practical wholeness.”28

While modern life divorces us from our sources of sustenance, thought-
fulness by contrast undergirds life within cultures and traditions that cultivate 
not only our understanding of those sources but a sense of gratitude, wonder, 
and honor. In such an alternative setting, we are enabled to see more readily 
our past, in the structures erected with care and thought of permanence by 
our forebears and the honor we pay them; in the customs and practices that 
we learn from our parents and from the elders of our community; in the more 
elementary forms of economy that permit us more closely to perceive the 
ways that our food and goods of human life are cultivated, produced, distrib-
uted, and replenished; and in the fact of our limits, including that ultimate 
limit of our mortality, evinced at every turn by the constraints imposed by 
community, lessons of self-control gained through our education, and a vari-
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ety of traditional “forms,” perhaps above all the inescapable presence of me-
morials to the dead.29

Th oughtfulness, from the perspective of liberalism, potentially deprives 
us of our full-blown liberty. Its consequence is to explode the assumption that 
we can base our actions solely upon our individual rights and the resulting 
freedom of choice. It dissolves the supposition that we can and ought to dis-
pose of our property—what we have paid for, using our money—in whatever 
manner we see fi t. Such thoughtfulness becomes a source of support for ro-
bust political action—actions that potentially, and likely, will restrict the lib-
erty of individual actors, whether in the economic or personal spheres.30 

Berry contends that in the end liberalism falsely understands liberty. 
Th oughtfulness and the understanding that results from it enable a true form 
of liberty—the liberty that develops from proper choices within properly un-
derstood limits. In this, Berry evokes both ancient Greek and Christian un-
derstandings of liberty as the free acceptance of proper limits. Ironically, the 
accumulation of our individual decisions leaves modern liberals profoundly 
unfree. We are, fi rst and foremost, in the thrall of our appetites; we lack self-
control and hence are incapable of the freedom of self-rule. But, further, in 
ways that become daily more evident to us, our dependence on globalized 
sources of labor and essential resources subjects us to forces far beyond our 
capacity to infl uence or control. America has abandoned the Jeff ersonian ide-
al of economic self-suffi  ciency as a core basis for political liberty. In develop-
ing dependencies upon foreign powers, we are inevitably and inescapably 
drawn into the vagaries of foreign politics, into concern over the future of 
oft en-despicable regimes, and into “foreign entanglements” that have histori-
cally led to the transformation of republics into empires.31 For the sake of 
cheaply produced goods and the avoidance of “drudgery,” the republic increas-
ingly loses its actual freedom—ironically enough, in the name of freedom (now 
freedom from any form of physical labor and the freedom to buy the cheapest 
goods): “Th e United States has chosen (if that is the right word) to become an 
import-dependent society rather than to live principally from its own land and 
the work of its own people, as if dependence on imported goods and labor can 
be consistent with political independence and self-determination. . . . Th e eco-
nomic independence of families, communities, and even regions has now been 
almost completely destroyed.”32 In this sense, Berry seeks to return us to 
reality—not the fantasy of imagined freedom, but the actual liberty that can be 
achieved by individuals, families, communities, and polities with an appropri-
ate understanding of limits and the choices possible within those bounds. We 
will return to reality, either by choice or by the force of natural limits imposed 
upon us. Berry urges us to take the path of freedom.
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A Long Shelf

Jack Shoemaker

I HAVE LONG THOUGHT that a publisher, if he or she performs properly, 
ought to be virtually invisible. A publisher’s job is to bring forward and to 
make public the work of a writer. We should stand behind the spotlight, and 
the light itself ought to be trained on the writer and the book. And I am not 
myself a writer, so my discomfort here is doubled. But I have decided to think 
of this short note as simply another act of publication, to make public my 
profound debt to Wendell Berry, an opportunity too rare to ignore.

In 1969 I sent a friend in Kentucky, David Orr, a copy of the just-
published book by Gary Snyder, Earth House Hold. Almost by return mail he 
sent me a book by a young writer I’d barely heard about, Th e Long-Legged 
House by Wendell Berry. Where Snyder’s book celebrated the exotic and oth-
erness of life, from Zen in Japan to working as a merchant mariner and a fi re 
lookout in the Sierras, Berry’s book explored and celebrated the familiar, the 
possible, an American life that I could imagine living. Soon I read a sequence 
of poems in Wendell’s collection Openings titled “Window Poems,” and I was 
hooked. A year later, while traveling in Kentucky, I met Wendell and Tanya, 
stayed a few days at their farm, and we shortly began a collaboration that has 
lasted now more than thirty-fi ve years. Wendell entrusted me with a small 
sequence of poems, Th e Chinese Painting Poems, in typescript, which I pub-
lished with the title An Eastward Look as a Sand Dollar chapbook (1974).

In 1979, when I fi rst began to talk about starting an independent, medium-
sized publishing company, which became North Point Press, Wendell stepped 
forward to say that a “medium-sized writer deserved a medium-sized publish-
er,” and he promised his work to our press should we manage to get it off  the 
ground. He pledged his life’s work to what was only and barely even an idea.

And so we have been doing this work together, as publisher and writer, 
for a long time now. When we started, we each had longer hair and shorter 
children. Wendell’s aff ection and patience for my innocent enthusiasm en-
abled him to forgive my ignorance and to allow me the time I needed to learn 
how to do what I had promised to do as his publisher. His only caution has 
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been his constant reminder that neither of us is getting any younger. And that 
caution has recently made me wake up some mornings to look back on what 
has transpired and to realize that I have had what some folks like to call “a ca-
reer” in this business of bookmaking. A career was hardly what I had in mind 
in the late 1960s when I was dropped from John Tarr’s Saturday morning cal-
ligraphy class as he declared my letter forms to be “without grace or merit,” or 
when I was trying to learn how to hand-set type, upside down and backward, in 
Cliff ord Burke’s printing studio on Downey Street in San Francisco. Like most 
young people, I did not have plans per se, but what I had was a delight in the 
present moment and a certain measure of devotion. Th e rest of my adult life I 
have spent struggling to maintain that simple-mindedness.

As oft en happens, when ambition rears her head and blocks the view of 
reality and common sense, I began to have thoughts of leaving my small-press 
self behind and indulge the fantasy that eventually became North Point. By 
any measure, North Point was an impossible thing, and to make matters even 
more diffi  cult for ourselves, we were determined to do this from Berkeley. At 
our fi rst national book fair, where we exhibited the fi rst North Point cata-
logue, the then director of Yale University Press stopped by to say, “Th ank god 
you don’t know you can’t do this anymore.” And in that catalogue were titles 
by writers who took the greatest risk and paid us the highest compliment by 
pledging their work to this unproven company. When we signed those con-
tracts, the only thing we had actually printed was stationery.

Wendell Berry was fi rst, and his early commitment in fact made the press 
possible. We knew right off  that we would be publishing books by at least one 
writer booksellers would have to buy. And as I slowly approached the other 
founding authors (M. F. K.  Fisher, James Salter, Gina Berriault, Guy Davenport, 
Gary Snyder, and several others), each was persuaded to come along at least 
partially because Wendell Berry had already stepped aboard. A part of the 
profound debt I owe Wendell’s life and work is the very fact of what I can only 
now look back upon as a career.

In the time since North Point, my career has had some disruptions and 
relocations, not to mention some company name changes, but always Wendell 
Berry has been the fi rst one to stand up and say, “Go ahead now and I’ll come 
along and we will just continue.” And so I have, and so we have, and somehow 
against the grain of what has become publishing in this celebrity culture we 
have managed to make—can it be?—more than three dozen books together.

And I should say that publishing is a political act. I have been privileged 
to publish a writer of such clarity and passion for all things complexly politi-
cal and cultural. I am in this business because I believe books can change 
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people’s lives—and the books of Wendell Berry have profoundly changed my 
life, the way I walk through the world, by myself and with my family. It is 
worth my discomforting awkwardness to be able to say, “Th ank you.”

In 1958 and 1959, in a shed in Mill Valley, about thirteen miles from 
where I sit this aft ernoon, Wendell Berry composed the draft s of what became 
his fi rst novel, Nathan Coulter. As he said later, he had no idea then that he 
would spend his life writing about the small town of Port William and fi ve 
generations of the families who lived there. Th e long story of the Port William 
membership has become one of the great accomplishments of modern 
American literature. A recent book in this work brings us to Nathan Coulter’s 
widow, Hannah Coulter. Hannah is, as this book begins, in her late seventies, 
widowed and alone. She has the time now to look back on her life and on her 
community. She sees, as she says, “the old fabric, pulling apart, and we know 
how much we have loved each other.”

Th e years of our friendship and our association in publishing have been 
times of cultural and political turmoil and distress, when the nation’s fabric 
has been stretched and to some people’s minds torn beyond repair. One lesson 
of Wendell Berry’s work is the solace of community. It is a blessing to recall 
how much we have loved each other.
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Afterword

George Core

Th e man of letters “must recreate for his age the image of man. . . . He must 
distinguish between mere communication . . . and the rediscovery of the 
human condition in the living arts.”
—Allen Tate

THE MOST GENERAL statement that one can make about Wendell Berry and 
his literary accomplishments is that he is a man of letters. He is a southern 
writer, of course; and in his lifetime there have been many men of letters in 
the South. I instance the leading Vanderbilt agrarians in this connection: John 
Crowe Ransom, Donald Davidson, Allen Tate, Andrew Lytle, and Robert 
Penn Warren, all of whom wrote successfully in several modes. All but Lytle 
were good poets. All were superb essayists and their essays, like Berry’s, were 
not only literary but polemical, and they forged not only formal pieces of ar-
gumentation and of literary criticism but informal pieces such as reminis-
cences. All of them but Ransom wrote fi ction, and Warren, at his best, created 
fi rst-rate novels.

Th e twentieth century in the South also witnessed the careers of impor-
tant women of letters, especially Katherine Anne Porter, Caroline Gordon, 
Eudora Welty, Flannery O’Connor, and Elizabeth Spencer. Anyone who knows 
the literature of the South knows the close connections of these women of let-
ters with the agrarians, and these connections extend far beyond the matter of 
Caroline Gordon’s having been married twice to Allen Tate.

Why so many greatly talented men and women of letters have derived 
from the South is not a question that can be confi dently answered, but it is 
obvious that many of them were infl uenced by such fi gures as Ford Madox 
Ford and T. S. Eliot, who were not only men of letters but editors of great dis-
tinction. Tate, writing fi ve years aft er Ford’s death in 1939, declares, “His in-
fl uence was immense, even upon writers who did not know him.” Tate writes 
of what he calls the Masonic tradition, especially in the novel, passed along by 
Ford in “the living confraternity of men of letters.” In speaking elsewhere of 
Ford and his English Review, Tate observes that Ford gave “the conviction of 
being a part of literature to at least half the distinguished writers who survived 
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the war. . . . He, more than any other modern editor, enrolled his contributors 
in the profession of letters.” Tate saw Eliot as continuing that tradition in the 
Criterion. Th ese magazines served as models for the Southern Review under 
Brooks and Warren, the Kenyon Review under Ransom, and the Sewanee 
Review under Tate and Lytle, as well as later the Hudson Review under 
Frederick Morgan. Th ese are among the magazines to which Wendell Berry 
has contributed some of his best work.

In all likelihood nobody, especially now in a time of specialization, sets 
out to be a man or woman of letters. He or she achieves this status aft er a sus-
tained commitment to the profession of letters that results in work written in 
several modes that run from fi ction and poetry to the letter itself. Writing, as 
E. B. White observes, is “not an occupation. . . . It is more an affl  iction, or just 
punishment.” A real writer cannot evade this affl  iction: she or he has to deal 
with it as the urge comes, carrying the author along. Oft en the writer is not 
spared from this urge or seizure, as Coleridge was, by the appearance of a man 
from Porlock. Th e writer more nearly careers as though on horseback, follow-
ing the course that a spirited horse chooses, rather than follows a career in the 
usual sense of that bureaucratic term (as in career path). Th e results of a series 
of rides into the rough country of the imagination can add up to the work of 
a lifetime that is seen in retrospect as what would seem to constitute a career 
as a man or woman of letters. “Having begun in public anonymity,” Berry 
writes in “To a Writer of Reputation,”

you did not count on this
literary sublimation by which
somebody becomes a “name.”

Moving from one kind of writing to another—from, say, fi ction to essay 
to poetry—enables a writer to remain fresh and not burn out in any given 
mode. You can see this pattern unfolding in the work of such contemporary 
men of letters as Joseph Epstein, George Garrett, and of course Berry himself, 
just as it did with Warren for decades. For Garrett and Berry writing poetry 
must be a wonderfully refreshing surcease from the struggle to forge an essay 
or the toil to create a long novel. Let us consider the fi nal lines of Berry’s “How 
to Be a Poet”:

Out of the little words that come
out of the silence, like prayers
prayed back to the one who prays,
make a poem that does not disturb
the silence from which it came.
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Berry would agree with White that “poetry is the greatest of the arts”: “It 
combines music and painting and storytelling and prophecy and the dance.” 
Th e music of poetry echoes in part 6 of Berry’s “Sabbaths 1998”:

  Th e day ends
and is unending where
the summer tanager,
warbler, and vireo
sing as they move among
illuminated leaves.

Th e music of this poem, like many others that Berry has struck, reminds us of 
what he has written of “the technical means of poetry”—“its power as speech 
or song . . . the play of statement with and against music.”

Wendell Berry studied under a distinguished man of letters and teacher at 
Stanford University, a man who found the dance to the music of time in what he 
wrote and in what others wrote. In “Wallace Stegner and the Great Community” 
Berry quotes Stegner on that community—a passage in which the author says 
that thought “thrives best in solitude, in quiet, and in the company of the past, 
the great community of recorded experience.” In describing Stegner’s eff ective-
ness as a teacher of writing, Berry tells us that Stegner’s students felt in him “the 
authority of authentic membership in the great community.”

Th at community of writers has other names, especially the Republic of 
Letters, which is what Allen Tate always called it—the ideal community that 
exists only in the minds of those who believe in its signifi cance. It is a com-
munity of authorship, as Stegner and Berry believe, that derives from the 
committed members of the profession of letters. Th e republic of the arts, Ford 
Madox Ford declares, is “the only republic that has ever lasted.” Malcolm 
Cowley, writing about Tate, describes this realm as “a loose federation com-
posed of many dukedoms and principalities.” Among these are the various 
regions in the United States—the West in Stegner’s case, the South in Berry’s. 
Each man is comfortable in writing about his region and is by no means de-
fensive that it is not New England, especially metropolitan New York City. 
Cowley comfortably worked in many literary beats, and his included Stegner’s 
writing program at Stanford on four occasions. Cowley, another man of let-
ters, describes the Republic of Letters as well as anyone ever has.

In general the committed writer works in solitude and does not perform 
as a member of a clique—no Algonquin Round Table of wits and witticisms 
for him or her. Despite Wendell Berry’s wide range of literary friends and ac-
quaintances, many of whom have written for this occasion, he is the sole 
member in a party of one. Th is should also be emphatically said of the rugged 
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individualists whom he has admired, from Henry David Th oreau to Edward 
Abbey, Harry Caudill, Wallace Stegner, and Donald Davie. E. B. White calls 
Th oreau a “regular hairshirt of a man,” a description that aptly applies to 
Abbey, Caudill, Stegner, Davie, and Berry. “Hairshirt or no,” White continues, 
“he is a better companion than most, and I would not swap him for a more 
reasonable friend.”

As the reminiscences in this book of essays skillfully acquired and edited by 
Jason Peters reveal, Mr. Berry is not only a literary man but a social being who 
is blessed with a wife who complements him within the society of their family 
and friends. He has not removed himself from the everyday world, even though 
much of his time and energy is spent on the solitary pursuits of farming and 
writing. Like many men of letters he is an ambassador to the wider world and 
has lectured and read at many campuses and other places. He not only under-
stands but embodies the signifi cance of what Allen Tate deems “the full partici-
pation of the man of letters in the action of society.” “To act, in short,” Berry 
himself declares, “is to live. Living ‘is a total act. Th inking is a partial act.’ ” And, 
he adds, “Living is a communal act.” In the same essay, “Writer and Region,” the 
author observes that “the context of literature” is not “the literary world”—that 
“its real habitat is the household and the community”—the community of 
“common experience and common eff ort on common ground.” He says that in 
securing his point the “test of imagination, ultimately, is not the territory of art 
or the territory of mind, but the territory underfoot.” Th e writer, walking or rid-
ing through the country of the mind, does not ignore its actual terrain and rise, 
unchecked, on a balloon into an abstract and idealized literary imperium, the 
country of the blue. We recall that Henry James’s balloon of experience is fi rm-
ly tethered to the sullen earth, “and under that necessity we swing . . . in the 
more or less commodious car of the imagination.”

It makes no diff erence what form of literature that the author is pursuing 
—fi ction or poetry or essay or something else. Wendell Berry says of Wallace 
Stegner that “one of the pleasures of reading him is to see how many kinds of 
writing he has done well.” Th ese include biography and history and criticism 
in addition to his forte, the novel. Berry’s own accomplishments as a writer 
are more varied. Neither writer can be measured by an old saw that is oft en 
dismissive—jack-of-all-trades but master of none. Th e jack-of-all-trades of-
ten thought—wrongly—that he could do everything. When it comes to Berry, 
he can turn his hand to practically any literary mode, as this book about him 
abundantly demonstrates. He has written fi ction, long and short, of a high 
order; his poetry has earned him an Aiken Taylor Award, among other prizes; 
his critical essays are distinguished; and his essays or polemics devoted to 
environmental matters have won him a wide and devoted audience. For his 
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work in concert he has earned the T. S. Eliot Prize. It is diffi  cult to decide what 
Berry’s forte as a writer is. Any serious reader of his work would be hard- 
pressed to say in which mode he most excels. Of course we do not have to 
make such a determination. My point, as you have discerned, is that nothing 
he writes is merely passable, the standard for the jack-of-all-trades.

“Works of art participate in our lives; we are not just distant observers of 
their lives.” So begins Berry’s “Style and Grace,” in which he compares 
Hemingway’s “Big Two-Hearted River” with Norman Maclean’s A River Runs 
Th rough It. Works of art, the critic continues in laying out his argument, “are 
in conversation among themselves and with us. Th is is a part of the descrip-
tion of human life; we do the way we do partly because of things that have 
been said to us by works of art, and because of things we have said in reply.” 
Berry compares Hemingway’s restrictive style (which, “like a victorious gen-
eral, imposes its terms”) with Maclean’s less limited and more submerged 
style, a style that enables him to reveal “the failure of a man to live up to his 
own grace, his own beauty and power.” Berry’s description of Maclean’s vir-
tues as a writer is a good description of the subtleties of his own fi ction, which 
we read as he does A River Runs Th rough It, “rejoicing in the end.” As he 
makes plain, a writer oft en tells a story “because he takes an unutterable joy in 
telling it and therefore has to tell it.”

Th e best stories oft en come out of such an urge in which the story more 
nearly chooses the author, as Robert Penn Warren used to say, than the author 
chooses the story. Wendell Berry’s “Mike” (Sewanee Review, winter 2005), 
which has been selected for Algonquin Books’ annual New Stories from the 
South, is a superb instance of such a piece of fi ction. “Mike” springs from a 
story or series of stories told to the author by his father. Mike is an uncom-
monly intelligent and well-trained English setter. He and his master at their 
best—at one—work as a team hunting birds. “I think he regarded his partner-
ship with my father as the business of his life,” the narrator tells us, “as it was 
also his overtopping joy.” Th e narrator’s father was a man of many passions, 
including “bird-hunting with a good dog, which had no practical end but was 
the enactment of his great love of country, of life, of his own life, for their own 
sake.” And later he says, “I am thinking now with wonder of the convergence, 
like two birds crossing as they rise, of a passionate man and a gift ed, elated, 
hard-hunting dog.”

I could consider more of Wendell Berry’s fi ction but will confi ne myself 
to this representative example of his accomplished ease as a maker of fi ction. 
Th is is but one example of how his “works of art participate in our lives.” 
“Mike” becomes part of our lives, whether or not we hunt. I confess that I am 
not a hunter but that I relish hunting stories, both oral and written, especially 
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involving dogs; and “Mike” is one of the best of the many I know, such as 
Caroline Gordon’s “Old Red and Old Whiskey.” Th e success of “Mike” de-
pends in part on its voice: the story, as it unfolds, could be read or told in 
company—at a hunting lodge or anywhere else at which people of like inter-
ests gather. Although beautifully written and told, it is not, in the pejorative 
sense, literary.

Th e fi ction centering in and around Port William, Berry’s fi ctive country, 
has reminded many people of the stories and novels that are placed in 
Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha County; but, as an acute Australian critic, George 
Th omas, has observed of late in Quadrant (March 2006), the novels and sto-
ries laid in Port William bear “a greater similarity . . . to Th omas Hardy’s 
Wessex.” He explains, “Hardy’s Wessex stories had the common theme of at-
tachment to and estrangement from a rural community.” Such an astute critic 
as Th omas could make an essay—or even a book—based on this illuminating 
parallel, which isn’t to say that the Faulkner analogy is defective, merely less 
revealing than the one between Hardy and Berry. But, were one to consider 
comedy in Berry, Faulkner would provide the better parallel.

Th e novelist, Ortega y Gasset says in Th e Dehumanization of Art, impris-
ons the reader “in a small, hermetically sealed universe—the inner realm of 
the novel.” In contrast the poet presents a world viewed from the outside rath-
er than from within. Th e essayist posts himself diff erently than does the fi c-
tion writer or the poet, addressing the reader more directly—and in his own 
voice, whether it is that of the literary critic, remote and refl ective, such as 
John Crowe Ransom or Lionel Trilling, or in the shriller tone of the polemicist 
and reformer such as George Orwell. Th e latter, as White says of Th oreau, is 
torn “between the desire to enjoy the world . . . and the urge to set the world 
straight.” We see these impulses in Berry in such essays as those collected in 
Another Turn of the Crank. He sees the crankiness in himself and enjoys deal-
ing with the seriousness of our terrible situation as human beings living on a 
planet that is rapidly being exhausted of its natural resources and the humor 
of his attempts to correct a world gone mad. Berry is, as Wallace Stegner says 
to him, “one of the most provocative and thoughtful essayists alive.” To ad-
dress his work in this vein, we can do no better than to study White’s “A Slight 
Sound at Evening” and Stegner’s “Th e Sense of Place” and “A Letter to Wendell 
Berry.” In so doing, we would be constantly reminded of White’s observation 
that “all writing is both a mask and an unveiling, and the question of honesty 
is uppermost, as in the case of the essayist.” And we would fi nd Berry’s work, 
fi ction and poetry and nonfi ction, is what White, the presiding spirit of this 
occasion in addition to Wendell Berry himself, calls “an invitation to life’s 
dance.”
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Chronology

1934   Born Wendell Erdman Berry, August 5 in Henry County, Kentucky, to 
John and Virginia Berry. John Marshall Berry is a lawyer and offi  cial with 
the Burley Tobacco Growers Association

1936   Berry family moves to New Castle, Kentucky
1948   Enters Millersburg Military Institute
1952   Graduates from Millersburg Military Institute and enters the University of 

Kentucky
1955  Meets Tanya Amyx, the daughter of a University of Kentucky art professor
1956   Earns AB (English) from the University of Kentucky (Lexington); enters 

graduate school at the university in the fall
1957   Earns MA (English) from the University of Kentucky; marries Tanya Amyx 

on May 29; begins teaching English at Georgetown College (Georgetown, 
Kentucky) in the fall

1958   Enters Stanford University as a Wallace Stegner fellow; daughter, Mary 
Dee, born May 29 

1959–60 Teaches creative writing at Stanford University
1960   Nathan Coulter (novel)
1960–61 Farms in Kentucky
1961–62  Lives in Europe, principally Italy and France, on a Guggenheim Fellowship
1962 Awarded the Vachel Lindsay Prize; son, Pryor Cliff ord (Den), born August 19
1962–64     Teaches English at New York University (University Heights campus in the 

Bronx) and directs the freshman English program
1964  November Twenty-six Nineteen Hundred Sixty-three (poem) and Th e Broken 

Ground (poems); begins teaching creative writing at the University of Ken-
tucky (Lexington) in the fall

1965   Moves to Lanes Landing Farm, Port Royal, Kentucky; awarded Rockefeller 
Foundation Fellowship

1967   A Place on Earth (novel; revised, 1983); awarded the Bess Hokin Prize from 
Poetry

1968   Openings (poems) and Th e Rise (nonfi ction); appointed visiting professor 
of creative writing at Stanford, 1968–69

1969   Findings (poems) and Th e Long-Legged House (nonfi ction; reprinted, 2004); 
earns fi rst place, Borestone Mountain Poetry Awards; receives a National 
Endowment of the Arts grant
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1970   Farming: A Handbook (poems), Th e Hidden Wound (nonfi ction; reprinted 
1989 with a new aft erword), and Ralph Eugene Meatyard (coauthors, Ralph 
Eugene Meatyard and A. Gassan); earns fi rst place, Borestone Mountain Poetry 
Awards

1971   Th e Unforeseen Wilderness: An Essay on Kentucky’s Red River Gorge (nonfi c-
tion; photographs by Ralph Eugene Meatyard; revised and expanded as Th e 
Unforeseen Wilderness: Kentucky’s Red River Gorge, 1991); named University 
of Kentucky’s Distinguished Professor of the Year; receives National Institute 
of Arts and Letters Award for Writing

1972   A Continuous Harmony:  Essays Cultural and Agricultural (reprinted, 2003) 
and Civilizing the Cumberland: A Commentary (nonfi ction; bound with 
James Lane Allen, Mountain Passes of the Cumberlands); earns fi rst place, 
Borestone Mountain Poetry Awards

1973   Th e Country of Marriage (poems)
1974   Th e Memory of Old Jack (novel; revised, 1999), An Eastward Look (poems) 

and Reverdure (poem); promoted to professor of English, University of 
Kentucky

1975   Horses (poem), To What Listens (poem), and Sayings and Doings (poems); 
receives Friends of American Writers Award for Th e Memory of Old Jack

1976   Th e Kentucky River: Two Poems and Th ere Is Singing Around Me (poems)
1977 Clearing (poems), Th ree Memorial Poems, and Th e Unsettling of America:  

Culture and Agriculture (nonfi ction); resigns from the University of Kentucky; 
appointed writer in residence at Centre College (Danville, Kentucky)

1977–79 Contributing editor for Rodale Press, which publishes New Farm and 
Organic Gardening and Farming

1978 Receives honorary doctorate from Centre College
1979   Th e Gift  of Gravity (poem; illustrated by Timothy Engelland)
1980   A Part (poems), Th e Salad (poem), and Wendell Berry Reading His Poems 

(audio recording)
1981  Recollected Essays, 1965–1980; Th e Gift  of Good Land:  Further Essays, Cultu-

ral and Agricultural; and Th e Nativity (poem); receives honorary doctorate 
from Transylvania College (Lexington, Kentucky)

1982   Th e Wheel (poems)
1983   Standing by Words (essays; reprinted, 2005); receives honorary doctorate 

from Berea College (Berea, Kentucky)
1984 Coeditor, Meeting the Expectations of the Land (nonfi ction), with Wes 

Jackson and Bruce Coleman
1985   Collected Poems, 1957–1982
1986   Th e Wild Birds: Six Stories of the Port William Membership (fi ction); re-

ceives honorary doctorate from University of Kentucky
1987   Sabbaths (poems), Home Economics (essays), and, in England, Th e Landscape 

of Harmony (nonfi ction); returns to University of Kentucky to teach courses 
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in literature and education; receives the American Academy of Arts and 
Letters Jean Stein Award and the Kentucky Governor’s Milner Award; re-
ceives honorary doctorate from Santa Clara University; appointed writer 
in residence, Bucknell University (Lewisburg, Pennsylvania), 1987–88

1988   Remembering (novel); receives honorary doctorate from Eureka College 
(Eureka, Illinois)

1989   Traveling at Home (poetry and fi ction; wood engravings by John DePol) 
and Th e Hidden Wound (paperback, with a new aft erword); receives the 
Lannan Foundation Award for Nonfi ction; delivers commencement ad-
dress at College of the Atlantic (Bar Harbor, Maine) 

1990 Harland Hubbard: Life and Work (biography), and What Are People For? (es-
says); reissues Sayings and Doings (poems) with An Eastward Look (poems)

1991 John Berry, father, dies October 31
1992   Fidelity (fi ction) and Sabbaths 1987–1990 (poems); receives Victory Spirit 

Ethics Award from the Louisville Community Foundation
1993   Sex, Economy, Freedom and Community (essays); receives Kentucky Librar-

ies Award for Intellectual Excellence and the Orion Society’s John Hay 
Award 

1994   Watch with Me: And Six Other Stories of the Yet-Remembered Ptolemy Proud-
foot and His Wife, Miss Minnie, née Quinch (fi ction) and Entries (poems); 
receives the Aiken Taylor Award for Poetry from the Sewanee Review and 
the T. S. Eliot Award from the Ingersoll Foundation

1995   Th e Farm (poem) and Another Turn of the Crank (essays)
1996   A World Lost (novel)
1997   Two More Stories of the Port William Membership (fi ction); preface, Waste 

Land:  Meditations on a Ravaged Landscape (with David T. Hanson, William 
Kittredge, and Mark Dowie); Virginia Berry, mother, dies January 3; Clif-
ford Amyx, father-in-law, dies July 30

1998   Th e Selected Poems of Wendell Berry and A Timbered Choir: Th e Sabbath 
Poems, 1979–1997 

2000   Jayber Crow: Th e Life of Jayber Crow, Barber of the Port William Membership 
as Written by Himself  (novel) and Life Is a Miracle: An Essay against Modern 
Superstition

2002   Th at Distant Land: Th e Collected Stories of Wendell Berry (fi ction), Th ree 
Short Novels (contains Nathan Coulter, Remembering, and A World Lost), 
and Th e Art of the Commonplace: Agrarian Essays of Wendell Berry

2003   Citizenship Papers (essays)
2004   Hannah Coulter (novel) and Tobacco Harvest: An Elegy (nonfi ction; photo-

graphs by James Baker Hall); receives Writer award; Dee Rice Amyx, mother-
in-law, dies July 3

2005  Given (poems), Th e Way of Ignorance (essays); introduction, Blessed Are 
the Peacemakers: Christ’s Teachings of Love, Compassion, and Forgiveness; 
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receives O. Henry Prize for “Th e Hurt Man” (short story); delivers com-
mencement address at and receives honorary doctorate from Lindsey 
Wilson College (Columbia, Kentucky)

2006  Delivers keynote address for the thirtieth anniversary of Th e Land Institute 
(Salina, Kansas) 

2007 Andy Catlett: Early Travels (novel); introduction, paperback edition of Sir 
Albert Howard’s Th e Soil and Health (University Press of Kentucky)
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